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Peres Por i 

Tuis book has grown out of my own experience of 

aneed. I desired to study the Homeric language 

with a view to determine what variations—if any — 

exist in different parts of the poems. For that 

purpose it seemed important to ascertain just which 

lines have a prima facie claim to pass as Homeric. 

The question, as I soon realized, could be answered 

for no single line without the evidence for all. I 

have endeavoured to gather it with completeness, 

and now place it at the disposal of others. Its 

collection has caused me to view the tradition of the 

poems in a new light, but whether it will have a 
similar effect upon others must be left to the future 

to determine. This seems to me, however, the 

portion of the Homeric problem in which the hope 
for some approximation to unity of opinion may be 

entertained most reasonably, and I have therefore 

striven to isolate it as rigorously as possible from all 

other questions. 

The work was closed in 1923, when the final 

drafting was begun: I have made no effort to regard 

the very considerable literature that has since 

appeared. An unforeseen visit to England has 

enabled me, however, to add the testimony of a 

number of vulgate papyri, and to answer some 

questions about readings of Ptolemaic papyri that 
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I should otherwise have been forced to leave open. 

In this I have had the assistance of Mr. H. Idris Bell, 

Mr. E. Lobel, and Dr. A. S. Hunt. All three have 

most generously placed at my disposal their exten- 

sive knowledge of papyri publications, and their 
wonderfully developed keenness and accuracy of 

vision. I have profited much by their kindness, and 

wish to express to them my deep appreciation of it. 

My gratitude is also due, and is most gladly given, 

to those members of the staff of the Clarendon Press 

who have worked with so much scholarship and 

technical mastery of their complicated art to make 
the external form of my book all that I could desire 

it to be. 

Finally I wish to thank publicly my sister, Mrs. 

Robert Malcolm Littlejohn, for the generous assist- 

ance that has relieved me of the financial anxieties 

and burdens that the publication of this work would 

otherwise have entailed. 

Gls B: 

OxForD, August 1925. 
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Pel ery WGP POON 

THE tendency for science to begin with answers to ultimate 

questions is natural enough and easily comprehensible. The Ionian 

philosophers with their search for the épx7, Bopp with his wish to 

fathom the mystery of the origin of inflexions, and Schliemann 

with the trench that should lay bare King Priam’s Troy, are 

familiar examples; but in each case it has proved necessary veculer 

pour mieux sauter. Womeric criticism has its parallelism to offer: 

the early analyses started from the primeval poems—the Ur-liias 

and the Ur-Odyssee—and only recently have we realized that it is 

better to begin from the nearer end, and remove the accretions 

stratum by stratum, as in the excavation of a buried temple. The 

change is to be welcomed—only in my opinion it has not gone 

far enough. 

We assume too easily that the object of our study—the poems 

themselves—is defined for us with sufficient precision. Yet the 

Odyssey of Wolf is not the Odyssey of Aristarchus, nor is the ad 

of Aristarchus the /iad of Pisistratus. Our first effort must be to 

recover with all possible exactness the form of the poems as they 

existed at the beginning of our tradition. Until that is accomplished 

we are carrying an unnecessary risk of error! in all our discus- 

sions of the genesis of the poems; we are like archaeologists who 

1 The size of this risk cannot be predicted in advance. Loercher 6 assumes that it 

is negligible, but his own analysis starts with A 543—an interpolation. 

2966 B 



2 INTERPOLATIONS IN HOMER 

would discuss the style and authorship of a vase-painting before 

cleansing it. . 

The question with which I shall deal is, however, not so sweeping. 

To reconstruct the Pisistratean text is at present too ambitious 

an undertaking, but I think that we may at least begin to answer 

the question of the lines that it contained. That is first and fore- 

most a problem of vecensio—to determine what are for it the best 

attested lines. My attention shall therefore be confined normally 

to variants a line or more in length, and I ask that this restriction 

be borne in mind even when it is not reiterated. 



PAORLE oI 

AFTER ARISTARCHUS 

IN the recension of the Homeric poems the first problem that 

confronts us is the treatment to be accorded to verses for which our 
MSS., ranging from the tenth to the sixteenth or seventeenth 
century, give conflicting testimony. Early editors — Dacier, 

Stephanus, Barnes, for instance—were inclined to favour the 
weakly attested verses that they knew, just as they welcomed also 

the additional verses they could glean from scholia and quotations. 
Wolf was more critical (cf. Proll. 26f. 259 n. 45, 261 n. 46, 265 

n. 50), but he was already under the pressure of tradition, and, 

besides, he had vastly over-estimated (p. 265) the age of these 

interpolations. His best course would have been to follow the 

Venetus A; but he did not bring himself that far and printed 
15,693 verses in the Ziad, 12,110 in the Odyssey. These are in 

reality eclectic combinations, but time has made them sacrosanct in 

the eyes of many. For instance, Drerup—cf. A/P 42 (1921). 87— 

regards this, no more, no less, as Homer; while Shewan, The Lay 

of Dolon, p. 17, demands proof, meaning thereby demonstrative 

certainty, before it may be changed. The Oxford edition varies 

from the Wolfian vulgate only in that it adds the weakly attested 
o 111% and omits some lines, © 548, 550-2, I 458-61, A 543, that are 

found in no MS., retaining, however, 3 604/5, 0 295, of which the 

same is true. Its junior editor, T. W. Allen, Zhe Homeric 

Catalogue of Ships, p. 56, now sees that B 558 falls in ‘with the 

other lines preserved in a minority of Homeric MSS., of which we 

do not hesitate to say that they are additions’; but when it comes 

to the printing of the text he continues to follow Wolf. Leaf and 

1 ~ 276 is on aslightly different footing, as Chalcondylas is likely to have found it 

in some MS. 
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Ludwich are more independent,’ but neither goes far enough. 

Ludwich sees the worthlessness of lines so badly attested as © 224-6, 

466-8, II 614-15, but, as he says (HV 29 f.), time has given such 

lines a charmed life. Few have the courage to attack them—com- 

promises seem preferable. , 
Less tenderness in dealing with these squatter claims is to be 

expected of scholars who are not hampered by the responsibilities 

of an editor. Of recent writers Blass (Die [uterpolationen in der 
Odyssee, 1904), Wecklein (Uber Zusdtze und Auslassung von Versen 

im Homerischen Texte, 1918), Wilamowitz (Die lias und Homer, 

1916), may be taken as representing the best use that has been 

made of texunpia of this sort. Their conclusions are frequently 
correct, but their treatment is not such as to give to the MSS. their 
full evidential value. The fundamental trouble is that the origin of 

these MS. variants was not then understood. In consequence mere 

accidents of copying” are at times pressed into service, while 

significant variations are passed in silence or explained away. The 
result is to leave an impression of eclecticism. 

Without attempting an exhaustive criticism I may give a few 

illustrations. Wecklein (p. 29) regards I 44 as a useless addition, 

and notes that Aristarchus athetized it. But he does not—as he 

fancies—strengthen his case when he refers to its omission by T. 

In the first place we can make no correlation between omissions in 
our MSS. and the atheteses of Aristarchus. The only other exact 
coincidences * are B 143 om. i.t. add. i.m. J; 4117 0m. Z?; © 284 
om. X”), add. XP? i.m.; 557-8 0m. H? (haplogr. ai@7p,aidyjp). Five 
examples in five different MSS., three corrected and one clearly a 
mechanical blunder—the thing must be purely accidental. Secondly, 
we must note that the scribe of T seems rather prone to skip with 

? Leafs edition is in this respect the better. He misses, to be sure, B558, H 368 f., 
N 316, 749, ¥ 804—tOo cite only passages he might have been expected to detect—and 
his distinction between lines omitted and lines bracketed is valueless; but he has the 
great merit of touching no line except vulgate interpolations. Ludwich, for instance, 
puts on a par with them many others ; while his distinction between lines omitted and 
those in small type is positively confusing. 

? I may cite here R. G. Kent, The Textual Criticism of Inscriptions, valuable for 
questions of method, but published ina place (Jour. Am. Oriental Soc. 40 (1920). 289 ff.) 
not likely to come under the notice of classicists. 

* For approximate correspondence, cf. B 130-3, A 149, K 51-2, M363, II 97-100, 
X 199-201, 329, 393, 2556. 
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or without temptations to haplography; cf. B 320, 4 87, 441, H 221, 

167, 267-9, 397, K 474, 4107, 615, M 47, N 645, 2 489, P 316, 
525, 548-50, 2430, 528, 789. Sometimes he corrects himself, 

sometimes later hands correct him. In none of these omissions is 

T supported by other MSS. except at K 474, M 47, 525, where 
the temptations to haplography are great, and the support given 

extremely slight. Finally in this passage (I 44) the first hand of T 

itself adds the line in the margin. The behaviour of T must be 

regarded then as a medieval blunder destitute of all significance in 

the question of whether Wecklein and Aristarchus are right or 

wrong. This carries implicitly my opinion of Wecklein’s treatment 

of 4 441 (pp. 27 f.) and M 47 (p. 30); that of I269 127 (p. 29) is 
even worse. Here the first hand of T has by haplography (dpov7o, 

GpovrTo) omitted lines 267-9 as is stated by Leaf and Ludwich. 

La Roche, too, makes the same statement, except that he does not 

distinguish between the hands. According to Leaf a second hand 

has added the missing lines. Ludwich notes separately ‘269 om. T’, 
which at the best can mean only that this line was not supplied by 

the corrector. This leads Wecklein to a criticism of the parallel 

passage. If U® has, as he states, transposed lines 126-7, the con- 

fusion comes merely from haplography (o¥ kev, ovdé kev); but 

according to Ludwich the MS. itself agrees with all others, and it 

is a second hand who has been thus confused—a matter of still less 

importance. Wecklein (p. 21) urges against 6 545 its omission by 

the first hand of F. The following line is omitted by the same 

hand, but must be retained ; its omission is ascribed therefore to 

haplography (dvi, dvépt). But haplography (réruxrat, réruxrat) is 
the obvious cause for the omission of both lines. The omission of 
131-2 by D is also merely haplography (A:Aqiopévy mwéou eivat, 

AAatopévn moow eiva:)—D being one of the two MSS. with line 30 
in the text. After what has been said above we must argue: if 

Aristarchus athetized : 34-6, the omission of 35-6 by a single MS. 

can be nothing but accident. The conclusion is confirmed by the 

obvious temptation (roxjwrv, Toxjwv) to haplography. 
For Blass, note that he accepts the evidence against A 60, and 

attempts to explain away the stronger evidence against the same line, 

as 92. In doing so he puts forward the improbable theory? that 

1 Cf, also Kirchhoff at y 127-8. 
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the omissions at line 60 were due to some (unrecorded) athetesis, and 
that the scribes extended the condemnation to the next recurrence 
of the line. The omission of 515-17 is also ascribed to some unre- 
corded and erroneous athetesis. Hypotheses of that sort must be 
ruled out, until it can be shown that at least in one case such 

omissions are found in connexion with a passage, the athetesis of 
which is recorded. The MS. evidence is also set aside at y 19; 

while at 6432, x 569, #6, o 131 there is no discussion of the 

considerable fluctuations in the MSS. 
Examples of the last fault are plentiful in the work of Wilamowitz ; 

for instance, E42, 57, 901, M219, N255, 316, #70, 269, O 481, 
II 381, 614-15, P 585. One cannot criticize his preferences for lines 
attested in no MS. (B 848° [p. 85], I 1193(?) 458-61 [p. 66 n. 2]), 
without bearing in mind that he is attempting not a recension of 

the vulgate, but a reconstruction of the poetry at a much earlier 

stage. Is may then be said that he has permitted the vecenszo to 
be entangled with the emendatio, or that he has not kept separate 

two different stages in the vecensio problem. The latter can be 
seen elsewhere, for instance, p. 60 n., K 191, 497, 531, ‘haben in der 

Uberlieferung keinen festen Stand’, a lumping together of inter- 

polations of different ages. This is not as harmless as it may seem ; 

it opens the door for impossible explanations of the MS. variants. 
A few MSS. contain B 168 = 17; they are supposed (p. 263 n.)! to 

have preserved a Zenodotean line that is unattested as the reading 

of his text. Comparison of the similar interpolations in our MSS. 
will show, however, that we have no right to look beyond B17 for 

the source of this interpolation. Wilamowitz believes that K 240, 
ds par’, Mdervev Sé rept EavOG Mevedde, which was not in the text 
of Zenodotus, is genuine. He then remarks (p. 61 n. 2): ‘ Einige 

junge Handschriften haben den Menelaos aus der Liste der Bewerber 

um den Auftrag beseitigt: das ist ganz konsequent, wenn 240 fehlt.’ 

Here is the supposition of a connexion between a medieval blunder 
and the text of Zenodotus, similar to the attempts of Wecklein and 

of Blass noted above, and open to the same objections. The 
omission of 230 by Q°Z is obviously nothing but haplography 

11 cannot pause to criticize the surprising procedure here attributed to the 
Aristarcheans. 
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(nOedérny, HOere, FOeAe, FOerAe); just as for ultimately the same 
reason OPX place 228 after 230. The confusion is purely mechanical. 

The question was put in an entirely different light by the dis- 

covery of Homeric papyri, which have gradually been accumulating 

until now nearly 300 are known. Of this material neither Blass, 

nor Wecklein, nor Wilamowitz had complete command. It was first 

brought to bear in its entirety upon the criticism of the Homeric 

poems by myself in the following articles’: ‘The Archetype of our 

Iliad and the Papyri’, AJP 35 (1914). 125-48: ‘ The Latest Ex- 

pansions of the //iad’, ib. 37 (1916). 1-30; ‘The Latest Expansions 

of the Odyssey’, ib. 452-8; ‘Vulgate Homeric Papyri’, 2. 42 

(1921).253-9; ‘On the Interpolation of certain Homeric Formulas’, 

CP 17 (1922). 213-21. Here I shall give merely an outline of the 

argument and of the results obtained. 

A necessary preliminary step had been taken in 1906 by Grenfell 

and Hunt, Hibeh Papyri, pp. 68-75, in distinguishing between the 

Ptolemaic and the vulgate papyri. These scholars showed that a 

new text of Homer appeared in Egypt about 150 B.C.” and succeeded 

almost at once in monopolizing the market. Its most striking 

characteristic is that in contrast to the longer texts of the Ptolemaic 

period, it contains ‘ substantially’ the same combination of lines 

that is found in the medieval MSS. Besides this it must be 

noted (cf. A7P 258) that the new text introduced, to the general 

public at least, a new peculiarity of form, the now familiar division 

of each poem into twenty-four books. 

We can follow the transmission of this text with considerable 

detail. The papyri begin shortly before 100 B.c. and continue 

to about A.D. 700. They cover about 10,400 lines of the Ziad, 

4,200 lines of the Odyssey ; their testimony is available for every 

lineof BT M NZ Ox Wo, and for almost every lineof Ad A XN . 

The repetitions of the same passage I have not attempted to com- 

pute ; but of the lines of interest here some will be found to be 

covered two or three times. On a par with the latest of these 

1 References to these will be made merely by periodical and page. For lists of 

the papyri, cf. AJP 13-18, 454-6; W. Schubart, Einfiihrung in die Papyruskunde, 

pp. 478-80, and corrections thereto 4/P 253 n. 

2 Cauer, Grundfr.* p. 42, criticizes the dating as ‘wohl etwas allzu scharf’. I have 

never understood it as meant for anything but a round date. 
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papyri are two uncial MSS.: the Ambrosianus Pictus (©) of the 

fifth or sixth century, containing 8co lines scattered through all the 

books except TX TY; and the Syriac Palimpsest (3) of the sixth 
or seventh century, containing 3,873 lines from M-2. The two 
following centuries are unrepresented; and then the Codex Venetus (A) 
opens the line of the complete MSS. 

Throughout the whole of this period, from the earliest papyri to 

the latest MSS., there is likely to occur surface corruption—the 
unintended blunders that will appear in the copying of any extensive 
text. The great mass of them are easily recognizable (A/P 2-7, 
a2f, 452f, 457, 253n., 256f.). Others over which we might 
hesitate at first are detected by a closer observation of the habits of 
the tradition (cf. AJP 12 f., 20, 454, 457); and finally (cf. AJP 20, 
457) a few cases must remain doubtful. Setting aside this surface 
corruption, we can see that the reason why the MSS. and the papyri 
contain only ‘ substantially ’ the same lines is that the vulgate text 
has been interpolated. In discussing a suggestion of Monro, Leaf 
wrote at E 487: ‘But there is no single case in Homer where the 
loss of a line can be assumed with reasonable probability; the 
tradition was wonderfully tenacious of all it had got, as well as 
acquisitive of new matter.’ What he wrote in 1900 of the tradition 
as a whole can be shown for its later stages now with surprising 
clearness. 

‘Habent sua fata interpolationes.’ There is nothing to suggest 
that the interpolations—or even the bulk of them—were the work 
of one man; we do not find a pure text and an interpolated text 
running side by side. On the contrary, each interpolation is a 
separate individuality, and how far it succeeds in making its way in 
the world is largely a matter of luck.1_ In general we should expect, 
and asa rule we do find, that the sooner an interpolation gets its 
start the farther it goes; and similarly the later any copy of the 
poems is, the more likely is it to harbour interpolations. But even 
to this there are exceptions—the whims of fortune. 

The papyri contain practically no lines that do not reappear? 

1 Cf. Ludwich, HV 29: ‘Nicht einer jeden solchen Zuthat ist immer das gleiche 
Los zu Teil geworden.... Das ist Spiel des Zufalls, weiter nichts.’ 

? Here and in what follows I disregard of course surface corruption, except where 
attention is drawn to it specifically; thus » 339* (PRyl. 53) is not treated. 
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well attested in the medieval MSS. The exceptions serve merely 

to emphasize the fact. POxy. 20 contains B 798*; PMorgan con- 

tains A 316* = 346°, EB 231%, O 409"; the second hand of PMus. Br. 

128 adds in the margin ¥757*-°. From the Syriac palimpsest can 

be cited 306°, 696*, X1o%. Of these only A 316* has MS. 

support, and that only in a few (T?E° Y° sine paraphr. K°) of 

Ludwich’s MSS. On the other hand, we have also papyrus evidence 

against these lines: B 798*, A 316%, 346%, & 306°”, are each omitted 

in a papyrus; & 231°, X 10%, in two; & 231%, O 40g, ¥ 757*-° are 

not found in ¥. Clearly these are nothing but interpolations; they 

are early in date, but stillborn. We can indicate their sources: 

E 306%, O 409%”, X 10%, and perhaps (but cf. below) ¥757*° are 

thoughtless repetitions, hardly more than surface corruption; B 798°, 

E 231%, have come from scholia, and $ 96* seems to be of the same 

character.? 

Some MSS.—different ones in different passages, sometimes 

more of them, sometimes less—contain lines that are either not in 

the papyri at all, or are found there under suspicious conditions. 

Examples of the latter sort are few, and it is convenient to begin 

with the other class. 

The verses with least attestation from the MSS. are, generally 

speaking,” those that have not made their way into the Wolfian 

vulgate, Below I have listed some 33 such verses from the Ziad 

and 60 from the Odyssey... Not one of these verses is found in 38 

or the papyri. How much direct evidence can be brought against 

any single line from ¥ and the papyri * is purely a matter of luck— 

the luck of the excavators. There are four such witnesses against 

N 218"; three against A 463 (464)*, B 642%, N 266%, 8087; two 

against A 359%, M 424°, N 463 (464)*, 566%, 567%, P 145%, Xx 43°3 

one against I'86*, E 58°, 836%, Z 461°, A 485°, M 162, II 129°, 

1 A 316% = 346% (cf. H 234 (2), 385 (2), N 255, 266%, k 456, 504, A 60, 92, #153"; 121) 

suggests that vocative lines may have been interpolated to some extent at an early 

time. It would be helpful for school exegesis. Evidence in support of such an idea 

has not been forthcoming, as it has for the superfluous speech formulas. 

2 But compare, for instance, A 463 (464)*, T 86", with © 183, O 481, Il 614-15. 

8 The list from the Odyssey has not been cleared like that of the Jliad (AJP 3-7) 

from surface corruption. Even so there is more of this rubbish in the Odyssey—regard 

being had for the length of each poem and the number of MSS. containing it. 

4 T have since had access to the original publication of 0. It omits Z 420, X 10%, 

and testifies to no other of these lines. For = I have used Bekker, Hom. Bl. i. 114 ff. 

2966 & 
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288%, T 361°, T 3°, X 330%, ¥ 628%, 6 348%, v 197%, 241%, 369%, p 233°, 
603%, oIII*, 7 558°, w 4%, 171°; and none against the others. 

But in weighing this evidence we must estimate it as a whole; these 
earlier witnesses have had the opportunity to be heard 51 times, 
and they have testified invariably against these lines. As a matter 

of recensio the case is clear: these differences within the MSS. 
have been caused not by the omission but by the interpolation of 
verses. The establishment of that fact is a matter of importance, 

for it is helpful in judging the cases that will follow. 
There are printed in the Wolfian vulgate a number of lines 

better attested (as a rule) than these, but for which the testimony of 
the MSS. is by no means a unit. I have listed (A/P 8-12, 453) 
some 50 passages of this sort from the //ad, and 65 from the 

Odyssey. These conflicts in the MS. testimony are undoubtedly 
significant ; and our previous experience must lead us to expect 

that they are the result of interpolation. This expectation is con- 
firmed by the papyri, though not with such complete unanimity. 

2 and three papyri testify against N 255, #269; three papyri 
against B 168, 206, N 316; two papyri testify against A 265, B 558, 

© 183, O 481, 2 693, x 43, 320, and also against X 200 f., 381, 427, 

o 113-19, if we accept for one reasonable inferences. Against 
* 200 f., 427, we have in addition the testimony of the Syriac 

palimpsest ; it and single papyri testify against IT 381, #565, 

864. Single papyri also give evidence against E 42, 57, H 368 f., 

N 731, 749, 270, II 614f., ¥ 804, 2 790, B 407, y 493, 8399, x 368- 
7%, » 604, v 347 f., £154 (515-17 may be inferred), @ 109, 276, y 48, 
127f.,@121,143. testifies against IT 689f., T7177, Y 312, 447, 

$ 480, 510, for which papyrus evidence has not yet come to light. 
To take the other side of the picture, X 121, x IgI, are each omitted 

by one papyrus but found in another ; 2 558 has been added in the 
margin of a papyrus by a second hand. PMorgan contains M 219; 

it and PSoc. It. 10 contain 4 662. It must be noted that PMorgan 
gives other evidence that it is interpolated, and that the papyrus 

containing X 121 (POxy. 1818) is as late as the fifth or the sixth 
century. For the other passages we have as yet no evidence. 
Again the group must be considered as a whole: the evidence is 
against 49 passages, in favour of two, contradictory for three ; or to 
put it differently, testimony has been given 80 times against these 
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lines, six times in their favour. The favouring evidence is thrice 
contradicted, and four of the witnesses who give it are under 
suspicion. I do not see that we have any right to hesitate. In a 
recensio of the vulgate we must pronounce these lines interpola- 
tions, similar to those of the preceding group, but slightly more 
successful, presumably therefore somewhat earlier. An attestation 

of one of them in a papyrus is of value only in giving a terminus 
ante quem for the interpolation. 

There remain in the Wolfian vulgate a number of passages (listed 

AJP 12f., 453 f.) for which we must doubt whether the MS. fluc- 
tuations are significant or accidental. Here the J/iad and the 

Odyssey begin to diverge, and it is necessary to treat each poem 

separately, in applying the evidence of the papyrito them as a test. 
Two papyri and © give testimony against #420; two papyri 
testify against 9 6, and one against P219. There are two papyri 

which do not contain 4 196 f., but also a third in which these lines 

are present ; 2 441 is not present in one papyrus, and its absence 

from another may be inferred. It is found, however, in 3, which 

contains also X 363 that is absent from a papyrus. In PMorgan 

O 562, 578 are misplaced—an indication that they stood in 

the margin of the MS. from which this papyrus was copied. 

The former is lacking in one papyrus, the latter is attested by 

another. With a certain amount of hesitation for O 578, all these 

must be pronounced interpolations. Four cases, I’ 78, 235, 9 315, 

= 12, must remain doubtful (cf. A/P 20), while for a fifth, B 141, 

found in three papyri, the MS. variation can be nothing but surface 

corruption. For the Odyssey only my list II” is strictly com- 
parable: ten of the lines in it are found in papyri while but one 
(¢ 308) is omitted. List III was purposely made to include much 
that was probably surface corruption. Of the lines in it 45 are 

attested by papyri, and the absence of ¢ 219 f., w 480 (but not 479) 

cannot be stressed. 
The interpolations of the last paragraph are more successful 

than those previously discussed. We must now face the question: 

May there not be still more successful interpolations—ones that 

will have reached all our MSS. and may be expected to appear 

more frequently in the papyri? As such I have indicated a group 

of superfluous formulas for introducing speeches (cf. CP 213-19) ; 
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also 4 461, not found in PJandan 93 of the first century B.C., nor 

in PMus. Br. 136; ¥ 626 not written by the first hand of PMus. Br. 
128 (perhaps?! of the first century B.C.), and known not to have 
been in the edition of Aristarchus. There are probably more 

interpolations of this sort, and some may lurk in the list ? given 
AJP 23; but the risk of confusing them with mere surface corrup- 
tion is too great, and so it seems necessary to stop at this point. 

For the Odyssey we can merely say that y 487, v 396, 7 581, 665, 

are omitted by single papyri; but whether the omissions are 

significant or accidental must remain uncertain. 

I have not discussed the intrinsic merits and demerits of these 
lines, and to some that may seem an omission. For none of the 

lines I have designated as interpolations can it be maintained that 
its omission produces an evident lacuna; the one line that I 

formerly regarded as an exception (3 381) having been explained 

most convincingly by Cauer, Grundfr.* 49 f.; cf. also Wecklein, 

ZAV 18. In the establishment of the vulgate of the second 

century B.C. that is all that is necessary. Whether this vulgate or 

the Wolfian vulgate is the ‘better’ text is a question that belongs 

—if it be raised at all—to a later stage of the inquiry. Here two 

questions must be discussed: the source of the vulgate, and the 
source of the interpolations. 

The vulgate when freed from these interpolations agrees in the 

Iliad \ine for line with the edition of Aristarchus. The Wolfian 

vulgate contained on MS. authority lines which can be proved 
(cf. AJP 25 ff.; Wecklein, ZA V 67-72) to have been absent from 

the text of Aristarchus: B 168, 206, 558, 4 196f., E gor, N 255, 

731, ® 73, 480, ¥ 626, 804, 2 558; two others of the sort, N 808, 

T’ 39", have got into some MSS.; one, & 231°, into the PMorgan. 

All of these have been proved by the rvecensio to be interpolations ; 

all except @ 73, and it belongs to the group of speech formulas 

that can be detected only by papyrus evidence which for $ 73 is 
still lacking. All lines known from other sources as non-Aris- 
tarchean—for instance, I 458-61, 3 604/5—are absent from the 
vulgate, and it contains every line for which an Aristarchean 

' But cf. Hunt, JPh. 26 (1899), 25. 
® Transfer to it from the preceding page A 313, not attested by the second hand of 

PMorgan. The omission of B 794 by 1 a. POxy. 1086 is probably accidental. 
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read'ng or athetesis can be cited.!. That the exclusion of so many 
interpolations on other grounds should touch no Aristarchean line, 

but every one that is demonstrably non-Aristarchean, is a strong 
corroboration of my argument. From every other known edition 

the vulgate can be shown to be different. We must conclude then 

that the vulgate starts as a popular text* based on the edition of 

Aristarchus. 
For the Odyssey the case stands somewhat different. The 

vulgate, to be sure, contains every line that can be shown to be 

Aristarchean; but the vecemzsio has removed only some ® (k 315, 

d 604, 7 153, 320), not all, of the non-Aristarchean lines. Thus 

6511, 6142, « 189, 243, 4525, are known to be non-Aristarchean, 

but there is no evidence from MSS. or papyri* against them. The 

explanation is to be found in the nature of our material. Above 

I have noted that we could not parallel from the Odyssey the two 

earliest strata of interpolations found in the //iad. The reason is 

that the papyri of the Odyssey are not extensive in the early 

periods: before our era there is next to nothing, and only about 

600 lines from the first two centuries. The MSS. also seem to run 

back to archetypes not earlier than the third century. If there are 

traces in them of an earlier text, with fewer interpolations, such 

traces are so isolated that they cannot be distinguished from surface 

corruptions, The result is that while the vecensio of the [liad takes 

us back to the beginning of the vulgate, the recensio of the Odyssey 

1 My suggestion (AJP 18, 21) that the first hand of PMus. Br. 128 did not write 

Y 359-61 was of course a guess to account for the insertion of these lines by the second 

hand after line 757 and for the stichometry of the papyrus. It conflicted with the scho- 

lium dpdpous mAnOuvrinds *Apictapxos, but that comes to us (AJP 27) only through s At, 

a suspected source. The lines are now attested by POxy. 1818, which is, however, 

of the fifth or sixth century, so that the occurrence in it of an interpolation so early as 

this was assumed to be would not be surprising. The whole matter must be left sud 

tudice. 
2 Drerup, Hom. Poet. i. 87 and n.2, assumes a plurality of such editions containing 

the same lines. That may prove necessary to account for the smaller variants, but 

does not affect my problem. The further assumption that the lines in them and in 

Aristarchus were determined by some old text in the Alexandrian library, perhaps 

even ‘ das attische Normalexemplar’, is a desperate attempt to avoid the obvious con- 

clusion. 
3 I have not included e157, for the proof of its being non-Aristarchean, though 

accepted by Ludwich, and Wecklein ZAV ar, seems to me weak. 

4525 is contained in POxy. 780, perhaps of the second century; the other 

passages are not covered by papyri. 
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stops short of that point by some 400 years. Part of the inter- 

polation it suffered during that period is revealed by these non- 

Aristarchean lines.’ ; 
Ludwich has collected the Homercitate aus der Zeit von Aristarch 

bis Didymus (Konigsberg, 1897); from their nature little evidence 

is to be expected of them. All seem to use the vulgate, for the 

MSS. of Dionysius of Halicarnassus must bear the blame for the 
omission (pp. 29f.) of I 71-3 and part of I 57-9. Attestation is 

given to B674, 3 597, 604/5, n 120f., in the form adopted by 

Aristarchus and the vulgate in contrast to‘other authorities. Lines 

foreign to Aristarchus and the vulgate, B 206, » 604, are at least 

not quoted, where their quotation might be expected. The same 

is true of I 498 (p. 30) and 7110 (p. 15). Both may be interpola- 
tions as yet undetected. Neither can be connected with Aristarchus, 

and for neither have we as yet papyrus evidence. If they are 
interpolated the Aristarchus text agreed (cf. below) at these points 

with that of Plato. 

A study of the interpolations as a whole soon reveals certain 

common characteristics. The bulk of them are single lines, occa- 
sionally distichs. In the //ad three lines (© 224-6, 466-8, ¥ 359- 

61 (?)) are the maximum ; inthe Odyssey we find not only examples 
of this (¢ 313-15, € 515-17), but also interpolations of five (x 315, 
315°-4, 368-72, 475-9), and even seven (0113-19) lines. With few 

exceptions—I' 235 (?), N 731, 808%, fT 3°, 696%, 124 (as expanded), 

¥ 359-61 (?), 804, a 329%, 0 432, 598%, 6 62°, 1622, w 133%, vy 241%, 

p 233%, v 83%, @ 109,  320—the interpolations are oriyor du@opov- 
Hevot: cf. for their sources the marginalia of the following list. In 
the //ad they never come from the Odyssey; in the Odyssey only 
rarely—B 4°, 191, 429, 6 228°, €91, 7 131 (?), x 43—from the Ziad. 
Both poems draw to a slight extent upon Hesiod—A 265, T 223°, 
B 107* = k 470 = T153 = w 143, A 604 ; but more frequently, B 558, 

N 255, 731, 808%, & 231", T 39%, a 93%, 329%, x 315, upon editions 
other than that of Aristarchus. One line (© 183) is found also in 
a Ptolemaic text ; while anecdotes prove to be the source of K 159%, 
a 329%, and ultimately (cf. A/P 29f.) of B 558. 

? To them could perhaps be added ¥ 427-9, if Ludwich, Homerica, vi, p. 5 (Konigsberg, 
1894), has supplied correctly the papyrus commentary dr: T(ipapxos 2) ove (éypager). 
The matter is too uncertain to discuss. Other possible cases will be found in Part IV. 
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Part of this material has evidently reached the MSS. from the 
scholia : for the lines from ancient editions that is clear, and in one 
other case (cf. A/P 18 f.) we happen to be in a position to prove it. 
To the same channel we may ascribe the Ptolemaic line (© 183) 
and those taken from Hesiod. That others—especially some of 
those that are not repetitions—come in the same fashion we may 
feel sure, though we are not able to designate them. 

The remainder—and they constitute the bulk of all the inter- 

polations—are the work of the copyists.. Some are merely uncon- 

scious glidings into familiar combinations; others show a feeble 

effort to improve the text—to fill out a construction, complete an 

idea, or show just who is meant or addressed. Scholars have been 
too prone to make the copyists in their own image and likeness— 

to imagine them as bent on preserving the text with devoted 

scrupulosity, or endeavouring to purge it of interpolations. In 

reality 1 a copyist, in so far as he is not a machine, desires simply 

to get as good a poem as he can—its goodness judged by his own 

purposes and taste. The shortness of these interpolations, their 
lack of originality, the way each poem draws its interpolations 
from itself, are all testimonials to the limited powers of the copyists 

of this period. Their achievements have, to be sure, won some 

enthusiastic admirers in modern times—that is a matter of taste. 

But in the recensio of the Homeric poems—my only present con- 

cern—we must deny them all value. The interpolated lines that 

have come down through the scholia from pre-Aristarchean times 

are thus left alone to testify about the Homeric text. As witnesses 

they stand on a par with the plus verses of the scholia and the 
Ptolemaic papyri. How much or how little that may mean will be 

discussed in the following part of my work. 

1 John Meier, Werden u. Leben des Volksepos (Halle, 1909), n. 76, ‘ Jeder Kopist 

andert das Original wie es der Rezitator auch tut’. He is speaking of a period when 

the epos has greater life—but that difference is only a matter of degree. The epos is 

as tenacious of life as Hans Andersen’s eels: not even printing (witness o 111°) can 

bury it. 
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CONSPECTUS OF VULGATE INTERPOLATIONS 

The following list includes the lines interpolated in the vulgate with the 
following exceptions: (a) The most obvious cases of surface corruption, and 

those of the //iad cited A/P 3-7; (0) the lines inserted in the Wolfian text 

merely from quotations; (c) the lines of the Odyssey which the recensio could 

not reach. The commentary gives the evidence from 20, and the papyri known 
to me? with completeness, silence meaning that no evidence is available. 

Readings of MSS. are cited only occasionally. The presence of the line in 

this list, its presence or absence from the Wolfian text, the attitude taken to it 

by other scholars, indicate the: general nature of the evidence to be expected 

from the MSS. ; further details must be sought in the critical editions.? Finally 

I have presented completely—silence indicating agreement with the Wolfian 

text—the opinions of the following scholars: for the //iad Bekker! (1843), La 
Roche (1873), Nauck (1877), Christ (1884), Leaf (1900), Ludwich (1902), van 

Leeuwen (1912); for the Odyssey, Bekker! (1843), La Roche (1867), Nauck 

(1874), Ludwich (1889), Merry (1899), Blass, Die Juterfolationen (1904), van 
Leeuwen (et Mendes da Costa) (1921). 

A 265 Onoéa 7’ Alyeidny, émeixedov dbavdéroiot = Hes. Scut. 182 
463 (464)* omdrddyxva 0 dp dpurreipavtes brelpexov ‘Hdaicroto 

= B426 

B 168 xapraXipos 8 ikave bods ent vijas Ayaidv. = B17 
206 oKxymrTpoy 7 40 Oéuoras iva cpior Baciretn mI 99 
558 otnce 0 dywv iv Abnvaiwy ioravro pédrayyes from legend 

A: 265 om. 3 ~. PRyl. 43, 3 p. POxy. 537; afferunt Dio Chrys. lvii. 1, Paus. 
X. 29. 10; om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ, 
Leaf. 463 (464)* om, 1/27. PBerol. 6869, 3 /. PGr.-Eg. 106, 5 p. PSoc. It. 113. 

B: 168 om. Aristarchus (cf. Nicanor s A), 3f. PSoc. It. 137, 4/5. PMus. Br. 126, 
5p. PBodl. a.1, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf. 206 om, Aris- 
tarchus (Aristonicus sA Brg2, cf. Wecklein, ZAV, p. 68), 2a. PTebt. 4, 4/5. 
PMus. Br. 126, 5 p. PBodl.a. 1 (?) ; hab, Dio Chrys. i, 11 ; om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, 
van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ, Leaf. 558 om. Aristarchus (Aristonicus 
sA T 230), 2. PTebt. 265, 5%. PBodl. a. 1; neque Aristotelem (cf. 4JP 29) 
neque Dieuchidam (cf. Ludwich, 41/7 ii. 399 sq.) hunc vm. novisse demonstrari potest. 
Hermippus (ap. Plut. So/., c. to) et Apollodorus (ap. Strab. ix. 394) famam afferunt 
Atheniensibus et Megariensibus de Salamine disputantibus ab oratore Atheniensi 
interpolatum esse. Ut haec interpolatio per verba sola fieri intelligatur plane 
necesse est. In Iliadis textu primum invenitur apud rtwds ab Aristonico allatos ; 

1 Those cited in my articles and POxy. 1815-20. Inferred readings are enclosed 
in parentheses, 

* For the Jiad a collection has been made 4/P 8-13. 
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642° Kai Tudeds év OBats, b7’ drdXdero Aads Ax adv cf. Z 223 
798* Oa idov mreiorous Ppdyas advépas alodomédous = 185 

I 78 (?) péccov doupis éddv’ rol & idptvOnoav dravres = H 56 
86° dp’ cia rd pe Ovpds evi oriOerot Kedever = H 349 etc. 

235 (?) obs Kev éd yvoinv Kai 7’ ovvoua pvOnoaiunvy 
319 dd O€ Tis etreckev Ayaidy re Tpdov re formulaic 
389 TH ev Eetoapévn mpoceddree 87 Adgpodirn formulaic 

4 196f. dv ris diorevoas EBader, régwv ed eidds, = A 206 
Tpdov 7} Auxiov, 78 piv Kos, dupe 8 révb0s = A 207 

369 Kai piv dwvicas trea mrepdevta mpoonvéa formulaic 
461 aixpi Xadkein rov 88 oxéros dace KéAUey = Z 11 

E 42 dotvrnoer 8 recdv, dpéByoe dt TedxXe é” adiTe = A 504 
57 Spor peconyts, did dt ori becdiv 2caccey = E 41 
58" aidra rappavbervra mapérpeccay S€ of fmmor = E295 

oxtrodes’ Tob 8” atOt AVOn Woy Te pévos Te = E 296 
377° Aiveiay, dv bw Ayxion téxov Bovkodéovti w B 820, E 313 
468" ebxerar exyeyduev, pitnp O€ of éor’ Adpodirn = E 248 
836° ds dpa kapradipos iicato Oodpov “Apna = E 904 

tov 0 “HBn dodce, xaplevra 8 eipara roe = E 905 
gOl nxécar” ov pév yép Tt Katabvynrés y’ éréruKto = E 402 

Z 461° pwes Aavaoi, mdvres Oepdémovres “Apnos » B 256+ 0 79 

Quintilianus (v.11. 40) etiam eum non in omni editione inveniri testatur ; om. Bekker, 
damn. La Roche, Christ, Ludwich. 642* om. 2p. PFay. 309, 2f. PTebt. 265, 5. 
PBodl. a. 1. 798° hab. 2. POxy. 20; om. 59, PBodl. a. 1, 2. 

T: 78 om. AG!; hab. 4/5f. PMus. Br. 126, 9, cf. AJP 20. 86% om. 4/5 p. PMus, 
Br. 126. 235 0m, i.t. 4/5/. PMus. Br. 126, D™ladd. i.m. m. 2 ; hab. 2; damn. Payne 
Knight. 319 om. 4/5. PBerol. 263 ; hab. 3 4. PMus. Br. 136, 4/5 p. PMus. Br. 126, 2; 
cf.CP213ff. 389 om. 2/3. PTebt. 427, 3p. POxy. 542; hab. 4/5 ~.PMus. Br 126,2; 
ef. CP 213 ff., Wecklein, ZAV 60 f. 

A: 196-7 om. Aristarchus (Aristonicus ap. s A, cf. AJP 138, 26), 2. PCairo G. 
& H. p. 56, 3p. POxy. 544, SY°D!N“; vm.197solumom. J; hab.3/. PBerol. 7119 (2), 
ON eti.m. D*N* ; vss. 195-7,0m. van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich. 369 om. 3. POxy. 
753 et A’; hab. 3/. PMus. Br. 136 et A20; cf. CP 213ff., Wecklein, ZAV 69. 
461 om. 1 a. PJandan 93, 3f. PMus. Br. 136; hab. 0. 

E: 42 om. 3. POxy. 223, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich. 
57 om. 3/. POxy. 223, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich. 
58° om. 3p. POxy. 223. 836*> om. 2f. PChicag. 6. gor om. Aristarchus, qui 

habet (s T) in 900 magaev, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ, 
Leaf. 

Z: 461* om. 2/3 p. POxy. 445. 

2966 D 
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H150(151)* dvriBiov paxécacbat ev aivf dniorart = H 40, 51 

234(?) Alay dwoyevés, TeAapduvie, kofpave Kady = 1644, A 465 

368 f. Kéxduré pev, Tpdes Kai Adpdavor 40’ ewixoupor = H 348 

dbp’ cio, 7a pe Oupds evi orf Oecor Kehever = H 349 

380 ddprov eres’ eihovro Kata orparov ev Tehéecow M A 730 

385(?) Arpeidn re Kai @AdrAo apiories Tavaxaav = H 327 

© 6 agp ciza rd pe Ovpds evi ori erat Kedever = H 349 

123 ekdtmodes’ 700 0’ abu VON uyxy Te pévos TEe= E 296, 0315 

183 Apyelous mapa vnuoty, drugopévous bd kamvod cf. I 243 
2.24 ff. jpev én’ Alavros krtoias Tehapoviddac = A7 

40 én’ “Ayirdijos, Tol p’ Ecxara vnas éicas = AB 
elpucay nvopén micuvor kal Kdpret xetpov = AQ 

277 «mdvras émacavrépous méAace xOovi rovAvBoreipn = M 194 

315(?) oxdmodess Tod 8 avOc AVOn WuxyH Te pévos TE = E 206, 
0 123 

383 “Hpn, mpécBa bed, Ovydrnp peyddo1o Kpévoio = E 721 
410 By Sé Kar’ ’Idaiwy dpéwv és paxpov” OdA\vpmov = O79 
458(?) rAnoiae al y’ ArOnv, kaka 6 Tpdecor pedécOnv = A 21 

465" dvdpos évds pur, 6 O& paiverat ovKér dvext@s = O 355 
466ff. ar’ Hroe wodepou pev apegdpued’, ef od Kedevers* = O 35 

Bovrjv & Apyeios drobncdped’, 7} Tis dvicet = O 36 
os pi waves CAw@vrat ddvacapévoto Teoto = O 37 

I 224° kal piv povicas rea mrepdevta mpoonvda formulaic 
627° elméuev Arpeidns, Ayapéuvorr kai Mevehdw = H 373 

K159* ph tis to [kad levdovTe peradpéva év Sdpu mién from 
anecdote nm © 95 

191 Kal opeas hovycas Erea mrepdevta mpornvda formulaic 

H: 368-9 om. 5/. PSoc. It. 114, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Ludwich. 
380 om. Bekker, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich. 

©: 60m. 2p. PGoodspeed 7, 2/3/. PMus. Br. 736, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, 

Leaf, Ludwich. 123 damn. Leaf, Ludwich. 183 om, 2. PFay. 2to, 2/3. 
PMus. Br. 736, Bekker, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich. 

224-6 om. Bekker, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Christ, Leaf, Ludwich. 

277 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ, Leaf, Ludwich. 

315 om, i.t. AGK; hab. 3/4p. PBerol. 7499, 2, et iim. AGSK?2, cf. 4JP 20. 
383 om. van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich. 410 om. van Leeuwen, damn. Leaf, 

Ludwich, 466-8 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf, 
Ludwich. 

K: 159° add, Eustathius e ioco Diogenis Cyn, ap. Diog. La. vi. 53. IQI om. 

Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn, La Roche, Christ, Leaf, Ludwich. 
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531 vijas Em yAagupds’ rij yap Pidrov érde7o Ovp~d = A 520 

A 316%, 346° dioyevis Aaepriddn, roduphyav’ ’Odvaced = B 173 
485° xdAxeor, éwraBdetoy, 6 of Tuxios kdpe revyov = H 220 
662 BéBAnrat dé kat Evptrvdos xara pnpdv cuore = IT 27 

M 162° xepot xarampnvéco’, dAopupépevos 8 mporn’da wm O 114 
21g alerds dypurérns én’ dpiorepd Aadv éépyov = M 201 
424° BdddAov apuvdpevor xadrKijpeow éyyetnow = M 155+ 3 534 

N 46 Aiavre rpdrw rpocégn, pepadre kal adbté = IT 555 
218° 7@ piv cerodpevos mpocédn Kpelwy evooly boy 
vel. émea TrEpoevta mpoonvda formulaic 
255, 266* *Idopeved, Kpnrav BovdAndépe xadrxoyxitdévev wv N 219 
316 “Exropa IIpiapidny, ef kai pdda Kaprepos éorw = & 375+ 

E 410 
463 (464)* aiyunriy 7 Euevac xai Oapoadréov modemtoriy = 

E 602 
480 rods 6 y’ érorpiver Erea mrepdevta mpoontda formulaic 
566° mdévroce manraiver, uy Tis xpba Kaddov ératpn = N 649 

=e 2 7 eat la 4 3 4 by yd 4 Lee 

567° éxrivOn & érépwoe xépn, eri 0 daomis édgOn = N 543 
731 add@ 8 dpxnotiv, érépw Kidapiv Kal dodjv Zen. of Mallos 

749 avrixa O é£ bxéwy ody TevyXEoL GATO xapafe = M 81 

531 om. Bekker, et cum 530 van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, 

cf. Wecklein, ZAP 4. 

A: 316* hab. 3/4. PMorgan T?E°Y®°, sine paraphr. K? (non ap. gs T invenitur ut 
Wecklein, ZAV 14) ; om. 5/6. PBerol. 262 (?), T'2. 346* hab. 3/4 ~. PMorgan ; 
om. 5/6p~. PBerol. 262 (?), 2. 485* om. 3/4 ~. PMorgan. 662 hab. 3/4). 

PMorgan, 4p. PSoc. It. 10; om, Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf, 
Ludwich. 
M: 162" om.3/4p~.PMorgan, 219 hab, 3/4. PMorgan; om. Nauck, van Leeuwen, 

damn. La Roche, Leaf, Ludwich. 424* om. 3/4. PMorgan et =. 
N: 46 om. 1p. PMus. Br. 732 et F#!; hab. 1 a. PParis, 3/4. PMorgan et 9; cf. CP 

213 sqq. 218* om. 1a. PBerol, 46, 1p. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4 . PMorgan, &. 255 

om. Aristarchus (cf. s T ad 254), 1a. PBerol. 46, 1. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4 p. PMorgan, 

=, Bekker, Leaf, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck. 266° om. 
1 a. PBerol. 46, 1p. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4. PMorgan. 316 om, 1f, PMus. Br. 732, 

2/3p. POxy. 769, 3/4p~. PMorgan ; damn. La Roche, Christ, Ludwich. 463 (464)* 

om, 17. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4. PMorgan. 480 om. 1p. PMus. Br. 732, év moAAo‘s 
ov péperaa § T; hab. 3/4. PMorgan, = et 2; damn. Ludwich, cf. CP 213 sqq., 
Wecklein, ZAV 31, 7o. 566*, 567* om. 1f. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4. PMorgan. 73U 

om. Aristarchus (cf. s T), 3/4 7%. PMorgan [Plut.] vita Hom. ii. 156; hab. Zenodotus 
Mallotes, Plut. de nobs/. c. 21, 983°, Lucian, de Salt. c. 23, Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 21. 135 

(625); om. Bekker, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Christ, Leaf. 
949 om. 3/4. PMorgan, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Ludwich. 
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808* Ainv yép chu maow éxéxpiro Og poet 7odAAG Zenodotus 
E 12(?) eidero 8’ dXkipov €yXos, dkayxpévor dé X@AK@G = K135 

7° vevipvous dro\écbat Gm’ “Apyeos evOds’ Axatots = M 70 
231° é€pxouévo pera pidda Bporay én’ ameipova yaiav = tivés 
269 Ilacibénv, As aity ipetpeat Auata wévrawn Be 276 
420 Kal Képus, dugl 6€ of Bode TevXEa Troika XaAKG = N 544 

+ M 396 
O 409" ore ror’ aixpnrat Aavaoi Avkiovs édtvavro = M 419 

Telxeos aw dcacbat, érel rd mpeTa réAacbev = M 420 
481 inmoupw* Sewvov dt ASgos Kabvrepbev evever = I 337 
562 addArAous 7’ aldeiobe xara Kparepas topivas = E 530 
578 (2) Sodrncer 8 recdy, tov 8& oxébros éace kdduvev = IT 325 
Vel. apaBnoe bt rebyxe err’ av7@ = 4504 

IT129* Mupyddver, Hv rot rt pows Aavaoior yévnar wm I 39 
288% ‘A£iod, of KédXoTOV ddop émixidvara: alav = B 8 5OM 

[158] 381 a&uBporot, obs IIndFi bc02 Sbcav ayhad dépa = II 867 
614f. aixpt & Alvetao kpadaivopévn kaTd yains = N 504 

@xer’, mel p’ ov o7tBapis amd xeipds Spovcev = N 505 
689 f. 6s re Kal &AKipoy dvopa poet ai ddetdrero vikny = P1977 

pnidiws, re & abrés eroTptvnot udyecbain P 178 
P 74(?) Kai pw dovicas érea mTEpoevTa mporntda formulaic 

145° olos adv yauBpoter kactyvytool Te coicw = E474 
808* om. Aristarchus (cf. s T), 3/4p. PMorgan, 4~. PSoe. It. 10, =; hab. Zenodotus (sed cf, infra, p. 141 f.), 

5H: 12 om. 3/4~. PMorgan; hab. =; cf. AJP 20. 7° om. 3/4~. PMorgan, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf. 231° om. Aristarchus (cf. s T), 1p. PMus. Br. 732, 2f. POxy. 551, = et 2; hab. rivés ap. 8 T, 3/4p. PMorgan. 269 om. 1A. PMus, Br. 732, 2p. POxy. 551, 3/4. PMorgan, &, Bekker, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ. 420 om. 1p. PMus. Br. 732, 3/4~. PMorgan, @, van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich. 
O: 409° hab. 3/4 p. PMorgan ; om. Set 2, 481 om. 3/4 p. PMorgan, 5. PBerol. 230, Bekker, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ. 562 om. 57. PBerol. 230; hab. sed post 530, 3/4. PMorgan; om. van Leeuwen. 578 hab. sed post 570, 3/4 p. PMorgan, in loco suo 5p. PBerol. 230. TI: 129%, 288" om. 3/4. PMorgan. 381 om. 3/4 ~. PMorgan (cf. AJP 19), = Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf. 614 sq. om. 1/2p. PGr.-Eg. 110, Bekker, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, et cum 613 van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ. 689 sq. om. 5, Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Christ, Leaf, Ludwich. 
P: 74 cf. CP 217n, 1, Wecklein, Z4 V3r. 145° om, PRainer 533, 5. PBerol. 230, 

’ 
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219 ods 6 y’ émorpivey éxea mrepsevta mpoonvda formulaic 
326 7@ pv Cecodpevos mpocédn Ards vids ‘ArédX@v formulaic 
455 Oty 7 Hédtos Kal él Kvépas iepdv 2On = A194 
585 7@ py €etodpevos mpocédn éxdepyos AmédXov formulaic 
683° Oeoméoiov yép ogw Pd5Bov %uBare GoiBos Arbrdov = 

P 118 
2200 f. Tpdes, dvarvetcwar & dprjiot vies Ayaidv = A 800, IT 42 

Tetpopevor Odlyn O€ 7 avdmvevors modéuo1o = A Bot, IT 43 
381 rogpa of eyybbev HAGE bed, Oéris dpyupdmega = SJ 16+ 127 
427 ef dtvapat redécar ye Kal ef reTeAecpévov earl = Z 196 
441 oikade vooricavra, dépov IIndhtoy eiow = S 60 

T 39° 7) pev ap’ ds ep£ac’ dwéBn Oéris dpyupdmeta cf. E133, 

wato/ 
177 i) O€uis Eoriv, dvaé, ir’ avépav ire yuvaixkav = I 27 
361° &k yndv éxéovto’ Bow & doBearos dpdper = IT 267 

LT 3° “Exropt Owpyiocovto pera mpdroiow ébyre 
135 peas Tods GdXovs, érrel 7] TOAD Héprepol eipev HW O 211 
223 (224)* €v padak@ deta Kai advOecw elapiwoiow = Hes. 

Th. 279 
312 IIndeidn Ayvrfe Saptpevar, eoOdov é6vrawn X 176 
316 f.(?) pnd? oné7 av Tpotn padrepd mupi raca ddénra = © 375 

Satopévn, datwor 8 apyiot vies AyarGv nm & 376 
447 GAN Gre 6} 7d Téraprov érécouTo Saiport icos = II 705 

219 om. 5p. PBerol. 230, cf. CP 216 f., Wecklein, ZAV 31, 7o. 326 om. 3/42. 
PBerol. 9783 ; hab. 2, cf. CP 213 sqq. 585 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, 
damn. La Roche, Leaf, Ludwich, cf. CP 213 sqq., Wecklein, ZAV 31, 57, 7o. 

=}: 200 sq. om. 1a. PMus. Br. 107 (3/4 p. PMus. Br. 127, cf. AJP 141), =; damn. 
Ludwich, 201 solum damn. Christ. 381 om. ta. PMus. Br. 107 (3/4. PMus. Br. 

327), cf. Cauer, Grundfr. 49 sq., Wecklein, ZAV 18. 427 om. 1a, PMus, Br. 107 

(3/4. PMus. Br. 127), =; damn. Ludwich. 441 om. 1a. PMus. Br. 107 (3/4/. PMus, 
Br. 127), G, év ticw od ketra gs At; hab. =A, 

T: 39* om. Aristarchus ; hab. rivés ap. s T. 177 om. =, Nauck, Ludwich, van 

Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Leaf. 36r* om. =. 
T: 3* om. &. 135 hab. =; om. Bekker, Nauck, damn. La Roche, Christ, Leaf, 

Ludwich, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 32. 312 om. =, Bekker, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, van 
Leeuwen, damn. La Roche. 316 sq. om. 5, add. i.m. =? (‘one or more lines’ Leaf}, 

hab. N, damn. Nauck, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 32. 447 om. &, év ddAas 6 ctixos otros 

ov xara § A‘; om. Nauck, damn. Leaf, Ludwich. 

11 accepted (4J/P 253n.) too quickly the assertion of Miiller that a second 
hand in PMus. Br. 107 has added 200f., 427, 441. I was dependent on Ludwich, 

but have now verified his statement in the papyrus. 
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& 73 xal pw doviicas érea mrepsevta mpoonvda formulaic 

96° & od pddora xodde’ évi ppeciv, oda Kai abros 

124 évOepévn Aex€eoor yonoeTat [%) TO ma pos meEp 
yeivaro Kotpov édvTa ] ddAAd Yedpavdpos 

158 “Agiou, ds KéANCTOY bdwp emi yaiav inow w B 850, IT 288* 

434 ds ddro, peldnoer dt Ged, NevKddAcvos” Hpyn = A 595 
- . > ta bd 7 2 iz, 480 veixecey loxéaipay dverdelous eréccowv m B 277 

510 parpidiws as ef Tt Kakoy PéCoveay evo = E 374 

X 10% Idlov égadamdgar evkripevoy mrovAleOpov = A 33 
12% Krhoww donv wrodteOpov emnparov evros eépyern & 512 
316 yxptoeat, ds” Hoatoros ies NOgpov aupi Oaperds = T 383 
330° Kai piv dperBdpevos Erea mrepbevta mpoonvda formulaic 
363 bv worpov yodwoa, Airodc’ dvéporAra Kai HBnv = IT 857 

W 350 ff. rndddev év relw medio’ mapa Ot oxordv cicev = 757*~° 

avrideov Poivixa, dmdova marpos €oto 
as pepvéwro Spdpovs Kai ddnOeinv aroetrot 

565 Evpir@ & &v xepoi rida 6 de SéEato xaipov mn V 624, 797 
626 vat do Tadrd ye wdvra, TéKos, KaTa& potpav eerrres n K 16g 

628° otai mep mé&pos eoxov évi yvapunrotot pédecow wm A 669 
804 dAATA@Y mpomdpo.bev 6uidrou mreipynOjvat 
864 dpvdv mpwroybver pé€eiv KreiThY ExaTouBny = ¥ 873 

@: 73 om. Aristarchus (cf. Didymus ap. gs AT), hab. 32; om. Bekker, damn. 
Nauck, Ludwich, cf. CP 213 sqq., Wecklein, Z4V 69. g6*hab. =; om... 1249 
..- €6r(7a) hab. M; om. =2; La Rochesupplevit (éév)taxalérpepev. 158 om. =; hab. 

s B, sed affertur ex Eudoxo B 850; om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La 

Roche, Christ, Leaf, Ludwich. 434 damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, cf. 

CP 216, 480 om. Aristarchus (cf. Aristonicus ap. s ATG), =, Bekker, Leaf, 
Ludwich, damn. La Roche, cf. CP 216, Wecklein, ZAV 68 sq. 510 om. &, Bekker, 
Nauck, Leaf, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche. 

X: 10% hab. 3; om. 2/, POxy. 559, 3 p. PSoc. It. 139. I2t om, 2/3pf. POxy. 

558; hab. 5/6p. POxy. 1818 ; om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La 

Roche, Leaf. 316 hab. =; om, van Leeuwen, damn. Christ, Leaf, Ludwich, cf. 
Wecklein, ZAV 32. 330° om. =. 363 om. 1/2p. PFay. 2t1; hab. 5, cf. Weck- 

lein, ZA Vi 33, 

W : 359 sqq. om, (t) ra. PMus, Br. 128, add. post 757 m. 2, cf. supra p. 13 n. 1, hab. 

5/6p. POxy. 1818 et 2; Duentzer reiecisse dicitur. 565 om. ra. (sed cf. Hunt, 
JPh, 26 [1899] 25) PMus. Br. 128, =, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. 
La Roche, Leaf. 626 om. Aristarchus (cf. Aristonicus ap. s A ad 627), i. t. 1 a. 
PMus. Br. 128, add. i.m. m. 2; hab. 2; damn. Ludwich, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 71. 
628* om. 1 a. PMus. Br, 128. 757° © om. =, add. ra. PMus. Br, 128 i. m. m. 2. 

804 om. Aristarchus (cf. Nicanor in 802-6 ap, g A), 1@.PMus. Br. 128; damn. La 

Roche, Ludwich, cf. Wecklein, ZAV qrf. 864 om. 1a. PMus. Br, 128, 3; 
damn, Ludwich, 

\ 
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2558 adrév re dew Kal dpav ddos jediotom J 61 

693 HdvOov dwwievros ov abdvaros réxero Zevs = B 434, P 2 
790 avrap eel p ityepOev ounyepées 7’ eyévovTO MW A 57 

a 93° xetOev & és Kpirny re wap’ Idopevqa dvaxta = a 285 Zen. 
ds yap Sedraros nev Axaidv yadkoxiTévev = a 286 

148 xobdpor d€ kpntijpas emecténpavTo mototo = y 339, 271 
148 (147)* vapnoav 8 dpa maéow émapéduevor Serdeoow = 

¥ 340 $272 
285° Keibev & és Kptirny te wap’ Idopevqa dvaxta = a 285 Zen. 
329° e€ mocly éuBeBavia rpiddxrudos éefegadvOn Jest of emperor 

Julian 

B 4% audi & dp’ dpocw BddrerOo Eidos dpyupdnrov = B 45 
107* pnvav Pbivovrev, rept & para morn’ éreéoOn = k [470], 

7[153], [143], Hes. 7%. 59 
1gt mphéar & Eumns ov ri duvicera eivexa T@vdEN A 562 
407 adrap érei p emi vija KaTHAvOov 76¢ OdAacoayv =6 428 (573) 

6 50, A (I), # 391, ¥ 70 

429 4 0 Oeev card Kipa dvampyocovea KédevOov = A 483 

yY 19 YAlooecOat Sé pv adrov, dws vnpepTéa city MY 327 

78 40 Wa pv Kr€os Ec Odbv ev dvOpdrrotow ExNoW = 495 

416* adrap érel p’ Hyepbev ounyepées 7’ éyévovTo = B 9,8 24,0 421 

487 dvcerb 7’ HéALOS cKidwvTd Te Maca ayuLat = B 388 etc. 

493 €x 0 €kacav rpobtpoo Kai aidovans épidovmov o 146, 191 

6 57 f. dairpos d& kpeav mivakas mapéOnkev aeipas = a 141 

mavrotov, mapa d€ ogi Tider xpioera KUTeALA = A142 

: 558 om, Aristarchus (cf. Didymus ap. s AT), i,t. 2. PMus, Br. 114, add. i,m. 

m. 2, odx ebpéOn év 7G makaG g AT; vss. 556-8 om. Bekker, damn. Nauck ; vss. 556-7 

damn. Ludwich omisso versu 558 quem damn. La Roche, Christ, Leaf, - Wecklein, 

ZAV 93, 9a. 693 om. 1a. PMus. Br. 128, 2p. PMus. Br. 114, Bekker, Ludwich, 

van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf. 790 om, 2p. PMus. Br. 114, Bekker, 

Ludwich, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Leaf. 

a: 93%, 285° om. Aristarchus, hab. codd. singuli ex v. 1. Zenodoti (cf. Aristonicus 

in ¥ 313) male intellecta. 148 om, van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Blass. 

B: 191 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass, 

ef. Wecklein, ZAV a1. 407 om, 2p. POxy. 773 ; damn. Blass (p. 297). 429 cf. 

Wecklein, ZAV 2of. 
7: Ig om. (cum 20) van Leeuwen, damn, Ludwich. 78 om. Bekker, Nauck, 

Ladwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 487 om. 14a, PMus. Br. 

271; hab. ©, damn. Blass. 493 om. 1a, PMus. Br. 271, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, 

damn. La Hoche. Merry, Blass. 

5: 57f. om, Bekker, van Leeuwen, damn, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 
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218* avrap émel moctos Kai édntvos éé Epo Evro = a 150 etc. 
228° Alyunrin | i} réoa déppaka ibn doa rpéper edpeta yOdv = 

A74I 
273(?) Apyelov Tpdecor Pébvov cai kipa dépovres = 6 513 
399 Tol yap éyd tor radra pdr’ drpexéws dyopetow = 2179, 

E192 
432 Kal tore OF rapa Biva Oardoons edputéporo 
598° obs déXoura peTa vnds mapa Néoropt (dio) 
783 mévra Kara poipav: dvd 0 ioria NevKd wéraccay = 6 54 
796* KaAj Te peydAn Te Kal dyad epy’ eidvin = v 289, 7158 

€ QI 4XN’ Exeo mporépa, iva toi wap <eivia Oetw = X 387 
157 ddxpvot kal crovayijot kal ddyeot Oupdy €péxOav = € 83 
204° = 157 

¢ 209* XX’ aye of Sére Hapos évrrrvvés 782 X'Tava |, 6 392 
313 ff. el Kev To Keivy ye gira dpovéno’ evi 6upo = n 75 

éArr@pr} Tot recta Gidous 7’ idéewv Kal ixécbar = n 76 
oikov éuktipevoy Kal ony és warpiéa yatay wn 77 

1 177° avrap émel deirvnce xal tpape Oupiv é6wdF = € 95, €111 
203* dpyahéos ydép 7’ éari beds Bpord avdpi Sapfvar = 8 397 
221° Kai 0 rt Kev Kal mreloy’ éy® Kaka pvonoaipny =n 213 

6 27 od’ cio Té we Ovpds evi a7 Gero KedXever = n 187 etc., 

[276] 
58 aypopévev' moddol 8 ap écav véor 75% waratol wm 17+ 

& 395 
62* Anpddoxor Aryidwvor ébvra Oeiov doddy 

303 BHO’ ipevar rpds ddpua, pirov TEeTinwévos Frop = B 298 - 
348° ef Kev “Apns oixorro xpéos Kal Seopdv arigas = 0 353 
501° 7) kar& metpdov Bade éptcavras én’ a&kpas “ 6 508 

399 om. 3p. POxy. 775 ; damn. Blass (p. 297). 783 om. Bekker, van Leeuwen, 
damn. La Roche, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 

€: gt om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 157 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 
¢: 313 sqq. om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 
9: 27 damn, Ludwich, Blass, cf. Wecklein, ZAV ar. 58 om. Bekker, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Merry, Blass (p, To2). 303 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 348* om. 29, PBerol. 7805. 
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t 30 €y oméoot yAagupotot, AiAatopévn méotv eivat = a5 
412° tod yap o} mais éoot, rarip dt cds evyxeTal eivarme 519 

489 épBadéew Kdans, iv’ bw ex KaxédrnTa Pbyoipev = K 129 
531 vidv Aaéprew, IOdxn Ev ok?’ €xovTa = t 505 
547 (2) €k 8@ kai adroit Bier emi pnypivt Oaddoons = 1 150, wp [6] 

201 f. kAatov dé Avyéws, Oadepdy Kara Sdkpv yéovTes = 7 216+ 
K 409 etc. 

add’ ov yap Tis pies Eyivero pupopévoioiy = K 568 
225° 6 diy éd hpovéwy ayophcato Kai peréeirev = B 160 etc. 
2.32°> 7 ro duodpevos 7} Kal Oeds ds éxéAevey = t 339 
233* = Tedyxe O€ of KUKED xpuctw Séra Shpa miotey M K 316 
253 geoTotow Adecot, TEpiTKETT® Evi XdpO = K II 
265 Kai p’ ddAogupépevos Erea mrepdevTa mpocnvda = Xr 616M 

kK 418 

310° Kipxns & évdov d&kovov dedotvcons domi kad = K 221 

315 Kadod dadadréov" bd dt Ophvus wociy jev = K 367 
315*-* xépviBa & dudimoros mpoxdw éréxeve hépovea = Kk 368 

Kadh xpvoeln, iép apyupéoto A€ByTos. = k 369 
319° = airov & aidoin rapin mapéOnke Gépovoa, = k 371 
319° = eidata mOAN’ Erribeion xapiCopévn mrapedvTmv. = K 372 
368 ff. xépviBa & apdirodos mpoxio ewéxeve Pépovta = a 136- 

40, 6 52-6, 172-6, 0 135-8 [139], p 91-5 
Kadi xpucein, brrép dpyupéoro A€EByTos 
vifpacbar’ mapa de feoriy érdvucce tpdrefav. 
atrov & aidotn rapin mapéOnke hépovoa, 

eldara TOAn’ éribeioa xapt(opévn TapedvTov. 

409° dondatos & dpa toicl y’ épdvn Kaxirnros advégas cf. € 397 

430 Kat ogeas pwvijcas trea mrepbevta mpocnida = 077 

122 etc: 

t: 300m. Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, et cum 31-2 

Blass. 489 om. van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Blass, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 22. 

531 hab. P8P7 (Allen), non Macrobius v. 12. 6 (ubi addidit Jan., cf. Eyssenhardt) ; 

om. 9, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn, La Roche, Merry, Blass. 

«1 232° ap. Kirchhoff, p. 218. 253 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, 

damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 265 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, 

damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass, cf. CP 221, Wecklein, ZAV 22. 315 om. Aristarchus 

(ef. Didymus ap. s Q), Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Blass. 368 sqq. 

om, 1/2p. PFay. 157, Bekker, Nauck, et cum 367 van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, 

Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 430 ignor.s H; om. Bekker, Nauck, damn. La Roche, 

Ludwich, Merry, Blass, cf. CP 221. 
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456 dtoyeves Aaepriddn, modu X av” ’Odvaced = € 203 etc. 

459° Bods me pirapvopevous 78 olay mdéea KaAd = w 112 

470 piiay pbiwbyroy mrept 0 ipara paxpa tedéoOn cf. at B 107* 

475 ff. ds Ebay, avrap Emory’ emerelBero Oupds ayjvep. Mk 406 

etc. 

as TOTE pevy mpoTayv juap és HéeAvoy KaTadvvra = 161f, 
550 f., x 183 f. etc. 

HueOa Savtpevor kpéa 7 domera Kal péOv 700° 
nuos & nédwos Karédv Kat emt Kvépas nrAOev, = 1 168, 558, 

kK 185 etc. 

of pey KolunoavTo Kata péyapa oKloevTa. = p 32 + A 334 
etc. 

482 Kal pv govicas emea mrepdevta mpoonvdwy = 6 550 etc. 
502" (wos éOv' yaderov dé Ta ye (wooly 6pacbat = AX 156 

504 dioyevés Aaepriddn, modvpHyxar’ ’Odvaced = x [456] etc. 
569 (?) aAX’ bre 84 p’ emi vija Ooiy Kai Oiva Oardoons“ 6779 etc. 

A 60, 92 dtoyevés Aaepridédn, modvpHnyay’ ’Odvaced = x [456] etc. 
178 xrijow épiy duads Te kai trrepepes péya OOya = T 526 

evyny 7’ aidopévn moctos Ojuod Te HHunv = T 527 

266* 1) 6% Kal Znvods (|. Ads) edyer’ ev aykoivncw ladoac 
= 261 

343 os 67 Baijxwv avdpdy mpoyevéatepos jev = 7 156 

343° kal pvOols ExéxacTo madaid TE TOAAG TE Eldds = N 157 

369° mac1, paédiora 8 émot* Tod yap Kpdétos ear’ evi dyum 
= A 353 etc. 

407 dpoas dpyadéwv avéuwv apéyaprov auTuny = A 400 

604 maida Ards peydédro.o kai “Hpns yxpucomediiov = Hes. 

Th. 952 

456 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 

470 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 

475 sqq. om. Bekker, damn. La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 

22 sq. 482 om. Bekker, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, 
Blass, cf. CP 221. 504 om. Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Blass. 

A: 60 om. (27, POxy. 1819: y'=303), Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La 
Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 92 om. (2, POxy. 1819) Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, 
van Leeuwen, damn, La Roche, Merry. 343 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, 
damn. La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 407 om. Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. 
La Roche, Blass. 604 om. Aristarchus (cf. s TVA 385), 1/2. PFay. 310, 
Bekker, Nauck, et cum 602-3 van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Merry, et cum 602-3 
Blass, 622° cf. Kirchhoff, p. 233. 
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622° Eipucbevs’ TO yap pa twarijp exédevoe Kpoviov 

mreiaTous SedpnjoOa TnrEKAELTaY avOpdTrev 
638° éfas & ECdpevor modu Gra TUTov EpeTpots = J 580 etc. 

ph 6 éx 8 cal adrol Bipev emi pnypive Oardoons =t 150 

[547 7] 
99%" 4 8 droxvoapevy ITedinv réxe kai NndAja, = 0254 

T® kpatep@ OepdmovTe Aids peyddoto yevéer Onv = d 255 

dudhorépw’ Iledins pév ev edpuvxipo IawdK@ = d 256 

vate wodvppnvos, 6 8 ap’ év ITbdw jyaddevTe = A 257 

133° adtoxacryyytn Oéridos AtapomAokdporo = Hesiod? 

140 f. yn re kal érdpos’ adros & ef wép Kev adbENS = AII3 

we KakGs veiat, ddécas dro wavras Eraipovs = A114 

147 ééfs & éCdpevor modrujy Gra tbmrov Eepetpois = Od 580, 
d 638° etc. 

153° KékduTé pev piOwv Kaxd mep méoxXovres éraipor cf. on 
k 189, Part IV 

240° rou br’ éfepecere, AEBS Ss Ev Tupi TOAAD = pe 237 

365° Sarnody re mepippadéws épvoavrd re mdvra = £ 431 

v197* thvd Odvoeds ynOnoev (dav Kai évavrios nrAOev = v 226 

241° Kal pév to icac’ lddxny oxeddv 40° arrornAod 

339° xwopevos drt of vidv pirov eEardwoas = v 343 

347 f. ayxo6e & abris avtpov emijparov, NEpoEloes, = v 103 

ipdvy Nupdpdar, ai vnrddes kad€ovTar = v 104 

369% Smracav oikad ivre did peydOvpov AOjynv = v 121 

396 dvdpav pynoTi por, of ror Biorov Kkarédovary = v 428, 0 32 

£154 €ooat pe xdalvdy Te Xi7avd Te, ciuara Kaha £ 396 

369f. TO Kév of TouBov pev emoinoay Mlavaxatot = a 239 
Y @ 31 

Hoe Ke kal & madi péya Kdéos ijpar’ dricaw = a 240 
@ 32 

pe: 133% desideravit Buttmann, cf. Wecklein, ZAV 23. 140 sq. om. van Leeuwen, 

damn, La Roche, Ludwich, Blass. 147 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, 

damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 

v: 197" om. 3p. PRyl. 53. 241° om. 3p. PRyl. 53, 2; hab. G ap. Wecklein, ZAV 

ey 339* hab. 3 p. PRyl. 53, om. 2. 347 sq. om. 3p. PRyl. 53, Bekker, 

Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn, La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 369° om. 3/. 

PRyl. 53. 396 om. 3f. PRyl. 53; hab. 2, excepto Neap. II F 4. 

é: 154 om. 3f. PRyl. 53, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 

369 sq. om. (6/7 p. PBerol. 7517, cf. AJP 255n.) Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. Blass, 
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515 ff. abrap émiv EOnow ’Odvecjos didros vids, = 0 337 
avtos Tot xAaivdy Te xiTOVa TE eipata ddcEL, M 0 338 
méurper & Samp ce Kpadin Oupds Te KedEvEL = 0 339 

0 44 (45)° ayxod 0” ordpevos mpocépn Tyr€uaxos Oeoedis nog 
; +€173 etc. 

63 Tnrépuaxos, piros vids ’Odvocios Oeforo = 0 554 etc. 
113 ff. dépov & dco’ ev Eno otk KetmmdrLa Keira, = 0613 

ddcw 6 KéANOTOY Kal Tinnéotaroy éoTl, = 8614 
ddcw Tor KpnThpa Tetvypévor’ apytpeos dé = 8615 
ori dias, xpvo@ 6” emi xeidea Kexpdavrar = 8616 
epyov 8 ‘Hpaicroto répev dé € Daidipos fpws, = 8617 
2 oviov Bacireds, 60’ dds Séuos dupexddruye = 5618 
Keio’ éue vootnoavra’ telv & é0édw 768’ ddooca = 8619 

139 €idara mOAN’ émOcioa, xapifopévn mapedvt@y = a 140 etc. 
345 avepes, ov tiv’ iknrat Gy Kal mijpa Kal ddyos 

m 24° ddOpn, ened déxnre pidov pera marpds dkouny = p 43 
256" apkécer Hé Ti’ édAov autyTopa mepunpléw = m 261 
317 al Té o’ aripdgover Kal al vndiridés elo_ = 7 498. x 418 
412 addins extos édv" of & Evd061 pari bhawwov = 8 678 

p 3° éipara écodpevos, rept dt gidos 6£d Oér’ Suw = B 3 ete. 
49 «ls bmep@’ dvaBaoa ody audimorour yuvargiv = Vv 364m 

a 362 etc. 
233° prdev ecovpévos peyéryv codiny dviyvetar 
547 waar wan’, ovd€ ké Tis Od varov Kat kKijpas addvger = 7 558 
565 Tay UBpis re Bin re ordhpeov odpavov ike: = o 329 
568° dpdwr of card ddépuar’ ’Odvacios beloro = p 402 etc. 
577° bBpw dduokd ge avdpav dmepnvopedvT@y ~m p 581 
603° atrap émel deirvnce kal ipape Oupdy €dwd = € 95, 

[277°], €111 
515 sqq. om. (3/. PRyl. 53) Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La 
Roche, Merry. 

o: 63 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 
113-19 vss. ignotos auctori Glossarii Homerici a/p. PAmh,. ii. 18, om. (3. PRyl. 53), 
Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Blass. 139 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, 
damn. La Roche, Blass. 345 damn. Ludwich. 

m7: 317 om. van Leeuwen, damn. Blass, 
p: 3” ignotus sQ. 49 om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, 

Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 233" om. 4p. PAc. B. Lettres 1905, p. 215. 547 damn. 
Ludwich, Blass. 565 damn. Nauck, Ludwich, Blass. 603" vm. ignotum g BT 
ad A 469, om. 3 4. POxy. 955. 
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o 59(?) adrap ewe p’ dpoody re TeAeUTHOaY TE Toy OpKov = p 304, 
0 438 

eo ca x 4 4 I11* @de O€ Tis eirecKE Véwy ETEpHnvopedvT@v = B 324 etc. 
131 (?) raévrov, do00a Te yaiay emt mveler Te Kai Eprer = P 447 
184° pioyerOat pynoripow breppiddro.ww advdykn €136 + 

ye 4 er Ss . ee ’ f a7 

393 4 adders, Ore "Ipov eviknoas Tov aAnTHY = 333 

413 Nicov gaidipos vids Apnriddao dvaxTos = 7 395 

T 77 Toiw, dmotos €or Kal drev KEXpnpéevos EAD or = p 421 
153 pnvav POiwévray, wept & uata word’ EredéoOn cf. on 

B 107" 
2gtf.addX’ eve mply awémeuwe TUxnTE yap Epxouévyn vids = 

§ 334 
~ ~ 3 

avdpav Ocompwrav és Aovdixiov morAvmupov = € 335 

558” pynoripor, ot 6dua Kaz’ dv7iOéov ’Odvaijos = v 369 
avépes &Bpifovres ardcbada pnxavowvTatw v 370 

581 Tod more peprvyncec Oar diopat ev wep dvet(po = $79 

v 83° #roe pév te Bporey dddos & révOos ixdver 

145 (2) €yxos xv" Gua To ye kives wédas dpyot Erovro = p 62 

327° Kriow mipard re 765€ Képdtov ErdeTo Ovpe@ cf. v 304 

h 65f. dvra maperdwv cxXopévn Arrapa KpHdeuva = a 334 etc, 
audimoros & &pa of kedv7 Exadtepbe mapéoTyn = & 335 etc. 

109 ovr’ adris ’I0dkns ot7 Hrelpoto pedaivns 
> 4 4 z ~ BA ead | rd ~~ 

219 f. obAHv; THY ToTé pe ois HAaE AevKe dd6vTLM T 393, 74 

Tlapyvnoiv & érXOd6vta adv vido AdtrodtKoto wm T pyn 394 
276 oddp’ cimw Té& pe Oupods évi ori Oecor KedeVer = 7 187 ete. 

308 «is “Eyerov BaciAfa, Bporay dndjpova wdvTav =o 85,116 

353° as padro, plyncey St repippoy IInvedorera M € 116, 171 

a: 59 hab. 3p. POxy. 572, 0m. Bekker. 111" om. 6/7 p. POxy. 1820, add. Ludwich, 

Monro-Allen, cf. CP 221. 131 om. Plut., cousol. ad Apollon. 104d, damn. Nauck. 

393,413 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 

7: 153 om. Aristarchus (cf. s H ad 7 130, Blass, p. 190, Wecklein, ZAV 20, et 

infra), Bekker, van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 291-2 damn. Blass. 

558° om. 4/5 p. PBerol. 10568. 581 om. 4/5/. PBerol. 10568 ; hab. 2. 

¢: 65-6 om. 3 ~. PRyl. 53; vm. 65 hab. 2; vm. 66 solum om. Bekker, Nauck, damn. 

La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 109 om. 3p. PRyl. 53, Bekker, Nauck, damn. La 

Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 219-20 om.37. PRyl. 53, damn. Blass. 276 vm. 

a Demetr. Chale. prob. in MS. aliquo repertum om. 3f. PRyl. 53, 9, Bekker, Nauck, 

Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 308, 353% om. 3p. PRyl. 53. 
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X 43 wdarnvey St Exacros orn Piyou aimdy ddrcOpov = & 507, 
: IT 283 

43° €v0’ &ddou pev mdvres axhy eyévovto ciwm7 Cf. 0234 etc, 
B 82, 6 285 

191 vulds Aaéprao, wodvrAas dios ’Odvaceds cf. 618 +€ 171 etc. 

Ww 48 alipari kai Op memaraypévoy ads TE A€EovTA = X 402 
127 f. specs dé pepadres ap’ Eyrdpued’, oddE Ti Hype = N 785 

aAvkhs devnoecbat, don dtvapis ye mdépectiv = N 786 

320 mdvras ’Odvaceds & oios bwéxghuye vyt pedaivy 

@ 4° Thy perd yepaiv €xwv méteTO Kparvds ApyeihovTns = € 49 
121 “Arpeidn kvd.ore, dvag avdpav Aydpepvoy = dr 397 

143 pnvav PO.vdvrev wepi & juata moAda TeArAéEcOn cf. on 

B 107" 
171* dvtiOéov 'Odvarjos 6 7’ od duvdéperOa Tavicoa = $ 254 

X? 43 0m. 3p. PRyl. 53, 3p. POxy. 448, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, 

damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 43* om. 3/. PRyl. 53, 32. POxy. 448. 191 hab. 

3p. PRyl. 53; om. 3p. POxy. 448, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn, La Roche, Blass. 

w~: 48, 127-8 om. 3p. PRyl. 53, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La 

Roche, Merry, Blass. 32o om. Aristarchus (cf. s QV ad 310-43), 2/3. POxy. 

956, 3p. PRyl. 53, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, 
Blass. 

w: 40m, 3p. PRyl. 53. I2I, 143 om. (2p. PTebt. 432, cf. 4/P 457) 3p. PRyl. 

53, Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen, damn. La Roche, Merry, Blass. 170 

om, 37. PRyl. 53. 



PAR T.-L 

BEF ORE ARISTARCHUS 

§ 1. The Problem. 

THE work has now reached the point beyond which a complete 

and continuous vecensio becomes impossible. All witnesses com- 

petent to testify to the poems as wholes have been heard, and their 

stories traced to a single source. With the version of the poems 
thus given we have nothing to compare but the distecta membra of 

other traditions. The action to be taken in the face of this obstacle 
is judged differently by different scholars. 

Bethe and Wilamowitz hold views otherwise diametrically 

opposed; but both agree that the gap between Aristarchus and 

‘Homer’ must be leapt rather than bridged. Only Bethe starts 

with the assumption that between the tradition has been rigidly 

immobile, while Wilamowitz takes off from the hypothesis of its 

unlimited fluidity. Thus Bethe (Homer, i. 53) declares: ‘ Aber es 

werden nur Kleinigkeiten sein, die gegen Aristarch zu andern sind. 

Im allgemeinen darf sein Text fiir identisch mit den beiden Mutter- 

handschriften der Ilias und Odyssee gelten.’ If in virtue of these 

restrictions this meant no more than what Bethe (Homer, ii, p. viii) 

has since stated—‘ niemals, seit dem V. Jahrhundert sicherlich nicht, 

hat es einen Iliastext gegeben, in dem die Dolonie, nun gar @ und I 

fehlten oder die Glaukosepisode an anderer Stelle stand, Patroklos’ 

Bestattung den Schluss gebildet hatte oder das Gedicht noch bis 

Achills Tod weitergelaufen ware und was von dergleichen Vermu- 

tungen mehr gedussert ist ’—I could assent most unhesitatingly. 

Variations on that scale, or anything approaching it, are unattested." 

1 T at K x merely records an opinion of certain unnamed critics ; its silence 

about the existence of MSS. lacking the Doloneia is practically an admission that there 

were none such. Roemer, developing a suggestion of La Roche (cf. Cauer, Grundfr. 
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But I can neither believe that Bethe would class passages of ten or 
a dozen lines as K/einigkcitex, nor that interpolations of that extent 

. he eam . . are not to be found in the edition of Aristarchus. Certainly 
Aristarchus himself—witness his atheteses—would have claimed no 
such perfection for his edition. I am, therefore, constrained to join 
Wecklein (74 V 82 n.) in dissenting from Bethe’s opinion. 

For Wilamowitz (//ias, 8 ff.), on the other hand, the Homeric text 
before Zenodotus was in a chaotic condition. There were, for 
instance, in the library of Alexandria MSS. of the Odyssey that 
ended with 296, and contained therefore as a matter of course 
another version of the poem—one in which Laertes was dead, and 
the parts referring to him were missing. There must have been also 
equally divergent and contradictory versions of the Jad; we should 
get an dberraschende Aufklirung, could we but use them. From 
these variants the critics built what seemed to them a consistent 
poem.’ Their skill deserves, to be sure, our gratitude; but in the 
process they threw overboard much that we would value most 
highly and judge to be genuine. Their construction is not binding 
upon us; we too have the right and the duty to choose between the 
variants as far as we know them. 

No more than Bethe (loc. cit.) can I find for these speculations 
any solid foundation. On the contrary, what we know of the earlier 
texts points decidedly in a different direction—in that indicated by 
Leaf as already quoted: ‘There is no single case in Homer where 
117 and the literature there cited), endeavours to show from 7 éxopérn (se. paiywoia) 
in g A atI 709 that A followed upon I in the edition of Aristarchus. The result is 
endless difficulty : conflict with the use of K made by Aristarchus (cf. Bachmann, i. 
18) ; with the Aristarchean method of citing by twenty-four books ; with the presence 
of K in our MSS. 

The note of Aristonicus on Z 119 does on the surface attest the existence of MSS. in 
which the Glaukos episode stood elsewhere. But it is impossible to suggest for it any 
other suitable location in the Iliad; so that a MS. containing it elsewhere must have 
undergone some mechanical dislocation. Aristonicus would not have mentioned such 
a triviality unless it were his copy of Zenodotus (cf. his notes on T 334 f., A 123) that 
was thus deformed. If that is so, the epitomator has effectually concealed it behind 
his 7és and his dAAaxdéce. It is also possible (cf. Leaf, i. 256) that his abbreviation 
has turned a mere expression of preference into a definite statement of fact, 

1 The ideas are those of Wolf, Vorlesungen, p. 17: ‘Man denke sich, es seyen 
zwolf Exemplare aus verschiedenen Gegenden nach Alexandrien gekommen; nun 
kommen die Philologen, z. B. Zenodotus, vor diese Exemplare ; er blittert, sieht eine 
Menge Diversitaéten, und entschliesst sich, daraus eklektisch das beste, was als 
Homerisch angesehen werden kinnte, zu wahlen.? 
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the loss of a line can be assumed with reasonable probability ; the 
tradition was wonderfully tenacious of all it had got, as well as 
acquisitive of new matter.’ 

My own proposal is to push out our bridge, even though we know 

that we have not the material to carry it to the other shore. In the 

end we too shall have to leap, but our leap will be shorter and from 
a firmer foothold. To drop metaphor, I would carry on with the 
vecensio where and how we can. If it brings us at points to the 
text of an earlier period we shall be by that much the gainers. And 

more than that, we shall have secured a standard by which to gauge 

the interpolations that may be assumed on other grounds in the 

Aristarchean text. 

§2. Our Material and its Source. 

To compare with the text of Aristarchus as determined in Part I 

we have: (1) the variants reported in the scholia; (2) early quota- 

tions of Homer, collected by Ludwich (WV 71-133); and (3) the 

readings of the Ptolemaic papyri and of a few belated survivors of 

that type of text.1 The first question to arise is whether the texts 

known to us in these ways have all a common source. 

As far back as 1841 this question was answered in the affirmative 

when Lachmann (p. 31) wrote: ‘Die schriftliche iiberlieferung der 

homerischen gedichte im griechischen alterthum beruhte einzig auf 

der arbeit des Pisistratus und seiner gefahrten.’ Since then much 

has been written about Pisistratus, the Pisistratean legend, and its 

explosion. The controversy still continues, but from it there seem 

to me to emerge certain fixed facts: all variants known to us are of 

the kind that arise in a written, not an oral, tradition, and that 

tradition can have, on account of its small divergence, but a single 

fountain-head. Nutzhorn’s discussion (pp. 6-15) is still worth 

reading, and Jebb’s neat presentation (p. 92) of the argument may 

1 These Papyri contain more or less completely a text corresponding to the vulgate 

between the following limits: A 484-94, 1f. PVitelli; B 174-I 371, 34. PHibeh 

19; I 347-E 803, 3a. PHibeh 20; © 17-258, 34. PHibeh 21+ PHeidelberg r126r ; 

A 502-37, 3/24. PDublin; A 788-M 9, 24. PGenav 6; I 484-9, 34. PRylands 49; 

= 596-608, 14. PBerol. 9774; ® 302-¥ 281, 34. PGrenf. ii. 4+ PHibeh i. 22+ 

PHeidelberg 1262-6 (this I shall cite as PGerhard) ; v 41-68, 34. PHibeh 33. The 

publication of fragments of a and of 6-« is promised—cf. Grenfell, JH'S 39. (1919) 17— 

in the near future. 

2966 
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be quoted: ‘ There is no trace of larger discrepancies or dislocations. 

Such, however, could not have failed to exist if there had not been 

a common basis of tradition.’ Bethe is but emphasizing what should 
need no emphasizing when he writes (Homer, ii, p. ix): ‘Ich betone 

es wieder als unwiderlegliche und grundlegende Tatsache: alle 
Iliashandschriften gehen auf eine einzige zuriick . . . Ebenso steht 
es mit der Odyssee.’ For my purpose that is as much as is strictly 

needed. I shall add, however, my belief that this fountain-head 

_ of our tradition is an Athenian text not earlier than the sixth century.! 

So far most scholars—Wilamowitz and Meister being the out- 

standing exceptions—are in substantial agreement; cf. Murray, 

RGE? 320-4; Finsler, Homer*, i. 70 f.; Wackernagel, SU 1; 
Wecklein, ZA V 82; Drerup, i. 319; Cauer, Grundfr.* i. 99-1353 
Bethe, Homer, ii. 355-60. Divergence comes with the question of 
what that text may have been—recension, redaction, or original 

composition. That problem lies entirely beyond the scope of the 
present work; my only endeavour being to determine what lines 
are ‘best attested’ for this source. 

I regret the need of leaving this question open, for its solution 
would probably save the discussion of the question to which I must 
next turn—the possibility that in addition to the one main stream of 
tradition, there may have been minor confluents. 

(1) We have already seen how a certain amount of pre-Aristarchean 
material seeped into the later vulgate; it seems natural therefore to 
assume that there may have been at Athens a similar carry-over 
from pre-Pisistratean times. In reality nothing of the sort is to be 
expected, because the conditions are essentially different. In the 
one case there was a whole body of literature about Homer, and the 
scholia to serve as a channel of communication; in the other case 
we have no warrant for assuming anything of the kind. To be 
sure, Wolf (Vorlesungen, p. 16) did conceive the margins of the 
Pisistratean edition as filled with variants. But on Bethe’s theory 
of the origin of the poems the thing is impossible, and on any 
theory most unlikely ; for the purpose of Pisistratus’ edition was 
not historical, but artistic—to get for the Panathenaia as good a 
poem as possible. 

1 It is convenient to have for it a short designation, and I shall speak of it as the 
edition of Pisistratus; it was made in or about his day, and is the nucleus of fact that 
has led to the association of his name with the Homeric text. 
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(2) There is, indeed, one curious bit of evidence which seems to 
show a pre-Pisistratean text cropping out in the third century. 
Hipponax, fragm. 85. 3-4 (Bergk), runs as follows : 

évved, draws Wngpids (kakds) Kaxdv oirov dAnTat 
BovdAy Snpooin mapa Biv’ adds arpuyéroto. 

Parody of Homer is evident, and we may notice that the phrases 
parodied are not found in conjunction in our Homer. That is no 
matter for surprise, but it is surprising to find them joined in the 
plus verses that follow © 202 in 3 a. PHeid. 1261: 

of Kev 63) Kakoy olrov avamAnoavtes bd@vTaL 

avdpos évds pin 6 O€ patvera ovKér’ avexras, 
"“Extop, ds Taxa vias évimpyoe tupi Knréo, 
dnidaas Aavaods mapa Oiv’ adds arpvyéroto. 

At first blush that might tempt one to assume that the author ot 

this interpolation had before him the text as known to Hipponax ; 
but Gerhard, who first observed the correspondence, was wiser, and 

hesitated to claim that the coincidence was anything more than 
accidental. In this he was clearly correct, for the plus verses are 

obviously patchwork. The first of the phrases parodied has a closer 

parallel in I. 417 xaxéy oirov éAnat, while the second is familiar from 
A 316, 327, K 179, and it is upon these (or rather their forerunners) 

that Hipponax drew. There is no reason to believe even that he 
found the phrases in juxtaposition in his Homer. 

(3) There is linguistic evidence for Ionic influence upon the text 
in post-Pisistratean times. Clearest and most widespread is the 
otthographic change from co to ev to designate the diphthong 
resulting from the contraction of e« and 0, a change which I have 

_ discussed in CP 18 (1923). 170-7, developing a suggestion of 

Meister. In Ionic inscriptions this orthography is not found until 

the fourth century, and in the Homeric text its beginnings can be 

placed no earlier. It must have started, more or less sporadically 

at first, in some MSS., and afterwards have been regularized—no 

doubt by Zenodotus. A number of forms éore@ra, -re, -7es, e(déw 

adduced by Wackernagel (SU 72f.), and memre@ra(s), reaper, 

éGuev cited by Meister (HX 189), are best taken as showing this 

late Ionic influence also, though they cannot be dated so closely. 

Finally there are a number of Ionicizing variants found only in a 
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part of the tradition—chiefly in the text of Zenodotus; of them 

Wackernagel cites €uewurév, €wuTyyv, émioréarar, memoleatat, @AAOL, 

Sévdpet, yHpet. ; 

Wackernagel’s explanation is the use of MSS. ‘die etwa aus 
ionischen Stadten kamen’—a very: probable explanation, and yet 

one that assumes more than it is strictly necessary to assume. From 

the fifth century onwards Ionic influences were strong enough at 

Athens (cf. Thumb, YGD 365 ff.) to leave their mark upon Attic 
language and literature ; and it would be only natural for them to 

appear also in copies of an old Ionic document made in Athens. 
Still, I have neither wish nor need to question the existence of such 
Tonic MSS., but the problem of their source remains, Wackernagel 
(61) speaks of ‘ einen ionischen Nebenstrom der Uberlieferung’, but 
the question needs to be put more precisely. Are we to under- 
stand that a new affluent has joined the main stream, or has that 
current for a time divided, the channel of one branch running 
through foreign soil? The latter is in my opinion the correct 
view: these later Ionic MSS. will have come from the edition of 
Pisistratus. 

(4) To show that, I may start from the opposite opinion of 
Kirchhoff’, who has, in his discussion of \ 602-3, made use of the 
broadest argument that can be brought to bear against my position. 
The belief in ‘Attic interpolations’ can, he thinks, have been 
suggested only by the fact that they were to be found in Attic MSS. 
alone. But Lachmann (31 f.) had already anticipated and refuted 
that argument: no one of those who assumed ‘ Attic interpola- 
tions’ could point to MSS. that were free of them. Afterwards 
Wilamowitz (7U 235 ff.) developed and clinched the proof: even 
in’ the fourth century Dieuchidas could find no version of the 
Catalogue except the Attic one. In Zenodotus the Ionic linguistic 
influence was at its height, but we do not hear that a single line? 

1 Compare p. 232 for his conviction ‘dass die handschriftlichen Exemplare, iiber 
welche die alexandrinischen Kritiker verfiigten, keinesweges ohne Ausnahme aus _ 
dem Pisistratischen geflossen waren, sondern dass unter ihnen sich auch solche 
befanden, welche auf eine von diesem unabhangige Quelle zuriickgingen ’, 

* His variant in y 307 dnd @wxqwv is ascribed by La Roche, H7% 15 f. to a source 
free from Attic influence, while Wilamowitz (HU 260) thinks it an emendation. The 
matter is obviously too small to require discussion in this connexion 3 Nor do lines like 
A 265, B 558, that cannot be traced even to Aristarchus, come into consideration here, 
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of the ‘Attic interpolations’ was absent from his text; on the 
contrary he must have read B 546-56, as he athetized three lines 
from this section. Zenodotus’ MSS. were tinged with late Ionicisms, 
but they were nevertheless descended from the Pisistratean edition. 
When, therefore, Zenodotus offers the original, Aristarchus an 
interpolated text, we must not believe with Wecklein (ZAV 5, 
ZuA 3, e¢ passim) that the interpolation was brought into the 
tradition through the edition of Pisistratus, but assign it to some 
later period. 

There remains then but one consideration that can be urged 
against the assumption of a single source for the tradition of our 
text; but that question is so large that it seems better to devote to 
it a separate section. 

§3. The ‘City’ Editions. 

The mention in the scholia? of certain editions that bore the 

names of cities must always have been a predisposing cause to a 

belief in the existence of non-Attic texts. It is probably because 

so little is known of these editions that they have made such an 

appeal to the imagination. They have been pictured as official 
documents made at public cost, or preserved in public archives ; 

they have been dated before Pisistratus, shortly after his time, or 

somewhere between him and Zenodotus; they have been cited too 

as evidence for the energy with which the Alexandrian critics 

searched the Greek world from Marseilles to Sinope for MSS. of 
Homer. Protests against such views from Wolf onwards have not 
been lacking ; but they have not carried conviction sufficiently to 

exempt me from a discussion of the question. Ludwich’s con- 

clusion that owing to the lack of information we must remain 

uncertain about the date and source of these editions would probably 

find to-day the most supporters, but I believe that it is possible to 

advance beyond it. 
A good deal of the power exercised upon us by these city 

editions comes from the suggestive influence of their class name, 

1 The unfortunately scanty material has been collected by La Roche, HTk 16-49; 
Ludwich, 4AHT i. 3-15; add from the Ammonius commentary (POxy. 221) the 
citation (vi. 16) of 7) a7’ Eipumiény, and of the omission of ® 290-2 in 4 Kpnrc«n, the 

latter on the authority of Seleucus. 
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ai kata modes, al (a6, did, ex) TOV TodEwr, ai TroALTiKal. These 

phrases, I must recall, have no better authority than the epitomator 

of the scholia, who in the last ‘books of the //ad is at times too 
lazy to be more precise. The contrasting term is ai kar’ dvdpa, to 
include the editions or manuscripts ‘that were designated by the 

name of an individual. The texts of both classes must be con- 

sidered together—for they seem to be on a par—and it is convenient 

to begin with the second. 
It includes the editions of Aristophanes, of Rhianus (c. 250-200), 

and those of Sosigenes and Philemon, who are apparently somewhat 

later than Rhianus. The originals of all these were accessible to 

Aristarchus, but the edition of Zenodotus he seems to have known 

only through copies—r& Znvoddreia, sc. avriypada. That fact 

alone must make us wary of assuming that he could consult still 
earlier editions, and there are besides other indications to warrant 

such hesitation. The edition of the Odyssey by Aratus, a con- 

temporary of Zenodotus, is never mentioned (cf. La Roche, H7% 

43) in the scholia; nor is the edition by Aristotle. It is Plutarch 

(Alex. c. viii) and Strabo (xiii. 594) who speak of the latter; but 

what the Alexandrians knew of Aristotle’s text came not from his 
edition, but from his other works; cf. La Roche, W7% 23 ff. ; Lud- 

wich, A/T ii. 433 n. 
The remaining two of the car’ aydpa editions seem to be earlier 

than Zenodotus, but in each case there are reasons which make 
such a dating difficult, to say the least. 

There is the edition of Euripides which is ascribed not to the tragic 

poet but to his (or another’s) nephew, and even then with a doubt—ei 

Le} dpa érépov éoriv. All that we know of it is that it contained 
after B 848 and 866 plus verses—much the sort of interpolation 

found in Ptolemaic papyri, and suggestive of the idea that it was of 

no earlier date. The edition, which (cf. Ludwich, AHT i. 4) no 

evidence connects with Aristarchus, is never mentioned in the 

A scholia, but only in the other branch of the tradition. Finsler, 
flomer*, i. 349, and Bassett, Harvard Studies, 31 (1920). 56, have 
already given reasons for believing that this branch of the scholia 
contains Pergamene elements ; and I hope to show also that Per- 
gamene work is the most probable source for the plus verses 
preserved in the T scholia. All of this points to Pergamum as the 
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abcde of this edition ; we may suspect that it was one of the great 
treasures of its library—and a forgery. 

The rival library at Alexandria possessed an edition! of Anti- 

machus, which is of interest here only on the chance that it 

belonged to the famous poet Antimachus of Colophon. The 
scholia cite the poet,” as they would do of course in either event; 

but they neither indicate that the MS. was his, nor do they dis- 

tinguish between two men of the same name. The need for a 

distinction seems greater to us than it would to Didymus and 

Aristonicus, for each of them was dealing chiefly with one man; 

and besides the epitomator would not have been likely to preserve 

such information, even if he had found it. It becomes then a 

question of probability whether we are simply confronted by 

homonyms, or whether one fifth-century text survived and was used 

by the Alexandrians apparently without recognition of the unique 

position it held among their sources. 

Our experience with texts of this class cannot lead us to expect 

for the xara 7réAeis editions any great age. For one of them, 
% Kpnrixy, the opposite is indicated. Ludwich (AAT i. 4), noting 

that the only citation of it (at A 381) came from Seleukos, was 

inclined to assume that it was not used by Aristarchus. Since then 

the discovery of the Ammonius commentary has brought us another 

citation of this text and again on the same authority, thus tending 

to strengthen Ludwich’s assumption. Then 7 Kpyrix# will best be 

dated about the time of Aristarchus.” ; 

A study of the variants in the xara médeis texts led Roemer, 

Zenod. 24, to declare that the belief az ihr chrwiirdiges Alter 

becomes more and more shaken the more one examines them. 

Nevertheless he concludes (p. 31) that 7 Maccadtwriky, 7} Xia, and 

perhaps 7) ApyoAxy, were earlier than Zenodotus. I should ascribe 

to them a later date. 

1 The references in Ludwich, 4HT i. 3, must be supplemented from La Roche, 

HATk 22; our information comes through Didymus. 

2 There is added: 6 KoAogévios A 1 (g A), E389 (8 D), and év 7H Avd7 Z 200 (g B) ; 

other clear examples at B 2, A 439, & 499. 

3 Cf. Ludwich, 4HTi. 7, for reasons to class with it 47 woAvoTiXos, 7) KusALKH, and 

%) éx Movgeiov. The scholia on a 424 might seem to indicate that 7 *ApyoA.kn was later 

than Aristophanes ; but I do not believe the argument would hold. 
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In early texts from Ionia we should expect Ionicisms. We find 

not only nothing of the sort, but some features that are cape 

un-Ionic: thus iteratives are supplanted by other forms dérptveckoy 

2 109 (érpbvovew, Chia, Mass.), vecxeleoxoy T 86 (verxetovow, Chia) ; 
for épyOévra @ 282 is read efpyOévra in the Massaliotike ; and for 
AwrobvTa M 283 the hyper-Ionic Awredvra by the same MS. Such 

variants are about on a par with the Atticisms of the Ptolemaic 

papyri (cf. Gerhard, 20n.), and point perhaps to Alexandria as the 

place of origin. The orthography épevs (Chia, Mass.) I"10 gives 
as a terminus post quem the fourthcentury ; while us (Chia) T 117 

is an example of the interchange of 7 and «:, which is not frequently 

attested (cf. Menrad, MWiinch. Sitzb. 1894, 176) until the second 

century, though an example in the third century (cf. Gerhard on 

X99) is now quotable. A date towards the close of the third 

century seems therefore most probable. 

If we look to the contents of these editions they seem also to 

hold an intermediate position between Aristarchus and Zenodotus. 

Every line in them! was read by Aristarchus except T 76-7, for 

which he had and preferred another version of equal length. When- 

ever, as at P 134-6, 3 39-49, a 97—I01, these texts differed, he 

followed the longer version, which seems also to have had the 

majority of them in its favour. As compared with Zenodotus they 
are longer texts, having every line of his and others besides. Only 

once ( P134-6), or perhaps twice (3 39-49), does one of them, and 

then only one of them, agree with Zenodotus in not attesting lines 

which were afterwards accepted by Aristarchus. In one passage 

(T 76 f.) we can watch the text grow. Zenodotus read a single line: 

toict 0 advictdmevos petédn Kpelwy Ayapépvor. 

The Massaliotike and Chia add a tasteless verse to recall that 
Agamemnon was wounded : 

toiat 6 aviotdpuevos petéhn Kpeloy Ayapéuvav 
pinvivy avactevdxov Kal bd EdAxeos arAyea mdéoyov. 

Aristophanes and Aristarchus preferred a version: 

toto O& Kal peréeire vat avdpav Ayapéuvoy 
avrédev €€ Edpns, odd ev pécooiow avacras 

which proclaims itself as still younger by polemicizing against this. 

* Only an emendation of Ludwich’s—clever but erroneous—puts a 424* into 
% Apyoriky. 
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These facts seem to me to point all in one direction: the cara 

aroXers editions were the sort of text that would have been put out — 

at Alexandria somewhat before 200 B.C. with the approbation of 

the Museum—parallels to the texts published on the basis of 

Aristarchus’ edition in the next century. In PHibeh 20 I would 

recognize a text of this type; cf. the editors’ remark ‘ owing to the 

rarity of additional lines, can hardly be placed in the same class 

as the other Homeric papyri’ of the Ptolemaic period. No 
doubt they were carefully written texts, worthy to be consulted in 

matters of orthography and syntax ; and apparently these are the 

questions in which the Aristarcheans valued their testimony. 

Naturally enough we hear chiefly of the mistakes from which they 

would not be free—a fact that might easily lead to an undue depre- 

ciation of them. 

Against these considerations nothing can be urged except the 
names given to these texts. It was a natural supposition of Wolf’s 

(Proll. 177 f.) that the name was, in the absence of more definite 

information, that of the city from which the MS. came to Alexandria. 

But the supposition leads to difficulties: for either (1) the Alex- 

andrians sent to the ends of the world and brought back MSS. such 

as they already had; or (2) they brought home copies so over- 

whelmingly divergent that they disregarded them except in a few 

trivial matters; or (3) the epitomator has recorded these, while 

consistently disregarding the greater variations. I am not prepared 

to accept any one of these alternatives. 

If an explanation of the names be insisted upon it might be 

suggested that some editions were prepared for the export trade, 

and named accordingly. The absence of an Athenian edition could 

be explained on that basis as easily as (thanks to Ritschl) it is now 

done on the usual hypothesis. 

§ 4. The relative Trustworthiness of the Witnesses. 

We are thus brought back to our starting-point—the belief in 

a single fountain-head for our tradition, and to the problem of 

determining what are for it the best-attested lines. Then comes 

the difficulty of estimating the value of conflicting testimony. Mere 

2966 G 
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numbers will not decide, for usually it is simply witness against — 

witness ; and, when not, we are ignorant of the relations between 

the witnesses, and how far they may be in collusion. 
To say that Aristarchus is more apt to be right than Zenodotus, 

and then follow him through thick and thin, is an easy but danger- 
ous course. The superiority of Aristarchus is not in his sources, for 

we have found none of them earlier than Zenodotus; while a wider 

collation of later MSS. would be peculiarly likely to increase the 
number of interpolations. We may imagine as a modern parallel : 

an edition based on the codex Venetus A, and another derived from 

the later MSS. with their plus verses. Nor can we justify our pro- 

cedure by our general estimate of the two men; for our estimate 
is debatable, and at all events formed from information which is 

obviously partisan. It would be after all landing in Aristarcholatry, 

and aligning ourselves with the scholiasts who wrote: the rule is 

against it aAd’ érreidh obrws doxel rovife 76 Apiordpy@ mrevOdpcba 
adT® ws mévu apicro ypaupatik@ (B 316) and kai waddAov recotéov 
Apiordépx@ 7 T@ ‘Eppammia, ei xai Soxet ddnbevew (4235). The 

MSS., to be sure, invariably support Aristarchus, but it would be 

most illogical to appeal to that fact; for they are derived from 
Aristarchus, and as Wilamowitz (//zas 8) very neatly puts it: ‘ Alle 

Handschriften besagen ja nur, dass Aristophanes! diese Fassung 
aufgenommen hat.’ 

Nor, on the other hand, can we simply take the earliest form of 

the tradition. I am not troubled a whit by the fact that it is often 

represented for us by Zenodotus, whom many would regard as 
peculiarly suspect. It is merely that we know as a matter of 
method that the age of a MS., while entitled to consideration, 
cannot be regarded as an infallible index of its correctness. 

Help is to be gained, however, from our study of the later stage of 
the tradition. There conflicts of testimony were brought about not 
by the omission, but by the addition of verses. Mechanical blunders 
barred, each of our MSS. contains the text of Aristarchus together 
with more or less extraneous material. I would suggest, therefore, 

1 Wilamowitz considers Aristarchus as absolutely dependent in such matters on 
Aristophanes; cf. rar ‘Aristarch, d. h. Aristophanes’. We cannot often (but cf. 
K 497, 033, % 10-11, 597-8, ¥ 332-3, B51*) detect the difference, but that is no 
reason for obliterating it. 
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as a working hypothesis, that in the same way each of the pre- 

Aristarchean MSS. contained the text of Pisistratus, together with 

the addition of a greater or less number of other verses. If so, 

Leaf’s assertion: ‘ There is no single case in Homer where the loss 

of a line can be assumed with reasonable probability; the tradition 

was wonderfully tenacious of all it had got as well as acquisitive of 

new matter,’ is true in a fuller degree than he intended. His mean- 

ing was that every line has reached us in some fashion or other; my 

meaning is that every line of the genuine text was contained in 

every edition. 

That needs two restrictions. It is the ordinary technique of the 

interpolators simply to add extra lines; at times, however, they 

sacrifice a bit of the original text in order to insert the longer 

version. An example is the sacrifice of B55: 

rovs 6 ye ovyKadécas muKiviy nprivero Bovdjy" 

to make room for: 

aitap éemel p’ yepOev ounyepées T eyévovTo 

toiot & avictadpevos petédn Kpelov Ayapéuvor. 

Other examples will be collected in the index. In this way a few 

lines have been ousted from some texts. 

This restriction is real, but limited in extent ; the other is purely 

formal—the barring of mechanical blunders. Then, as in later times, 

there was surface corruption, but we should expect it to be sloughed 

off rapidly ; for a corrector would set it right, or comparison with 

another MS. would soon lead to its elimination. Even if it per- 

sisted, it was not worth recording—unless it could be made to 

discredit Zenodotus. On him Aristoni¢us was waging a relentless 

war, and he has seen fit to note a number of omissions and transposi- 

tions of lines that can be due to no other cause. These too will be 

collected in the index, but I may here illustrate by 4 446 f.: 

Os elmdy év yxepaot Tiber, 6 dé déEaTo xalpwy 

maida dirnv. rot & aka OO lepiy éxarouBny KTr., 

where a copyist’s eye slipped from the v in one line to the v below 

it, with the result that Zenodotus’ text read: 

a bom lal a 

ds eimay tol & aka Oe@ lepiy éExatouRny KTA., 

arrant nonsense, but carefully recorded by Aristonicus. 
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Such blunders in Zenodotus can be accounted for in two ways. 
My first idea was that the fault belonged to the antigraphon used 

by Aristonicus, and in part that is no doubt true. Wecklein, how- 
ever, has put upon the facts a different interpretation. According 

to him the MSS. collated by Zenodotus contained the blunders ; 

Zenodotus left the text exactly as he found it, and only the wider 

collations of his successors brought to light the true readings. The 
modern editions I have imagined above would again present parallels. 
If my treatment of I" 333 ff. is sound, I have succeeded in verifying 

this explanation by showing that a mechanical transposition of lines 
passed from some common source both to PHibeh 1g and to 

Zenodotus. The important corollary is that Zenodotus then worked 

with mepitry evAdBeca—a quality not usually attributed to him; 

and if he did so work, we can feel more assured than ever of the 

conservatism of our tradition, more hopeful of recovering, in its 

broad outlines at least, the text of its fountain-head. 

§5. The Difficulties encountered by this Hypothesis. 

The hypothesis proposed runs counter to certain widely held 

opinions, and before proceeding to test it I must examine the 
validity of those beliefs. 

(1) In 1910 Dietrich Muelder published a noteworthy book Dée 
Ilias und thre Quellen, in which he undertook to explain the com- 
position of the //zad without assuming that a single line of the 
Wolfian vulgate was interpolated. Since then others have followed 
more or less closely in his footsteps, some on the basis of one belief, 
some on the basis of another ; and by many the interpolation theory 
has been viewed as dead. But ‘interpolation theory’ is an ambi- 
guous phrase. In the sense that an Ur-//ias may be found in the 
vulgate by the removal of interpolations it is indeed untenable; but 
equally untenable is the belief that the text has been transmitted 
from Pisistratus to Ludwich without accretions. For the period 
between Aristarchus and Ludwich it is, as I have already shown, 
directly disproved by the testimony of the vulgate papyri; while for 
the period before Aristarchus the Ptolemaic papyri both show the 
fact of interpolation, and give us the opportunity of forming at least 
some idea of its extent. 
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The longest consecutive text from which an estimate can be 
formed is the © papyrus. Gerhard’s table shows that in it ten 
columns or 300 verses correspond to © 8-258, an increase of 
practically 20 per cent. The Geneva papyrus with 83 lines, cover- 
ing but 70 of the vulgate, shows a similar increase; in the shorter 
Dublin fragment (39: 36) and in PHibeh 23 (30:28) the increment 
is only about half as great. The’ latter ratio (155:140) is found in 
the last five columns of PGerhard, and rises slightly (62:55) in 
columns xxv-xxvi, while in columns ii-v (124:118) it drops to 
5 percent. Gerhard’s calculations for the intervening columns vi- 
Xxiv, Xxvii-xxxiii are based upon assumptions of the lowest possible 

increment, and are extremely uncertain. PHibeh 19 is composed 
almost entirely of short fragments, and as a whole (104: 91) offers 

nothing surprising; but the difference between the fragments of 

B (45: 44) and those of I" (59 : 47) is a good illustration of the dangers 

in regarding scattered fragments as fair samples of the whole. 
The enthusiasm with which the longer texts were welcomed, when 

the discoveries first began, encountered in Ludwich’s Die Homer- 

vulgata als voralexandrinisch erwiesen (Leipzig, 1898) a strong oppo- 
sition. Many ideas of the book require modification, but the point 

of interest here—the character of this increment—carried conviction 

rapidly. In 1906 Grenfell and Hunt already saw (Hzbeh Papyri, 

i. 75) that ‘the new lines are in many cases no doubt interpolated 

from other portions of the poems’, and in the remaining cases ‘are 

often due to the unconscious influence of parallel passages’. Five 

years later Gerhard (4) could speak more positively: ‘Die schon 

fruher konstatierte Wertlosigkeit der Plusverse wird durch das neue 

Material voilkommen bestatigt. Sie kennzeichnen sich durchweg 

als unecht und stdérend.’ The matter needs at this point no further 

discussion, even though Grenfell, /7S 39 (1919). 18, has written : 

‘But even Homer sometimes nodded, and since the repetitions are 

already so numerous in his poems, a few more, though displeasing 

to our literary taste, may nevertheless be primitive.’ 

For those who would deny all interpolations there is then left but 
one line of argument: to maintain that in the midst of all this inter- 

polation the text of Aristarchus alone remained unaffected. It is a 

counsel of desperation ; for it ascribes to Aristarchus superhuman 

powers as a critic, and in the same breath denies his conclusions. 
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According to Geppert, a. Drerup i. 85, the great Alexandrian 

athetized 851 lines in the /Méad and 315 in the Odyssey—K and 

297-548 not being courted. These atheteses may possibly 

mean at times no more than the cruces of a modern text; cf. 

Ludwich, RAM 69 (1914). 710, 7253 but in the main they indicate 

Aristarchus’ belief that the lines athetized were interpolated. 

(2) There is another belief which, without being formulated 
explicitly, permeates much of the criticism of the Homeric poems; 

the belief that the presumptions run regularly in favour of the 

longer text. It has two roots, of which the first is the practice, 

already criticized, of using the MSS. derived from Aristarchus to 

corroborate the testimony of Aristarchus. For in the large majority 

of the cases in dispute his text is the longer text, and there was 

thus created a fictitious preponderance of testimony in its favour. 
The second root was a belief that the Homeric text had been hacked 

at repeatedly in the course of its tradition. This hacking may, in 

my opinion, be denied. 

(a) The charge is brought first against the Alexandrian critics, 

and its discussion must begin with the distinction between aereiv 

and ov ypdégev. The confusion about the meaning of a@%érnous 
goes back at least to Heyne, but even forty years ago Ludwich 

could complain of the need of discussing it; and in spite of the 

clearness of his discussion, the matter is not yet universally under- 

stood.” I see nothing to be gained, however, by a reiteration of the 

argument, and will merely state my understanding of the term: 

aOereiv is to put a mark (é8eXés) before a line of the text to indicate 

that it was believed by the editor to be unhomeric. There was no 

intention to shorten the text (the obelus is not a mark of cancella- 

tion in that sense), nor is there reason to believe that a shortening 

ever resulted. Such shortenings were, however, assumed (cf. above, 

p- 5 f.),and those who did so expected, logically enough, that the 

1 Heyne, iii, pp. lv f.: ‘qua voce quid sibi vellent, grammatici ne ipsi quidem 
notiones certas habuisse videntur.’ Ludwich, 47 ii. 133n.: ‘Es sollte eigentlich 

unnotig sein dergleichen elementare Dinge noch besonders zur Sprache zu bringen ; 
leider ist es das aber nicht.’ 

2 Roemer’s Aristarchs <Athetesen (passim) and Allen’s Catalogue will furnish 

examples. In the latter om. Zen, has supplanted at B 641-2, 686-94 the correct ath. 

Zen. of the Oxford text ; consequently Zenodotus’ reading is cited for a line (690) that 

“was not in his text’. Conversely Aristarchus is said (p. 56) to have ‘athetized’ 
a line (B 558) known to have been absent from his text. 
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papyri would sometimes drop lines athetized by Aristarchus. The 
vulgate papyri discovered now cover a little over half of the two 
poems (some 15,000 lines), and have failed to produce a single 
example in accord with this expectation. 

Something obviously different is meant when it is declared that 
an editor did not write (ovx €ypagev) certain lines, or that they 
were not (ovx joav, ovK épéporvro) in his text. Wolf saw this and 
very properly endeavoured to draw a distinction. But most unfor- 
tunately he coined a term ' ‘ ¢ura seu falx’ which suggests, and was 

meant to suggest, that the lines in question were first established in 

the text and afterwards pruned away by the critic. Clearly, as 

Wolf himself saw,” this is not the only possible explanation ; and a 

study of the question will, I believe, lead to the conclusion that it 
is not the correct one. 

It is difficult enough to report with perfect objectivity the variants 

ofatext. The trouble starts with the fact that words shift their 

meanings ; and so even the best of modern editors will (and should) 
write omittunt in cases for which, if taken au pied de la lettre, non 

habent would be a more precise expression. A taste for variety in 

style or for the strong language of polemics will increase the trouble 

enormously. In the statements about the Homeric text that have 

come down to us all of these factors are involved, and we must be 

on our guard against accepting them too naively. 
A good illustration is furnished by the two cases in which it is 

Aristarchus who has thus been discredited. Plutarch (poet. aud. 

26°) quotes four verses of which he says Apicrapyxos éfetrde Tatra 
Ta ern poBnOeis, and Athenaeus (v. 181°) introduces another quota- 
tion with the statement 6 0’ Apiorapxos . . . tod Kpyrixod xopob 
Tov @ddv égeidev Emiteua@y TH Troijpata Tov Tpdmov TobTov. Both 
times the verses, I 458-61, 3604/5, said to have been ‘removed’ 

by Aristarchus, are found in none of our MSS. In these statements 

we must, however, distinguish between fact and theory. Plutarch 

1 Pyoll. 257 f., and cf. Wecklein’s criticism, ZAV 63 n., of the term : ‘ebenso schief 

wie der von Lehrs ezectsse.’ 
2 Proll. 222 n. 98 Aristophanes added ‘ eos quoque versus quos Z. vel deleverat vel 

in codd. suis non invenerat’ ; of those who charged Zenodotus with altering the text 

(p. 210) ‘nusquam satis distinguunt quid ipse de suo invexerit, quid olim vulgatum 

invenerit’; 7, n. 80 shows that he is not caught by their apparent definiteness of 

phraseology. 
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and Athenaeus knew evidently the vulgate text, perhaps also that 

Aristarchus was responsible for it; and besides, directly or indirectly, 

they knew a longer text. These are facts to which they are com- 

petent to testify, and we find that we have no reason’ to dispute 

them. The rest, though stated as fact (éfe7Aev, €€eiAev émirepar), 

can be nothing but theory—an effort to give a rational explanation 

for the existence of the two texts. Intrinsically it is no better 

than an aitiological legend ; for it is inconsistent with the character 

of Aristarchus, and with the treatment of 615-19 ascribed to him 

by Athenaeus in this very passage. 

Now the Aristarcheans, or at least one of them, did the same 

sort of thing, only the target for their attack was not Aristarchus. 

Zenodotus is the person against whom such charges are levelled in 

the scholia, and only Zenodotus. Whenever lines are ‘omitted’ 

by Rhianus, or by Aristophanes, or by the xara zéAets texts, the 
statements are purely objective. Similar statements are made also 

of Zenodotus, but by their side are others which assume that he had 

before him the Aristarchean text and arbitrarily changed it. In 

the large majority of cases the statements of this type come to us 

clearly from Aristonicus ; so much so that it is justifiable to ascribe 

to him the others, holding the epitomator responsible for any appa- 
rent deviation. 

The vocabulary used by Aristonicus in this polemic is rich and needs to be 

examined in detail. 

Porson (g A 525) defined meprypapew etymologically as ‘lineis voces inclu- 

dere et sic delendas monere ’, noting also that it shifts to an equivalent of de/ere. 

Heyne renders it (© 493) by Zodlere; while Wolf, Pro//. 201, n. 72, Ludwich, 
AHT ii. 134, Wecklein, ZA V 63, believe that it is a synonym for aéereiv. The 

difference lay according to them in the form of the mark, which was a sort of 
bracket more convenient in dealing with long passages. Still, as Ludwich noted, 

the word is used also with reference to single lines; also it seems strange that 

Aristarchus should not have taken over this symbol as well as the é68edds from 

his predecessor, and perhaps still more strange that Aristonicus should have 

recorded such a trivial matter. I take the word to mean dé/ere, ‘ cancel’, ‘ strike 

out’, and regard its use by Aristonicus as a perfect parallel to that of efei\ev by 
Plutarch and Athenaeus. 

One passage, II 432-58, demands this interpretation, for to Aristonicus’ 

1 Forty years ago Ludwich (AT i. 439) could suggest that éfefAev was carelessly 

used for 7}érnoev ; but the suggestion runs counter to all that we now know of the 
relationship between our MSS. and Aristarchus, 
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xabdXov meprypdpe corresponds an ov« Fy in the report of Didymus; and it is 
unfortunately the only passage in which we can check one by the other. At 
B 156-67 Aristonicus’ statement is so full and explicit (odrws émourrérpnkev . .. 
kaOdXov tov ris “Hpas Adyov reprypdwas) that it is difficult to believe that he is 
merely recording an athetesis. Yet this is supposed to be established by the fact 
that at line 161 Zenodotus’ reading ’Apyeinv 6’ ‘ENéyny is recorded: andat BIIla 

similar argument is adduced to show that otrw cuvréuver cannot there attest an 

actual omission. I think there is a simple explanation: both times there are 
(B 177, I 18) later repetitions of the line, the Aristarcheans naturally wish to 

discuss the text at the first occurrence, part of the evidence is Zenodotus’ text of 

the parallel passage, and the epitomator thinks the resulting precision of state- 
ment unnecessarily troublesome. The same principle will apply to A 799 = 11.41, 

and = 95 =P173; but in these passages there are further complications, due to 
corruptions of the scholia. 

The examples at © 493-6, A 794-803 (if this be the extent of the passage), 

y 400-I, require no comment. At B489 the vagueness must be due to the 

epitomator, and no more can be understood than that Zenodotus ‘ omitted’ some 

lines in this neighbourhood. At o 115-16 6: weptypadporrat is taken by Ludwich 
and Roemer (AAA 234) as merely equivalent to déerotvra. I think it comes 

from a condensation of two statements that Zenodotus omitted (mepieypawe), and 

Aristarchus athetized the lines. There remains one exception to prove the rule: 
of X 525 Aristonicus says meptyparréov ws ampem, Meaning, not that the line should 

be athetized, but that it should be deleted. It did not stand in the text of 

Aristarchus, and we may compare his remark tapaitnréov éxeivoy rov orixov Tov 

€v T® Kataléy@ ind twev ypapdpevoy about another line (B 558) of the same 

sort. 
We can now discuss two emendations. For 6s ypdde: at 6 498 either reprypader 

or ov ypape: may be read without difference of meaning; the latter is to be pre- 

ferred, as closer to the MS. reading. For the clearly corrupt excerpt from 
Didymus in the T-scholia at 0 265, Hiller, P/z/. 28 (1869). 106 read: Znvddoros 

rovrov povov Cmept)ypapet, "Apiorapxos dé kai rots adovs y’. The emendation, 

though widely approved, cannot be right : (1) Zenodotus is not usually more con- 

servative than Aristarchus; (2) the epitomator usually excerpts Aristonicus for 

Aristarchus, but Didymus for Zenodotus and Aristophanes ; (3) mepeypddewy is 

not used by Didymus ; (4) nor is it applied by an Aristarchean to Aristarchus ; 

(5) noris it equivalent to dOereiv. Assume a corruption of a most frequent type 

and read : Zyvddoros rodroy pdvov ypapet, Aptcropdrys dé kal rods Gddous ¥’. 

One other usage in the scholia? must be noted. If there is occasion to specu- 

1 Athenaeus (ii. 39%) says of © 231 éweonpnvaro 6 ypayparixds ’Apiorapxos meprrypape 
tov orixov, that is polemical in tone and not cautiously phrased delendum notavit for 

ut spurium notavit. It seems to have tempted Eustathius to write weprypdgur dere, 

which shows a lack of sensitiveness for the terms. When Athenaeus v. 180° writes 

Arddwpos 3° 6 "Aprotopdvesos SAov Tov yapov (5 3-19) mEpiéypaev, what he means to assert 

must remain uncertain. © 231 is not quoted by sT at YT 83, but I hesitate to attach 

importance to the fact, 

2966 H 
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late about the merits of a text without certain lines the last element can be 
expressed in a variety of ways: meprypapopévev ray oriywv y 244-63 alpopévou 
Tourov, etc, A110, B 76, I 395, 2 6; Geroupevov adrod g T at A 110; eixdtws (dv) 
abrous meptatpeOjvat 311-16. So Hephaistion (af. Porphyry, 177. 31 Schr.) could 
Say: deciv meprypdpew 7)... (M 131-40) }... (M 141-53). The greater freedom 
of expression is permitted because it is obvious that there is no question of any- 
thing but a mental deletion—no actual physical alteration of the text. : 

Ludwich (A/T ii. 134) equated jpxe and 7Oérnxe, while Wecklein (ZA V'63 n.) 
finds in oix @ypade its equivalent ; the latter seems to me the correct view, if we 
add to it the recognition of the polemical tone. The clearest example is at 123- 
31 dre Zyvddoros jpke rors oriyous mpos ovdey dvaykaioy, add’ évexa tod Kar’ GAdovs 
tomous pépecOat, Totodros dé eat emi rev Sipopovpévar. rijy d€ cuvéreay ovtas 
Tovet* 

22 dvokréa “Apyos ixécba Cérei rodiv ddeca Aady). 
* 

* 

fro 6 y’ ds eltav Kar’ dp’ Elero, Oupdv dyevar, 
roict 8 amordpevos perédn kparepds Atoundns. 

As Aristophanes and Aristarchus athetized only lines 23-5, Didymus must 
have been forced to divide his treatment. Only his first note has reached us 
mapa TH Zynvoddsrw ork épéporto of tpeis (8 T, cf. At), and it proves that these lines 
were not in the text of Zenodotus. The note on H 482, 91 in sA Znvddoros 
d€ kal rovrov Kai Tov mpadrov ris ékijs payadias ijpxe (Bekker, eipyxev cod.) orixor 
must also refer to an omission; for the notes at @ 1 én Znvddoros peratibnor Thy 
dvatohny kdro mpds rd“ of 8° dpa Seimvov Edovro” and at © 53 Ore mpo tovrov rip 
dvatodjy 7iOnow Znvddoros cannot naturally be made to mean that Zenodotus had 
the line in both places. 

The remaining passages are at II 89 ér Znvddoros rodroy kal Tov e&js hpkev, 
memoine O€ ovras “ pi) ob y’ dyaddépevos ToAELe kai Snior_Te” tv’ émBdAAn H ovréerera 
and at II 93 drt Znvd8oros Kara rd é£ijs Té€ooapas axd rovrov pke, ypdder Oé dvi abrav 
TovToy* 

po droyupvabévta X48n KopvOaiodos "Extop. 
In both cases the phraseology points clearly to the absence of these lines from 
Zenodotus’ text. In contradiction the T-scholia say: tovs B’ aderet Znvddoros and 
tovs 5! aderei Znvddoros kat dvr’ adbrav ypape xrd., which I regard asa later misuse of 
aerciy. As a parallel I may cite s A at T 387 Gre evradéa pév aitodrs (388-91) 
Zyvddoros katahé)owrev, emt Sé Marpék ov (I 141-4) 7Oérnxev. Here 76érnxey must 
be condensed or corrupted from jpxey rov mp0 ait@v déerjoas ; not only is the 
antithesis to karadé\ourey then properly expressed, but the statement is also in 
harmony with the facts as told (s At at I 140) by Didymus. Another example 
is to be found at @ 195, which Aristonicus declares was not to be found in the 
text of Zenodotus: dri Znvddoros ovk eypade ($A), "Aptordvkos drt Zyvddoros 0% 
ypapet rov orixov (sG). Nevertheless another note in sG runs, as emended 
by Nicole: 67 Znvddoros rodroy iOérnney pas which must be corrupt for rodroy 
ipkev. There can be no question of an déedés in the margin of Zenodotus’ 
edition. Comparison should be made also with the meptypapey dberei (8 231) of 
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Eustathius; and with dOerovpevov g T, corresponding to alpopévov s A at A f1o, 
Then in spite of Aristonicus’ 76érjxe we may believe that I’ 334-5 were not read 
by Zenodotus and suspect the same of B 227-8. 

Another of these polemical terms is mepiujpnxe (mepiyper): in y 230 f. odros 6 

atixos Aayapés €art* dd Znvddoros tows peréypahe ... Tov dé Sevrepov repinpec 

teXews the emphatic language suggests that we are dealing with an omission. 

Other examples occur at I 14-16, 11 677; compare also the use of ¢feidev by 

Athenaeus and Plutarch, and of éfapodvres by Crates (s G. at ® 195), all clearly 

referring to omissions. 
I should include also (ém)ouvréuvev, A 446 f., B 60-70, 111-18, 156-67, though 

Ludwich (4 A7 ii, 18, 134) and Wilamowitz (//as, 267 n.) are of the opposite 
opinion. I should note the combination with meprypayas in B 156-67, and the 

use of émtrepoy by Athenaeus; the chief difficulty (citation of Zenodotean read- 

ings at B 111, 161) I have already discussed. 

Finally, I may note Aristonicus’ statements at A 219-20, Znvddoros peraypade 

-.. kat tovs Ovo Eva eroincey, and at I 423-6, Znvddoros pererider thy ocvvereray 

outs, which are less acid in tone. 

One of these words supports the other: if they are merely innocent synonyms 

for aereiv, it is impossible to explain why Aristonicus alone uses them, and why 

he uses them only of Zenodotus. Ifthe polemical tone is recognized, the ques- 

tion narrows to whether the polemical spirit would be excited by atheteses as 
well as by omissions. The former is unlikely, for Aristonicus and his school- 

mates were in no position to use harsh language about the use of the d8eAds—to 

say that a man who applied it ‘ cancelled’, ‘lifted’, ‘took away’, lines, or ‘cut 

down’ thetext. Besides, whatever evidence there is (Didymus at I 23-5, II 141-4, 

432-58, Aristonicus’ own phraseology at A 219-20, 446-7, B 60-70, 111-18, 

156-67, I 423-6, © 1, I 23-31, II 89, 93) points in the other direction. I consider 

it therefore best to understand that the lines of which Aristonicus speaks in this 

fashion were not to be found in the text of Zenodotus. 

For Aristonicus we must make the same distinction that we have 

made for Plutarch and Athenaeus. To the readings of Zenodotus’ 

text he is competent to testify—allowance being made for possible 

corruptions in his dvr/ypagpa ; but about the origin of these readings 

he had no information, and on this question the competency of his 

testimony must be denied. For Zenodotus had left no commentary 

to his text} and neither his [Adaoa: ‘Opnptxai nor a verbal tradi- 

tion through Aristophanes can be assumed to have filled the gap. 

In all the refutations of Zenodotus there is never an appeal? from 

1 Wolf, Proll, 215 n. 84; Duentzer, Zenod, 36; La Roche, HT& 50; Ludwich, AH7 

1,530. 
; 

2 Roemer, Zenod. 678: ‘nie auch nur eine leise Andeutung oder einen kurzen 

Hinweis auf cine Siinde gegen die maasgebenden Handschriften.’ 
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him to the MSS.; and that means either that the tradition sup- 

ported Zenodotus, or that the Aristarcheans lacked information 
about it. Aristonicus’ phrasedlogy, for all its strength, can show ~ 

no more? than the manner in which he endeavoured to rationalize 
the facts known to him. ret 

For a time it imposed upon modern scholars, but recently they 

have tended to emancipate themselves from its influence. Schwartz 
(Adversaria, 4) first enunciated clearly and fully the correct prin- 

ciple: Zenodotus ‘versus quos in codicibus legit sed spurios esse 

iudicavit, non suppressit, sed in contextu reliquit’. Finsler, Homer’, 
i. 344 f., followed with the suggestion that the verses ‘ omitted’ by 

Zenodotus and athetized by his successors were in the main inter- 

polations of later date than Zenodotus. Finally Wecklein (ZA V 59) 

showed that the Zenodotean text is in some forty passages 

‘urspriinglich und offenbar auf handschriftlicher Uberlieferung 

beruhend’ ; its authority, therefore, must weigh heavily, even when 

its superiority is not obviously manifest. 

The charges against the Alexandrian critics of hacking at the 

text are, then, not supported by competent testimony. They have 

grown out of attempts—naive if innocent—to account for the exis- 

tence of longer and shorter texts on the assumption that the longer 

text is the original. That assumption runs counter to our expe- 

rience during the whole of the period in which we have more 

copious materials for following the transmission of the text. There 

are besides more general considerations which deprive these charges 

of plausibility. To omit a line is possible in modern times, because 
of the critical apparatus in which the line will be duly preserved. 
Deprived of that opportunity, an ancient editor was compelled to 

act more conservatively ; he could omit only the sort of thing 
a modern editor would exclude even from his critical apparatus. 
His own interests too would suggest that he should retain the line 
and obelize it. His atheteses (recall the often quoted mutanda 
notabit) made his reputation; and to drop a line that could be 
athetized with obvious propriety was no better than killing the 
goose that laid the golden eggs. 

(6) Schwartz would push the hacking back to the Aurixoé of the 
fifth and fourth centuries whose texts were, in his opinion, followed 

1 Cf, Ludwich, 4HT ii. 104 f. 
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at some points by Zenodotus, while Aristarchus recovered the 
original version. In antiquity, as far as I can recall, the charge 
was never laid against them. Aristonicus, to be sure, does charge 

of Bovrdpevor mpéBAnpua rroteiv with interpolating 1269-72 and 
with altering in K 372 the phraseology ; but we cannot argue from 

this charge to the other, for interpolation is a well-established fact, 

but the proof of hacking is still to seek. 

The luculentum testimonium adduced by Schwartz (5) fails to 

prove the point. Zenodotus, following his MSS., did not read 

@ 195, and the behaviour of his MSS. is ascribed to the influence 
of Megaclides, who in the fourth century ‘versum 195 quamvis 

traditum invenisset, damnavit’. This assertion rests solely on a 

false expansion of an abbreviation (rapéAZ) of scholia G into 
mwapéXimov instead of wapéAume: cf. Nicole’s supplement to the 
scholia on © The quotation there made from Megaclides is 
then precisely the same as that made in the Ammonius 

commentary, otov peiOpov peifov Ayedoou “é€é ovmep mavTes 
motapot”. What follows dare mapédure Tov rept Tod ’Qkeavod is 
merely an inference of the scholiast ; and we are left 'simply with 

the fact that Zenodotus, Megaclides, and the anonymous poet of 

the Ammonius commentary had texts in which the Oceanus line 

did not occur. 

Nor can I believe that the Aurixof would have regarded excision 
as a satisfactory Avows ; it is certainly not an exhibition of clever- 

ness such as they desired, and would rather have appeared to them 

a confession of inability. At K 372 they are represented not as 

exposing the falsification of the text but as grappling with the 

spurious reading; Aristotle, too, gave a Avors for the wadady 

¢(Atnpa (K 253), although he knew ( Poet. xxv. 1461 a 25) texts that 
did not contain the line. Apparently the Aurixoé of Plato’s time? 

were prepared to interpret anything that then circulated, just as 

to-day the good Unitarians are prepared to ‘defend’ any line that 

Wolf printed. To call Zenodotus obe/i inventor is only a partial 

recognition of his service. He seems to have been the first to grasp 

fully the fact that the MSS. of Homer were interpolated, and that 

1 No argument can be based on the phraseology (éfaAcipouer, diaypapwper, dmoBAnréa, 
dgpaiperéa, efaipyoopev) used by Plato, Rep. iii. 386c-387e. He is speaking not as 

a critic but as a legislator. 
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the interpolation must be imagined away before Homer could be 
understood. 

For the sake of argument let us assume that this was not the 
case and that the Aurcxof did speak and write freely about the need 
of ejecting or excising certain lines of the poems. It will still be 
necessary to show that the text was thereby affected. We do not 

hear of the Aurixof as editors of Homer; but if they were they 
would not have stopped their own mouths by removing all traces 

of these lines which afforded them so easy a triumph. Their pupils 
and admirers may have written on the margins of their scrolls 
e€apetéov, admoBAnréov or mepiypamréoy ; but the publishers and 
copyists would have remained unaffected. Verbal variants are on 

a different footing, since they may be taken for corrections; and it 

is therefore not surprising that Schwartz has been able to trace a 
number of readings to this source. The later tradition again offers 

an instructive parallel ; readings of Alexandrine critics have filtered 
freely into our MSS., while the obe/ of the same critics have not 
caused the omission of a single line. 

(c) There remains the suspicion that ' the text has suffered from 

bowdlerizing. The possibility cannot be denied, and there are 

cases in which the assumption seems plausible as long as they are 

considered separately ; but when the tradition of the poems is 
viewed as a whole it seems to me that this plausibility dwindles 
and vanishes. : 

Wackernagel (SU 224-9) has recently given us an excellent 

description of the bounds of propriety observed in the Homeric 

poems ; and we may begin by noting that passages the bowdlerizers 

are supposed to have cut (4 31, I 119a, 458-61, IT 432-58, 6 334- 
43) go little if at all beyond these limits. If these lines in I are 
shocking, so is much else in the tale of Phoenix; if the jesting 
between Hermes and Apollo offends, then the whole lay of Demo- 

docus is offensive. The supposed bowdlerizing shows its effects 

too sporadically to permit us to regard it as a vera causa. 
The difficulty will increase on closer examination. Plato objected 

to the morals of numerous passages, but the tradition is regularly 
undisturbed ; the exception being that IT 432-58 were not read by 
Zenodotus. Are we to assume that Plato’s criticism remained else- 

' Cf, among others Cobet, MC 231; Wilamowitz, Jiias, 66n. ; Schwartz, 6 f. 
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where ineffective, but resulted in an excision of this passage, which 
is one of the least offensive? Again, Plato knows nothing of A 31. 
Was the text bowdlerized so early and so effectively that the line had 
vanished without trace by the end of the fifth century, but was 
somehow resurrected for Aristarchus ? 

Such difficulties do not exist, if we assume that these lines are 

interpolated, and I hope to offer below evidence in support of this 
assumption. Here I may merely recall that there are other 
‘shocking’ lines (H 241°, 351, O05, X 245) found only in part of 
the tradition. In their case the disturbance is evidently caused 

not by bowdlerizing but by interpolation. We have no right to 
assume that interpolators were always proper, pure-minded people ; 

yet without that assumption we cannot argue that a line is genuine 
because ‘shocking ’. 

§6. The Conclusion. 

I may sum up my argument as follows: All MSS. of which we 

know directly or indirectly descend from a single archetype, and 

the problem is to determine the lines that it contained. The 

analogy of other epics* leads us to expect repeated interpolations 

during the transmission of the text, and this expectation is seen to 

be amply fulfilled, whenever the evidence is full enough to permit 

us to see clearly. On the other hand, there is no evidence for any 
shortening of the text either by the Alexandrian critics, by the 

Avtixoi, or by bowdlers. It follows, therefore, that whenever 

there are known to have existed longer and shorter versions 

of a passage the difference between them must be due to inter- 

polation. 

If the reasoning is correct, an examination of the passages in the 

Homeric poems such as defined should show: (1)a number of cases 

in which the longer version confirms by internal evidence of 
various sorts our belief that it is interpolated; (2) a number of 

cases in which such internal evidence is lacking; for interpolators, 
especially interpolators working with borrowed material, will not 
always leave finger-prints ; (3) a much smaller number of cases in 

1 Cf. above, p. 15, and the quotation from John Meier, ‘ Jeder Kopist andert das 

Original wie es der Rezitator auch tut’. 
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which the shorter version is so obviously bad that it can be nothing 
but a mechanical blunder; and of these a number (not all) will 

reveal a reason for the blunders 
The rest of the work will be devoted to an examination of the 

poems from this point of view. In making it I shall, of course, be 

compelled to examine also those passages in which there seems to 

be, but is not, evidence for the existence of two versions. 
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THE INTERPOLATIONS IN THE ILIAD © 

A 

THE text proper begins only in line 9: 6 yap Bacidqe xodabeis, 

and we hear of various proemia by which it was introduced. These 

may be noted briefly, although the matter concerns not so much 

the transmission of the text, as rather its adaptation to various 

purposes. 

The familiar proem of the vulgate is also the one with the earliest 

attestation—the criticism by Protagoras 67s e&xecOar oldpevos 

émitdtret.. It is apparently the one that established itself before 

the Z/iad as a separate composition, and is to be compared with the 

proem of the Odyssey. The question of its date will turn upon the 

interpretation of Aids &° éredelero Bovdy and the relation of this 

phrase to the Cypria, and lies outside the scope of the present 

book.? 

1 Aristotle, Poet. xix 1456” 15. The date of the Iliad doubled by the insertion of 

pentameters is indeterminable. Its opening: 

Myvi dede, Ged, TnAniadew *AxtATjos 

Movaa, od yap maons meipar Exes copins 

is quoted by Hesychius of Miletus, and ascribed to Pigres. Whether Hesychius 

regarded Pigres as a contemporary of Xerxes or Mausolus is none too clear; but he 

ascribes to him also the Batrachomyomachia. Now as the latter poem cannot be much 

earlier than the time of Augustus (cf, Wackernagel, SU, pp. 188-99) it is obvious, at 

least, that we have no right to be positive about the date of the other poem. Its very 

existence is indeed debatable ; cf. Ludwich, HV 33n., and the literature there cited. 

The similar artifacts of Timolaos and Idaios need not concern us, nor the later and 

still more curious ones of Nestor and Tryphiodoros. 

2 On Zenodotus’ athetesis of lines 4-5 cf. Schwartz, Advers. 8 {.; Bethe, Homer, 

i, g11n. It is difficult to see a reason for the athetesis unless it is due to the absence 

of the lines from some of the MSS. used by Zenodotus. If so this interpolation will 

have been made to allude to the Cypria. Schwartz’ objection to the separation of é{ 

od from de:de seems well taken. 

9966 I 
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Two other beginnings of the poem are reported in Osann’s Anec- 
dotum Romanum. The one given on the authority of Aristoxenus : 

“Eorere viv pot, Moda: ’Odtpmia Sépar’ Exoveat 
tries 6% pivis te xdAo0s O Ere II ndeiwva 

Anrots 7’ dyhaby vidy" 6 yap Baoirje xorobeis 

comes clearly from an edition in which Cypria, Iliad, and Little Ihad 
had been run together into a consecutive Tale of Troy. The 

juncture between the two last poems has been preserved also (cf. 
Pp. 204): 

&s of y’ dudierov trégov “Exropos’ 7AG€ 8 Auatov 
“Apnos Ovydrnp peyadntopos avdpopédvoro. 

Bethe (Homer, ii. 380) well illustrates the former transition by 
comparing IJ 112f.: 

“Eorere viv pot, Modcat ’Odtpmia dépar’ éxoveat 
drmas 8% mp@rov trip éumece vnvaly Ayaiav. 

The other form of opening, said on the authority of Nicanor and 

of Crates to have been found in 7 doxodca dpyata ’Idids that 
belonged to Apellikon, is incompletely reported. It ran perhaps: 

Motcas deidw Kai ArédAXwva KruToTokov 
(Ajjrous kai Aids vidv" 6 yap Bactryt xodwbess) 

though the transition may have been spun out to greater length. 
The imitation of the proem of the Little Iliad: 

“Ido deido kal Aapdavinv édrwdov 

Hs wept TOAAa wkOov Aavaol Oepdérovres “Apnos. 
is obvious, and has entailed the strange quantity of defS and the 
unhomeric emphasis on the personality of the poet. It, too, must 
come from a cyclic edition, but one in which the fusion of the poems 
had not been carried so far. 

The paraphrase of A 17-42 given by Plato (Rep. iii. 393 d) seems 
somewhat condensed, but through it we can see that Plato’s text 
was not closer to Aristarchus than: 

vO’ GdAot pe wévres erevphunoav ’Ayatol 
aideia bai 0 iepija kal dyad d€x Oar koa 
GAN’ ovk Arpeidn Ayapéuvorr Hrdave bupd, 

1 Cf. Bethe, Homer, ii. 340. It starts from imitation of the Thebais : 
“Apyos dede Oe wodudix~ioy evOev dvaxres, 
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25 GAda kax@s adie, kpatepdv & emi piOov EredArE 

“un oe, yépov, KoiAnolw ey mapa vyval Kixel@ 

} viv SnOtvovr’ 4} torepor avris lévra, 
pH vb ToL od xpalopn oKAmTpov Kal oTéupa Geoio. 

thy & éya od AVow piv py Kal yfpas Erecow 
30 tperépa evi olke, év Apyei, TnAb Oc wer pns. 

32 GAN’ 161, uy pw EpeOige, cadreEpos as Ke vEnat.” 

31 icrdv erorxouerny kat epdv éxos avtidacay. 

It is indeed possible that line 23 was also omitted. One cannot 

be positive, for it is so insignificant a line that Plato in paraphrasing 

may have dropped it. I may note, however, that we have no early 

testimony even for its presence in the vulgate. Papyrus evidence 

is lacking, and the allusion by Philodemos of Gadara (Ludwich, 

HZAD 7) may refer to A 377, which is possibly the source of our 

line. 

The omission of line 31, however, cannot be ascribed to Plato, 

such an dmperés being grist for his mill. There is further evidence 

against it.? 

Aristarchus is supposed ordinarily ? to have athetized lines 29-31 ; 

cf. Aristonicus, ap. $A: 

riv & éyd ob AVcw] dbeTodvTaL G7t advadvovar Thy émitacw Tov 

vod Kal THy dmedjy. jnopévice yap Kal 6 Xpvons auvovens (Cobet, 

cimovons cod.) abras TO Baciret. amperes oe Kal TO Tov Ayapé- 

pvova ToLadra Aéyety. 

Roemer (AAH 167 ff.) argues that the athetesis destroys the point 

of the speech and that the lines are elsewhere (5 & 283, 2 551, 

y 117, 6254) treated as if genuine. The latter is true only of 

lines 29-30, and it is obvious that the omission of line 31 alone 

would not spoil the speech. It is also clear that it is solely against 

line 31 that the argument of the scholium is directed. Further- 

more, the scholium stands after that on line 30, a fact which loses 

little of its significance because the note on line 28 is out of place. 

I conclude therefore that the lemma is corrupt and that the note 

began dOereira: Gri dvadvet. 

1 Soph. 4s. 491 is not, as claimed by van Leeuwen, an imitation of it. 

2 Wackernagel, SU 227 n. 3, seems to be an exception. 
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Combining Aristarchus’ athetesis with Plato’s omission of the 
line, I conclude that the critic was in this case guided by MS. 

evidence, which he then endeavoured to confirm by subjective 

reasoning. Iam not called upon to defend his reasoning, but it is 
not so absurd as Cobet (J7Zisc. Crit. 230) has made appear. Tecmessa 
found in her position some relief from the misery of the dovAcov 
npap; and weaving (cf. Wolf, Vorl/. 56) is not so distinctly a 
menial occupation as the drawing of water. 

The interpolation betrays itself by certain verbal peculiarities: 

only here (cf. La Roche, Hom. Stud. §62. 1) is évtiév combined 

with the accusative ; and only here, as Paley noted, is its participle 
used other than as a future. Contrast T1125, 6431, a25, y 436, 

@ 56. 

69 KdaAxas Ocoropidns 

Eustathios comments: 671 tivés haow év TH TOD Kady avros 
‘Ounpikh eVeGNo yy orixous éxAedrolrrévat 6 Iopdipios toropét, 

éxreBépevos Kai atixovs dvo, év ols EvBoeds te paiverar elvar kal 

ABavros dmréyovos. 
The verses were undoubtedly interpolations. I suspect also that 

they were to be found not at this point but in the Catalogue. 
Calchas is not there mentioned, and we shall later meet several 
supplements intended to put into that section all it might reasonably 
be expected to contain. 

Cf. also Herm. 14 (1879). 234; Ludwich, HV 30; Wecklein, 

eV 8: 

Achilles’ speech to Athena: 

“yph per ohwirepov ye, bed, Eros elptocacbat 
kal para wep Ovpd a al ey @s yap duetvor. 

218 és ke Beots émimelOnrat, pada T’ €xdvov avdroo.” 

* Os elrdv Tad doe péya Elpos, odd’ drlOnoe 
221 pv0@ Adnvains. 

219 7 kal ém’ apyupén Komyn oxébe yeipa Bapeiar, 
220 ay 8 és Kovhedy doe péya ios, o8 dwidnoe. 

The text adopted follows Zenodotus; cf. Aristonicus, ap. SA: 
Znvidoros petaypdpa ... Kai rods Sv0 z éva éroinoey. It is free 
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from all difficulty ;1 though Wecklein (7A V 63) seems alone in his 
appreciation of it. 

For older attempts at the interpretation of the vulgate cf. Chr. 

Heimreich, Das erste Buch der Ilias, Ploen, 1883, p. 9. Recent 

exegesis may be represented by Leaf, ‘ He said, and stayed his 
heavy hand on the silver hilt’, or by Ameis-Hentze-Cauer, ‘ er 

hemmte die (das Schwert langsam herausziehende) Hand am 

Griffe’. Neither fits the situation well; for if Achilles has been 

drawing his sword ever since line 194 he has been moving very 
slowly. His action, I take it, stops at line 199 with his recognition 

of Pallas Athene; at all events, he cannot keep on drawing his 

sword after line 216—the beginning of his submissive speech. But 

with the vulgate text oyé@e yxefpa, whatever it may mean, is sub- 
sequent to the speech. Leaf’s statement, that ‘7 cal always intro- 

duces an action coincident with the words’ is a blunder ;? cf., for 

instance, 4 192 7 Kai Tad6vBiov, Oeiov kipuKa, mpoonvda, or Leaf’s 

own note on H 242. 

Unsatisfactory as the translation is, it does not give the natural 

meaning of the lines. With its compounds cyeOéerv is used three 

times (H 188, 2 374, 1 294) with yetpa, and always in the sense of 

putting one’s hand in such and such a position. This is true also 

of its use of other parts of the body; for instance, € 494 7) Kal én’ 
adyKGvos Kepadiy oxéber, eimé re pdOov; and (except 6 537, which 
comes under another category) of things, shields, sceptres, booty, 

held in the hands. The meaning must then be: ‘he spoke, and on 

the silver hilt he laid his heavy hand’; and that is obviously 

unsuited to the context. 
But if the vulgate is impossible here it is easy to imagine a 

context in which it is possible, and that may bring us to the source 

of the interpolation. In the quarrel over the arms of Achilles the 

sword of Odysseus is but half drawn when Agamemnon intervenes 

(cf. the Vienna cylix by Douris, Hoppin i. 269) ; after his speech the 

king may well have turned and thrust the sword of Odysseus (his 

1 We now know (cf. Brugmann-Thumb, p. 602 f.) that the aorist participle need not 

designate antecedent action. 

2 Aninaccessible article by Wahmer, Ueber 9, ds paro, ds cindy und verwandte epische 

Formein, Géttingen, 1893, is said to show that subsequent action is regularly indi- 

cated by this formula. I have tested the facts for A-M; one might claim coincident 

action for T 447, E416, but that would be about all. 
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intimate friend) back into its sheath: 

7 kal én’ adpyupén Kotn ox ébe xeipa Bapeiay 
dxp & és xovrcdy ace péya gipos’ avrap ’Odvaceds. 

Furthermore, objection must be raised against és kovAedy. All 
other examples péya xovdcév I’ 272, T 253, epi KovAedv A 30, and 
kovAe® 298, at the beginning of the verse can be explained as 

metrical lengthening. I would follow Boisacq in so explaining it 

against Schulze, QF 117; Meister, HK 203. Solmsen could find 

no certain instance of words of the form — vu v uv changed to -— vv, 

and I could add (A/P 28 (1907). 407 n.), but few instances of word 

groups, and those from the Odyssey. The use of és KovAedy may 

then be regarded as surprising in the /Zad, but not in the Liétle 

Lhad. 

The vulgate reading is thus not only the worse-attested text, but 
also intrinsically inferior. 

Achilles speaking to Thetis : 

67’ dnaba Keraivepér Kpoviorr 
oin €v &Oavdroiw aetkéa AoLydy apdvat 

Ommore puv ~vydnoat "Odtprior HOeAov Aor 
400 “Hpn 7 78 TToceddwv cai Iadd\as Adjvn: 

GAG ad tov y’ Oodca, Hed, bEAVTAO Seopav 
ay’ éxardyxelpov Kadécac’ és paxpov *Odvuror, 
dv Bpidpewr Kadréovor Oeol avdpes S€ TE wavTes 
Alyaiov’* 6 yap adre Bin od mwatpis dpetvor. 

400 “Hon 1’ 75€ THoceddwy xcai doiBos ’ArdA\ov. Zenod. 

404 Alyaiwv’ 6 yap abre Bin word dépraros ev 

Tv Orogot vaiove’ id Tdprapoy edpwerra, Zenod. 

Against line 400 there is evidence that indicates but falls short 
of proving the existence of texts without it. First it is suspect 
did 70 Kai érépws pépeoOar; then Porphyry (p. 13 Schr.) knew of 
texts in which it preceded line 399 just as if it had been brought 
in from the margin.! 

Zenodotus’ variant for line 404 is given as emended by Bentley 
(Leaf) or Cobet (Ludwich); for other emendations cf. Duentzer, 

1 No stress can be laid on the fact that Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Rhet. ix. 15) 
ends his quotation with line 399. Unless quoting at second hand he was using the 
vulgate, for which line 400 is attested by 3p. PGr.-Eg. ii, 106, and by the Aristarcheans. 
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Zenod. 158; Ludwich, AHT i. 193. The extra line is clearly an 
interpolation—on a par with other plus verses. Free composition 
by Zenodotus (cf. Roemer, Zenod. 42) is not to be considered, as 
Wecklein (ZA V 73) has seen. The presence of the line accords so 
badly with what we know of Zenodotus’ text as to suggest that 
the reading of some other scholar! has been foisted upon him, or 
that the copy of his text used by the Aristarcheans had suffered 
interpolation. 

After Odysseus’ speech to Chryses: 
446 as eimov & xepol Tie, 6 dt déEaTo yaipwr 

maida girnv. tol & aka OG lepiy éxatouBnv 
éZeins Eatnoav evdunrov epi Bopov. 

446-7 as eimay tol & dka Oe@ iepiy éxatduBnv Zenod. 

Wolf (Proll. 203) emended the reading of Zenodotus to ds eter. 

This, though accepted by Ludwich (AAT i. 197), Wecklein (7A V 

63), is a Verschlimmbesserung—@s ecimev being absolutely un- 

homeric; cf. Berger, De Iliadis et Odysseae partibus recentioribus, 

Marburg, 1908, p. 47. Zenodotus surely knew enough to produce 

as dp thn: rot & @ka K7X. had he wished to rewrite the passage—a 
thing for which (cf. Duentzer, Hom. Abh. 194 f.) he could have had 
no motive. 

It is Aristonicus (ap. $A) who records that Zenodotus wrote 

ovTws cuvTeTpnpévws. He has evidently quoted exactly what he 
found in his copy of Zenodotus, and that copy had suffered from 

haplography. The only question is whether he realized ? that he was 

criticizing a purely mechanical blunder, and was willing to hawk 

atsuchsmallgame. At A 491 amore striking example will be found. 

The close of the return from Chryse: 

avrap émei p ikovTo Kata oTparov evpdy Axator, 
485 via pev of ye pédAavav én’ Hreipoto Epucay 

bypod eri rapdors, bd 0 Eppara pakpa rdvuccay, 
> % is 2 4 A ca ra avtol & éoxidvavro Kara KXLoias TE véas TE. 

A different text is to be found in 1 Z. PVitelli; cf. Ludwich, Phz2. 

1 Cf, H. Pusch, Quaestiones Zenodoteae, Halle, 1889, for instances of his confusion 
with Zenodorus, Zenodotus of Mallos, or Zenodotus of Alexandria. 

2 On the tone and unfairness of his polemic against Zenodotus cf. Roemer, Zenod. 

6 ff., where the problem is broached of how far Aristarchus is implicated. 
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63 (1904). 473-5; Hefermehl, Pzl. 66 (1907). 192-201; Cauer, 
Grundfr. 44-6. The fragment contains two lines foreign to the 
vulgate, followed by lines 486-94. Owing to the late date of the 

papyrus it might seem proper to regard it as a vulgate text that 

had absorbed from the margin two lines of a parallel passage. Such 

was apparently the position taken by van Leeuwen, who in his 

edition ignores this papyrus. It is, however, untenable; for the 
new lines correspond to Hom. Hymn. iii. 505-6 ; while our scholia 

(cf. Allen-Sikes, pp. 1, liiif.) are surprisingly silent about the 
Homeric Hymns. Interpolation from that source (cf. below on 
o 295) must be earlier than Alexandrian times, and this papyrus 
must be regarded as a belated survival of a Ptolemaic text. 

Disregarding small and practically certain restorations, Hefermehl 

believes the papyrus read: 

484 (atrap éwel p’ ikovto Kata orpariy evpdy Ay adv 
433 loria pey oreidavto, Bécav & év vy peraivn w= iii. 503 
434 loroy & icrodéxn mé\acay mporévoio bpévtes = 504 

435 Kkapradipos, tiv © els Eppov mpoépecoay Eper pois.) 
437 wex O€ Kal adroi Bdvtes emi pnypivi Oaddcons m 505 
485 weg adds Hrrecpoy S& Sony ava vi’ épvcarvTo wm 506 
486 w bwod er! Waydbw mapa & Eppara paxpa révvccav = 507 
487 avroi © écxidvavto Kata kXoias TE véas Te. 

Cauer in the main agrees, and there is no reason to doubt that 

the papyrus—if presenting a fairly reasonable text—read something 
like this, Only, against Hefermehl, I should increase the corre- 

spondence to the Hymn by reading: fcria pév mpGrov xdbecay, 
Avcav dé Boeias (Bojas), and by not restoring the equivalent of 

A 435, which clearly looks forward to the mooring of the ship, not 
the drawing of it up on the land. 

Hefermehl further assumes that the papyrus contained a shorter 

account of the landing at Chryse—just what is not stated, and 
would have proved hard to define. His assumed text is supposed 
to possess two merits: (1) it is free from a feature—the dismantling 
of the ship for a one-night stop—which previous critics had found 

absurd ;? (2) it furnishes a simpler explanation for the composition 
1 Cf, Haesecke, Die Entstehung des ersten Buches der Ilias, Rinteln, 1881, pp. 5 f. ; 

Hinrichs, ‘ Die Homerische Chryseisepisode,’ Hermes, 17 (1882). 108. Wiser views 
are now expressed by Bethe, Homer, i. 180 ; Cauer, Grund/r$ 45. 
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of the Hymn to Apollo. Hefermehl therefore claims that the 
papyrus has preserved the original Homeric text. 

Against this Cauer argues briefly but convincingly, while Wila- 

mowitz (//ias, 257n.) sees no need for argument. I wish to point 

out that Hefermehl’s view is in conflict with our knowledge of the 
transmission of the text: (1) no other papyrus has the value claimed 

for this one; (2) no papyrus presents a parallel for the assumed 

shorter account of the landing at Chryse; (3) the cutting down of 

the vulgate A 484-7 from a longer and better text is also without 
parallel. 

If the papyrus teaches us anything about the Homeric text it is 

in a roundabout fashion. Wecklein (ZAV 38f., 78f.) has noted 
that in 4515, @ 549, the vulgate has taken up lines which are 

known from other sources as portions of longer interpolations. 

I believe that other examples can be found, and would suggest that 

A486 has thus intruded. The original text: 
aS 3 pe lief x x , a 3 ae auTap émei p ikovto Kata orparéy evpdy Ayalay, 

va pev of ye pédatvay én’ Hreipoio Epucar® 
3 s. 2 ? X 7 7 avtoi & éoxidvavTo KaTa& KXLoias TE véas TE. 

would be free from the repetition én’ jrretpoio, émi yrapddois, and 
from the rhyme Epucay, révuccar. 

Of Achilles during the absence of the gods in Ethiopia: 

abtap 6 unvie vnual maphpuevos okuTopotot, 
Stoyevys IIndfjos vids, rédas dkvs AyidAcvs" 

490 ovTe mor eis dyopijy mwdéoKeTO KUdLavELpay 

sotre mor’ és ToAcHOV, GAAA POivvGecke Hidrov Kp 
av. pévev, mobéecke 8 duty Te wWrddELOr TE. 

491 om. Zenodotus. 

Aristonicus (s A) declares that Zenodotus athetized lines 488-92 

tov dé “ ore mor’ és méAEuor” ovde Eypager. 
I can see in this nothing but a case of haplography similar to 

that in A 446-7. Wecklein (ZAV 48f.) emends to ovdé mor’ els 
dyopyv, and believes that Zenodotus’ text is then superior. The 

emendation seems to me to spoil the appropriateness* of roOéecke. 

1 On its meaning cf. CP 15 (1920). 387-9, valid in spite of Shewan, ib. 16 (192r). 

195-7 and 18 (1923). 348. 
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B 

We are told of Agamemnon: 

Bovdrjy 6 rparov peyabtpav ife yepovTwy 
Neoropén mapa vni IIvaAoryevéos Bacidjos* 

55 ods 6 ye ovyxadécas muKwiy nptiveto BovdAny 

“KOTE, Hirot KTA.” 

55 avrdp emei p ifyepOev ounyepees T eyevorro, 

* roict & duordpevos petédn Kpeiwy ’Ayapéepvov’ Zenod. 

The vulgate is to be preferred because it is possible to explain 

the motive for the expansion—the desire to bring an explicit verbum 

dicendi immediately before the speech. I have discussed the 

matter, ‘On the Interpolation of certain Homeric Formulas’, CP 
17 (1922). 213-21. Compare also Roemer, Zenod. 46,66; AAH 

503 ; Wilamowitz, /ias, 261n.; Wecklein, ZA V 73. 

The expanded text is again not what one would expect of Zeno- 

dotus of Ephesus. 

To the BovA? yepdévrwy Agamemnon reports of the dream: 

59 on © dp irép kehadfs, Kal pe mpos pdOoy Eermrev* 
Ae IGF \ cops 147 7 nveyel ce Tatip vifuyos, aidépt vaiov, 
* Tpawci payjoacbat mpori”INov”. os 6 pev eirav 

A Lae] / be, 3 be ‘\ 4 eal oe 71 @xer adromrdpevos, eue O& yrAuKvS Umvos avaKev. 

60 “‘evdes Atpéos vie Saidporos immodduoro 5 AES 
ov xpi mavvvxeoy evdery Bovdnddpoy dvdpa, = 24 

® Aaoi r émiterpdara kai técca pépunre. = 25 
viv 0 éuebev Evves @xa® Ards 5€ ror ayyedds eit, = 26 

os aed Gvevbey dav péya KijOerat 70 €deaiper. = 27 

65 Gwpntai o éxéAXevoce Kapnkopdwyras "Ayatovs’ = 28 WII 
mavovbin® rvdv ydp Kev eos méAw evpvaryuiay = 29 wI2 

Tpowv’ ov yap ér audis ’OAipmia Souar’ exovtes = 30 = 13 

aOdvarar ppdforrar’ éméyvapwev yap aravras = 3h TA 

“Hpn Aooopern, Tpweoor Sé k7yde? earrac = 32=15 

70 €k Ads, ddA od onow exe Hpeciv.” ds 6 pev eitoy KTr. = 33 

Except for Wolf’s emendation jvdéyer (évdyer cod.) the shorter 
version is that of Zenodotus; cf. Aristonicus (s A) Znyvédoros 
ovyTérpnker, oUTas Eimav “ nydyer... dmomTépevos”. 
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Roemer (Zenod. 45) condemns the version of Zenodotus because 
of mpori ”IXtov ; I doubt if the objection is valid against the author 
of this section. But as Wecklein (7A V 62) has noted, rpori may 
be merely a corruption of wepé: cf. the same confusion in reporting 

Zenodotus’ reading of 3210. As for its contents, Agamemnon 
tells (cf. Wilamowitz, //zas, 261 n.) as much as his purpose demands. 

More would have led into the difficulties of indirect discourse. 

The vulgate with its triple repetition is objectionable (cf. Lach- 
mann, 12); or, as Leaf puts it, ‘the third repetition of the message 

is really too much’. The Aristarchean defence is found in Aris- 

tonicus (SA): ta O&€ dmayyeATiKa €€ avdyxns dis Kal Tpis ava- 

moAeirat Tais avtais Aé€eowv. Finsler (Homer?, ii. 22) glides over 
the difficulty in much the same fashion; while Roemer (AA Z 271) 

is enthusiastic about such exegesis. Wilamowitz’ objection that 
Agamemnon is not an @yyedos is unnecessarily technical. Instances 

of double repetition are irrelevant ; while the only ! triple repetition, 

though adduced by Roemer to support the vulgate, conforms in 

reality to the pattern of the Zenodotean text. It is 2146-58, 
Zeus to Iris, repeated mutatis mutandis by Iris to Priam (175-87), 

but condensed to two lines (195-6) when reported by Priam to 

Hecuba. That one condensation is verbally closer than the other 

is immaterial. 
The unparalleled (cf. Berger, of. cit.73) @s 6 pév elmdy at the end 

of a line is common to both versions. In that of Zenodotus it may 
be explained as a consequence of the struggle with the indirect 
discourse; for the vulgate there is no such explanation. The 

quotation breaks off suddenly in the eleventh line in the midst of a 

polar sentence which we would expect to be completed by the 

quotation of the twelfth and last line. After that the narrative 
could have proceeded normally: 

@s elrav améBn, ue O& yAUKUSs Dmvos avnker. 

For an interpolator, however, for whom 

@s 6 pev elray 

@xeT’ aromrdpevos, éue SE yAuKdS Umvos aviKev. 

was a given quantity, no other procedure was possible. 

1 The chance for another (H 416) by Idaios is avoided; the section shows an 

advanced technique in handling 7a dmayyeArixa. 
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Agamemnon’s speech in the assembly begins : 

110 @ ¢fAol, Apwes Aavaol, Oepdmovtes "Apnos, w 117 

119 ASBn yap rade y’ eorl kal Eccopévorct mvdEcOat, 

paw obrw To.dvde rocévde Te Nady Axatwy 

dmpnxtov moAEpov mroAepifery nde pdxecOat 
avdpdor mavporépoior’ Tédos © ob 7H Te MEehavTat, 

III Zevs pe peyas Kpovidns arn évednoe Bapein, =118 

oxeTALos, Os mply pey por tméoxero Kal Katévevsev =119 
"Tcov éxmépoavr’ edteixeov amoveec Oat, —1 20 

viv d€ Kakyv amrdrny Bovdevoaro, Kai pe KedeveEL =a r 

115 Svoxdéa “Apyos ixéoOar, eet moddv Sdeca Aad. = [22 
ovr@ mov Au peddre imeppever idroy eivat = 123 

és 57) moAAd@y troy Katédvoe Kapnva =e 

118 70° érc Kai AvVoeL* TOU yap Kpdros €oTl peyoToy. =) DE 

The text adopted is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Aris- 
tonicus ($A): 67 dad Tovrov (111) Ews Tod “aloxpdv yap 76de 
y’ éori” obtas cvvtéwver “@ Piro... pay o'tw”. For my solu- 
tion of the contradiction with Aristonicus’ other note: 671 Znvddoros 
ypager “ Zevds pe péyas Kpovidns”’, cf. above, p. 49. 

Wecklein (7A V 61 ff.) has seen the superiority of the Zenodotean 
text. It is necessary, however, to examine one apparent objection 

to it. Allusion to lines 111-18 is found in Nestor’s speech by 
Wilamowitz (/as, 268) and by Bethe (Homer, i. 210). That is a 

natural interpretation of the vulgate, but to prove the genuineness 

of the lines more is required. It must be shown that Nestor’s 

speech cannot be understood without such an allusion; and this 

seems to me not to be the case. Agamemnon’s thought runs: ‘It 

is a disgrace to return without victory. The odds seem to be in our 

favour, but are against us: nine years have gone, our ships have 

rotted, those at home long for us. Let us flee—victory is unattain- 

able.’ To this Odysseus replies: ‘A desire to return can be under- 

stood and pardoned; still, to return now is a disgrace: let us wait 

and see whether the prophecy of Calchas is true or not.’ Nestor 

outdoes him: ‘ Away with the one or two who think to return to 

Argos before learning whether the promise of Zeus was a lie or 

not! Fight as I advise, and you will learn whether it is the will of 

God or the fault of your soldiery that prevents the capture of Troy.’ 

The latter is a generality, the former a counterpart to the omen 
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told by Odysseus. All is perfectly natural without any complaint 
of Agamemnon against Zeus. 

The vulgate, on the contrary, offers two difficulties. The ydp in 

the Zenodotean text opens the speech in a characteristic fashion on 

which the Alexandrian critics often comment ; but in the vulgate it 

has been a thorn for the interpreters ; cf. Wolf, Vorlesungen, ii. 20 ; 

Erhardt, 19; Duentzer, Hom. Abh. 105 f.; Bethe, Homer, i. 207. 

In the ninth book the words of Agamemnon (I 18-22) are justified 
by the catastrophe of 8; in B they have no meaning—unless one 

assumes with Wilamowitz that B was an independent poem with a 
background of its own. 

Agamemnon closes his speech : 

aN’ aye8’, ds dv eye eitrw, meLOdpcba mavTes* 
140 hevywpev adv vynuoil Pidny és matpida yaiay’ 

ov yap ért Tpoinv aipjoopev evpudyuiav. 

Of the last line s T says: otdros 6 orixos dvaipel tiv dupiBodrtay’ 
61d €v Tiaw ov Péperat. Whether this means that the line was not 
to be found in some editions other than those of Aristarchus, or 

not to be found in some MSS. known to the scholiast, cannot be 

determined. If the latter, it is a case of haplography,' for the pre- 

sence of the line in the vulgate is attested by three papyri. If the 
former, it may again be mere haplography, and so the external 

evidence cannot here help us toa decision. The propriety of the 

line can be debated interminably; cf. most recently Wilamowitz, 

Lhas, 267 n. 

When the soldiery rushes for the ships: 
155 €v0a xev ‘Apyeioroiy vréppopa vooros eTvxOn, 

* ef ph AOnvain aoccbos HAW am’ ’OddvpTov. 

156 ef py ’AOnvainy "Hpyn mpos piov eeurev® 
“& mérot, aiywdxouo Avs téxos, “Arputovn, =E7I4 

ovtw 51 oixoy d€ Pidny es matpida yaiay =| BiE 7A 

-Apyein hevéovra én’ edpéa vora Oardcons, 

160 Kad b€ Kev edx@Ary Iptdp@ kai Tpwoi Airey M176 

’Apyeiny ‘Eevny, is elvexa todo ’Axatav Gly 

1 The omission in Allen’s V*? is either an inheritance from such MSS, or haplo- 

graphy of its scribe. 
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169 evpev Erreit’ ’Odvaoja Att pari dradarror, 

éorabr’ ovd’ & ye vnos evocéApoto pedaivns 
v4 ’ bd la / Ol: XA 6 x if 

dmrer’, éret piv &xos Kpadinv Kai Oupov ikavev. 
~ A , U4 . ayxod 8 icrapévn mporépyn yavaomis Adjnvy 

€v Tpoin amddovro idns amo marpidos ains. = 178 

GAN’ (6 viv kara Nady "Axatay yadKoXiTover* W179 

cols dyavois éréecow epytrve Pata Exacrov == 180 

165 pode €a vnas aha & edkepey aphiediocas. = hou 

bs par 088 amiOnoe Ged, yaveGmis “Abnyn, = E719 H 43 

167 By dé Kar’ OvAvproto Kapnvey aigaca. =A 74 

For the post-Aristarchean interpolation of 168 and Wilamowitz’ ascription of 

it to Zenodotus cf. above pp. 6, 16. 

The text adopted is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Aris- 

tonicus (SA): Znyvddoros obras émicuytérunkev “ei pH ‘AOnvain 
... eUpev €rett’ Odvaja”, Kabddov Tov THs °Hpas AOyov weptypawas. 
For my explanation of the apparent contradiction offered by Aris- 

tonicus’ note on 161: Znvddotos ypdper Apyeinv 0 ‘Edévny, cf. 

above, p.49. Aristotle’s quotation, Rez. i.6, p. 13637 6, Kad dé Kev 

evx@ATv II pidum@, is to be referred not to line 160 (so Ludwich, 
HV 76) but to line 176. 

The cento in the vulgate is so inappropriate that Aristarchus 

must needs athetize lines 160-2, 164. It hardly requires discussion, 

but one may cf. Bethe, Homer, i. 207 ; Wilamowitz, Zias, 262n.; 

Wecklein, ZAV 42. Bethe antedates the passage in describing it 

as ‘ein Verbindungsstiick des letzten Bearbeiters’. The external 

evidence reveals it as the work of some Athenian rhapsodist who 

wished to present the intervention of the gods in a more grandiose 

fashion. The episode in A gave him a suggestion which he worked 

out at the cost of little effort. 

According to Xenophon (Jem. i. 2, 58) Polycrates urged against 

Socrates his frequent quotation of lines 188-g1, 198-202, as an 

evidence of undemocratic feeling. The existence of a text lacking 
lines 192-7 is suggested by this, but not established ; for either 

Polycrates or Socrates may have selected from the vulgate only 

such portions as were adapted to his purpose. Furthermore, 

Aristotle (Rhet. ii. 2, p. 1379* 4) quotes line 196 which was also 

read by Zenodotus, and line 192 was in the text of Aristophanes ; 
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facts that tend to throw doubt upon the existence of such a shorter 

text. On the other hand Aristarchus athetized lines 193-7, ap- 
proximately! the lines unquoted in Xenophon. Ludwich infers 

that this athetesis was in part based on MS. evidence. I consider 

it necessary to declare simply won liguet; a conclusion to be re- 

gretted because of the importance of the lines; cf. Bethe (Homer, 

i. 209) for the higher criticism. 

Restoration of 3 a. PHibeh 19 fr. q.: 

258 [ei K’ eric adpaivovta kixjoopat, ds vd wep ode, | 
258° [odAdvT’ Apyel@v movddv of |paroy alixunrdéay] = O 472 
259 [pnKér éreit” Odvoni Képn d|porow églein | 

The only difficulty is my reading 7 for «; it will require a new 

examination of the papyrus to determine whether it is possible. 

The plus verse is obviously worthless. 

The close of the prodigy at Aulis: 
> ‘\ 2 \ X 7 tae 4 -~ S\ > ft aitap émel kata Téxy’ Ehaye oTpovOoio kal avTHy, 

318 Tov pev tapi(nrov Ofxev Oebs, Es wep Ednve’ 
320 pets 8 Eoradres Oavpdgoper, oiov érvx On. 

319 dav yap puv eOnxe Kpdvov mais dyxvAoprtrew 

om, van Leeuwen :.damnat Christ. 

The existence of a text without line 319 is to be inferred from 

Aristonicus’ allegation that the line was added” by Zenodotus 

(sA): ére Znvddoros ypdper apidnrov Kai tov exdpevov (319) 

mpooeOnker. 
The line is clearly, as Aristarchus saw ($ AT), an interpolation 

blocking the way to the. understanding of 318, in which dedédvoy 

(cf. Bechtel, Lexilogus, 19) is to be read. 

B 489. A note of Aristonicus (5 A) reads : 

ovd ef por déxa] bre 4 Ldidrys Tis dmepBodrAs ‘Opnpixy. Kal év 

1 By an oversight Ludwich HV 76 says ‘genau dieselben’, but presents the case 

correctly 4HT ii. 137 n. 

2 Wecklein (ZAV 74) sees through the phraseology : ‘ Der Ausdruck des Aristonikos 

mpocéénxev hat nicht mehr Bedeutung als der entgegengesetzte jpxe’. In the present 

case this can be shown, for line 319 was known to Aristotle, cf. Porphyry (i. 33° Schr.). 
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’Odvaceia “ odd ei of xeipés Te eelxoor Kal mddes elev” (u 78). Hy OE 

dvapopa mpos Tods meprypdéhovras Tovrous Tovs oTixous. 

This suggests that Zenodotus (cf. above, p. 51) ‘omitted’ some lines 
in this neighbourhood, but the statement is too vague to permit of 

further discussion. 

In the Catalogue we read : 
517 attap Paxjov Zyedios Kal "Exiorpopos npxov, 

viées Ipirov peyabtpov NavBor{idao, 
ot Kurdpiocov éxov IIv0ava re meTpHeocoar. 

According to Diodorus xvi. 23, 5 the first and last of these lines 

were quoted by Philomelus as if in succession. Line 518 can be 
spared, and sources for it indicated in P 306, 9116; but it is 

obvious that no great stress should be laid on quotations which 

reach us so indirectly. The neglect of the digamma is, however, 

worth noting; cf. A/P 33 (1912). 422f. 

Again: 

Aoxpav & hyepovevey ’OidAjos Taxds Aas, 
pelwy, ot TL Téa0s ye Goos TeAapodvios Aias, 
GAAS TOAD peiwv’ dALyos pev Env, ALvoOdpnEé 

530 «éyxein © exéxacro IlavédAnvas Kai Ayaiovs: 

According to Allen, Catalogue, the last line is omitted by P? and 
was not read by Strabo, 370. In the former fact there is certainly 

no significance; the latter is argued ex silentio, and the extent of 
the ‘ omission’ is too uncertain for discussion here. 

The vulgate reads : 

536 of © EvBoway éxov pévea mvetovres ABavres 
Xadkida 7’ Eipérpidv re wodvetagurdv 8 ‘Ioriacav. 

According to Allen, Catalogue, this is condensed in Strabo 40, 

453 to one line : 

ot & EvBo.ay éxov kai Xadxida 7’ Eipérpidy re. 

Strabo, however, is probably quetne only as much as is useful for his 

argument: “ol 0’ EvBovav éxov” kat “ Xadkida 7’ Eipérpidv re”. 
In the vulgate the section on Athens ends with line 557, and that 

I believe is also the original text. It makes Aias, as I have said— 
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AJP 37 (1916). 29—‘ but a tail to the Athenian kite’, thus appro- 

priating to the city of Pisistratus the exploits of Aias and Teucer. 
The whole problem has been excellently discussed in a larger 

setting by Bethe, Homer, ii. 342-50. I have little! to add except 

that line 558 is not needed for his argument; indeed, Bethe 
(p- 347) sees that himself. 

An Athenian legend of the conquest of Salamis told of an attempt 
at arbitration in which both parties interpolated this text to suit 

their needs. The meaning is clearly that they recited as if genuine 

extra lines of their own composition, not that they forged and put 

into circulation copies of the lengthened text. The full form of the 

tale was known to Hermippus and Apollodorus; some form of it 

(it is impossible to be more precise) was known to Dieuchidas and 

Aristotle. 

The interpolation of the Megarians : 

Aias 8 éx Yarapivos dyev véas ex te Lodiyvns 
éx 7 Alyepotoons Nicains ve Tpimddwv Te. 

never, as far as we know, made its way into any Homeric text. 

That of the Athenians was taken up by some editors known to 
Aristonicus. For its subsequent history cf. above, p. 16, and p. 14 

for other instances of interpolations originating in anecdotes. 

B 559-68 are quoted in the Certamen (p. 43 Wilam.) with three 

plus verses : 

563 Tav ad’ tyepdveve Bory dyads Acopndns 

*  Tvdcidns ob marpos xv pévos Oiveidao, 
564 Kal XOévedros, Karavijos éyaxdetrod piros vids 

565 rotor & dp’ Evpiados tpitaros xiev, iodbeos das, 

566 Mnykicréos vids Tadaiovidao dvaxtos" 
567 ovpmrdvrev & ryeito Bory dyabds Atouydns. 

568 roto. & dp’ dySdéxovta pédatvar vijes EmovTo* 

*  éy & dvdpes ToAEpoto Oanpoves EaTLXGwvT0 

* — Apyeior AvoOdpykes, KevTpa TTOAEMOLO. 

Wecklein (7A 15) notes that the last is also cited from an 

oracle in Schol. Theocr. 14. 48. 

1 To discuss whether der letzte Bearbeiter added B 557, or found a longer section of 

which he allowed nothing except B 557 to stand, would lead too far beyond the scope 

of this book. 

2966 L 
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This form of the text has nothing to recommend it except the 
increase of symmetry produced by the insertion of 563°. On the 
other hand, that line contains a neglected digamma, and 568” an 

unhomeric phrase. 

Lines 603-14. 

Stentor is mentioned only once in the poems (E 785); according 

to Aristonicus (5 A‘) 67 évradda povoy pynpoveter Tod Yrévropos. 
Aristarchus must have insisted on the fact. That it could be 
debated (s AT) whether he was Thracian or Arcadian is an indi- 

cation that he was not listed in the Catalogue. That omission could 
either be explained or rectified. The former course is followed in 
$s B, where his Thracian nationality is supported by the allega- 

tion 60s dé ‘Ourp@ rots py mapotow eikdgev Tovs Oeovs. In 5 T 
the same claim is rejected :} dAX’ 0s ‘Ourpw tots mapotor eid fev 

tous Jeovs. Those who regarded him as an Arcadian made good 

the deficiency of the Catalogue: tivés 8 Apxdda paciv eivat tov 
Srévropa Kai évy TH Kataddy@ mAdTTovaet mepl avTov arixous 
(s AT). 

In a Ptolemaic papyrus such lines would not surprise us, but the 

Homeric text has not suffered by their loss. It is interesting to 

note the effort to make the Catalogue tell all it ought to know. 

3 a. PHibeh 19 fr. 0. w 663 ff. 

Ali[ktpviov d¢ov “Apnos 
46n ynp&é|cavr’> 6 d Aaldv mrodAdv ayeipas 
Bi pedyov révrov] dé, rAé@[v Ent vOTa Oardoons 
[aia dé vjas Emngev KrA.] 

The restoration may be mentioned asa possibility. It assumes 

a misspelling (7Aéov) and syntax and metre that would date this 
manipulator of the text. 

The trouble would have been started by an expansion of the 
account of the killing of Likymnios. 

Nipeds ad Svunbev dye rpeis vias eicas, 
Nipeds Aydains vids Xapérroié6 7’ &vaxros, 

1 For a continuation of the debate cf. Haupt, ap. Lachmann, Betracht. 109; Drerup, 
Das fiinfle Buch, 303 n. 3. 
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673 Nipeds, ds KéAALCTOS avipp bd “IALov HrOEv” 
675 GAN ararradvis Env, madpos O€ of elero Aads. 

674 Tov GdAov Aavady per’, duipova Undelova = P 280, A 470, 551, o 18 
damnat Nauck. 

The text is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Aristonicus 
(s A): ért €x Tay Tpid@y (673-5) Tods So AOéErNKE Znvddoros, Tov 
d€ pécov ovde éypagev. The distinction, as Wecklein (ZA V 38) 

has seen, could be due to nothing but MS. evidence. Schulze 

(QE 350) has correctly inferred from /ph. Aul. 204 that the line 
was not known to Euripides, and has connected this interpolation 
with others of the same tendency. 

An acquaintance with the interpolated line is ascribed by Lud- 

wich, but on insufficient grounds, to Antisthenes the Cynic;! cf. 

Olympiodorus at Plat. dé. i, p. 28 Cr. At all events it is found in 
3a. PHibeh 19. There cannot be any significance in the omission 

of the line by Galen, Protrep. 8, unless he is quoting at second 

hand. 

Of Philoctetes it is said : 

GAN’ 6 pev év viTw KEiTO KpaTép’ GrAyEa TATXOV, 
Anprve év nyabén, 661 piv Alrrov vies Ayatav 

éAket pox GifovTa Kak@ ddodppovos vdpov’ 
ev@ 6 ye Kel?’ axéwr’ Taxa O€ pyjcecOat Ewerddov 

725 Apyetor mapa vynvol Piroxr#rao dvaxtos. 

727 Tovs 6¢ Médav xiopnoer, ’O1rA7os vb 60s vids, 

Tov p érexev ‘Piyn tm’ ’O1rAgAL TroAUTOpOe. 

726 ovdé pev ovd of avapxor éoay, wdbedy ye pev Gpxov’ = 703 

727 adda Medeor kéopnoer, KTr. 

Following Friedlander, Aviston. 77, Duentzer, Zen. 37, Wecklein 

has shown (ZAV 49f., 78) that this is the text of Zenodotus 

according to Aristonicus (5A) : 671 Znvddoros ypdger “ rods dé Médav 
Koopnoev” iva ovvdion tiv ppdow 7nbetnkas Tods mpoetpnevous 
(724-5) oréxous. He has also shown the superiority of this version. 

It is a reasonable suspicion that Zenodotus knew texts in which 
724-5 were lacking. Line 724 is found in 3 a. PHibeh 19, which 

contains, however, 674, a line not included in Zenodotus’ edition. 

1 The parody of Hermippus, Frag. 82, 4 k, may refer to one of the parallel passages. 
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After the close of the Catalogue: 

760 ovro: ap’ Hyepoves Aavaay Kai Kolpavol joav. 
7 “~ is, oe » 7 F 4 a 

tis Tap Tav bx’ Epioros Env, od por Evverre Modo, 
t Ww o a. i teas 7 oa avtav 70 immer, ot dp Arpeidnow Erovro. 

immo. pev péy’ apiorot Ecav Pnpy7iddao, 
A ww wy - wv av 

ras Evundos edavve trodwxéas dpyiOas os, 
765 Orptxas, oléreas, oTapvArn él vero éicas 

tas ev IInpein Opéw’ apyupsrogos AméAdov, 
dupw Onrelas, P6Bov Apnos popeotcas: 

768 avdpav av péy’ &piotos Env wédas okvs AyidAcvs* 
771 GAN’ Oo pev ev vHEToL Kopwviot TovToTépotct 

keir’ drounvicas Ayapéuvor, moipévt Aa@v 
Arpeidn’ 7H. 

768 Gpicros énv TeXapavios Atas 

opp’ ’Axreds pijviev’ 6 yap TwOdd Hépratos jer, 

immo 6’, ot hopéeoxoy auvpova Ineiova. 

From a study of /ph. Aul. 206 ff. it has been shown by Schulze 

(QE 349-51) that the text here adopted was that known to Euri- 
pides. It is intrinsically superior. The interpolator has left in 
pavtev his hall-mark. 

The vulgate reads: 

ére 7 adphi Tugwke yatav indoon 
783 «iv Apipois, 60: faci Tudwéos Eupevar edbvads 

According to Strabo xiii. 626 some texts added 

783* xapo évi dpvdev7i, “dns (bAns) Ev rriove OHuow T 385 

The vulgate says of Iris: 

elcaro d¢ POoyyhv vic I[piduoro Todérn, 

ds Tpdev cxords ie, rodwxeinar remobds, 
TUuB® én’ axpordét@ Aicuftao yépovTos, 
déypevos ormére vathiy agopyndetev Ay aroi. 

795 T@ pw €eicapuéevn rpocédn wédas @xéa *Ipis’ 

794* «is rediov Tpweror pdvov kat knpa pepovres W B 352 

The worthless line is added in 3a. PHibeh 19. It may be noted 

that this papyrus is free of the post-Aristarchean interpolation 798 
found in POxy. 20. 
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That Wilamowitz, Z/ias, 278 n., likes the verse is merely a matter 

of taste. 

The vulgate reads : 

atvtap IIvpaixpuns dye Ilaiovas dyxvdordgous, 

TnrAdGev €€ Auvddvos, az’ A€iou edpupéovTos, 
850 Agiou, of KédA\XoTOv Bdwp émixidvarat aiav. 

At @ 140 the T-scholia say: cai of pév broréccover otixoy é&v 
T® Tov ITaiévev karadoyo" 

avtap IIvpaiypns aye Ilaiovas dyxvdordgous, 
IInrXeydvos 6 vids mepidééos Acreporaios, 

dv Kai év mrodAais Trav “Ididdwv gépecbar. Ammonius (POxy. 221, 
vi. 16 ff.) now says more precisely in the edition of Euripides and 

some others. : 
Wilamowitz, //ias, 85, favours the longer text ; but like Ludwich, 

HV 25, Wecklein, 7A V 6, I can regard it only as an interpolation— 

a belated effort to make the Catalogue correspond exactly tothe poem. 

Of the Paphlagonians was said : 

851 Ilagdayévev & Hyetro Ivdaipéveos Adoov KAp 
ef "Everis, d0ev husdvev yévos dypoTepaov. 

853 of pa Kurepoy exov cai Sjoapov aupevepovro 
api re TlapOémov rorayov kdkura Separ’ évatov, 

855 Kpa@pvrdy 7’ Aiytaddv re kat iyndots 'Epvdivous. 

The text adopted is that read by Eratosthenes and Apollodorus, 

Strabo 298, 553 being the source of our information. The inter- 

pretation of the passage is due to Allen, Catalogue, 156 ff. His 

ascription of the lines to the Cypria must, however, be rejected since 

Bethe’s proof (Homer, ii. 212) that there was no Catalogue of the 

Trojans in the Cypria.1_ Another explanation can now be offered. 

In the vulgate the Catalogue makes no mention of the Kaukones. 

Verses intruded to repair this omission are cited by the T-scholiast 

at T 329: tives dé Kal hépouar 76 

Katcavas (8’) abr’ Frye Toduxdéos vids ‘AperBos 

of mepi Tlap$éviov motapoy KAuTa& ddpara vatov 

1 Nor is there any need to discuss his views (p. 157) of the origin of the vulgate. 
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Eustathius, who knows'them (cf. Neumann, p. 213) with a variant 

“Ape.Bos 7) aptpor, locates them correctly as 855%». They furnish 
another illustration of the tendéncy to make the Catalogue complete. 
The interpolation is betrayed partly by its kinship to line 854 of the 

interpolation just discussed, partly (cf. Wecklein ZAV 6) by the 

form ITIodukXéos. 
From Strabo 542 the interpolation can be taken as far back as 

Callisthenes;1 while Strabo 678 (cf. Allen, Catalogue, 159) shows 

that it was read also by Apollodorus. The latter fact is another 

indication of a connexion between the ‘ plus verses’ of the T-scholia 

and Pergamum. 
I think we may picture the development somewhat as follows : 

(2) The original text : 

851 ITadbdayéovey & iyyetro TIviaipéveos Adctov Kp 
852 e& Evers, dev jusdver yévos ayporepdav. 
856 avrap Ad (dévev kTA. 

which reached Zenodotus, and after him was used by Eratosthenes. 

(2) By its side a text expanded by the use of an old Argonaut 

epos, perhaps: 

851 Iladpdayovev 8 hyetro TIvdatpéveos Adotov Kip 

852 e€ ’Everis, d0ev nuivev yévos dypotepdor’ 

853 of pa Kirwpor éxov cai Shoapov auheveporro. 
855°  Kavkovas & adr’ ye Todukdéos vids *AperBos: 

855° ot mepi [lapbéviov morapoy krAvT& Sépata vaiov, 854 

855 Kpapvdy 7’ Alytaddv te kal dW ndrovds ’Epubivous. 
856 avtap AdtCévev KTA. 

I had written so far, and was hesitating how to suggest the idea 
that I should expect in a Ptolemaic papyrus a continuation of this 
text, when I turned again to PHibeh 19. The restoration of 
fragm. p: 

|. vkor [ 

|repe 7.[ 
as 855° at once” became clear. It is tantalizing that not a letter 
can be made out above or below it. Now it is no more surprising 

1 Misprinted Callimachus, Duentzer, Zenod, 159 n. 
? Thad previously tried «np |¥xwy in vain. 
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that Callisthenes should have used such a text! than that his con- 
temporary Aeschines should have used a forerunner of PGerhard. 

Next come MSS. of (a) interpolated from (4) with more or less 
confusion, and from these and their understanding of the geography 

Aristophanes and Aristarchus get the vulgate 851-6 and Crates 
851, 852, 855°», 856. The latter text is employed by Apollodorus. 

The vulgate reads: 

Mnéoow at MéoOdns te kal “Avtipos nynrda ny, 
865 vie Tadraipéveos, Tra Tvyain réxe diuvn, 

of kai Mnévas Fyov td TyuddrA® yeyaaras. 

Strabo 626 knew of texts with an additional line: 
Tyor® tro viddevTi,”*Tdns ev miove Snpw = T 385 

Eustathius (cf. Neumann, 213) locates the line as 866%, and gives 

its source as the edition of Euripides. For its connexion with 

Pergamum cf. above, p. 38. The line was probably intended at 

first as a variant to line 866, not as an addition to it. 

At line 872 Aristonicus (s A) reports Aristarchus as criticizing 

Simonides: 6rz él rod Audipdyxou eari 7b “ds Kal xpuody Exar” 6 

8% Xipovidns émi roi Néorov déyer. Kal dre ov Eyer Orda adrov 

xe xpuoad, ds kal médiv 6 Sipovidns eferaBev, ddra koa Lov 

xpuaodv A€éyer yap “ nvTE Kovpn”. 

LMueller, P#il. 11 (1856). 175 f., suggested that Simonides did not 

have lines 870-1 in his text. Acting on this Nauck and Christ 

bracket the lines, while van Leeuwen omits them. The solution is 

possible but not probable: (1) as not solving the whole difficulty, 

(2) because the lines do not resemble the other interpolations in the 

Catalogue. Simonides’ allusion was doubtless to some incident 

either in the Cypria or the Little Iliad, or perhaps more exactly to 

the poems on which these epics were based. 

The whole section 867-75 is full of difficulties, but at present we 

seem to have only internal evidence for their solution. 

it 

Plato, Rep. iii. 389 e, gives as examples of noble sentiments : ola 

Kal ‘Ounpo Aoundns r€éyec 

1 There is no reason to believe that he fabricated it, pace Wolf, Proll. 261 n. 46; 

Leaf, Troy, 283. 
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Ae cee 2 A 3 /, fe 

TérTa, ciamh Hoo, Eu@ O& emimeiOco pba, 
kal Ta TovT@y éxbpueva, Ta 

cl la 7 ed < icav pévea mvelovtes Axaiol, 
avyn SedubTes onpavropas, 

pig’ » 

Kal 60 &AAa ToLadra. 

It is difficult to make out the text iised by Plato because of the 
ambiguity of ra rovrwv éxdpueva. If it means following literally, his 

text must have had after 4 421 three plus verses: 
ao (kapradipws 0’ dp’) toav pévea mvelovtes Axatol, nI'8 

alyn Oeldibtes onpdvropas api & mact = 4431 
TevXEa TOLKIA’ EXapmTrE, TA Elpévor EoTLXbwvTO = 4 432 

But the phrase may mean of similar feeling, and then (a) either 

I 8-9 were so modified, or (4) Plato’s text has been corrupted from 

icav (avyh) pévea mvelovtes Ayatol, 
{kal} 

avyn Se.d.bres onudvropas. 

The latter is palaeographically easy, and I consider it the most 

probable solution. 

Hector speaking to Paris: 

Avorapt, eidos dpiore, “yevatpavés, nmreporeur a, 
40 ai’ Operes a&yovos 7 cpevant dyapos 7’ amrodéo Oat. 

kat ke TO Bovdoiny, kal Kev Todd Képoioy 7jev 
7 obT@ AdBnv 7 Epevar Kal brdypiov ardor. 

According to Eustathius (cf. Neumann, 214) Dionysius Skuto- 
brachion was said to have had a longer text containing: 

_ 40% pnd€é te yovvacw oicw épéccacOa girov vidywm I 455 

40° Adpdavoy... 

The combination of the old reeees and the new romantic 

mythology is a sufficient condemnation of this text. 

In Agamemnon’s oath the vulgate reads: 

ef pév kev Mevédaov Aré~avdpos xatanégyn, 
> ‘\ 4 vee ia bl] s = - - avros éeiO’ ‘“Edévny éyérw kal xthpata mévra, 

283 pets © ev viecot veoueba movTombpo.o.y’ 

283° "Apyos és immdBorov Kat *Axatida kaddeyivatka = 75, 258 
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ef 6€ x’ Adé€avdpov kreivn ~avOds Mevéraos, 
Tp@as ére@ “EXévnv Kal xtipata mdvr’ arodobvat, 

The additional line is found in 3a. PHibeh 19. It is harmless, 
but no one can claim that it is needed. 

On the other hand line 283 is essential, as naming the advantage 

to result to the Trojans from the victory of their champion. For 

the vulgate the line is attested by PMus.Br. 126, PBerol. 263, so 

that its omission by some MSS. must be regarded as accidental ; 
Sie J Pah. 1G96).: 7. 

After the prayer of the Achaeans and Trojans: 

302 as thay, ov © dpa md ohiv emekpataive Kpoviov. 
303 Toiar d6¢ Aapdavidns IIpiapos werd pdOov Eee 

302 ds ehay evydpevor, péeya 8 extrume pntiera Zeis NO 377 

x  e€& "Idns Bpovrav, emi d5é€ orepomny epénkev’ 

* Onoéeuevar yap éueddev Er’ GdXyea orovaxas TE ='B 39 

*  Tpeot te kal Aavaoior dia kpatepas topivas. =B 40 

*  auTap émel p’ duooev te TeheLTHYTeY TE TOV GpKov, == 280 etc. 

303 rotor dé Aapdavidns xr. 

The only value of this longer version in 3 a. PHibeh 19 is to show 

the sort of thing that was then being done in the way of interpola- 

tion. 

The text continues: 

304 KékAuTé pev, Tpdes kal evxvypides Ayatol 

304 KekAuré pev, Tpdes Kal Adpdava 75’ emixovpot, = H 348 etc. 

304% opp’ cimw ra pe Ovpds evi ornbecow avaryer’ nH 349 etc. 

The addition is again from 34. PHibeh 19. 
No comment is needed beyond noting that the line here inter- 

polated remains a favourite with the interpolators of later times ; 

cf. I’ 86*, H 369, © 6, 6 27, p 276. 

The description of Paris donning his armour : 

328 aitap 6 y aud @potow eddceTo TevXEa Kaha 

329 dios Adé~avdpos, ‘EXévns bats AvKbporo. 
330 Kynpidas pev mpora mepl Kyipnow eOnke 
2966 M 
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331 Kadds, dpyuvpéoiow émiogupiois apapvias’ 
332 detrepoy ad Odpnka Tepi oribecow eduvev 
333 oto Kacvyvito.o AvKdevos’ fpyoce © ad’ra. 
*  dpgi & dp’ dSpoiow Bader donida reppideccar 

336 Kpari © én’ ipOip@ kuvény ébruKrov @Onxev, 
337 troup devov dé dépos Kabtrepbev evevev. 
338 eidero 6 GAKipov eyxos, 6 of waddundiw dpyper. 
339 os & atrws Mevédaos apis evre’ Eduver. 

334 audi & ap’ dpoow Barero Eihos dpyupéndor, 

335 XGAkeov, adtap éretra odkos wéya te oTiBapdy Te’ 
Zenodotus : 

333 0f0 Kacvyynroto Auxdovos* fpyoce 8” airo. 
336 xpatt & én’ ipOipo Kuveny evrveroy Onxev, 

337 tmrrovpw* Sevov d€ Adpos Kabimepbev eEvevev. 
* dui 8 dp’ dSuoow Bader’ dorida reppideroay 

PHibeh 19: 

* [audi 8” ap” Sporow Bader’ dorida reppdeccar] 
* — [kadqv, audi8pd]rnv, [rodvdaidador, ougaddeccar. | 

338 eie[ro 8 GAxtya] Sodpe Si[o, xexopvOueva yakko. =A 43 
339 ds & aldras Mev]éAaos dpa [redye’ ZSuver" 
*  dorida xa[t mHdn]ka haewi[y Kai dio Sodpe. 
* kai xaha[s xvn]uidas emod[upios dpapvias. 
* dpdi & a[p’ dSpyorot]y Bdrero Ei[gos apyvpon\ov. 

VSS. 332-3 om. van Leeuwen. 

The basis for the reconstruction of the text is a note of Aris- 
tonicus. Its form in s A is very corrupt: 

aupi 8 dp’ Spoirw] bre Zyvddoros dudorépous nOérnke Kal wera 
Tov “ olo kaovyvyro.o” srordéacet’ 

Kpatl 0 én’ ibOinum xuvénv edruKrov Onker, 
immovpw* dewvov St Aépos Kabvrepbev evever. 
ef > x 4 eidero 8” &AKipor eyxos* 

augi & dp’ dpo.cw Bdder’ comida Trepravoccoay] dare évarrios 
TO ‘Opunptrd émALo nS exew apd ris domisos yap pavicera: dva- 
AapBdvev tiv mepixehadaiay Kal Eidos pi) EXov. 

The correction began when Cobet saw that one note had been 
split into two, the second lemma being in reality part of the Zeno- 
dotean text. But Villoison’s correction of Tepcavoecoay to buca- 
voecoar, though approved by Dindorf and Roemer, who scolded 
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(Zenod. 45) Zenodotus for foisting it upon the text, was a Ver- 
schlimmbesserung. It was Robert (Stud. 3) who found the correct 
solution repuideooay. Another Verschlimmbesserung was Dindorf’s 
“ addendum 6 oi maXdéunpiw aphper”, which has not hitherto been 
questioned. The solution is: delendum cirero © &dxipov éeyxos. 
Otherwise the picking up of the spear before putting on the shield 

is another contradiction 7@ ‘Ounpik® érdiou@, and Aristonicus 
would never have let it pass unnoticed. Besides, this renders it 

possible to fit 3a. PHibeh 19 to the Zenodotean text. Further- 
more, the use of dordoce: shows that in Zenodotus’ text line 336 
followed line 333; the epitomator must therefore be charged with 
substituting 70érnxev for 7pKev. 

Robert (Stud. 51 f.) saw that transposition of one line had taken 

place in the Zenodotean text, and that with that corrected we reach 

a text obviously superior to the vulgate. For (1) it preserves in 

Teppioegoay, a rare word; and (2) it is appropriate to this particular 
situation in not mentioning the sword. Paris had come to the field 

as an archer, and as such wearing a sword. The arming of Teucer 

(O 479-482) affords a perfect parallel. The vulgate is either a 

mistaken effort to supply the sword, or a thoughtless slipping into 

the formula of IJ and T. 
The new lines of the papyri are interpolations, but ones from 

which we may perhaps learn. The first is a gloss, and a bad one, 

on Tepyudecoav ; furthermore, it must have been inserted after the 

mechanical corruption—the transposition started by haplography 
dpdi &, kpari €—had been made. In line 338 I suspect that the 
papyrus has preserved a Zenodotean reading. My reason is that 

in Zenodotus’ text (cf. on H 255-7) Aias and Hector had two 

spears ;* but I have no suggestion to make (but cf. Bethe, Homer, 
i. 260) about the second spears in this duel. The three last lines 

make no reference to a corslet, and van Leeuwen argues that lines 

332-3 could not have stood in the papyrus. If we look closer we 

must be struck by the confused order in which the weapons are 

mentioned, and by the differences in the lines. The two last are 

1 Robert rejected O 481 because of MS. evidence ; reference to Part I will show how 

it has since strengthened. 
2 Cf. also Aristonicus on A 43 67 (mapa ZqvodéTw) Kal énl ris ’AActavdpov povopaxias 

70 Spo.ov—the note on A 41 being aimed also at Zenodotus. 
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commonplaces of arming scenes, while the first is adapted from 

a 256 with some ingenuity. I would suggest that the text grew in 

somewhat the following fashion. Lines 330-3 were lacking, the 

next beginning dud? pév Spoiow: then 339° is interpolated as an 
exact parallel to the arming of Paris., Next, 330-1 were introduced 
(entailing the change to du¢i 0 dp’ époiciv) and 339° added. Then 
339° put on the shoulders of Menelaos the sword he uses in the sequel. 

I believe, therefore, that lines 330-3 are interpolated, but as the 
argument goes beyond the direct external evidence, I have not 

removed them from the text given above. It confirms Robert’s 
view that the equipment is ‘ Mycenaean’ in this section. 

The same papyrus expands slightly the description of the 
combat : 

361 Arpeidns & cop od épvocdpevos mapa pnpod M G173 
mwAngev émai~as KopvO0s PadAlov émmodaceins 

* ~yxarkeins: Sewvov [8% Képus AdKev' audi & ap’ adr 
TpixO& Te Kai TeTpaxOd diarpudgev Exrece yexpos. 
Arpeiéns 8 Spwkev idav eis odpaviv edptv’ 

365 “Zed warep, ov Tis aelo Oe@v ddodTEpos AAXos. 
nT eébdpniy ticacba Aré~avdpov Kakdrnros, 

*  diov Adéfavdpov, ‘Edévns mécwv jvKdporo" ” I 329 
viv O€ pot ev xeElpecoww dyn Eidos KTH.” 

Only supplements that affect my problem are here indicated. 

The inferiority of this to the vulgate is sufficiently obvious. The 

first interpolation émmodaceins ... Adxev is noteworthy as not 
consisting of an even line. The editors consider Adéfavdpov xaké- 

tyros a ‘very doubtful’ restoration. I do not fully share these 

doubts, otherwise it would be easy to suggest 6 we mpdrepos Kéx’ 
éopye. That may, however, be improving upon the work of the 
interpolator. 

The omission of the superfluous speech formula: 

389 TH pv eetcauévn mpocepdvee Ot’ Adpodirn. 

by 3a. PHibeh 20 can no longer be cited as a divergence from the 
vulgate; for that line (cf. above, Part I) is nothing but a post- 
Aristarchean interpolation. 
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The return of Helen to her palace is described : 

421 ai & 67 AreEdvSporo Sdpov mepiKadA€ ikov7o, 
422 dudirrodo pev ererta Oods ént Epya TpémovTo, 

* atti & advriov ifev Adeédvdpo1o &vaxTos, 
427 doce maddy Krivaca, Téow 8 Hvirame pte 

423 7) 8 eis bydpopoy Oadapov kie Sia yuvarkdy. 

424 ty 8 dpa didpov rovoa Hrroppedjs ’Adpodirn 

425 avr’ *AdeEavSpoto Gea xaréOnke hépovca’ 

426 évOa Kaéit’? “Edévn, Kotpn Atos aiyidyoro, 

The text is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Aristonicus 
(s A) at 423: amd rovrov ws Tod “ évOa Kébie ‘EXévyn” orixors 
Técoapol mapdékevrat dumdai mepreotrypévat, dre Znvodoros pererider 

THY ovvereav obtas “audirodo ... Hvimrame ptdo”. 
The text of Zenodotus offers no difficulty. Aphrodite has played 

her part and is dropped by the poet. The interpolator thought 

differently and sought to give her a formal dismissal. His attempt 

was unsuccessful, for he, too (cf. Wecklein, 7A V 47), simply drops 

her at the end. Healonehas applied the phrase xotjpn Atos aiys6xoro 

to Helen. 

A 

Zeus’ speech to Athena begins: 

70 aiwa par és orpardy edOe pera Tpdas kal Ayatods: 

In 3 a. PHibeh 20 is prefixed : 

69* dpoe’ AOnvain x|vdilorn Tpiroyévera. 

The line furnishes an instance of the vocative interpolations such 
as can be found (cf. above, p. 9 n.) in post-Aristarchean times. 

After the descent of Athena to the battle-field : 

7 © avdpt ikéXn Tpdev karedtce6’ Syutror, 
Aaodéxe ‘Avrnvopidn, kpatep@ aixpunth, 

88 IIdvdapov dvribeov Si¢nuévn’ etpe dé révde 

90 éoraér’, dudi Sé piv Kpatepai orixes domioTéav 

AaGy, of of Eovto am’ Aichrroio pod. 

88 dvdapoy dvribeov SiCnpévn, <i ov epetpor, M E 168 

89 «dpe Avkdovos vidy duipord te Kpatepdy re =E 169 
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According to Aristonicus (s A) the text adopted is that of 
Zenodotus : 671 Zynvddoros rovrou pev Td akpoTeAeUTLov ovTas ypaget 

“ ebpe O& révde”, Tov dt dedTEpor ovde ypéper. Roemer (A AH 322 n.) 
doubts the trustworthiness of this statement—an excess of sus- 

picion after the publication of 3a. PHibeh 20 that contains the same 

reading. 

The shorter text offers no difficulty,and Wecklein (7A V 63) can 
indeed claim for it certain advantages. As for Leaf’s observation 
that edpe ‘is commonly found beginning a sentence asyndetically ’, 
such conformity of usage is in part brought about by the assimila- 

tion of varying passages. It is no sufficient reason to make us 

depart in this case from the better attested text. 

After Pandaros had made his vows to Apollo: 

122 €dxe 6” 6uod yAvdidas te AaBav Kal vedpa Béera* 
124 avrap émel dt KuKAoTEpes péya Togov Ereve, 

Alyée Bids, veupy dé péy’ taxev, aATo 8 diords 
df€uBerns, Kal’ Eutrov émimrécOar peveaiver. 

123 veupyy pev pata meAacev, tdE@ Sé cidnpor. 

At line 123 s A, which goes back to Aristonicus, reads : 
e id ~ a a tsn 7 er 4 e rt Lynvddoros mpd rovrou Tov Ens TéTaXEV OUTS TrOLHTasS 

€Ake 0” dod yAudidas (re AaBav) Kal vetpa Boera 
€lTQ* 

adtap émel d% KuKAoTEpts péeya Togoy Ereve, 
‘ X\ “A 4 v4 ‘ P oa veupyyv pev pag@ médacev, TOf@ Se aidnpov. 

€lTa" 
diye Bids” 

This arrangement of lines is obviously impossible, and the scholiast 
goes on to point it out with delight. 
Now it would be easy to suppose that this was a purely 

mechanical defect of the Zenodotean antigrapha, and that Aris- 
tonicus was again hawking at small game. That supposition, 
however, is barred. Zenodotus (and others, if we may trust the éy 
tio of A*) reads dpa xadxés in line 139 instead of the dp’ d.orés of 
the vulgate. That reading guarantees a text without line 123, as 
was first seen by Naber; cf. Ameis-Hentze, AvwA. ii. 35. 

The interpolation of the line from the margin is shown also by 
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its varying position. The only question is the date at which it was 
inserted. Wecklein (7A V 66) believes that Zenodotus found it in 

the margin of a MS. and brought it into the text at the wrong 

point. I think it much more probable that he did not read the 
line at all, which was afterwards interpolated in the copy of his 

work used by Aristonicus. 

The superiority of the shorter text is evident. The vulgate 
departs from the picture of life given in the rest of the poems. Arrows 

elsewhere are always yaAxjpers. More generally the poems seem to 
describe a period of bronze weapons butiron tools.!. There are three 

exceptions: the proverb in the Odyssey (7 294, 7 13), adrds yap 

epérxera: dvdpa cidnpos, which Lang would eject; the iron mace 
of Areithoos mentioned as an oddity; and this arrow-head, for 

which there is (pace Belzner) no similar explanation. It would be 

too curious a coincidence for both internal and external evidence to 

point against this line, if it were an original part of the text. 

Line 123 is superfluous ; but its phrasing is original, its rhetoric 

forceful, and the details it adds picturesque. The interpolator did 

not fabricate it; he lifted it from another epos. The Little [had 
had two famous scenes in which an arrow-shot was the chief inci- 

dent—the death of Achilles, and the death of Paris. Our verse 

will have come from one or the other. 
“ 

The close of Machaon’s surgery is described : 

218 aip’ éxpugioas én’ ap’ mia pdppaxa cidds 
219 mdooe, TE of ToTe TaTpi hirta hpovéwy mrépe Xeipor. 

Plato (Rep. iii. 408 a) applies to both the sons of Aisklepios a line 

adapted from this passage :? 
a ee , ie oe 3: 7 Sin 

ain ekpu(noavT emi tT foia ddppak emaccov. 

The playful humour of the philosopher makes it impossible to be 
certain of his text. To pluralize both lines would have been 

difficult, and with our text before him he may simply have chosen 

1 Cf. A. Lang, Homer and his Age, 176 ff.; The World of Homer, 96 ff. ; Belzner, 

Homerische Probleme, i. 32 ff. The theory that this is a true picture of the transition 

from the Mycenaean age I must leave to the archaeologist. It does not seem to 

harmonize with D. Fimmen, Die Kretisch-Mykenische Kultur,145. Are not the poems 

written in an Iron Age with formulae for weapons inherited from the Bronze Age? 
2 Because of re Plato must have meant éxpu(qoavro—the unusual voice being 

‘Homeric’. 
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the easiest course. It, is possible also that he did not have line 

219, a tag suggested by A 832 and II 143 = T 390, line 218 ending 

ddppar’ éraccev. In that case the interpolation will recall the 
_ post-Aristarchean manipulation of E goo [gor]. 

E 

Pandaros speaking to Aeneas : 

immo. 6 ob mapéact kal dppara, tov x’ émiBalny: 
GA tov év peydporor Avxdovos Evdexa didpor 

194/5 mpwromayeis: rapa O€ ogiv éExdorw difvyes immot 
caTdot Kpt NevKdv éperropevor Kal ddrdvpas. 

194 kahot, mpwrorayeis, veorevyees* audi S¢ rémrhor 
195 ménravra* mapa b€ ode éxdora ditvyes trot. 

The text is that of Zenodotus as restored by Ludwich, AAT i. 
253. The basis is an obviously corrupt note! of Aristonicus (5 A) 
re Zyvddoros peréOnxer (obras . . -) @§ TavTOAOyobYTOS “mpwroTra- 
yets veorevyées ”. 

The use of wémdos for anything but a woman’s garment is 
unusual: Ebeling cites 2 229, 796, 7 96, of which the two first are 
doubtful examples. 

The interpolation consists of two glosses, the line being filled out 
as © 441 suggested. 

The Danaoi feared not the Trojans: 
aN’ Euevov vehérnowy éoixdres, ds TE Kpoviwy 
vnvepins €ornoev én’ a&KpoTrddotoww dpecouy 
arpéuas, dbp’ ebdnor pévos Bopéao Kai &ddov 
(aXpet@v avépwv, of re védea oxidevra 

526 mvoipow Avyuphor Siackidvacw dévres. 
528 Arpeidns 8 dv’ duirov épolra mor Kedevov" 

527 ds Aavaol Tpdas pévov Eumedov oddé PeBovro = O 622 

The shorter text is found in 3 a. PHibeh 20. It is open to no ob- 
jection, and I believe we should accept it as the better-attested 
reading. 

1 No variant in s G except Znvddwpos. Heyne’s conjecture 79€rnKev is impossible, 
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On coming to the battlefield: 

€vOa orao’ fuce bed, AevxddreEvos “Hpn, 

785 révropi eicapévn peyadrropi, xadkeopava’ 
787 ‘“<aidés, Apyeior, kéx’ eXéyyea, KTA.” 

786 is técov avdjoacy’ dcov G\do revTHKovTa 
damnat Nauck. 

Such was the reading of certain texts other than Aristarchus. 

The authority is a greatly condensed note (§ ABT) éy ricwy odk Fv 
6 orixos da Thy drepBodjv : Eustathius (p. 228, Neumann) reports 
to the same effect. 

The line is merely a gloss on yaAxeo¢év@. When Drerup, Das 

Siinfte Buch, 304n., speaks of the 72lgung of the verse it is a petztio 

principit. There is no early evidence for the line. Aristotle, Pod. 

vii. 4: 1326°7, is only an allusion to the concept of Stentor as a 

loud-voiced herald ; it gives no indication that Homer is the source, 

still less that line 786 was known to the philosopher. 

Athena telling Diomedes of Tydeus’ exploit : 

Saivucbai piv dvwyov évi peydpoioiy Exndov’ 
avTap 6 Ovpov éx@v bv Kaprepbv, os TO mMaposmT Ep, 

807 Kotpovs Kaépeiwy mpoxadifero, mévta 8 €évixa. 
809 col & Aro pev éy® mapé & icrapar 7dé PvrAdocw 

kai oe mpoppovéws KédAowat Tpdecot pdyerbar’ 
GrXE ev 7 Kdpatos Todvdlé yvia déduxer, 

4 v0 o€ mov déos icxe: akypiov. ov avy’ EretTa 

Tvdéos Exyovis éoor Saippovos Oiveidao. 

808 pnidias* roin of éyav éritappobos ja NM A 390 

omittunt Bekker, van Leeuwen; damnant Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

In AJP 37 (1916). 25 I endeavoured to show that line 808 was 

to be found both in the texts of Zenodotus and Aristarchus; 

similar conclusions have been reached by Wecklein, ZAV 73, ZuA 

92 f. I believe that I can now strengthen the argument. At B 318 

Aristonicus declares that Zenodotus added (zpocé6nxke) the following 

line, which was, however, read also by Aristarchus. Therefore, 

when he declares at line 807 Znvddotos tmoTdéooe TovT@ aTixov 

« gnidias ... 7%”, we are not entitled to infer that the line was not 

2966 N 
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read by Aristarchus. In each case Aristonicus must have known 

of ‘some’ texts that lacked the line. 

These texts were right: the line spoils the following argument, 

and contains in émitdppoOos a peeulty, from which 4 390 with 

émrippo0os is free. 

Z 

Andromache meets Hector: 

h of émetr’ fvrno’, dua 8 apdimodros kiev avTH 
400 aid’ emi KéAT@ éxove’ dtahdgpova, vyitiov atros, 

€ 7 B Ys ) rg 3 4 A“ 

Exropiéqy ayannrov, adlyKiov aoTépl KadG, 
tov p “Exrop Kadr€éecke ZKapdrdptov, avuTap of &dAot 

Agrudvakt’ olos yap éptero “Idtov “Exrop. 

In the Cratylus 392¢ Plato writes: ovKodv oicba drs” Ounpos rd 
madtov 70 ToD “Exropos bb Tov Tpdav dynoi kadreicba Aorudvakra, 

Skapdvdpiov dé dHAov Sti bd Tov yuvack@v, emwerdy of ye avdpes 
avrov Aorvdvaxra éxéAovv; At its face value this means that 

Homer says the child was called Astyanax by the men (Tp@ev) of 
Troy, but Skamandrios by other unnamed persons, whom Plato 
infers to be the women of Troy. This, as Ludwich (ZV 89) saw, 

is in contradiction to lines 402~3. Gilbert Murray (RGE? 307) 

emends tov pynrnp Kadéerxe; but that is impossible, for Plato 

plainly indicates that his té trav yvvaixav is merely an inference. 

Leaf sees that the allusion is to X 506, Aorudvag dv Tpaes 
émik\now Kadéovot, the passage in Z being ignored. But is it 
intentional, playful ignoring, or were these lines actually unknown 

to Plato? On the latter supposition Sxapudvdpios as the child’s 
name disappears from the poems in contradiction to Plato; cf. also 

392b: 6 d& Ykapdvdpios re kai 6 Aotvévak avOpwmivdrepoy dia- 

okéyrarGat, ds epol doxel, kai pdov, & now dvopara civat TO TOD 
“Exropos viet. Thedifficulty could be met in two ways: (1) Homer 

= the Cycle, which for Plato is not probable ; (2) a slip of memory 

by which the name known from other sources was thought of as in 
the Ziad. 

My decision would be that the absence of lines 402-3 from the 

text of Plato may be suspected, but cannot be rendered very 
probable. 
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H 

After describing the first spear-casts : 

255 TH 0 éxomaccapévw Sodiy’ eyxea xepoly dw’ &udo— 
258 IIptapidns piv ereira pécov cékos ovrace Soupt: 

od & Eppngev xadkds, dveyvéupdn € of aixuy. 
Aias & dorida vigev érddpevos’ 1% dt did mpd 
HrAvOev eyxein, oTrugpérrée SE py pepadra: 

TuHOny & adyév’ érAdOe, pédav 8 dvexyxiey alpa. 

256 ouv fp” erecor, deiovoww eoixdtes dpopdyouriy ME 782 

257 i ovol Kdrpow, tév te cOévos ovK ddaradvov. = E 783 

The transition 255-6 modelled on ¥ 686-7. 

Certainty as to what Zenodotus! and others read in this context 

is precluded by the self-confessed laziness of the epitomator, who 

has reduced the notes of Didymus and Aristonicus to the following 

form (5 A): rods orixouvs Tovrous ov mpocievrat éviol, Gomep ovdE 
Znvodotos, GMA 7d THS cuverelas ovrws Eyer Tap’ a’TG (.. .). 

@omep Kal 6 Apiotévikos ExriOnary, iv mépitTov évopioapev ypdrpat. 
This note is referred to lines 255-7 by its lemma, and the text 

thus obtained is approved by Wecklein, ZAV 58f., citing an 

inaccessible work, A. Clausing, Kritik und Exegese d. hom. Gleichn. 

tm Altertum, Parchim, 1913. It is then necessary to understand 

that the heroes were equipped with two spears. That is not neces- 

sarily incompatible with line 213, and if it is in conflict with I’, that 

is a problem which must be left to the higher criticism. However, 

3a. PHibeh 19 gives two spears to the champions in I’, and we 

have seen reasons for believing that in this it is closely allied to the 

Zenodotean text. The three lines may have been taken directly 

from a cyclic epic. 
But the authority of the lemmata is none too great, and the note 

would still stand in its proper order were it referred to lines 256-7. 

Even that change is unnecessary, for line 255 (with or without 

variants) may have stood in the omitted cvvéme:a. According to 

Ludwich (AHT i. 279) this was the solution that Lehrs adopted ; 

and he was followed by Fick (/ias, 440). It seems to me the more 

probable ; because there is then a tangible reason for the interpola- 

1 T can understand Leaf’s note only if it is a confusion for ‘ rejected 256-7 (and per- 

haps 255)’. 

N 2 
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tion,a wish to do away with the distributive apposition, and its 

gratification by the ordinary cento technique. 

For the construction Fick compares o 95, to which I may add 
H 306, M 400 ff., and a reference to Leaf’s note on '211. Theuse 

of ére:ra (Wecklein objects to it in the vulgate) may be compared 

with A 730, but that is itself unusual; cf. my Participle in Hesiod, 

433 f. 
I think we may feel sure that lines 256-7 were interpolated, but 

we must remain uncertain as to just what preceded them. 

The bearing upon the Homeric text of a passage in Thucydides 

i, 11, I—ézerd} S& agikdpevor pdxn éExpdtnoav (dfrov d& 7d yap 
épupa TH oTpatoméedw ovK av éretxicavTo) kTA.—was first seen by Her- 
mann (Ofuscula, viii. 387) and then forgotten. La Roche (77k 
37) shows no acquaintance with it, nor does Ameis-Hentze? (Azhang, 

iii. 22) cite Hermann. It was necessary for M. L. Earle (Collected 

Essays, 142-4) to re-make the discovery. It is again disregarded 

by Wilamowitz and Bethe, but Gilbert Murray (RGE? 313) has 

appreciated its importance, and restated it in classic form: ‘ This 
shows that Thucydides (1) knew of the wall round the camp so 

frequently mentioned in our /éad, and (2) surmised? that it must 
have been built at the beginning of the war after the first battle. 

Now in our Jad (H 337 ff., 436 ff.) the building of this wall and the 

exact circumstances which led to it are fully described, and are not 

what Thucydides conjectures they “must have been”’.’ And p. 315: 

‘On the whole it seems to me probable that Thucydides used, or 

learnt at school, or heard recited at the Panathenaea, an //iad 

without the account of the Wadll-buzlding.’ 

I see only two lines along which this argument could be attacked, 
but in neither case successfully. It might be argued that Thucydides 

is reproducing the view of some earlier writer,? whose testimony 

could apply only to some pre-Pisistratean stage of the poem. But 

even if that could be established, the fact that Thucydides could 

1 Or rather knew from another source. Thucydides is making an inference, but 
I think it is merely about the issue of the battle. 

2 Wilamowitz, Jhas, 338n., suggests Hellanicus. Hecataeus might also be con- 

sidered. D.S. Robertson, Class. Rev. 38 (1924). 7 emends very cleverly ov« dy (ére: ¢’) 

éretxicavro—but I cannot see that the text of Thucydides becomes thereby any 

more logical. 
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repeat the argument would still indicate that the Pisistratean text 

also lacked the Wall-building. It might also be claimed that 
Thucydides had in mind not the //ad but the Cypria. That is 

true; but since Bethe (Homer, ii. 207-23) has shown that the poems 

of the Cycle do not overlap, it follows that if the Wall-building 

stood in the Cyprza, it is an interpolation in the iad. That is 
what is indicated by Thucydides. 

If Thucydides attests the Wadll-building in the Cypria, it then 

becomes a problem to explain the absence of all allusion to it in the 

hypothesis of Proklos. It is easy to assume that it has been cut 

out to avoid a contradiction with the interpolated text of the //ad ; 

but (cf. Bethe, zbzd. 204) the case is perhaps not so simple. There 

is confusion in our sources, Proklos and Apollodorus putting the 

embassy at different times. In opposition to Bethe 238 I think 

that the account of Proklos is intrinsically superior,! but the question 

is decided by a passage in Herodotus (ii. 118) that will go back 

ultimately * to the Cypria: éxBacav dé és yav Kai idpvbeioay tiv 

oTparinv méurew és TO” IXov ayyédous, ody O€ ogi lévat Kai adrov 
Mevédewv. tods & éeire EcedOely és TO TeElxos, araitéety “EXEvnv 

Te Kal TA XpHpata Te of olxeTO KrEWas Ar€Eavdpos, Tav Te adiKN- 
parov dikas airéev. 
We must then regard as our best source the story told by 

Proklos: ére:ta adroBaivovras avrovs eis *IXov eipyovow of Tpdes, 

kai OvnoKxet IIpwrecidaos tg “Exropos. €metta ’AxiAddeds atrovs 
Tpémerat advedk@v Kixvoy tov Ilocedévos. Kat rods vexpods avat- 
podvrat. Kai diarperBevovrat mpos rods Tpaas tiv ‘EX€évny kai ra 
KThpata amattodvres. ws 6€ ovxX triKovoay Exeivol, évTadOa OF 
Tetxouaxodow. eEmerta Thy xdpav emeEehOdvTes mopOovar Kai Tas 
Weploixous TOAELS. It is at first sight tempting to put the Wall- 

building with the Burial of the Dead,’ as in the [/zad, but logically 

1 In Apollodorus the Greeks send their embassy not from Tenedos but from the fleet 

hovering off the Trojan coast (dvayOévres 5% dxd THs TevéSou mpoomdéovat Tpoig Kat mép- 

movotv «TX.) ; in Proklos the invaders force a landing and establish themselves in the 

country first. Being then in a position to exert pressure by threats of ravaging the 

countryside, they make a final demand for submission, all in accordance with Greek 

military practice. 
2 Cf. Aly, Volksmarchen, 66 f. 
8 The arrangements for this truce must have been such as to make Thucydides feel 

it necessary to argue that the Greeks did win the battle. 

N3 
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that is not its place, and I would suggest that retxouaxodov has 

supplanted 7ecyomovodorv ; when and with how much consciousness 

need not be decided.’ . 
In defining the text used by Thucydides I would follow the 

delimitation of the interpolation made by Wilamowitz, /ias, 52 ff., 

which differs only slightly from that of Robert, Stud. 168. 

After the duel of Aias and Hector the Achaeans : 

320 datvuvr’, odé Tt Ovpos edeveTo Satis éions. 
321 véroow & Aiavra Sinvexéeoor yépatpev 
322 pws Arpeldns, evpuxpeiov Ayapéuvor. 
345 Tpdwv atr’ ayoph yéver’ ’Idiov év méder &xkpn, 

dew, TeTpynxvia, mapa IIpidporo Odpyot. 

, oa 

323 avrap émet mécvos Kal ednrvos e€ Epov Evto, 
+ , ” x 

Tois 6 yépwv mapmpetos vpaivey rpxeTo pytty, 
2 ne 325 Néorap, ov kal mpdcbev apictn paivero Bovdn 

‘\ . & opw éevppovéwy ayopyoaro kat peréeumev 

“?Arpetdn te Kal GddAot dpiornes Tlavaxaar’ 
‘ A ~ , > , moANol yap reOvaor KapynkopdwyTes “Axatoi, 

a ~ 3 \ 27 > \ , 

TOY viv aia Kedawoy evppooy aupt SKapavdpov 

330 éoxédao’ déds “Apns, Wuxat 8’ “Acdos b€ xatndGor 
a > ” n > ~ 

TO OE Xp) WOAE“OY pey Gu Not Tatloa “Axalor, 
> A > > , < > s ‘ 

avtol © adypdopevor KukAnoopey evOade vexpovs 

Bovot kal juidvowcww* arap Katakeiopey avrovs 
~~ >? 

tutOdy amo mpd vedy, Os K doTéa Taioly ExacTos 

335 olkad ayn, Or dy adre vempeba marpida yaiar. 
4 > > \ \ ov , > , 

tupBov & dpdl muphy eva xevopwev e€ayaydvtes 
wy > R e A > re , 3. axpitov ék mediov’ moti & airov Seipopev aka 

, G , 3 n ee ty ae 
mupyous undovs, eihap vndy Te Kal avToy 

ev & avrotce widas moinoopey ev apapvias, 
> . 

340 Opa St airdwy immndacin 6d0s ein. 

exroobey dé Babeiay dpvEouev eyyvbe rappor, 
Ld 77 ‘ A > , > \ 7A } x troy Kal Nady épuxdxor audis éeodoa, 

, So's , , , > r » 
py wor émtBpion mdédepos Tpoawy ayepaxar. 

> > ie a 

344 ds Epa’, ot & dpa ravres éemyvnoav Bacrrijes. 

1 The relation between the Cypria and B-H resulting from the use of the same 

underlying epe is too large a question to be broached here. I suspect that originally 

the Embassy resulted in arrangements for a duel between Paris and Menelaos. The 
author of the Cypria finding that no longer available made the Embassy end with the 
Trojans refusing to agree to the demands made of them, and the Achaeans fortifying 
the position they were to hold for the next ten years, 
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totow & ‘Avrnvep memvupévos px’ ayopevely’ 
“KéxduTé pev, Tpdes kai Adpdavor 46’ emixoupot, 
dbp cima, Ta pe Ouvpds evi ori Beco Kerevet. 

4 ES NE ee) 4 € 3 \ ? rs don 350 detr’ dyer’, Apyelny ‘Edévny kal xrhpad’ dp adith 

66 Arpeid tye" viv & 6 : éopev Arpeidnow dye viv & épxia mora 
Wevodpevor paxduerOa 7@ ot vd Te Képdtov Hut 
€Amropat ExTedéec Oat, va pry pe~opev Bde.” 

Ba a , a > ‘\ > ae a ~ > b Poa Htot 6 y’ @s elmav Kat’ dp’ Eero’ Tolar 8 dvéotn 
355 Otos Adé~avdpos, ‘EX€vys mocls HuKopo10, 

és piv adperBdopevos Erea wrepdevta mpocnvda: 

“ Avrivop, od pev ovKér Euol ira tabr’ dyopevers 
> XN BJA ~ > 7 ~ lod oicOa Kai &Aov pddov dpelvova Todd vojoat. 
> 3 > ~~. * ~ 3 X ~ > 4 

el 6’ éredv 8) Todrov amd omovdrs adyopevels, 

360 e€ dpa df Tor Ererta Oeot dpévas Greoay adroi. 
eke * ae , +» @ , 5) , attap éya Tpdecot ped’ inmoddépuors ayopetoo. 

3 \ ee a A - ) > Z av7ikpd 6 amognu yuvaika pev ovK drrodécw 
Kryipata &, doo ayduny €€ “Apyeos Hpérepov Ja, 

mavr 0édw Sépevar Kal &’ otkobev &dd’ EmOetvat.” 

365 Hro. 6 y ads elmav Kar dp’ Eero: Toler & avéotn 
Aapdavidns TIpiapos, Oedpiv photwp arédavros, 

367 6 odiv évppovéwy ayopicaro Kal peréeime 
ou xX 66 bs fA) BS 73 © \ 4 370 vov pev Odprov edXecOe Kara mT6ALY, OS TO Ta&pos TEP, 

kai dudaks priocacde Kai éypyyopbe Exacros" 

nabev & "Idaios irw xothas émi vias 
eimépev Arpeldns, Ayapéuvorr kai Mevedda, 

nn d = ~ er as BA 

pdOov AreEdvdporo, Tob eivexa veEikos Opwpe. 

375 Kal dt 760 elmépevae mruxivov Eros, ai x’ ebédAwor 

matvcacbat mod€poo duvaonxéos, els 6 KE vEeKpovs 

kelopev’ borepoy aire paxnodped’, eis 6 Ke daipor 
=, 8 , 86 be € é ae br ” dupe Siaxpivn, dan 8 ér€éporot ye vikny. 

379 ds ha’, of & dpa Tob pdda pey Kdrvov 48 wiBovTo. 

381 7a0ev & ’Idaios €Bn Kotdas emi vijas. 
> n v 

rods & evp’ ely ayoph Aavaovs, Oepdrovras ‘Apnos, 

vn wdpa mpupvi Ayapépvovos’ attap 6 Toit 

384 ards ev péoooiw perepadveey jmita Kipu§ 
~ A 

386 “avdyer IIpiapos te kal dAdrAor Tpdes ayavot 
= xi Z 

elmeiv, al Ké mep Uupe Pirov Kai Od yéevoiTo, 
a ~ - y . 

pd0ov Arc~dvdpoio, Tob elvexa vetkos Opwpe 
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x 

kripara pév, 60° AdéEavdpos Koidns evi vnuaiv 
V4 

390 Hydyero Tpoiny d—as mpiv épedrr’ arrodéoOar— 

mévr’ €Oérer Sopevar kal Er’ olkobev GAN EmiOeivac’ 

koupioiny & &doxov Meveddov xvdadiporo 
od dnow décew* 7 phy Tpaés ye KéAovTa. 
Kal d& 760’ hveyeov elmeiv Eros, ai x’ €OéAnTE 

395 matvoacba rodrépowo duvanxéos, eis 6 KE vEKpovs 
> 7 

kelopev’ Uartepov atte paxnodbped’, eis 6 Ke Oaipov 
BA , cs ) peng 4 4 ” dppe Svaxpivn, den 8 érépotot ye vikny. 

és épab’, of & dpa mavres adkiy éyévovTo oly. 

de d& O72 peréere Bony ayabds Atoundns : 
400 “unr dp tis viv kthpar AdreEdydpoio dexécOo 

pnd “Edévny' yveriv €, Kai ds pada vids éoTw, 

as 46n Tpdecow 6r€0pou meipar epamrat.” 
as hab’, of & dpa wdvres ériaxov vies Axaiav 

~ > 7 a aN € fole4 pd00v ayacodpevor Atouydeos immoddépouo. 
405 Kal tér’ dp’ Idatov mpocépn Kpeiov Ayapéuvor’ 

“’Tdat’, Aro po0ov Ayai@v avtos dkovers, 
4 7. ? 2 x 2 4 4 @s tor wroxpivovtrar’ éuol & émiavddver obras. 
dugi d& vexpoto. KaTakalépev o¥ TL peyaipo’ 
ov yép Tis Peld® vextov KatatreOvndtov 

410 yiver’, émel xe Odvwor, mupds petdkicoévev OKA. 

bpxia 6¢ Zeds totw, épiySovmos méois °Hpns.” 
@s elmav TO oKATTpov avécyebe aot Oeoio. 

dpoppov 8 ’Idatos €Bn mpori “Idov ipyy. 
€ vey ? ? > a “~ ‘ 2. 

of & €ar’ ely dyoph Tpades cai Aapdavioves 
415 mdvres ounyepées, moTidéypevol, Ommor ap’ EdOor 

"Idaios. 6 8 dp’ 7rAO€ Kal ayyedinv azéetre 
oras é€v péooorwv* Tol & émdffovto par’ Oka, 
? Y 4 4 4 ’ ‘2 la ica \ ’ er 

apporepov, véxuds 7 dyémev, Erepor dt ped LAnv. 
> ~ ] | a9 2 7 My nf bes Apyetor & érépwbev évocéApov ard vynov 

420 @rptvovto véxus 7 ayéuev, Erepor Ot ped’ Hdnv. 
ye X\ 4 

"HeXuos pév Ererta véov mpocéBadrev apovpas, 
é€ dxadappeirao Babvppoov ’Qxeavoio 
ovpavoy eicavidy' of & vreov adAjAoLoLy. 
BA “a “A > wy oe 

év0a Stayvavar xaderas jv dvdpa exacror’ 
425 aAN’ dare vifovtes dro Bpérov aiparderta, 

Odékpva Oepuc xéovres, duagdov éemdeipar. 
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431 
432 
466 

433 

435 

440 

445 

450 

460 

465 
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> uy ” na 
ov © eta kAalew II piapos péyass of d& clamp 

\ wen ) ~ 
vekKpovs mupkains Emeviveov axvbpevor KAp, 
2 X \ évy O& mupl mpjnoavtes EBay mpoti “Idov ipyy. 
a : as 0 avtas érépwbev evxvypmides Axatol 
vexpovs mupkains émeviveov axvbpevol Kp, 
> oe si v2 BA 4 eae. ~ ev d¢ mupi mpnoavres EBay kotdas Eni vijas. 
Bougéveoy d& kata Kdicias Kai ddpmov EdovTo. 

> eT Ruos & ot ap mw nas, ere S apprdvkny vvé, 
” a4 > > ‘ \ ‘ ” \ > col Thpos ap audi mupny Kpirds €ypeto ads “Axaay, 
, > ’ ie ” , > , 

tipBov & apd’ airiy éva roieov eayaydvres 
cus > , ‘ > te | ~ ” 

dxptrov éx mediov, wort & avréy reixos edetpay 
, > ig A - ‘ > ~ 

mupyous 6 iyndovs, eihap vndv TE Kal attr. 
> > > - ’ > , =e > , év & avroict midas éverroieoy ev apapvias, 
4 > | € r eQ\ ” 
Sppa 8? aitdev inmndacin 6d0s «7. 
»~ ‘ hed : ee > = , od éxrocbey S€ Babeiay én’ aire tappoy opvgay, 

> = a > ‘ s , 

etpeiay, peydAny, év d€ oxddomas karérn§av. 

[ds of peév movéovto Kapyxopdwvres *AXatol" 
© ‘ . x 4 , > a 

of dé Geol map Zyvi xaOnpevor aorepomnty 

Onedvro péya Epyov ’Axatay xadkoxtTaver. 

rotor 6€ pidwr fpxe Tocedday evocixbar 
a4 = , ee 9 , > n Pe ae , a 

Zed mérep, 7 pa tis eatt Bpotay é~ ametpova yatay, 
4 i , , ‘ ~ Se 5 
és tis ér GOavdrowe véov Kai pytiv evirper; 

> c , if > > , > ‘ 

ovx Opdas, drt & aire KapyKopdwvres Axatot 
- > , ~ o > . ‘ 4 

reixos éretxiccavto veay Urep, api Se rappov 

Hracay, ov dé Oeoiar Sdcay krerras ExaTdpBas ; 
so > 4 * @ > > , APY 

tov & frou KAéos ~orat, dooyv T emtxidvatar nas 
~ - > 

rod & ériAjoovra, rd ey@ kai BoiBos ’Amd\Awy 

fip@ AaopéSovrt rodiocapev aOAnoarte.” 
‘ 

, 

rov d€ péy dxOnoas mpooéhn veeAnyepera Zevs* 
“c Py , 2 , > > 6 a e a 

mérol, evvoriyat evpuaOeves, olov EElTeEs. 

dAXos xév tis ToT Gedy Seicere vdnua, 

és céo moAddv adaupdrepos xeipds Te pévos TE 
>-* 

cov & frot xréos Zora, Soov 7 émtxidvatat jas. 
> \ 

dypet pay, dr dy adre xapnxopdwrtes Axatot 
, - 

clyevra: oiv vyvoi pidyy és marpida yaiay, 

reixos dvappnéas rd pev eis Ga ray Karaxevat, 
/ 

adtis & iudva peyddny Wapdboor kava, 
- > > ~ ” 

bs xév Tot péya Teixos apaddvynrat “AxXarov. 
a ¢ \ a \ > , sary 
ds of pév tovadta mpos GAAnAous dydpevor.] 

4 a 
dvcero 8 7éduos, reréAeoto Se Epyov “Axator. 

For lines 368 f., 380, 385 cf. p. 18. 

i 
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The lines of which we are thus freed have always been one of the 
chief causes of offence in the criticism of the end of H, itself 

generally regarded as one of the latest portions of the Ziad. Into 

this there is no need to go in detail.1_ Apart from more general 

and more debatable matters, the shorter text frees us from two 

glaring faults of the vulgate: (1) the dawn of two days (421, 433) 

without the mention of nightfall between ; (2) the disappearance of 

the Trojans for a whole day, whereas in the older text they feast 

(477) like the Achaeans after the labour of burying the dead. It 

remains to be seen whether other passages imply the building of the 

wall during the action of the poem.? 

In the Thucydidean text we come to the wall first at 0 177, where 

Hector in the full tide of victory expects to sweep over it unchecked. 

Its sudden appearance need occasion no difficulty: hitherto the 

fighting has been further inland, and when we are driven back with 

the Achaeans to the camp, we accept the fact of its fortification as 

a matter of course. For the vulgate the sequence is not so easy: 

the outmarch of the Achaeans is suggested rather than described 

(9 53-4), with never a word about the fortifications that have just 

been built—a thing to be expected all the more because it would 

parallel the mention (© 58) of the Trojan walls. After 0177 we 

hear a great deal of the Achaean wall (cf. Bethe, Homer, i. 120-43), 

but only in I 348 ff. is there any indication of the time of its building. 

There Achilles has refused his aid, Agamemnon must do the best 
he can with Odysseus and the others: 

7 pev On pada TOAAe Tovicato vérdiy Epeio, 

kai dy retxos etme Kai HrAace Tdégpov én’ avta 
350 evpetav, peydrnv, ev dé oxdbromas Katérnger" 

aN’ od” bs dvvarat cbévos “Exropos avdpopdvoto 
ioyxetv. 

Wilamowitz (/izas, 64n.) considers it necessary to get rid of this, 

and therefore ascribes I 346-56 to the redactor of the Presbeia. 

1 The linguistic faults of the interpolation (cf. Leaf; Robert, /.c.; Bechtel, Vocal- 
contr. 126, 165, 217), and the violation (337 Wm 436) of Wernicke’s law (4 JP 34 (1913). 

171; Hermann, Silbenbildung 97) cannot be pressed because of the lateness of the 
context. 

? 5 30-2 have often been cited as contradicting such a concept, but Leaf disputes the 
interpretation. In neither case is there a. difficulty for the solution I am advocating. 
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That seems to me (so also to Cauer, GGA 179 [1917]. 219) im- 

possible: the schone Zusammenhang is anything but good ;1 lines 
346-7 are reported at 680-1 ; the lines are too beautiful, and too 

characteristically in the style of I. Bethe’s judgement (p. 130) is 

correct; we have here an indication of the presuppositions on 

which I as an independent poem was based. 

That, however, is not sufficient to show that the author of @ must 

have composed the Wadll-building. To be sure he was trying to 

take up the suggestions of I and K, but we have no right to assume 

that he succeeded in embodying them all. On that point we must 
be guided by the external evidence, and it shows that this? piece 

of harmonizing was not his. I think well enough of the man 

to believe also, that had he attempted it, he would have done it 

better.® 

As for the date of the interpolation, we cannot prove from 

Aristotle’s remark (Strabo 598), 6 6 mAdoas roinrins npdvicer, that 
he was acquainted with it. According to Didymus (5A at 452, 

s T at 443), Zenodotus, Aristophanes, and Aristarchus kaOé6dou Thy 

tev bear ayopav 7Oérovy, that will mean lines 442-64.4 This 

unusual consensus of opinion (not to mention the probability that 

the epitomator has obliterated a distinction; ‘omisit Zenodotus, 

obelis notaverunt Aristophanes et Aristarchus’) suggests the exis- 

tence of MS. evidence against these lines, even at a time when the 

rest of the interpolation was firmly established. If so, the interpola- 

tion was not all of one piece. . 

The evening after the burial of the dead: 
ra S. A ww la , \ 476 mavvbyx.o. pev Ereita KapnKopowvres Ayazol 

daivuvto, Tpaes b€ Kata mrodwv 76’ émixovpor’ vane 
tmavvbx.ios 6€ ophiv Kakd& pydero pntiera Zevs 

, s x ) x 2 ¢ - opepdadéa KTuréwy. Tovs dé yAwpoy déos Apet 

1 [ object to the sudden coming in of the second persons singular without the 

*Odvoced of 346; to the difficulty of sétas, ynhoas without construction, which in the 

vulgate is eased by the presence of line 356. 
2 Later we shall see that the exchange of armour was not carried originally into the 

description of the arming of Patroclus, 
3 Bethe’s argument (p. 218n.) against such a view is based chiefly on an under- 

standing of the text tradition which I have tried to show is untenable. 

* Aristonicus (g A at 443) says 443-64, but that was a slip on which the scholars of 

Pergamum (g T at 464) seem to have pounced vigorously. 
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480 olvoy © éx derdéwy xapddis xéov, ovd€ Tis ETAN 
A 4 ‘ ~ c a 4 mplv méev, mpiv A€Etipar Ureppevér Kpovior. 

% 

482 xounoavt ap’ erera Kai Umvov SHpov Edovto. MW I 713, T 427. 

The additional line was lacking in the text of Zenodotus according 
to Aristonicus (5 A): Zyvddoros b& Kal Todrov Kai Tov mp@Tov 

ris EER payywdias npxe (Bekker ; eZpnxev cod.) orixov. 
I am not, like Wecklein, 7A V 65, impressed by a contradiction 

between the wavvtyior of 476 and the plus verse of the vulgate. 
The latter is perfectly useless, the source of its interpolation is 

evident, and we have no reason to add it against the external 

evidence. The case may be allowed to rest there. 

Duentzer’s belief (Zenod. 154, 163) that Zenodotus had himself 
removed the line is improbable in itself, and opposed to certain facts 

which will be presented in connexion with the following line. 

0 

1 ’Has pev xpoxémemdos exidvato macay én’ aiav. 

The edition of Zenodotus (cf. AJP 42 (1921). 258 f.) will be best 
thought of as written continuously, like the Ptolemaic papyri, with- 

out book division. The note of Aristonicus quoted on H 482 

informed us that @1 was missing from the text of Zenodotus. 

Notes of the same scholar preserved in $§ A: 6rt Znvddoros 
perariOnar Thy advaroAny Kdtw mpos 7d “ol & &pa deimvoy EXovTo”, 

and at line 53: 671 rpé TovTou THY avaToAny TIOnor Znvddotos, Show 

that it stood between lines 52-3 of the vulgate. 

The absence of any statement about the text of Zenodotus renders 

it natural to suppose that in his edition the sunrise was told in the 

same verse. That has been the general assumption, but Schultz— 
GGA 174 (1912). 63—assumes that it was extended by a passage 

modelled on y 1-3. I think, however, that I can offer a restoration 

of PHibeh 21 preferable to that suggested by Schultz, which will 
show the papyrus in exact agreement with the Zenodotean text as 
usually understood. 

There are then, for the transposition of © 1, four possible explana- 

tions : (1) There was a mechanical blunder in some source common 

to Zenodotus and the papyrus. (2) The line is an interpolation 

betrayed by its varying position. (3) The Council of the Gods 
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(lines 2-52) is an interpolation for the same reason. (4) Zenodotus 
has preserved the original text. Of these (2) may be set aside at 
once: in BAT the opening of the day is formally stated, and there 

is no reason to doubt that the author of © followed the same pattern. 

We must also discard (3), though it is suggested by Leaf: the 

Council of the Gods is an interpolation in the /iad, but in the 
section H*@ it is decidedly no interpolation. Wecklein (ZAV 65) 

decides in favour of (4), but Leaf’s objection seems valid against it. 

We are thus left with (1), for which a parallel has already been ad- 

duced in the discussion of Paris’ arming for his duel with Menelaos. 

Zeus’ speech to the Gods: 

el 0 aye meipjoacde, Deol, iva eidere mavres, 
geipyy xpuceinv é€ ovpavidey Kpeudoavres— 

20 mavres 8 e£drrecbe Oeoi macai te Péatvar— 
GAN’ ovK av Eptoatr’ €€ ovpavidey medioy dé 
Ziv’ trarov photwp, ovd ef pdrda woAAa Kadpoire. 
GAN’ Ore 8} Kal éy@ mpddpav eOédoipme Epdoat, 
aith Kev yain éptcai ath Te Oadrdoon' 

25 oeipyy pév Kev Erretta rept piov Ovddvprroto 
énoaipny, Ta O€ K avre peTnopa mavTa yévoiTo. 

4 2 x ’ > X ~ 4 ’ wr. 8 3 4 ” 

27 tToacov éy® mepi r’ cipi OcGy epi 7 eis’ dvOpdrror. 

41 @s elmav bm dxerdu TiTUcKETO XadKéro0d ine, 
@kuTréTa, xpucénow eOeipnoiv KopowrTe, 

% ? : e's oA b - & ay. 2 7 xpuadr & adros eduve mepi xpot, yévto 8 ivaéaOdnv 
7 cA } er o 2 4 ol 

xpuceinv, evruxtov, éod & éweBHoero dippov. 

28 ds hab” of & dpa mavres axnv éyevovto ota = I 430 = 693 
piov ayacodpevor’ pdda yap Kpatepds aydpevoter. WI 431 = 694 

30 dye bé 81) peréeure Ged, yNavkams ’AGnrn* = 1432 =696+a 44 
“% mdrep juerepe Kpovidn, trate xpedvtay, =a 45 

ed vu kal tpeis tduev, 6 ror oOévos ovk ertecktoy’ WO 463 

GX’ éurns Aavady dhopupeped’ aixpnrdwr, = © 464 

ot xev 31) Kakoy olroy avarAnoavres OX@vTat. = 6 465 

35 GAN Frou wodepou pev apeEdped’, ds ov Kedevers* 

Bovrny & *Apyelors trobnodpueb’, 7 Tis dvqcet, 

Os py mdvtes OKavrat ddvacapévolo Teoi0.” 
tiv 8 éxipednoas mpooehyn veheAnyepera Zeis* MW X 182 

“ Oapoet, Tptroyévera, pidoy réxos* o8 vw te Guus =X 183 

40 mpdppor prOdopar, ebedw S€ rot Amos eivat.” =X 184 

om. Bekker?; damnat Christ. 
2966 O 
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Of the two questions: involved. the first may be dismissed briefly. 
[Arist.] wept gd@v xiv. 4. 699° 35 quotes line 20 as following 
lines 21-22; while PHibeh 24 confirms the order of the vulgate. 

The varying position may betray the fact that the line is inter- 

polated, but more probably it is merely the result of a clerical 

blunder. 
The lines I have not included in my text were read but athetized 

by Aristarchus; the evidence being given by Aristonicus ($ A): 

evtedbev (28) ews Tod “mpdgdpor pvOéopar” aberodvrat orixot ty. 
The Hibeh papyrus no doubt contained these verses, lines 28-32, 

38-40 being still extant. It contained also instead of line 38: 

as péro peidnoey O& tratijp advdpav te Gey TE 

xeipt TE pv Karépegev, Eros 7 Eda’ Ek 7 dvdpager 

As Gerhard (8 n.) has observed, similar verses were read for 2 263 

by some editors according to the T scholia. 

Zenodotus, I believe—and Wecklein (ZAV 52) is of the same 

opinion—did not read these verses. The evidence was given by 
Didymus, but it has reached us in very corrupt form (s T on © 37): 

Te ov cbévovary® ovde ev TH Znvoddrov St 6 dépwr' Tore yap KTA.: 
for various emendations cf. Maass; Ludwich, 4 HT i. 283; Roemer, 

AAH 232. The most probable solution seems to be: a6erodvrar 
(......) ode év 79 Znvodérov édépovro, although dOerodow...... 
epépero is not impossible. In the latter case the statement refers to 
line 37 alone, in which teoto = god is singled out for criticism; but 
we are now coming to a series of passages in which Aristonicus 
testifies that Aristarchus athetized certain lines, and Didymus adds 
the information that Aristophanes had previously athetized the 
verses, and Zenodotus did not read them. It is most likely that 
the same relation existed here. The occurrence of the lines in 
PHibeh is no valid counter-argument; for we have seen in Ia 
papyrus akin to Zenodotus, but containing interpolations from which 
his text was free. 

If the short version is Zenodotean, there is no ground to question 
its superiority. The earlier literature is copiously cited in the 
Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, iii. 87, to which may be added that Lentz 
30 approves Aristarchus’ athetesis of the passage. Wilamowitz 
(Zias, 42.n.) has pointed out that the interpolation is an unnecessary 
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and unsuccessful attempt to prepare for Hera’s action in @ 218; and 

also that it spoils the effectiveness of the present scene. Rothe 
(ZHas, 226) finds in Zeus’ last words a ‘ feine Ironie des Dichters’, 

the intention being that Zeus shall here make ‘eher einen komischen 
als einen furchtbaren Eindruck’. That is a reductio ad absurdum 
of the ‘defence’ of the interpolation. 

It is possible, I believe, to restore the Hibeh papyrus so that from 

© 17-73 it shall read without break. Except for the intrusion of 
line 38, as just mentioned, @ 17-48, 68-73 are in agreement with 

the vulgate, and reference to Grenfell and Hunt will suffice. For 
the rest I would read : 

- 49 €v@ inmous Eornoe Kpévov rdis ayxvdop|irew 
50 Avcoas eg dxéwv, kata 8 Hepa movddy Exevler, 
50% [rotow & auBpocinv Sipdes avéretre véper Oar] 
51 aris & év Kopudiicr Kabéfero Kidet yailov, 
51% [“Iéns & xopudjot rodunrixov, bAnécons,| 
52 [etcopdoy Tpdev te modw Kai vias Axyady| 
52° [xaAxKod re crepomiy ddAdvvTas 7’ dAdAvpEVOUS Te. | 
52” [Has pév xpoxéremdos éxidvatro macav én’ aiay,] 
53 of & dpa Seimvoy EXovto Kapnkopdwvres Axatol? 
54 piuda cata kdclas, dré & attod Owpjocor|ro. 
54° (rods Siexdcpeov mévres, bc00t mépos joav epiorot,) 
54° mdvrn érorxdpevor’ pera dé Kpelwv] Ayapéuvor, 
54° dupara cal Kedadiy tkedos Aci rep|rixepavve, 
54% Ape] de ¢[dvnv, orépvov 6é Hocedéw|ve. 
55 Tpaes & [ad0’ érépwbev avd mrodi|v dri [Go |yro 
55° “Exropé 7 [apd péyav cai dpdpov|a Iov[Av]Sépavra 
55° Alveta[y 0’, ds Tpwoi Beds ds riero dipo, 
55° tpets 7 Alvrnvopisas, Il6AvBov Kai Ayjvopa diov 

552 nidedv 7 Axd[pavr’, éme(Kedov abavdroicwy, 

56 mavporepo péulacay dé Kai ds dopine pdxecOar, 
57 xpin avaykalin, mpd te maidwy Kal mpd yuvatkor. 

58 maoa dé adiyolvro wiAa, éx 0 Ecovto dads, 
59 meo[é & flmmalés re" odds F dpupaydos dpapec 
60 of & dre [84] B e[s] [@pov &va ~vidvres koro, 
61 atp p eBlaldov plivots, ody & eyxea Kai péve’ avdpay 

62 yxadrx[eoO]opix[wr* drap domides dupadrdecoat 
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63 émdn[y7’ add] A[Anot, modds O° dpupaydds dpépet. 
64 oa & [&p’] oiuolyh re Kal ebxodr wédev avdpav 

65 éddAgdyTov tle Kal dAdAvpEevor, pee 0 aiwati yata. 
65° év & "Epis, [é]v d& K[vdoupos duireov, év & odo Kip, 
65 ddAdov fwdov éx[ovca veotrarov, &ddov dovTov, 
65° ddAov re[O]y[ nara Kar& pobov Ede rrodottv" 
65% vlexpovs 7 avOpdmav Epvoy KarareOvndtov. 
65° [@pce d& rods pev “Apys, rods d& yAavKdmis AOjvn] 
65° [Aeiyds 7’ 7d¢ DdBos kal “Epis, dyoroy pepavia, | 
65% ["Apeos dvdpopdvoio Kacvyvyrn érdpy TE,| 
65" [4 ogi kal tore péoow dspotiov AKlev drcOpoly 
65: [épxopévn Kab?’ Sutrdov, dpédrdova’] eb ordr[ov avdpav. 
66 doppia] pely ja]s fv [kal défero fJe[pdv jyap, 
67 Toppa pa[r’ aludor[épwrv Bere’ Hrrero, minmre O€ Aads. 
68 myuos & Hé[Aro|s xKrA. 
Line 50 corresponds to E 776, and I have restored E 777 as 50%. 

If the geography produced by the transplanting of these verses 
shocked the interpolator (a thing by no means certain) he may have 
substituted zorapéc, or taken instead : 

2347 toot © bd xOav dia pvev veoOnrEa mroinv. 
For line 51* I have taken © 449, modifying it in accordance 

with X 171. 

Line 52 is identical with A 82, and I have placed A 83 after it. 

This makes the present participle efcopd@y express purpose, but 
that certainly would not have troubled the interpolator. 

Line 52” = @1 is attested in this place for Zenodotus, and the 
editors considered the possibility of its occurrence. At the time of 

their publication it was not possible to be so definite about the 
number of lines as it now is—thanks to Gerhard. That there is 
even any uncertainty about the location of these plus verses is due 

to the fact that Jwy may be the end either of line 51 or of line 52. 

The editors restored 54” wera dé... 54° corresponding to B 477-9. 
My reading of 54* (cf. B 476 and A 825) cannot claim to restore 

more than the sense, being too long for what was in the papyrus. 

The slight traces have been printed |icec.[..]1, but perhaps 

jwoc. [. ]t would describe them better. The . is quite certainly the 

end of the line. The beginning of 54° [16 letters] is exactly filled 
by mdvrn €motxdpevot, which I have taken from Z 81, K 167. 
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From here to line 65° I have followed the editors; lines 55°~4 

being A 57-6o, and 65~° (as recognized by Blass) § 535-7. What 

is needed is a line to close the picture, and I have taken ¥ 540 with 

slight (and perhaps unnecessary) variations. The editors suggest r 
for the fourth letter, but doubtfully. 

If we turn now to the unidentified fragment o we can soon con- 
vince ourselves that the second line cannot be restored from Homer 

-except by the use of 4445. The variant dféAAovo’ ed is not only 

in accord with the tendency of Ptolemaic papyri to strengthen the 

language, but fits nicely with the Homeric practice of placing ev 
after a participle, yyjcas ed I 358, dpigas ed 7 446, the only other 

example in such a position being oida ydp et p 563. If this is so, it 

can hardly be preceded by anything except 4 444 in variant form. 

It is also clear that ¢Ae6po[y must come from the end of the line to 
accord with Homeric usage. Then vetkos must dropand péooo will 

naturally take its place. Whether the text read dyofiov jx]lev or 

adevxéa Bé)A|]ev is uncertain, but the former variant seems to meet 
better the spatial requirements and I have given it the preference. 

Now this distich could not be used without what precedes it; and 
remembering how the interpolator took 3 535-7, 540, I have taken 

A 439-41, 444-5 with a similar break. The resulting five lines 

are exactly the number of lines required as 65°+, and the subject- 
matter suits admirably. Nor do I see in © any other place suitable 

for the interpolation of such a passage, except perhaps after line 

252, where fortunately the papyrus is extant. 

The difficulty comes with the attempt to fit fragment 0 into what 

follows. It is not clear that the fragment is from the foot of 

a column, nor does the general appearance of the papyrus forbid 

the juncture. In line 66 ijepon may be reconciled with the slight 

traces; in line 67 Ae seems reasonably sure, but an t or n before it 

would suit the ink-marks best. 

Four columns (@ 76-179) are completely missing. They contained 

16 plus verses—supposing the interpolated line 123 to have been 

present. Of these no more can be said than that they may perhaps 

haveincluded the plus verses about to be mentioned from other sources. 

After Diomedes slays Hector’s charioteer : 
y , 

— &Oa Ke Aolryds Env Kal apnyava epya yévovTo 
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131 Kai wd Ke onxacbev Kara “IXov qvre pres, 
ef py dp’ d€d vonoe marhp avdpav re Oeav Te. 

131% Tpaes in’ ‘Apyeiwv Pier dé kev "Exropa Siov 

131 yadke Syidwvra, Sdpacoe Sé puv Arcophdns. 

The verses are preserved in the T’scholia: @ riot rv madaov 
pépovrat dvo arixot “ Tpdes ... Atoupdns”. The authorship of the 
scholium is uncertain, the introductory formula not being (cf. 
Ludwich, 4 HT i. 285) one of those used by Didymus. La Roche’s 
emendation dj@6évra seems unnecessary. 

Wecklein (7A V 78) makes the attractive suggestion that line 131 
itself is part of the interpolation. The question must be decided on 
internal evidence ; for the line which is found in PMus. Br. 736 is 
certainly a part of the vulgate, its omission by the first hand of M 
and by X> being accidental. 

After Hector’s taunt : 

ds péro Tudcidns dt didvdixa pepyhpréer, 
168 immous te orpéypat Kal évavTiBiov payécacba. 

168% i} pyre orpéat pnt’ avriBiov payéoacbat. 

It is Aristonicus (5 A) who records: ért broréocovew “4. . 
paxécacbar”. 

The addition (cf. Ludwich, HV 24; Wecklein, 7A V 7) needs no 
discussion. 

The ninth column (© 180-202) has been completed by the addi- 
tion of PHeid. 1261. The first thing to note is the presence of 
line 183, which (cf. Part I) was originally foreign to the vulgate. 
Next, I would suggest that there is more in the substitution for 
pavnoév te of paidipos “Exrwp than has hitherto been suspected. 
The purpose was to permit the adding of 

184° [kal ogeas govicas érea mrepderta mpoanvda. | 
The importance of this is the shortening by one verse of the long 
interpolation at the end of the column. 

For the next plus verses! it will be sufficient to record Gerhard’s 
supplements : 

1 Of small matters I should prefer «’ év? dup@ for xev Emerra in line 196, Space could 
be saved in line 199 by reading o¢ia6y for ceigaro, if that would suffice. 
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197* oddvpévolss pddrda yep Key eped yevoatato Souvpds 
199° xepoiy & adl|udhoréparow é[a® memdrArnyeTo pnpe. 

Gerhard’s recovery of the plus verses at the end of the column is 
a brilliant piece of work; and yet I think all must feel that the last 
verse 

Sndcas Aavaods mapa Biv’ adds abrap AyiAdeds 
ecOrbs ey Aavady ov Kyiderat odd’ édeaipet 

is unsuited to this place. The restoring of line 184% enables us to 
do without it, reading: 

202° of kev 67 K]axéy oirov [avamAjoavres dAwvrat 

202 dydpos év]ds pur[q: 6 St paiveras odKér’ avextas, 
202° ["Exrwp, ds rdxa vijas évimphoee rupli Knré| 

2024 [Sndcas Aavaods mapa Oiv’ adds arpvyéroto.| 

On Wilamowitz (/ias, 30n.) these lines make ‘ durchaus den 
Eindruck der Echtheit’; I cannot understand the feeling, but find 

them typical representatives of this class of interpolation. 

In the reconstruction of the next two columns (0 203-58) diffi- 
culty comes with the question raised by Gerhard whether the lines 
printed as 206%, 255" are in reality plus verses, or possibly mere 
interlinear variants. He does not make clear (p. 8) the grounds for 

his suspicion, and I can find no warrant for it in the papyrus. Of 
206° little is left, but I am inclined to believe that the true decipher- 

ment is to be found not in the text but in the notes ‘[.. .Ja x[’ 

of the English editors. I think we may restore it as: 

207 [évO]a x[d0ar’ avtod dxaxipevos olos év “Idp. 

The xe is not essential for the syntax, and the restored text would 

be akin to Zenodotus’ reading : 

abtod K’ évOa KadOoir’ axaxhjpevos oios év “Isp. 

For line 255% [21 letters] . keer I have nothing to suggest ; but 
if I have followed Gerhard’s computation aright, he employs it as 

a plus verse, and I shall do likewise. 
In the tenth column (© 203-30) two plus verses : 

Oia) ketal Pee nd CC aI | 
216* [éyOa xe Aoryds Env Kal aunyavla epy’ eyévovto 

are extant. Verses 217 ff. stand opposite lines 251 ff., and this can 
best be brought about by assuming that there were three plus verses 
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between 207-16°, and that lines 224-6 (on which cf. Part I) were 

not contained in the papyrus. The last is Gerhard’s suggestion, 

and I think we now have moresreason than ever for accepting it. 
In the last column (© 231-58), for the same reason, one verse 

before line 249 must be missing. It is again a brilliant suggestion 

of Gerhard’s that line 235, which he has restored as © 202°, is the 

line in question.! If so, the athetesis by Aristophanes and Aris- 

tarchus rested in part at least on MS. evidence ; it is regrettable. 

that we cannot raise that to acertainty. I should follow van Leeuwen 

in restoring : 

252° Zeds d¢ rarip Srpuve ¢[dBov Tpdecciy évipoas 
252 elgay d& Tpdes tut 0dv Aalvaciow dricco. 

Ludwich’s ¢[dAayyas xvdel yaiwy, though approved by the English 

editors, and now by van Leeuwen himself, sins against Wernicke’s 
law—the sort of mistake that would not be expected of the inter- 

polator. 

Agamemnon speaks: 

“ Tetxpe, didn xehadry, TeXaparvie, Koipave Aaav, 
GAN’ obras, ai Kév Tt hows Aavaotor yévnat 3 YEr"y 

e 283 marpi te o@ TedrXapori, 6 o” Erpege turOdy edvTa’ 
ee x \ 7A) 27 2 , a 

285 Tov Kal TnrXOO édvTa évkAeins éeriBnoov. 

284 xai ce, vdbov mep edyra, Kopiccato @ evi olke 

om. van Leeuwen. 

The text is that of Zenodotus; the plus verse was read, but 

athetized, by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence is given 

by Didymus: mapa Znvoddrm obdt Hv’ Oérnto S& Kal rapa 
Apioropdver ($ A), or rapa Zyvoddrw ov jv’ nOéree 6% Kal Apicto- 
gpavns (5 T). 

The short version is obviously superior. Wilamowitz (Z/zas, 49 n.) 

and Wecklein (ZA V 50) have set forth the faults of the vulgate 
both in regard to legend and style. The line simply foists upon 

Homer the later mythology of which there is no trace in the /iad. 

The question raised by Roemer (AAH 52f.) whether lines 283-5 

are not all interpolated falls outside the scope of this book. 

1235 om. Bekker; damn, Nauck, Ludwich. An improbable alternative would be 
line 231, which is not quoted in g T at Y 83. 
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Athena speaking to Hera: 

ef yap ey@ rade nde’ evi hpeol wevkadriunow, 
ee eee s * 

evTé piv eis Aidao mudd prao mpovmep wer 

ef "EpéBevs d£ovra kiva orvyepod ‘Aisao, 
ovk av vmegéguye Arvyds Udaros ainda pécOpa. 

370 viv © ene py otvyéa, Oéridos & ééjvuce Bovdds. 
373 €orar pay br’ dv atte pidrny yavxdmida cin. 

371 Wf of yotvar’ Exvoce kai €ddaBe yerpi yeveiov 

372 Awoopern Tipjoa *AyiAARa TTOAimopbov. =O 77 

The text is that of Zencdotus, the plus verses were read but 

athetized by Aristarchus. The evidence is given partly by Aris- 

tonicus ($ A) aeroivra: S80 orixot, partly by Didymus (5 A‘) ovdé 
mapa Zynvodito joav, or (S T) tap& Znvodérw odk joav of dvo. 
This difference of form is not so significant as Roemer (AA 145) 

represents it ; if any supplement is to be made it should be 76€rex 

6 kai Apioropdvns. The parallelism with the note on © 284 would 
then be exact (cf. also Wecklein, ZAV 54). 

The short version is perfectly satisfactory, the longer one offers 

difficulties. The yovvar’ Exvoce recalls £279 Kai ktoa yotval’ 
€A@v, but that is man and man, while kissing between man and 

woman is in Homer most unusual; cf. most recently Wackernagel, 

SU 229. Unusual also is the application of rroAiop6os to Achilles. 
In two (© 372 = O77) of the four passages in which it occurs the 
lines are disposed of by the vecensio; in a third (® 550) there was 

an ancient variant AysAAéa IIndelwva, while 2 108 is from a portion 
of the poem for which our scholia flow less freely. Aristarchus 

probably athetized the last as well as the two first examples, since 
Aristonicus (s A) says of the epithet in ® 550 viv dé dwag én’ 
AyxiAdrEws. His note (5 A) at O56 contains too sweeping a state- 

ment, probably because the epitomator has cut away the needed 

qualification. I should ascribe to a Pergamene source the counter- 

argument in s T which Roemer (A AZ 54) has successfully rewritten. 

Why should we bring into the //ad these peculiarities in order 

to be told things evident to every one—except perhaps a school- 

boy? 
The interpolation was late enough to draw upon O 64-77. 
2966 P 
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After Athena’s speech : 

ds par’, odd aridnoe Oecd, NevKddevos “Hpyn. n E 719 

382 4 ev erorxouévn Xpvodpurvkas Evrvev immovs’ = E720 

384 adrap AOnvatn, Kovpn Atos aiys6xo.o, se E933 

388 revyeow és wéAcHOv OwphoceTo daKpuderTa’ == E937 
és & dxea Grdyea rool Bicero, Adfero D &yyxos = E745 
BpiOd péya oriBapov, TO Sdépvynot otixas avdpav = E746 
Hpowv, Toirly Te KoTéoceTat dBptmoTatpn. = £747 

383 cf. Part I. 
385 mémdov pev Karéxevey Eavdv tarps én’ oder = E 734 

motkiiov, Ov p avt moimoaro Kal Kdue Yepoiv, = E 735 

387 7 O€ xirav’ éevdica Atos vepeAnyeperao = 736 

The text is that of Zenodotus, the plus verses were read but 

athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence is in a 

note of the A scholia that combines Aristonicus and Didymus: 

aOerobvrat orixor tpeis... nOETEr OE Kai Apioropdvns’ Znvddoros 
dé ovdt éypagey. In the T scholia we have Didymus alone: 

Apioropdvns Oérer rods Tpeis' Znvddoros dé ovde Eyparer. 
Duentzer (Zenxod. 164) already rejected as an error the contradictory 

statement of Aristonicus (5 A) at E734: of dorepioxor Ore évradba 
fey Kad@s Keivrat, ev O& TH KOA@ paxn pNdemtas Hhawwomévns apt- 
atelas ov dedvrws. 6 d¢ AZnvddoros tovrovs pév aOerel, éxeivous dé 
karadelret. Ludwich (AAT i. 293) saw that all that was required 
was emendation to wapadeimre:, and Wecklein (ZA V 46 f.) approves 
the change. 

The merits of the shorter version are obvious. Roemer (AAH 
264 f.) gives a good presentation of the case. Surely there can be 
no question of intruding the lines. 

Aristarchus athetized lines 390-1 also, and it is possibly due only 

to the epitomator that we do not hear of their absence from the 
edition of Zenodotus. 

After the battle : ‘ 

Tpdeav avr’ dyopiy roujoaro paidipos “Exrwp, 
fe) ra ~ , \ eae | ‘ } 4 

49 voog. veov ayayov TWOTAM® €7rl OLVYNEVTL, 

év kadapa@, 661 0% vextvov dtepaivero x@pos. 
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> ~ 0 492 ¢€ inmov © amoBdvres emi yOdva piOov dkovor*» 
497 “KéxduTé pev, Tpdes cal Adpdavor xr. 

493 Tov p’ "Exrwp aydpeve duidudros* ev & dpa xepi WZ 318 

eyxos €x’ evdexdrrnxu’ mdpoe Sé Adumero Sovpds = Z 319 

aixpy xaAxein, wept Sé ypvoeos O€e mépxns* ==) 320 

496 7@ 6 y’ épetoduevos erea Tpweco pernida’ MB log 

The text is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Aristonicus 

(s A): dre Zynvddoros reprypd her ard rovrTou (493) Téooapas arixous 
kara 76 €€js. On the meaning of weprypdder cf. p. 48 f.; Weck- 
lein (7AV 41), misinterpreting this, ends by advocating (so also 

Lentz, 16f.) the rejection of the parallel passage. Zenodotus’ 

reading can be nothing but the reading of his MSS., since for an 
excision of the passage there would be no rational motive. 

Duentzer (Zenod. 164) maintained that the short version was 

impossible: ‘ post piGov &kovor, nullo versu interposito, ipsa oratio 

sequi nequit’. The Ameis-Hentze (Axhang, iii. 103) quotes 
him, however, as demanding the rejection of these lines. His 

second opinion is the wiser, as a comparison of 4137 mn ©98 

shows. 

Against the external evidence arguments such as those adduced 

by Wilamowitz (//as, 33) cannot prevail; at the most they can 

show only how well the interpolator worked. His motive—to get 
an explicit verbum dicendi before the speech—I have explained 

and paralleled in CP 17 (1922). 213-21. He achieved his result 

with a certain cleverness, but at the cost of little labour. 

Zenodotus having read das for jobs in © 470 would be expected 
to show in © 525 the same text. There is no record of the variant, 

and Wecklein (ZA 33) very acutely suggests that lines 524-5 were 

not in the text of Zenodotus. 
Evidence of this sort lies outside the plan of my book, but I may 

note that these lines contain the only example of vyijs in the 

poems. The word is an unpoetic equivalent of odos, and Aly 

(Volksmérchen, 34n.) has already concluded that Herodotus did 

not get his Aédyor odx dy:éa from this passage of Homer. 

Bekker? omits lines 523-41. 
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Hector speaking to the Trojans : 

-@dmopar ebydspevos Ati 7’ ddowwiv re Oeoiow 
5%7 é€eXdav evOévde Kivas *Kknpecoipopyrovs. 
4 sain 

od: 528 ots kipes Popéovor pedatvdoy ert yar. 

om. Bekker!, van Leeuwen ; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The text is that of Zenodotus; the plus verse was read but 

athetized by Aristarchus. The evidence is given by Aristonicus 

and Didymus (s A): dOereirar...6 d& Znvddoros ovde Eypadhev 
avréy. In the T scholia Didymus alone is excerpted: Znvddoros 
ovde ypager Tovrov. 

The extra line is obviously a gloss and (cf. Wecklein, 7A V 52) 
a bad one. Wilamowitz (Jas, 29 n.) well says that it was ‘ fast 
iibertriebene Vorsicht’ to admit it to the text. Aristarchus’ 

athetesis shows his appreciation of the situation. 

Hector’s speech continues: 

GAN Hrot emt vuxri purdEopev Huéas avdrovs, 
530 mpol & vrnotor ody revxeot OwpnyxOévtes 

vnvolv emt yAaduphow éye(popery o€dv “Apna. 
etoopat, ef Ké yw 6 Tvdeidns, xparepds Aropyédns, 

Tap vn@v mpos TEixos améoeTal, } KEV ey® Tov 
534 X@AK@ dndcas Evapa Bpotéerta hépwpar 

° 538 nedlov dvidyros és atpiov. ef yap éyar os 
. einv aOdvaros Kal ayjpes juata mavra, 
°540 Tlotpny 0 ws Tier’ AOnvain Kai ‘AréddXor, 

as viv huépn be Kaxdy pepe: Apyelorowy.” 

9535 avptoy ny dperny diacicerat, ct K euov eyxos 

9536 peivy émepxdpevov’ add’ év mporotoww, dio, 

9537 Keloerat ovrnbeis, rodges S aud’ adrov éraipor 

532-4 damn. Ludwich ; 535-41 damn. Christ. 

The text is, in my opinion, that of Zenodotus; but thanks to the 
self-confessed laziness of the epitomator—r& adra& d& réyer repl 
Tv arixev TobTeY 6 Aidupos & Kal 4 Aporévixos’ 510 obK éypdyaper 
7a A.:dvpov—we have one of the worst tangles in the scholia. The 
note of Aristonicus as it has reached us in s A is: 81 } rovrous de? 
Tous Tpeis arixous (535-7) mévely, ols Td dvtiotyua mapdkerrar, 7 
tods éfqs tpels, ols ai ortypal mapdkevra eis yap thy adbriv 
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Yeypappévor etoi didvorav. éyxpiver dé paddov 6 Apiorapxos rods 
devrépous did 7d Kavxnparixwrépous elvar rods Adyous. 6 dé Znvé- 
Soros tods mperous tpeis ovdt Eypagev. The marks of the codex 
Venetus I have printed in the margin. 
Now there is here clearly corruption, for the second doublet 

consists in reality not of three but of four (538-41) verses. The 

solution of the difficulty has been sought along three lines. 
(1) Wolf (Prolegg. 257 n. 43) moved the notes and marks up, so 

that lines 532-4, 535-7 should be the ones in question. This is the 

most violent of the changes suggested, but it has been approved by 

Ludwich (AAT ii. 141), and followed in his edition. The result is 
also most unsatisfactory ; the text read by Zenodotus and wished 

by Aristarchus being then obviously defective. Wecklein (ZA V 

52 f.), seeing this, seeks to save the situation by assuming that rods 

devrépovs and rods mpérovs have been interchanged. 
(2) Pluygers suggested that © 540 = N 827 was an interpolation 

so late that it was not known to Aristarchus and his followers: 

lines 538, 539, 541 being the ones to which the ovvypaé originally 

belonged. The solution is easy and ingenious ; and has commended 
itself to many—to Wilamowitz (//zas, 29 n.) most recently. If it 
were true I should expect, however, some disturbance in our MS. 

tradition. Of course it is possible that the line was interpolated 

early enough to make its way into all MSS.; and to that extent 
the question must remain open, pending the discovery of early 

papyri. 
(3) Bekker in his second edition of the /éad emended the 

scholium to 7 rods éfjs Técocapas, and the same result can be 
reached still more simply by reading 7 rods é£7s. 

Of these solutions the pre-Wecklein form of (1) may be pro- 

nounced untenable. All others agree on what for me is the main 

point—that Zenodotus did not read © 535-7, and that Aristarchus 

athetized the same lines. The two remaining questions are: (a) 

did Aristarchus condemn these lines as a doublet to 532-4 or as a 

doublet to 538-41; and () is line 540 Aristarchean or not? 

Neither need be discussed further in this book. 
The superiority of the short version is again obvious; a text with 

both doublets is intolerable, nor is there any doubt which of the 

two is to be preferred. 
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These interpolators, however, usually work with the idea of 

lengthening the text, not of supplanting one passage with another. 

I am inclined therefore to believe with Christ that the original text 

ended with line 534, and was interpolated in two fashions, some 

adding 538-41, others 535-7; while the vulgate is a conflation of 

both. 

After Hector’s speech : 

of & inmouvs pev Adcav bd (vyob idpdovtas, 
Sjoav © ipdvrecot map’ appacww olow Exacros’ 

545 €k modLos 0 dgavto Béas kai igia pAra 
kapranripws, oivoy 6 perdlppova oivigovro 

547 oirbyv 7’ éx peydpwv, emi dé ~0Aa orAAa AEyovTO" 
549 xKvionv © éx mediov dvepor pépov ovpavor cic. 
553 of 6& péya ppovéovtes Eri mroAEuoro yedipas 

elato mavvvyxtol, mupa d€ cpio KaleTo TOAAG. 

Sic Bekker', Leaf, Ludwich, van Leeuwen; sic voluit La Roche. 549 om. 

Bekker?; damn. Nauck. 

This was the text of Aristarchus, on the testimony of all our 

MSS.; cf. also Ludwich, HV 21; Wecklein, ZA V 68. 

In [Plato] Ad. ii. 149d is quoted in oratio obligua a passage 
from ‘ Homer’ which may be restored as: 

épdov © aOavdroot teAnéooas éxatouBas. uw A 315 B 306 
kvionv & €ék mediov dvepor hépov ovpavoy cicw = O 549 
nociav’ THs & ot Tt Oeol udxapes SatéorTo, 
odd €Gedov’ pada ydp ofiv ayxOero “IAuos ip) mn 227 
kai IIpiapos kat rads evppediw TT picdporo. = 449, 

The quotation may be either from a Cyclic poem, or from a text of 

the //ad contaminated with such a poem; cf. } 608*-¢ for the con- 
tamination of Homer and Hesiod. Unfortunately Barnes used the 

lines for the padding of our vulgate, and was followed in this by 
Wolf. 

Wecklein (ZAV 78 f.) would regard line 549 as a part of the 
interpolation; but against this idea, which goes back to Bekker, 

Wilamowitz (as, 30n.) has argued effectively. We are then not 
told of the meal, and the o/ d¢ in line 553 without change of subject 
makes a bad connexion. 
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Wilamowitz sees that the description of this unwelcome hecatomb 
does not belong here, and assigns it to the Lzttle [iad with great 
probability. But when he suggests that the interpolation was made 

by the author of 9, I cannot follow him. The external evidence is 
against it, since there is nothing to suggest a lacuna in the vulgate. 

His belief in a longer text of © must also be rejected. We now have 

better material for judging the Ptolemaic text of ©, and can see that, 

like other Ptolemaic texts, it has grown large through interpolation. 

There follows the famous simile : 
e a3 2 A as 8 or év ovpav@ dotpa gaciviy apdgi cedjvnv 

ad 

556 datver’ apimperéa, bre 7’ Erdeto vivepos alOip* 
560 Tocca peonyd vedy 75% EdvOo.0 poder 

Tpdav xatsvrov mupae daivero "Id60e mpd. 

557 ex + eavey racat cKomiat Kat mpwoves dxpot = II 299 

558 xal drat” ovpardbey 3° ap’ imeppdyn doreros aidnp, = I 300 

559 mavra dé ciderar Gotpa, yéynde dé te Ppéva worpyy. 

557-8. om. Bekker ; damn. Ludwich. 

The text is that of Zenodotus, the plus verses were read but 

athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The confusion in the 

scholia renders it uncertain whether two or three lines are in ques- 

tion. The clearest statement is that of Didymus (s T): ovd« ép€povto 

Tay rape Znvodéro 7Oére 6 kai Apioropdvns Tay’. But insA 

at line 557 Aristonicus is abstracted: aOeretra: 671... Kai 6 é€fs 

dt cuvabereirat ad7G ..., and Didymus’ statement is appended in 

abbreviated form: ov« édépovro dt oddt mapa Zyvodbro. nOErEr dé 

kai Apicroddvns. Aristonicus’ note on II 299-300 (s A): dre 

évrabba olxetws Keivrat...év 6¢ 7H © Kaxés naturally throws no 

light on our question; since he can there speak only of the lines 

taken from II, regardless of the borrowing from other sources. 

Roemer (44H 248 f.) accepts the statement of Didymus ; Weck- 

lein (ZAV753) does the same, apparently without noting that it 

had been contradicted. I follow, not merely because the resulting 

text is better—in being free of the ‘ painfully prominent repetition ’ 

of éorpa that kept Leaf from regarding 557-8 as interpolated ; but 

also because I think it is then easier to understand how the contra- 

diction arose. Aristonicus treated each line separately, and two- 

thirds of the material was enough for the epitomator. 
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Wecklein observes that the interpolation must have led to a 

corruption of the text—ds 6” 67’ éy (555) for dcaa & év. After 
that correction I do not see how any fault can be found with the 

short version. As for the additional lines of the vulgate the two 
first are II 299-300, while the third gets its inspiration from 4 279, 
its phraseology from ¢ 106, 4 683, N 493. That contrasts strongly 

with the originality of the immediate (553-65) context. The ques- 
tion of taste is (as always) debatable. Here it must be remembered 
that the short text has generally been wrongly defined—a heavy 

handicap. Even so Frankel—intimately acquainted with the style 

of the similes and exceedingly conservative—leaves it an open 

question (p. 34n.) whether lines 557-8 are not an interpolation. 
Ludwich and Lentz (26) affirm it positively ; they are Aristarcheans 
strengster Observanz,and Cauer (GGA 179 (1917). 528 n., Grundfr.® 
472Nn.) believes that no other type of scholar would to-day demand 

the ‘ Streichung der beiden stérenden Verse’. But that is not the 

question. Roemer and Wecklein—who have defined the plus 

verses correctly—see that there is no need for their insertion, 

and that position seems irrefutable. I can agree most heartily 

with Cauer’s emark ‘Den Dichter der xéAos ydéyn muss man 
nehmen wie er ist’—only that does not mean as he is in Wolf's 
edition. 

ii 

The Argives are summoned to an assembly : 

13 i¢ov & ely dyoph tetindtes’ av 8” Ayapépvov 
* lotaro ddkpy xéwv peta 8 Apyeiowrw Ermer" 

17 “@ pirot, Apyeiwy Ayhropes 76% pédovres, 
Zeds pe péya Kpoviéns arn évédnoe Bapein, 

oxérAL0s, ds TéTE pév por dTécyXETO Kal KaTévevoer 
20 ~Idov éxrépcavr’ edtelyeov drrovéec Oat, 

viv O€ kakhv amdrtnvy Bovdrctoarto, Kai pe Kedever 

22 dvoxréa "Apyos ikécOat, éret rodkdv SrEoa Aady.” 

* iro 6 y’ ds elav Kar’ dp’ Efero Ovpdy dxevov 

14 toratro Sdxpv xyéov Gs Te Kpyvn pedavvdpos, WIT 3 

15 9 re Kar alyidtmos wérpys Svopepdy xe bSwp’ =I 4 

16 és 6 Bapd orevaxwr ere 'Apyeiousr pernida® = = 323+B 109 
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* Toiat © aviorduevos perépn Kparepds Arouydns 
32 ““Arpeidn, coi mpara paxnoouat Kd. 

23 odrw mov Ail peddec imepuever Hidov eivat, = B16 
24 6s 8) wodAdwy rodwy Karédvoe Kdpnva =BII7 
25 78 @rt at Avoet’ tod yap kpdros éeori Heytorov. = B 118 
26 add’ aye6’, as av eye cira, meOapeba mavress = B 139 
27 hevyoper atv wnvot hidnv és marpida yaiav" =B 140 
28 od ydp re Tpoiny aipyooper evpudyutay,” = BI4I 
29 ds hae’, of 8° dpa mavres axiy éyévorvro cvwr7. = I 693 
30 dnv & avew joay retindres vies ’Axaav" =I 695 
31 ope d€ 89 peréeme Bony dyabds Aroundns" =I 696 

23-5 om. Bekker? ; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 

Aristonicus (s A) testifies that this is the text of Zenodotus: 
dare Kpyvn perdvudpos] br. Znvddoros ypéper “ pera 0 Apyeloioiv 
€etrrev, & hidrot Apyeiwy”. mepifpnee O& mévTa Ta Kara THY Tapa- 
Oeawv (15-16) and again: 671 Zyvddoros Ape Todvs orlyous (23-31) 
mpos ovdev dvayxaiov, ddd’ Evexa Tod Kar’ &ddXous Témrous héper Oar. 
Tovodros G€ early emi Tay Sidopovpévarv. rhv O& cuvére:av obras 
moet “ duckhéa ... Atouydns”. For lines 23-5 this is confirmed 
by Didymus (5 T, cf.s At): rapa 7 Znvodbra odk Epépovro of rpeis" 
kai Apioropadvns bt dGere?. There is an instructive contrast between 
Didymus’ simple statement of fact and the polemical mixture of 
fact and inference in Aristonicus, 

There are here three interpolations which it is best to handle 
separately : 

(1) Lines 14-15: the inappropriate borrowing of the simile from 
IT 3-4 is obvious ; cf. Wilamowitz, //ias, 33; Wecklein, ZAV 41f.; 
note also the awkwardness with which line 16 strives but fails to 
resume the point of the simile. Wilamowitz thinks the interpola- 
tion was made by the author of 9; of him I have a better opinion, 
but the external evidence removes the necessity for discussion.? 

(2) The expansion of Agamemnon’s speech. Wilamowitz declares 
that the text of Zenodotus is unintelligible, a verdict with which 
I cannot agree. Agamemnon simply lays the case before the 

1 According to Aristonicus, ‘some’ Zenodotus, pace Roemer, not included, read ds 5 

“ye Saxpuxéov. The emendation shows a proper feeling for the difficulty, but a lamentable 
indifference to cacophony. 

2 For an ingenious piece of special pleading for the lines, see Fraenkel, 21, 

2966 Q 
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assembly ; but his statement of it—God has deceived me, and bids 

me return to Argos in disgrace—indicates sufficiently the proposal 

he expects and desires. That is & sufficient basis for Diomedes’ reply. 

In the main we have simply a supplement from B; but three lines, 
I 23-5 = B 116-18, have proved to -be original in neither place. 
These lines are here athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus, 
Roemer (AA 233) agreeing. It is probable that they had less 
MS. support than the other lines—in other words, that the inter- 

polation had been made piecemeal. The interpolator got them no 
doubt from a cyclic poem. 

(3) The substitution of a more grandiose for a simpler form of 

transition. In addition to the closest parallel,’ I 693 ff., compare 
H 398f., I430ff. K219f., and especially its use (© 28 ff.) by an 

interpolator. Surely, had the vulgate been original, no one would 

have disturbed it. 

Agamemnon replying to Nestor’s suggestion that he should 
make amends: 

add’ érel dacdunv ppeci Aevyarénor wiOjoas, 
120 dw é0éd\w dpéca Sduevai 7 dmepeion drowva. 

119? 7) otvm peOiar, 7 w €BraWay Gcoi avroi. 

According to Athenaeus (i. 11°) the plus verse was quoted by Dios- 
kourides, a pupil of Isocrates. Following Eustathius (1176, 11 ff.) 

Barnes printed the lineafter T 137, but Wolf did not follow him in this. 
The line is no more than a gloss, the first half suggested by 

Achilles’ taunt, A 225. 
Wilamowitz’ inclination (//as, 66 n.) to accept the line is based 

on the belief that the text has been bowdlerized. That idea I have 
discussed, p. 54 f. above. 

Agamemnon winds up his offer of Trojan booty : 

Tpwiddas dé yuvaikas éelkoow adtos éd€écba, 
140 ai xe per Apyeinv ‘EXévny xédAoTar Ewour. 

140° ry yap dm adris éym Sacw ~avOG Meveddo. 

The plus verse is known from a note of Aristonicus (s A): érc 
” . €vio. UmoTdaaover otixov “tiv... Mevedkém”. On the surface this 

* It will appear below that the missing line (694) is a still later interpolation. 
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means that Aristarchus knew the verse but did not include it in his 
text; its attestation must then have been exceedingly weak. I am 
inclined to believe that here, as at © 168, Aristonicus has added 
a comment of his own, and that the interpolation is even post- 
Aristarchean. That will account for the severity of Aristonicus’ 
criticism €v78ws mdévu better than Wecklein’s assumption (7A V 8) 
that this was the text of Zenodotus. 

Agamemnon speaking of Achilles : 

dunOAta—Aldns Tor dpeidrtxos 70° ddépacros* 
tovveka Kai re Bpotoior Oedv éxOiaTos dmdvtav— 

160 Kal pot vrocTHTw, 6ocov BacidetTEpds elpt 
0 Ocoov yevenR mpoyevértepos eVxopar eiva. 

158 (1592) ovver’ ere xe AdByot meL@p exer vd’ avinaw. 

The line is known from a note of Didymus that has reached 

us in two forms: ¢naty 6 Apiorapyos Sri Evian baoTdacover TovTH 
(159) “‘otver’ . . . dvinow” ($s A); and at line 158 (5 T) éwor 

rodro brotéacovaty “ obver’... avinow”. 
The variation in the position of the line may well indicate that it 

was intended as a substitute for line 159. As Wilamowitz has seen, 

there can be no question of adding the line; and indeed a period 

otveka ... Tovveka suchas he prints (//zas,67 n.) is hardly Homeric ; 

cf. Lehrs, Aristarchus*, 58n.; Wecklein, ZAV 78. The feature 

médwp applied to Hades, for which Wilamowitz values the line, is 

none too certain, Nauck’s emendation AdBnow Edwp being most 

attractive. 
Line 159 is thus to a certain extent discredited did 7d kat érépws 

dépecOa:. Agamemnon’s meaning is plain enough without it. 

On the surface, line 159* was known to Aristarchus, but not 

included in his edition; it may, however, be judged like © 168°, 

I 140%. 

Disregarding minor variants, Plato read (Hipp. Min. 365 a) : 

“ Atoyeves Aaepridédn, modupyxar’ ’Odvoced, 

Xp} piv On Tov pOOoy admrndreyéws aroermety, 

310  mep Oy ppovéw Te Kal ds TeTEAeTMEVOY ETAL’ 

311 ds py poe rpitnre mapnpevor GdoGev Gros Cf. o 231 
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312 €xOpds ydp por Keivos buds ‘Aidao rvAnowy, 
bs x’ Erepov piv KevOn evi dpeciv, dddo 88 etrh. 
avrap eyay epéo, ds pot Soke? eivar dpiora. 

Plato's text seems to me superior, and I see no reason why we 
should depart from it. The verb rpv(ev is not found elsewhere in 
the poems. 

Aristotle (Rez. iii. 11 : 1413% 28) quotes as instances of brrepBodal 
perpaxi@des lines 385, 388-90. I think the quotations are meant 
as two examples, for line 385 by itself produces an impression of 
completeness. There is thus no proof (cf. Roemer, SB d. Miinchn. 
Akad. 1884, 275) that lines 386-7 were not in the text of Aristotle. 

Nauck was inclined to reject them, but line 386 at least seems 
necessary. Helbig (RAM xvi. (1861) 308 ff.; cf. Duentzer, A7i- 
starch. 156) rejected line 387 alone. This is possible, but takes 
the discussion to questions of internal evidence. 

Achilles describes the alternatives before him: 
> 4 ’ > id 7 is > “A et wey k avOe pevav Tpdav midi dudipdyouat, 

y+ 7 va > * v4 BYA » @AETO pév pol vooTOS, aTaP KAr€os APOLTOY EoTat 
> 7 BA e , 2 7 “~ ef O€ Kev oikad ikome pidny és marpida yaiay, 

415 @de7d por kréos Ex OAbv, emi Snpdv S€ por aidv. 

416 €ocera, ovdé xe pp Ska rédXos bavdro.o KtXein. 
om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

According to Didymus this plus verse was not in the edition of 
Zenodotus (s A*T): 08d? mapa Znvodérw édépero. It was read but 
athetized by Aristarchus. 

Interpolation of this type is frequent (cf. also Wecklein, ZA V 53), 
the purpose being to supply the construction for a clause which 
needs no supplement. Notice also how the line upsets the balance 
of the period. 

Phoenix after telling of his mother’s plot: 
TH muObunv Kai Epe~a marhp & éuds adie’ bicbels 
TOAAG KaTHpaTO, oTvyepas & émexéwder’ ’"Epuivis, 

455 pi mote yotvacw oiow ehéccecOar dirov vidy 
€€ €uébev yeyadra’ Oeot & éréXerov emapas, 

457 Zevs re kataxOdvios Kai éraww7 Iepoedéveca. 
\ ny > ‘ , , > , ~. 458 rov per ey Bovdrevoa xaraxrduey dkée XAG 
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462 €v6 épol odxéri méumav épnrier’ év dpeot bupds 
TaTpos xwopévolo KaT& péyapa orpwpacbat. 

459 add tis Gbavdrwy maicev xéddov, bs p evi 6upe 
460 dxyou One hdriv Kai dveidea 7dAN’ avOparay, 
461 as pn marpopdvos per’ "Ayaoiow Kadeoiuny. 

ex. Plut. Poet. aud. 26 addunt Barnes, Wolf, Bekker, Nauck; et unc. secl. 
La Roche, Christ. 

Plutarch’s story—that Aristarchus removed (é£e7Xe) these lines, 
being shocked by their impropriety—has been discussed by Lehrs, 
Arist? 335; Duentzer, Hom. Fr.193; Ludwich, AHTi. 73 (ii. 479), 
FIV 40; Amoneit, de Plutarchi stud. hom. 48 f.; E. Meyer, Hermes, 
27 (1892). 371; Murray, RGE? 142; Roemer, AAA 448 ff.; Finsler, 
ffomer* ii. 95 ; Wilamowitz, Jas, 66n.; Wecklein, ZA V 68. 

From Plutarch’s statement we must infer that (1) he had observed 
that the lines were not in the vulgate MSS. of his day; (2) he 
believed that these MSS. depended on the edition of Aristarchus ; 
(3) he knew, directly or indirectly, of a pre-Aristarchean text or texts 
in which these lines were contained ; (4) he generalized and believed 
this of all early texts ; (5) he drew the conclusion that Aristarchus 
had removed the lines, and proceeded to guess at his motives. 
Roemer, misinterpreting Porphyry, claims that the lines were in 
Aristarchus and rightly regarded by him as genuine. Ludwich 
admits that they may have stood in Aristarchus’ edition, and been 
athetized—efeiAe being misused for 76érycev. Neither position 
can be maintained ; had the lines been in the text of Aristarchus 

they would be in our manuscripts. 
To return and criticize Plutarch: (1) we have every reason to 

believe this observation accurate, and may confidently expect 
papyri when discovered to confirm it; (2) I have argued in Part I 

for such a view—the interesting thing would be to know on what 

grounds Plutarch based his beliefs ; (3) such texts would resemble 

the Ptolemaic papyri, and their existence is in nowise improbable ; 

(4) the generalization is rash and opposed to what we know of Aris- 

tarchus; had he known any MS. evidence worthy of consideration 

he would have written the lines, athetizing them had it seemed 

desirable ; with (4) falls (5) also. 

Wilamowitz claims that this is merely pushing the responsibility 

for the bowdlerizing back one step. That assumes the lines to be 
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genuine, and the text bowdlerized. I have already (p. 54 f) made 

my argument against a belief in bowdlerizing. Had there been a 
successful bowdler at work on the Homeric poems, it is obvious 
that we would never have got the story of Phoenix in its present 
shape. The external evidence is against the lines, and the only 
question is whether their insertion is necessary. That they are not 

as bad as other interpolations (cf. Leaf, Roemer, Wilamowitz) may 

be conceded ; but even on internal evidence alone Finsler has made 

a good case for refusing to regard them as genuine. 

Phoenix argues: 

aXX’, Axired, Sdwacov Oupdy péyav' ovdé ti oe XPT 
b eee B 4 ‘ ne! X xX 2 , 

497 vndrEes nTOP exely’ OTPETTOL 6€ te Kai Geol avroi. 

499 Kal peév Tors Ovéeror Kal evywdARs ayavijct 

AotB7 Te Kvion Te TapatpeTrao’ avOpwrot 

Aicodpevor, bre Kev Tis UrepByn Kal audprn. 

498 ray ep kal peifoy dpery tysn Te Bin Te. 

Apart from minor verbal variants, the passage is so quoted by 

Plato, ep. ii. 364d. The additional line simply emphasizes 

unnecessarily that the argument is a fortiori. Even its position in 

the vulgate may be doubted: Dion. Hal., R%. ix. 14 (Ludwich, 

HZAD 30), quotes only lines 496-7, and papyrus evidence is still 
lacking. 

In the story of Meleager : 

h 6€ xorAwoapévn, Stov yévos, ioxéapa, 
@poev emt XAovvnv, civ dyplov, dpy.ddovra, 

540 Os Kax& Odd’ Epdecxey EOwv Oivijos adaryv. 

Aristotle (Hist. An. vi. 28: 578* 33) quotes : 

539 Opéwev Ext xAovvny, civ kypiov' ovde edker ML 190 

Onpi ye ottropdyo, adAX pio bAjevTi wm. Igt 

Eustathius (p. 252 Neumann) ascribes the same variant to Strabo, 
who derived it from Aristotle. 

The contamination with the Odyssey is obvious, but we have no 

reason to doubt (cf: Duentzer, Zenod. 159n.; Wecklein, ZAV 8) 

that Aristotle has quoted his text correctly. 
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After the close of Odysseus’ report : 

693 as €gab” of & apa mdvres axhy eyévovto clwmp. 
695 onv & dvew joay Tetinotes vies Ayadv" 

owe de dF peréerre Bony dyabds Atophdns’ 

694 pidoy ayacodpuevor” pdda yap Kpatepas aydpevoe WI 431 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

On the testimony of Didymus (s AA‘T) this is the text of 
Zenodotus: Znvddoros dé Tov arixoy ovK éypager (od ypdder AT), 
Apicropdyns (Apiorapxos AT) dt O€éret (abe7e? AT). Cf. Ludwich, 
AHT i: 170. 

Some MSS. read azéeimev exactly as in I 431, and that was no 
doubt the earliest form of this interpolation, dyépevce being an 

ancient Verschlimmbesserung, found only here and in the interpola- 

tion © 29. Of the worth of the interpolated line there need be no 

discussion!: its date is shown by the fact that it was unknown to 

the interpolators of I 23-31. The relation between these passages 

was observed but misinterpreted by Duentzer, Hom. Fragen, 195. 

K 

The opening of B is quoted by mistake instead of the opening of 

K by Aristotle, Poet. xxv: 1461* 16. The philosopher then continues: 

dpa 6€ dnow" 

HTo 6r és mediov 76 Tpaikiy abpyoeev 

avrAav cuptyyeav 0 éuadov 

The preceding blunder—be it in the MS. tradition or in the quoter’s 

memory—discredits to a certain extent the quotation that follows it. 

If it be regarded as accurate then Aristotle’s MS. must have read: 

1Il rot Gr’ és mediov 76 Tpaixiy aOpycesev 
13 avrA@y cupiyyov 0 épadov évoryjy 7 avOpdérer, 

12 Oatvpatey mupa modrdd, Ta Kalero "T1606: rpd. 

This variation admits of three explanations : 

(1) It is a clerical blunder, destitute of all significance. This is 

the easiest solution, but by no means certain. 

(2) It is the original text; and some Alexandrian, being troubled 

by the isolated use of d@pcevey as a verb of intellectual perception, 

1 Cf. also Wecklein, ZAV 53, 75n., with whose treatment of the scholia I cannot 

agree. 
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eased the situation by transposing the lines,! and assuming (cf. the 
scholia) a location of the king’s tent that would permit the verb to 
have its usual meaning. . 

(3) The varying position of line 13 may indicate that it is inter- 
polated. Duentzer (Hom. Abh. 308, 321) wished to reject the verse 
on other grounds ; and so did (cf. Ameis-Hentze, Av. iv. 16) Nauck, 
and van Leeuwen and Mendes da Costa. The line shows, how- 
ever, more originality than would be expected in an interpolation. 

Nestor in waking Diomedes : 
‘‘eypeo, Tudéos vié- ri rdvvvyov tmvoy dwreis ; 

160 ovK dies, a Tpdes emi Opwcua medioto 
elarar dyxe vedv, ddlyos Sé Te yOpos éptker;” 

Eustathius (p. 254 Neumann) has preserved in corrupt form an 
additional (159%) line: 6 Néorwp r@ AiopHdn Ke.pévo rot dnow 

ey peo, 

BH tis Tot [kableddovre peradpévm ev Sdpu mi~nu®@ 95 
The matter is of interest because it shows how lines crawled from 

anecdotes to the text. Diog. La. (vi. 53) tells the following story 
of a quotation of Homer by Diogenes Cynicus : Helpa Kio evuoppov 
aburdkras iddv Korudpevor, vigas “ éréyerpar” epn 

“pH tis co eldovTe peragpév ev Sdpu mién” 
The story, probably, was told also with €ypeo substituted for émé- 
yetpat. With or without this aid some one stupidly inserted the line 
in his MS., and Eustathius was uncritical enough to make use of it. 

After Diomedes has expressed his wish for a comrade: 
@s Epa’: of & Eerov Acourde’ modrdol EmrerOac’ 

nO«crdérnv Atavre Siw, Oepdrovres "Apnos, 
H0erXe Mnpidvns, udrda 8 Here Nécropos vibs, 

230 0er€ 8” ‘Arpeldns Sovpixrectds Mevéraos, 
HOer€ 8 6 TAHpov ’Oduceds Karadiva db tdov 
Tpdwv: alei ydp of evi dpeot Oupds érddua. 
Toto. d€ Kal peréermev dvat dvdpav Ayapéuvov: 

“Tudeidn Ardundes, éud Kexapiopére dupe, 
235 Tov pev dy Erapdv y’ aiphoeas, dv x &0édAnoba, 

pawopévav tov Apirrov, ered peudact ye modXol. 
1 One may assume that they had MSS. in which the transposition had occurred as a 

mechanical blunder. : 
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pnde od y aiddpevos chor ppect tov piv apelw 
: KadAelrewv, od O€ xelpor’ dmdoceat aidot eikwr, 

239 es yeveny dpdwy, und «i Bacidedtepds éoriy.” 
241 trois & avris peréeire Bony ayabds Aroujdns 

240 ds ear’, eddecev S€ rept EavOS Mevedaw, 

The text is that of Zenodotus on the testimony of Didymus 

(s AT): odd &v 7H Znvodérov jy (dt jv A). About Aristophanes 

we have no information, while Aristarchus’ position is uncertain, 

because of the confused form of Aristonicus’ note. 

The line gives a correct but totally superfiuous explanation of 
Agamemnon’s motive. That Wilamowitz likes the line is a matter 

of taste, with which its interpolator would agree. Shewan (Do/on, 
223) has no perception of the question; Duentzer (Zenod. 165) 

claims that the line is essential, but on grounds that are not valid. 

The adtris simply marks this as the second speech of Diomedes; 

while the single verse between two speeches is (cf. Berger, go) the 

favourite type of formula in the Doloneza. Excellent parallels are 

A 342 (A 343 is one of the post-Aristarchean interpolations), ¢ 405. 

Not only is the version of Zenodotus in this way more in harmony 

with its context, but the added line (cf. Berger, 90), by continuing 

the same subject after és €ga7’, departs from ordinary Homeric 

usage. 
Under these circumstances there can be no question of bringing 

the line into the text. 

In accepting his appointment Odysseus says: 

“Tydeidn, pnt dp pe par’ aivee pyre Te velKer 
250 ©= e000 -ydp ToL Tatra per’ Apyeiors ayopevers. 

Gd’ iopev’ pada yap vvE dverar, éyytO 0 jos 
dotpa 6& O2 mpoBéBnke, mapoixwxer d€ mréwy VUE.” 

253 tay Ovo porpdwy, tpitdtn 0 ért poipa AeheerTal. 

om. Bekker’. 

Didymus (5 A) tells us that the plus verse was not in the text of 

Zenodotus: Zyvddoros ovdt éypagev, and also (s AT) that it was 

1 Varying solutions by Roemer, 44H 203 f. ; Wilamowitz, Jias, 61 n.; Wecklein, 

ZAV 58. Wilamowitz’ attempt to establish a connexion with the omission of line 230 

in a couple of medieval MSS. is discussed above, p. 6 f. 

2966 R 
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athetized byAristophanes: Apioropdyns nOére: (a0eret T). Aristo- 
nicus (s A) says that Aristarchus athetized the line—a statement 

that Roemer (AAZ 157 ff.) rejects. 
Both texts were known to Aristotle. He quotes Poet. xxv: 1461* 

25 mapoxnkey O¢ whéw vbE as an example of ¢ugiBodia ; an example 
that would have been destroyed by the addition of line 253. On 
the other hand, Porphyry (p. 149 Schr.) cites a Adots by Aristotle 
for this famed problem. Wilamowitz (//as, 60 n.), agreeing with 
Bywater, says that this cannot be reconciled with the passage in the 
Poetics. 1 think (cf. above, p. 53) that the solution is that the 

Autixés would accept as a basis for discussion any text the évararixés 
offered. 

The external evidence must be decisive, though Wilamowitz will 

not so regard it. The speech of Odysseus is complete, and loses 

symmetry by the addition. The cause of the interpolation is to be 

found in the éupiBodéa for which Aristotle cites the passage. 
Against the meaning there is nothing to be urged. The inter- 

polator has filled out the passage in the language of common sense, 

and has fallen victim to pedantry. The criticism of his line is 
quite on a par with the remark attributed to a great astronomer, 

that Tennyson’s lines, 

Every moment dies a man, 
Every moment one is born, 

are false, for otherwise the population of the world would remain 
constant. 

His language has required much explaining Aristarchus, 
according to Aristonicus, urged that there was no other example 

of dvo as genitive or dative in Homer. Leaf and Roemer cite in 

rebuttal d0m moraydv kK 515, d0w Kavdveror N 407, but Cauer 
(Grundfr® 53 f.) and Wecklein (ZA V 55) have made the necessary 
reply. 

Wecklein has approved an idea of Ludwich’s (AHT i. 315) that 
the uninterpolated text was known even to the scholiast. It was a 
venturesome conjecture at the start, and I think has not hit the 
mark. The line was read by Philodemus of Gadara (Ludwich, 
HZAD 11), is attested by two papyri, and all our MSS. We have 
no reason to doubt that it has been firmly seated in the text ever 

1 For other points cf. Shewan, Dolon, 223, and the literature there cited. 
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since Aristophanes, no matter how clearly critics may have seen 

that it did not belong there. 

Odysseus calls the attention of Diomedes to Dolon; and then 

although Odysseus alone has spoken: 

349 ds dpa govicavre map e ddob ev vexveror 

Krawbirny 6 8 dp’ aka mapédpapey adpadinorw. 

Didymus (5 A, and with greater condensation s TV) defends this 

reading by adducing @ 298, which will prove to be support of 

doubtful value. He also reports: év pévtot TH Apicropdvous Kal 

adras éréepws EGEpETO 

ds har’, obd ariOnoe Bony ayabos Atopndns’ 

erOdvres 8 éxdrepbe mwapeé dod év vexveoor 

KrawOArTny. 

Obviously the shorter version is to be preferred—the motive for 

the expansion being patent. In a Ptolemaic papyrus the longer 

text would occasion no surprise; but it is curious that Aristophanes 

should have accepted it, and that Aristarchus should have reversed 

the judgement of his predecessor. Under éd\dXats I should think 

first of the city editions and that of Rhianus ; cf. Wolf, Proll. 221 n. 

97, and above, p. 41. Like Wecklein (ZAV 72 f.), I see no reason 

for believing, with Duentzer (Zenod. 159 f.), that we have here 

an emendation made by Zenodotus. Compare also Wackernagel, 

KZ 123 (1877). 3°7- 

The slaughter of the sleeping Thracians ends: 

Gd’ bre 6} Bacirfja Kixjoato Tvdéos vids, 

495 Tov TpioKardéKaToy perindéa Ovpov annipa 

dcOpaivovta Kakov yap dvap Kepadrnpw éméoTn. 

497 Thy vir’, Olveidao nas, dia par “AOnvns. 

om. Bekker, Nauck; damn. Christ, Ludwich. 

The text given is that of Zenodotus and Aristophanes on the 

testimony of Didymus (s A’): ovre éy (rh) Znvoddrov ovre ev TH 

Apioropdvous épépero. Aristarchus received the plus verse into his 

text, but according to Aristonicus (5 A) athetized it. 

As Wilamowitz (/lias,60n.) and Wecklein (ZA V 55) have seen, 

the external evidence is decisive. Whatever may be thought of 

Shewan, Dolon, 226, as a ‘defence’ of the line, it is no proof that 
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the line must be inserted. The bitter irony is in line 496 itself and 
requires no interpretation. This the interpolator attempted; to 
expect him to regard the digamma is too much, but he has slipped 
in his syntax ; cf. Leaf, and van Leeuwen’s correction to TH VUKTI. 

The awakening of Hippokoon: 

6 8 é& Umvov dvopotcas, 
520 as ie xdpov éphuov, 660’ Erracay adkées trot, 

dvdpas 7’ aomatpovras év apyarénor hovijow, 
dpogév zr’ dp’ erecta pidrov 7’ dvéunvey éraipov. 

According to Aristonicus (s A) the order of lines was different ir 
the text of Zenodotus: 61: Znvddoros TOY Eva) evadAGE TO Térw 
TovT@ TiOnaww* 

6 0 €& Umvov dvopotcas, 
opogév 7 dp’ trea (dirov 7’ ovounvev éraipor) 
@s ide xOpov épjpuov, (60 Ecracay adkées im7rot,) 
avdpas 7’ domatpovras. 

This is obviously impossible, but Wecklein (ZAV 66) seems to 
take the matter too seriously. It is simply a mechanical blemish 
started by the similarity of WC and WI at the beginning of the 
verses. It may have happened in the MSS. used by Zenodotus, or 
more probably in the antigraphon of his work used by Aristonicus. 

In passing I may notice a matter that concerns the higher 
criticism. Line 522 is twice repeated (¥ 178, 2 591), and each time introduces a speech; the longer formula beginning Suogér 7’ dp’ 
émeira is also used O 397 f., v 198 f., only in this way. Probably, therefore, as an independent lay K contained at this point a lamentation. In the Ziad it would have been inappropriate, as the scholiast felt, and it has accordingly been sacrificed. 

As the heroes approach, Nestor speaks : 
533 ® Piro, Apyetor hyiropes 758 Hédovtes, 
535 lrmov pw adxuTddov audi xrémos ovara BadXex. 

* 534 Wetooua i érupoy epéw; Kedérar dé we Oupds = 8 140 
The line was not read by Zenodotus (5 T) rapa & TO Znvoddra 

ovK jv 6 arixos. 
Leaf and Shewan (Dolon, 227) discuss the line on the assumption 
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that it was excised by Zenodotus. As Wilamowitz (éas, 60 7.) has 
seen, this line is so inoffensive that no one would ever have been 

impelled to remove it. More generally (cf. also Wecklein, ZAV 
59 f.) we have found that such assumptions are untenable. 

A 

Eris comes to the ships of the Achaeans: 

10 @vOa aordo’ Huoe Ded péya Te Secvov Te 
6p0v’, Axavoiow dé péya obévos EuBad’ Exdoro 

12 Kapdin, &AdAnKTov todepuife node pdyerOar. = B 452 
15 Arpeidns & éBénoev ide (dvvvcba dkvwyev 

13 toiot & dap médenos yAvkioy yever’ née veerOat = B 453 

14 €v vnvol yAadupyat Pidnv és rwarpida yaiav. = B 454 

om. Bekker ; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The text is that of Zenodotus; the additional lines were read, 

but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence is 

given partly by Aristonicus (s A): otros kai 6 ééqs a&Oerodvrat, 
partly by Didymus ($ A): wapa Apioropdver St nOetotvro, mapa 
Znvoddre (dt) ode joav, or (5 T) Zyvddoros ovK oldev’ Apioropavns 
aderet. 

The superiority of the shorter version is easily to be recognized 

(cf. Lentz, 5; Roemer, AAH 233; Bethe, Homer, i. 161 f.). 

Wilamowitz (as, 183 n.) and Wecklein (7A V 55) set a just value 

upon the external evidence. 

The general description of the battle closed : 

“Epis 0 ap’ Exatpe modtvatovos elcopb@ca’ 
oin yap pa Ocav mapertyxave papvapévotory, 

75 of & dAdo. ot chi mdpecav Oeol, AAA Exndot 
apoio evi peykporot Kabelato, HXt ExdoT@ 
dépata Kaha TétuKto Kata mrvxas OvdAduTOLO. 

mavres 0 nrid@yTo Kedavepea Kpoviava, 

over’ dpa Tpweoow €Bovdero Kidos dpegat. 

80 Trav pév ap’ otk adéyite marnp’ 6 dé vorgu AracGeis 

Tay GAd\@v amdvevbe xabélero Kvdci yaar, 

cicopday Tpowy re médtv Kal vias *"Ayacov 

xarkod te oreporny dAdUvTas 7’ GAupEvorS Te. 

om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 
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The text adopted is that of Zenodotus; the six following lines 
were read but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The 

evidence is furnished partly by Aristonicus (5 A): a@eroivra: orixot 

éé, partly by Didymus (5 A): rovrous Kai Apioropdvys nO€ErEL, mapé 
bt Zyvod6rw ovdt Eypdépovto, or (S T) rovtrous 6¢ Znvddoros ovK 

oldev, Apiaroparns dt aberel. 
The six additional lines are a cento, and their worthlessness is 

easy to recognize. Those who wish to connect with them the lines 

that precede run counter to the external evidence, which indicates 

that even if all these be interpolated the interpolation is not of one 

piece. Roemer (Zenod. 38 ff., AAH 303), though looking at the 

problem from the wrong angle, saw that lines 78-83 must be ‘re- 
jected’. Bethe (Homer, i. 162) and Finsler (Homer* ii. 106) 
recognize the interpolation, though dating it too early. Wilamowitz 

(Zizas, 184) and Wecklein (ZA V 55) properly accept the external 

evidence as conclusive. When Rothe (//zas, 250) denies the right 

‘diese Verse zu beseitigen’ he is simply stating the question 
wrongly. We should ask what right have we to insert these verses 
in the face of this external evidence ? 

The description of the Trojan flight closed : 

@s tovs Arpeidns epee kpeiov Ayapépvor, 

178 aiév dmoxreivey tov dmictatoy, of dé éBovTo. 

179 sodAol S€ mpnveis Te Kal Union Exrrecoy inmav 

"Arpeidew td xepol’ wept mpd yap eyxei Giey WII 699 

om, Bekker, van Leeuwen; damn. Ludwich. 

The text is that of Zenodotus; his successors read the two extra 

lines, but how they applied their obeli is uncertain. The scholia 

are greatly confused, and we seem to be left with contradictory 
statements of Didymus and Aristonicus. The note of the former 

ins T reads: Apicropdvns rods dvo aberet? Znvidoros ov (ypé der), 
which should not be corrected by substituting as Maass did 
Apicrapxos for Apicropdévns. Ins Aa fuller form of this note has 
been preserved but it has suffered haplography: Znvddoros ovK 
Eypapev’ Apioropdyns d€ 7O€rex (rods dbo" Apiotapyos dé povov 
aOeret) tov “Arpeidew brd xepoiv”. That is, I believe, a correct 
statement of the facts, and shows the gradual growth of the text. 
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Aristonicus’ note ($ A) is: a@eroivra: dupdrepol, Kal dorepicxor 
mapakewrat, dtr Kara Tiv Tarpéxdov apiorelay raégiv Exovor viv dé 

ov. The latter statement is erroneous, as a doublet for line 179 

cannot be found. Bekker suggested the widely different IT 379, 

but Roemer (AA 254f.) has shown the impossibility of that 

suggestion. Friedlander, followed by Lentz (23), believed that 

Aristonicus had before IIT 699 a plus verse ™A 179; to-day the 

suggestion is manifestly impossible. Consequently, as Roemer has 

seen, only line 180 could have been marked with an asterisk. That 
harmonizes with my restoration of Didymus, according to which 
Aristarchus athetized line 180 alone. Whether the inclusion of 

line 179 in his athetesis is a blunder of Aristonicus or of the 
epitomator may be left undecided. 

At all events the lines were not in the text of Zenodotus, and 

that bit of evidence (cf. Wilamowitz, //ias, 187 n.; Wecklein, ZA V 

55 f.) is decisive. Lentz (27) disregards it in order to reject lines 

163-80. Whether the lines can be tolerated (Roemer, AAA 255) 

is not the question, but whether they must be inserted. 

The form mpnveis (cf. Bechtel, Vocalcontr. 49) is an indication of 

the date of the poem from which the line containing it has been 
lifted. 

After Diomedes’ speech to Odysseus : 

9 pa Kal dumeradav pote dodtxéokiov Eyxos, 

350 Kai Barer, odd addpapre, TiTvTKopevos Kepar7 guy, 

dkpnv Kak kopu0a mAdyxOn 8 amd xadkogu Xadkos 

od’ ixero xpba Kaddv’ éptKaxe yap Tpupddeca 

tpimruxos avdamis, THY of mépe PoiBos ArdAdwv. 

354 “Exrop & ak’ adrédeOpov avédpape, pixto 8 duiro. 

357 ddpa d& Tudeidns pera Sodpatos SxeT epwry 

rire die mpopdxov, 661 of Katacioato yains, 

t6¢p’ “Exrop dunvuto, kai ay és dippov opotoas 

360 égédao’ és wAnOdv Kal ddevaTo Kijpa pédatvar. 

355 or S& yr epurdy kai épeioaro xetpi maxein WE 309 

356 yains’ api b€ doce Kedawwi vi exadvpev. = E 310 

The text is adopted in the belief that it was that of Zenodotus, 

although such is not the statement of the Alexandrians as it has 
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reached us; for, taking their statements at their face value, we 
should have to believe that line 356 alone was in question. Didymus 
tells us (5 T): Znvddoros ov ypgper, Apiorapyos 6’ dbere?, and more 
fully and correctly (§ A‘): wponOére: Apioropdvns’ Znvddoros oe 
ovde éypager. According to the lemma of $ T this refers to line 
356, and that is confirmed by the note of Aristonicus (5 A): 6 6Bedbs 
Kal 6 dotepiokos bri év GAAw Tomm dpOds Keira, followed by a 
discussion that touches line 356 alone. However, without the line 
that follows line 355 is impossible, as Heyne, Nauck, Roemer 
(AAH 253),and Wecklein (74 V 56) have seen, though Ludwich 
(AHT i. 329) is not convinced. There are, then, two alternatives : 
(1) to believe with Roemer that the athetesis of line 356 was a silly 
idea against which Aristarchus argued (without making the decisive 
point that it was needed to supplement line 355) and that our 
tradition is all topsy-turvy ; or (2) extend the statements to both 
lines. The latter involves much less correction of the tradition, and 
is in itself more probable. 

Not only is the shorter text perfectly satisfactory, but the motive 
for the interpolation is clear. Some one overpressed the meaning 
of dumvuro and understood that Hector had swooned. Naturally 
he felt that the fact should be stated, and he supplied the statement 
at the cost of little effort. 

In s A is preserved a note beginning ds giAowevd}s 6 Tugr6s, ore 
kal dmiota wevderat, that brings out the contradictions between 
these lines and their context. It has been ascribed to Zoilus, but 
with doubtful right (cf. Friedlander, Zozlus, 6 3), So that it cannot be 
used to date the interpolation. 

In describing the wounding of Machaon 3/2 a PDublin reads : 
504 ob8 dv mw xdfovro KedebOou dior Ayaroé, 
* 086 eigav rror€éuoro dvanxéos dddvpeE|vot mep, 

505 ef pi) ‘Adé€avdpos, “Erévns moors }lvxdpor0, 
506 matcev dpiotedovra Maydova, moipélva dadv, 
507 ' Tpryhdxi Barodv xara Se€idv @p Jor. 

504%, NOYTTEP: ov8 citar rod<poro mepuldres ovAopévov mep Ludwich; dda cat 
ds Kpatep&s dyreiyov tetpduevol rep van Leeuwen in violation of Wernicke’s law. 

* Lentz (6) and Roemer fall into the same error. 
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508 78 pa mepiSecay pévea mvetovres] Axatol, - 

ba 509 fH was py mod€éuoto perakhivbév|ros Edorer 
*  Tpa&es trépOupot Kal dd KduTda Ted]yn EdowTOo. 

509* : supplevit Robert. 

The worthlessness of the plus verses is obvious. If not, the form 
€Aowro would indicate sufficiently the date; cf. Wackernagel, SU 
89-96. 

The speech of Idomeneus to Nestor: 

511 “& Néorop NnAniddn, péya xidos Ayaidy, 
dypet, cav bxéwv émiBioeo, map S¢ Maydéov 
Bawérw és vijas 8& tdxuor’ exe pdvuxas inmovs: 
inTpos yap avijp modAd\Ov avrdé~.os &Adov.” 

515 ious r” exrapvey éni r yma pdppaxa mdcoev WA 829 f. 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. PDublin reads: 

513 és vnas 5€ raxior Exe pav|vyas imrovs 

x vécdw ard Tpoer re kai “Exropos avdpads]voto* 

514 inrpds yap avjp moddGy ayrdktos GA]\ov* 

* ls yap émiordpevos moddovs ecdwce Kai] GdXous 

515 lous 1” éxrdpvar, eri 7 ima dapyalxa rdgoor. 

following for the new lines Robert and van Leeuwen. 

The text preferred is that of Zenodotus ; the additional line was 
read but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence 

comes partly from Aristonicus (s A): d@ereirai, and partly from 

Didymus ($ A): kai Apioropdvns mponBérer’ Znvddoros dé ovde 
éypager, or (5 T): Zyvddoros dé od ypdder' Apiotopadvns dé adberei. 
The text used by Plato probably agreed with that of Zenodotus ; 
for thrice (Symp. 214b, Pol. 297 e, Laws, v. 730d) he alludes to 

line 514, but without ever a hint at the existence of the additional 

line of the vulgate. The simpler interpolation of the vulgate I 

regard as the more original: it is a loosely appended remark to 
call attention to the services of the physician, which is more fully 
elaborated in the papyrus. Wecklein (ZAV 38f., 79) thinks that 

the interpolations were made in the reverse order. 
There can be no doubt of the superiority of the shorter version. 

Its meaning is indeed spoiled (cf. Fick, //éas, 483) by the interpola- 

tion. The sense is that the life of a physician is worth more to the 
2966 S 
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community than the lives of many laymen; not that a physician is 
better skilled than many laymen at cutting out arrows and using 

drugs. 
. 

After Idomeneus’ speech : 

ds har’, o8& admidnoe Tepjvios imméira Néorwp’ 
attixa & dv dxéwv émeBioero, map 6¢ Maxdwr 
Baiv’, AcxAnmiod vids dptpovos inrfpos. 

519 pdotigey © immouvs' TH & ovK dkovtTe meTécOnv. 
521 KeBptévns d¢ Tpdas dpivopévovs évdnoev. 

520 vijas ém yAadupds* tH yap pidrov errero Ovpg. 
* ds off pev pdpvavro Sepas mupds aiPopévoro* 

or ds off pev cevovto Ooas eri vijas "Ayadv* 

The alternative to line 520 is found in 3/2 @ PDublin; the 
restorations are those of van Leeuwen and of Robert, the former 

being the more probable. 
Neither verse is needed, and I have regarded both as intruders dia 

TO Kal érépws péperOat, Line 520 we have already met as an inter- 
polation at K 531. It does not occur as a whole elsewhere in the 
Homeric poems. The phrases joined in it are common; cf. A 281 
and & 337 among others, 

Kebriones speaking to Hector: 

GAAA Kal Tpyets 
Keio’ immous Te Kai dp’ (Odvopev, &vOa pdérLoTa 

529 Kodpol tle immijés re Kaxiv epida mpopépovrat. 

’ 

529 immnes meCol re, Kaxyy epida mpoBaddvres, 

530 adAndous dd€éxover, Boy S dcBeatos dpwpev. 

The text given is that of 3/2@ PDublin as restored by van 
Leeuwen. 

The variant at the beginning need not be insisted upon, but that 
at the end restores the correct phrase. Nauck had seen the 
difficulty, and his rpogépovres was at least on the right track. The 
added line is composed from 3 172 and A 500. 

Of Hector after he comes to the rescue of the Trojans: 
540 avrap 6 Tay adddov EreT@dciro orlxas dvdpav = A 264 
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éyxel 7 dopl re peyddouct re xeppadforow, = A 265 
Aiavros 8 addéeve pdynv Tedraporiddao. 

543 Zevs ydp of veuéoacy’ 61’ dpeivom dari pdxorro 
om. Bekker, Leaf, Ludwich, Monro-Allen, van Leeuwen; damn. La Roche 
Nauck 540-3 damn. Christ. 

The additional line is quoted (v.1]. veuéono’) by Aristotle, Rhet. 
ii. 9: 1387° 35, by Plutarch (Poet. aud. 24 c) and also (vepeoa@ ) 
by [Plut.] Vt. Hom. ii.132. It is unknown to the scholiasts, and is 
found in no papyrus or manuscript. Barnes adapted it as P 99°, and 
Wolf placed it here in accordance with Aristotle. 

That it is an interpolation cannot be doubted. Wilamowitz 
(Z/as, 192 n.) has located its source a sententia Zeds ydp Tot vepeca, 
67’ dueivovt gw? pdxow preserved by Plutarch (Poet. aud. 36a). 
An echo of this or a similar sententia may be noted in [Plato] 
Minos, 319 a: venecd yap 6 beds, bray Tis wpéyn Tov EavT@ Spo.oy 7 
erawh Tov éavt@ évaytiws €xovta. 

Line 541 is well attested for the vulgate by two papyri; its 

omission by the first hand of Y° (Wecklein, ZA V 30) must be there- 
fore purely accidental. Plutarch (Poet. aud. 24), in a passage 

derived according to Wilamowitz from Chrysippus, omits the line. 

If he has preserved the text of his source the line is a late inter- 

polation. Lentz (5 f.) has shown that it is unsuited to this context ; 
but whether that tells against the single line or against lines 540-2 
is a question not to be discussed in this book. 

Nestor telling how Neleus disposed of the booty : 

TaY 6 yépwy éxéwy KEexoA@pévos 76 Kal Epyor 
704 é£éder’ Gomera moAAd ra 8 GAN és OHpov Edwxe 

705 Oatrpevew, py Tis of dreuSdpuevos Kiot ions Wt 42 = 549 

om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 

The text is that of Zenodotus, according to Didymus ($ AA'T), 

Znvidoros ovde eypagery (ypépec T). According to Aristonicus 
(s A) the line was athetized by Aristarchus. 

Lentz (20) thought it necessary to eject the line; at all events 

there is no reason to insert it. Wecklein (ZAV 55) sees that the 
shorter text is satisfactory. 
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Nestor after quoting the instructions of Menoitios: 

790 as éméreAd’ 6 yépwv, ad bt AAOeat. GAN Ere Kai viv 
rair’ elmo Ayidqe Oaidpom, ai xe miOnrat. 
ris & oid’, ef Kév of adv Satpovr Ovpoy dpivats 

793 wapemav; dyabi) d&€ mapaipacis eori ératpou.” 

794 «i O€ riva ppeotv you Gcompominy adecive wil 36 

795 kai tid of rap Znvos éeméppade morma pytnp, WII 37 

*  apyupérela Cé€ris, Ovyatnp adtorlo yépovros, = A 538 

*  abros pey pevéro vndv ev dylan OSodwr* cf, II 239 

796 adda ce ep mpoera, dua S GdXos Aads éErecbwo MII 38 

Muppiddvar, ai kev te dws Aavaoior yevnat. WIL 39 

kai Tor Tevxea Kata Sdtw moAEpov O€ héperOat, MII 40 

ai ké oe TO toxorres drdaxarrat TOdELOLO WII 41 

800 Tpées, dvarvetowor 8 apior vies "Axaav = II 42 

Tetpopevot’ OXiyn S€ T avdmvevots TONEpOLO. = 11 43 
peta 6€ « axpares Kekunoras dvdpas auth =I 44 

a@caobe mpoti dorv vedy Gro Kal Kduwoidor. WII 45 

795°” add. 2a. PGenav. 6, suppl. Nicole. 802-3 om. Bekker. 

In presenting this text I believe that I am following Zenodotus. 

No note of Didymus has reached us, and that of Aristonicus (s A): 

drt Zyvddoros €x rovrou Kai roy €fs mepleypayer, dvayKaious dvras 
els €peOtopor “AyiAdéws is obviously corrupt. His only other note 
is on lines 802-3: dOerobvra: dupdrepor kal dorepioxo: TapdKewrat. 

The emendation began with Cobet reading kai rodrov Kai rv | 
és, which was later altered to odk ed Todrov Kal rdv éEqAs by Lehrs. 
Roemer (AA 75f.) saw that without lines 794-5 the following 
lines could not stand ; and Wilamowitz (Z/ias, 204n.) and Wecklein 
(ZA V 65) have since taken the same position.! For reasons already 

} The exact emendation is difficult as three questions are entangled: the text of 
Zenodotus, the statement of Aristonicus, and the form given to it by the epitomator. 
Roemer and Wecklein have further complicated it by not noting that é« rovrov must be 
included in the count so that the numbers they suggest (ém7d and évyéa) are one too 
low. At first sight it seems strange that Roemer should have extended Zenodotus’ 
mepiypayis only to lines 794-801, for it is obvious that Zenodotus could not have wished 
to read 793, 802, 80g in succession. But it is perfectly possible that Aristonicus chose 
to divide his notes in this fashion: blaming Zenodotus for ‘ cancelling’ 794-801, and 
mentioning the fact that his edition did not contain 802-3 (if he noted it at all) as 
a support for the Aristarchean athetesis of the lines, Palaeographically the confusion 
of 7’ with 8’ is easy, even if it lacks the dazzling quality of Wilamowitz’ 5 = either dvo 
or 5(xa; and so on this ground there is little choice between the emendations. Both 
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given (p. 48 f.), I must understand from mepiéypayev that Zenodotus 

did not read the lines in question;! but I agree with Wilamowitz 
and Wecklein in believing 794-803 to be the lines meant. 

The comparative merits of the two versions require no long dis- 

cussion. Wilamowitz, not seeing that the vecensio disposes of the 
lines, argues convincingly for their ejection; they are not merely 
superfluous, they are a positive offence in the /kad. Similar 

opinions may be found in Heyne, Fick (83), Leaf, and Wecklein. 
Bethe (Homer, i. 150) sees that the passage in IT is the original, but 
dates the insertion of the lines here too early. 

Looking at it from the point of internal evidence, Aristarchus 

(followed by Lentz, 7) seems to have swallowed a camel (794-801) 

only to strain at a gnat (802-3). His MSS. must have given 
support to these lines in different degrees—lines 802-3 being a still 

later interpolation than the lines that precede. In corroboration 

note how line 801, the end of the first interpolation, comes back to 

the same type of sentence as is found in line 793, the end of the 

original text. 

In the remainder of the book PGenav. 6 shows also an expanded 

text: 

804 as dro, 7G 8 Apa Oupdy evi orHOlecow pie 
*  Teipe yap aivoy dxos Kpadiny, d|xdxnoe Ot Gupd[y. cf. IT 52 

805 BA St Oéev mapa vnas én’ Aiaxidy |v AyiAja, 

* ayyerinv épéwy airis 7’] evduve dédalyyas. cf. B 355 
806 GAN’ ore 67 Kata vias "Odvec7|os Oeloro 
807 ie Oéwy Ildérpoxdos, iva of ayopy| re O€uts TE 
* Kal KALolat mpomdpo.be vedy 6pO loxpaipdov 

808 [jear,] 

804® suppl. Nicole ; 805% Diels; 807% Nicole. 

suffer, however, from the fact that the counter-argument dvayxaious dvras eis 
épeBicpov ’AxtAAéws applies (cf. s BT) to lines 794-5 alone. It is possible to say that 

this is merely a stray fragment of the Aristarchean justification of lines 794-801 ; but it 

seems to me more probable that Aristonicus split his statement according to this 
defence. Then Lehrs is right, and our difficulties are due to the epitomator, who sup- 
pressed the notes on lines 796-801; or to the copyist who lost them, The curious 
note in gT ai xév m1 pdws Aavaotat] ds viv ava év oxdry ovrwy suggests that Aristonicus 

may have explained Zenodotus’ omission of lines 796-7 much as he did his athetesis of 
& 538-9: 1)0érnKe yedotov Hyovpevos did mvAnS pwrifecOar Thy moAwW, ToD wavTds TémOv 

évaiOpiov dvros. 
1 His spelling toxovres, cited by s T, was to be found in II 41. 
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M 

The Trojans attack : 
év d¢ miAnot Ov’ advépas edpov apiorous, 

vias vmepOvpouvs AamOdev aixunrdoy, 
rov pev ITetpiOdov via, xparepoy IIoAvrotrny, 

130 Tov 6& Aeovria, BpotoAoye loov “Apni. 

130% vidy dmepOvpoio Kopwvov Kaweidao MB 46 

The plus verse is known from s T: rivés émdéyovow 7@ “ior 
Apni” “vidv ... Kaiveidao”. 

There can be no question of adding the verse. 
The method of citation is unusual, unless it is mere haplography : 

7® (rov 6& Acovrqa Bpororoys) loov Apni. The long note in s T 
praising the style of the passage is based on the interpolated text, 

which I suspect to be that approved by Crates. 

After Asios has upbraided Zeus : 

@s épar’, ov dé Ards meibe Ppéva tabr’ d&yopevov 
174. “Exropt ydp of Oupds éBovdreTo Kddos dpé~au. 
182 6 avd IleipiOdou vids, kparepds IloAvroirns, 

Sovpi Baédev Adpacov xuvéns did yadKorrappov" 

175 Grou & aud’? aAyou paxnyv eudxorro miAnow* MO 414 
dpyadéov O€é pe taita Ocdy ds avr dyopedoat* 

mdvrn yap mept retyos dpapet Oeamidaes tip 

Adivoy* *Apyeios Sé, Kat axvipevol mep, avaykyn cf. O 133 

vnav nuvvovro’ Oeot & dxaxelato Ovpoy 
180 smavres, Soot Aavaoiot paxns emitappobo Hoar. cf. P 339 

181 atv & eBadrov Aamibar médepov kat Sniorira. cf. A 447 

om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich; 175-80 om. van Leeuwen. 

The shorter version is that of Zenodotus; the extra lines were 

read but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. Our authorities 

differ as to whether line 181 was or was not one of the plus verses. 

According to Aristonicus (5 A) d7d todvrov (175) Ews Tod “ mdvres 
boot Aavaotoww” aberobvrTat orixot >’, but the BT scholia cite as one 

of Aristarchus’ objections the use of Aami@a: in line 181. The line 
is attested by two papyri and the MSS., so that a reconciliation of 

these statements by supposing that Aristarchus did not read the line 
would be improbable. It being necessary to choose between the 
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two, the error made by Aristonicus seems to me the easier to 
understand. The information about the earlier editors is given by 

Didymus (5 A): 70eroivro 8 kai mapa Apioropdver’ rapa Znvodir@ 
dé odd? €ypdédpovro or (Ss T). Znvddoros odd? ypdpet, Apioropdyns de 
aderei, 

The objections to the interpolation are well stated by Leaf, and 

a just verdict is rendered also by Wilamowitz, /lias, 213; cf. 
Finsler, Homer’, ii. 119. 

The short version is again justified most clearly. 

The famous speech of Sarpedon closes : 
-~ > x» A lon 2 ~ ld viv d'—éunns yap knpes efeoraow Oavaro.o 

pupiat, as ovK tort huyeiv Bporoy ove tradvéar— 
328 tomer, HE To EVKXOS Opé~oper, HE TiS ipiv. 

> 

328 dacee amwoxtdpevos kduTa Tevxea Kal Sdpu pakpdr. 

The additional line was read by some according to Aristonicus 

(s A): tives drroribéact orixoy “ ddcet... paxpby”. 
It is a familiar type of interpolation, and this time the interpolator 

has betrayed the fact, cf. Wecklein (ZAV g), that he did not 

understand the form dpéfoper. 

The Trojans swarm up the wall: 

445 “Exrwp & dprdgas \adav gépev, ds pa muddy 
éaryKet mpoabe, mpupvos maxvs, airap Urepbev 
CR Rip oe ee N ee: v2 he Ws 4 4 40) ogvs env’ tov 8 ov Ke dv dvépe Syjpov apictw 
© 7 23 > , af ? yg pnidiws én’ duagav dn’ ovdeos dxAlocetay, 
ne = re | ee £ , 7 4 ‘ eg 

449 olor viv Bporot cic’ 6 O€ piv péa wadA€ Kal olos. 

451 as © dre mroipiy peta héper moxov dpoevos olds 
\ ‘\ as ed 34 7 la 4 2 4 

xetpl AaBav érépy, drALyor Té piv ax Oos Erelyet, 
as “Exrwp (Ods cavidwv gépe Adav detpas. 

450 rév oi ékappoy eOnxe Kpdvov mais dykvAopirea WB 319 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen ; damn, Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The plus verse was not found in the edition of Zenodotus; it was 

read, but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence 

is in the A scholia: (dOerefrac) drt éxdver Tv To Baordgovtos 

1 But Wecklein (ZAV 55) follows Aristonicus, 
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dtvapiv (Aristonicus). Kat Apicropdvns 70érer, Znvddoros dé odde 
éypagev (Didymus). 

. There can be no question of inserting the line in the face of the 
external evidence against it. Indeed, opinions differed even when 
there was supposed to be a question of ejecting it, but inclined in 
the main to a recognition of its worthlessness. Heyne, to be sure, 
countered the Aristarchean argument in a way that commended 
itself to Leaf, and Lachmann (46) would retain line 450 but remove 

449 “ 383. Heyne, however, appreciated the weight of the external 
evidence, and so did Fick (//ias, 491). Paley brackets the line, and 
Wecklein (Z7AV 55) gives it short shrift. Bethe (Homer, i. 29) 

seems to ignore it, as do Wilamowitz (//Zas, 217) and Finsler 

(Homer, ii. 124). Roemer (AAH 175n.) approves the rejection of 
the line, and collects other instances in which national partisanship 

has influenced the tradition. We shall meet examples of this on 

a larger scale. | 

It may be noted that the corresponding line B 319 has already 
turned out an interpolation. 

N 

At line 254 the T scholia report: €v riot perd rodrov péperac 

*Idopeved, Kpnrav BovAnpope xadxoxiTovar. 

The verse made its way into some MSS., and as line 255 into the 
Wolfian vulgate. It has consequently been discussed in Part I; cf. 
also Wecklein, ZA V 30. 

Othryoneus asked for Cassandra in marriage : 

trécxeto St péya Epyor, 
367 €« Tpotns déxovtas dmwcépev vias Ayatov. 

367° goray évOa xat évOa Boas emi vias "Axaav 

The plus verse is reported by s T: rivés d& émdéyouor “ portray 
... Axatov”. The verse is there admired, but in modern times no 
demonstration of its worthlessness is needed ; cf. Ludwich, HV 25. 

I suspect that we are again dealing with Pergamene material. 
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After describing the good qualities of Hippodameia : 
Tovvexa Kal py 

433 Yijpev dvip Spiotos évi Tpoln edpecy. 

433° mpiy Avrnvopidas tpadéuev xat TavOdov vias 

> Tpeapidas 6’, of Tpaot perérperov inmoddpoow, 

© airoy  Alvetav émteixeXov abavdroow, 

d gws €6 HBnv eixev, Opedre S€ Kovprov civOos. 

The TV scholia introduce a quotation of three (a, b, d) of these 

lines with the words tivés dAXous brordecovety, and according to 
Neumann (p. 271) Eustathius. knew the interpolation in the same 
form. According to Ludwich (AAT i. 360, HV 25), who is followed 
by Wecklein (ZAV 10), the remaining line was interpolated by 
Bekker®. That cannot be entirely right, as Wolf (Proll. 259, n. 45) 
already speaks of four lines in Eustathius. 

The value of the interpolation needs no discussion. The ultimate 
source is, no doubt, a cyclic poem, which would be expected (cf. 
Bethe, Homer, ii. 257, 317) to show partiality for these heroes. The 

immediate source is probably a Pergamene text. 

The T scholia report: Znvddoros dé 6 Madddrns mpooridncw" 

ddAw 8 dpxnotiv, éErépw Kidapiw Kai do.djy. 

The line (731) made its way into some MSS, and into the Wolfian 
vulgate. It has consequently been discussed in Part I; cf. also 
Duentzer, Zenod. 23 f.; Ludwich, HV 25; Wecklein, ZA V 68. 

Here we have definitely attested a Pergamene origin for one of 
these plus verses known from the T scholia. 

In the description of Hector’s advance: 

ndvtn © apgl gddédrayyas éreiparo mporodifer, 
ef més of eiferay Uracridta mpoPiBovte 

808 GAN’ od cbyyxet Oupdy Evi orpecow Ayady. 
Aias 5& mp@ros mpokadéccaro, paxpa PiBdobwr 

808% inv ydp ow raow exéxpiro Odpaei moAAG. 

The extra line is introduced by Aristonicus with the phrase 

(s A) Ort Znvédoros brordoce, or (6 T) petra Tobrov Znvoddoros 
ypéper. Didymus (s A) says with greater fullness: kai 6 Apiotapyxos 

epi Tod aTixou ovTws Aéyer dts ev Tois Dnvodoreiors ehépero. The 
2966 Ale 
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line should follow line, 807, as Friedlander noted. That may be 

the fault of the epitomator, and as such could be corrected without 
even a transposition of notes. .It is equally probable, however, that 
the position in which the Aristarcheans found the line has been 

reported correctly ; and if so, it must have been an interpolation in 
their antigrapha. This is all the more probable because, from the 

form of his statement, Didymus evidently had before him a report 
—of Ptolemaeus Epithetes; cf. Ludwich, A477 i. 48—that con- 

tradicted the statement of Aristarchus. 
I do not see how the line can be satisfactorily interpreted. 

Duentzer (Zenod. 158) noted that Oépeet modAG is an unhomeric 
phrase, and it is perhaps worth noting that in our poems the perf. 

pass. of xpivw is confined to the participle. Wecklein (ZA V 73) is 
of the opinion that we have not the long version complete, another 
line with a verb (udéyxeo@ar for instance) being required. Be that as 
it may, we have no reason to suspect a lacuna in the vulgate. 

— 

a 

The conclusion of Odysseus’ speech : 

90 otya, ph tis r dddos Ayatdy Todroy axoven, 
pdOov, dv od Key avip ye Sid ordpa méprav kyoto, 
bs Tis émioratto fot ppeciv dpria Baer 
oxnmrodyés 7 etn, Kai of wetOotaro aol 

94 toacoid*, dccoicw od per’ Apyetoiow dvdoceis* 
96 ds KéXeat Trod€éuolo cuvertadros Kal auTAs 

vijas évocéhpous dda & éAxépev, dp’ Ere waddov 
Tpwot péev evxrd yévnrar émixparéovol wep éumns, 
jpivy & ainds drdeOpos emippémn ov yap Axatol 

100 oxXHoovow TéAELOv vndv ara 8 éXkopevdor, 
GAN’ aromanravéovat, épwhoovor dt xdppuns. 
évOa Ke on Bovdr SndAjoerat, dpxape Aadv.” 

95 viv O€ cev dvocdpuny mayxv ppévas, oloy fees = P 173 

om. Bekker ; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 

TheA scholia offer a blend of Aristonicus and Didymus: d6erefrau 
rt... (Aristonicus), Znvddoros d& ypdder “viv d€ ce dvorduny 
mdyxv gpévas”. Kat Apicropdvns dé rponbéres (Didymus). The 
T scholia contain only the statement of Didymus: Znvdédoros “ viv 
dé ce’ Apioropdyns dt aber’. 
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On the surface this does not concern me, but on account of the 
ordinary relation of the three editors I believe the epitomator is at 
fault. The full statement would have been that Zenodotus here 
omitted the line, but read viv d€ ce at P1173. Roemer (AAW 
243 n.) sees that the omission in Zenodotus is to be expected ; but 
is put off the track by the report of the variant, for which I have 
found (cf. p. 49) another explanation. It is also worth noting 
that Plato (Laws, iv. 706e) quotes lines 96-102; though line 95, 
had it been in his text, would have been a more natural starting- 
point. 

Reasons for ‘retaining’ the verse are collected by Benicken 

(Stud. i. 54f), reasons for ‘rejecting’ it are given by Lentz (20) 

and by Leaf. I do not see how there can be any question of 
inserting it. 

Diomedes’ speech begins: 

IIo €yyds avip—ovd bnb& paredcopev—ai x’ eO€éAnTE 
meiOecOar Kai ph TL Két@ adydonobe ExacrTos, 
ovvexa On yevenge vedraros elu pel’ vpiv' 

113. marpos & é€§ dyabod Kal éy® yévos evyomar elvar. 
115 TopOet yap rpeis raides dputpoves éfeyévovro, 

_ @keov © év ITdevpOvi kai almeiv@ Kadvddri, 
“Aypios nd¢ Médas, rpitaros 8 iv inméra Oiveds, 
maTpos €u“olo maTip’ apetn & jv eEoxos avrav. 
GAN 6 pev av7dOe petve, matip 8 ends “Apyet véobn 

120 mAayxOeis: as ydép wou Zeds HOed€ Kal Oeot edrAot. 
Adpyoroo © éynpe Ovyarpav, vaie dé ddpa 

agvedy Bidroto, ddis 5€ of Hoav dpovpat 

mupopopot, moAdol O& huTav Ecav spxaro apudis, 
TOAAG O€ of mpoBar’ Eoxe’ Kéxacro O& mdvtas Ayxatovs 

125 éyxein’ Ta O& pédAder’ adkovépev, ef Eredv TeEp. 

114 Tudéos, dv OnByot xvT) Kata yata KaduWe cf. Z 464 

om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The scholia are in great confusion, but we can still see that some 

text or texts lacked this plus verse. Aristonicus (5 A) says: 671 
“yu” yA 1) él Tois vexpots émixeopévn, ob KaD0ALKGS, ws “ pédatva” 

kal “depécBios”. Didymus reports (s A): Znvddoros dé 7Oéree 
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mapa Apioropdver dé ovx Fv, or (S T): Zyvddoros nOérer’ mapa de 
Apicropdver o8dé jv. There is also a note in s T on line 115: 
érirnoes O€, ef pi) evKalpws, ov pépynrar Tudéms 6 rons. 

The form of Aristonicus’ note leaves the position taken by Aris- 
tarchus uncertain; Ludwich (AAT i. 369) asserts, and Roemer 
(AAH 206) denies, that he athetized the line. The former seems 

to me more probably correct, but from the standpoint of this book 
Aristarchus’ verdict is the matter of least interest. The relation of 
Aristophanes to Zenodotus, as presented by Didymus, is most 

unusual; according to Wolf (Proll. 222, n. 98) entirely without 

parallel. Nauck restored the normal relationship by interchanging 
the names, so also Duentzer, Zenxod. 168n.; Wecklein, ZAV 56f. 

It might be less violent to assume a defect in the antigraphon of 

Aristophanes, and thus accomplish the same result. The T scholium 

would still be left, however, attesting a text without the line. 

The line is superfluous and clumsy rather than objectionable; 
the text printed will show, I think, that it is not indispensable, even 

when the genealogy follows. It is necessary therefore to be guided 
by the external evidence. Other discussions will be found in 

Benicken, Stud. i. 51 ff., and in Leaf. Robert (Ozdipus, ii. 43) 

argues unconvincingly that the line could not have been interpolated 
after Aeschylus. 

Strabo (x. 463) quotes line 117 before 116, but probably inten- 
tionally ; cf. HBidder, 36—the source is Poseidonios. 

The chiefs move towards the battle: 

oud’ ddads oxomiijy elxe KAuTOs évvociyatos, 
136 GAA per’ adrods TAD marae pwrti éorkds, 

degtrepiy & Ede yelp’ Ayapéuvovos Arpeidao, 
kat piv hovicas érea mrepsevta mpornvda 

136% dyriOém Poirixt, dado Tndciwvos m ¥ 360 

The plus verse is cited by Aristonicus (s A) from Zenodotus: 
bre Znvbdoros brordoce “ avribém... I nrefwvos”. It is com- 
mented upon also in the T scholia: 7d yap mpooriOévar tov orixov 
éxeivoy “ avtiOéw... IIndefwvos”’ mepiepyov. 

It would be impossible to maintain that the text contains a 
lacuna; on the contrary Wilamowitz, Jias, 231, finds a special 
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beauty in the anonymity of the god’s disguise. Be that as it may, 
the external evidence is against the line, and it is too typically like 

the plus verses of the Ptolemaic papyri to permit us to regard it as 

anything but an interpolation. 
The interpolator must be credited with seeing that the vagueness 

of the god’s disguise is ‘unhomeric’. The attempt in s T to dis- 
prove this breaks down: 6194 being extremely late, while déuas & 

Hixto yuvaiki is not (as Roemer, AA 19, takes it) from 8 796, 
where the name follows, but from v 288, 7157, v 31. These 

passages are also irrelevant, because in them Athena appears not 
in disguise, but in her divine majesty. 

It is surprising to find this line in the text of Zenodotus of 
Ephesus. Wecklein (ZAV 73) lists it among interpolated lines 

that Zenodotus found in his sources; cf. above, p. 44, for the 

possibility of other explanations. 

Hera goes to Lemnos: 

231 évé’ “Yav@ gbuBAnTO, KacryviT~ Oavaroro, 
év rt dpa of Pd xelpl Eros 7’ Edhar’ Ex 7’ dvopuager" 

231 épyopérm kota pidra Bpotay én’ adreipova yaiay, 

The plus verse is attested by the T scholia: rivés d€ (rpoc)- 
ypagpova.* “ épxopévm... yatav”. 

It made its way also into PMorgan, and consequently has been 

treated in Part I; cf. also Ludwich, HV 25. 

Hera speaking to Hypnos: 

“xoiunooy por Zyvos bm’ ddpvow dace pacer, 
Jue, F , ya , , 7 

aurik’ émel Kev €y@ twrapadéfopar ev Pidrornre. 

bapa 6é Tor ddcw Kardv Opdvov, &pOiTov alei, 
“es oe 2 ? EEL - 2 4 

xptccov’ “Hoatotos O€ k’, epos mats, appuyunets 

240 rTevéer doxioas, 0rd d€ Ophyuv mocivy joe, 
a ? 7 AY Ld > (a, ” 

T® Kev Emiaxoins Almapovs mwodas elAamivdfov. 

241% adrap émjy 67 v@i KarevynBévre tdnat 

> dyyeiAae rade mavra Toveddwr dvakre. 

The plus verses are quoted in the T scholia (karevynbévres cod.) 

tives emdyovow “atrap ... dvaxtc”. The verses, if genuine, 
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should have come after line 237; whether that is secondary con- 
fusion, or an indication that they came in via the margin, must be 

left undecided. ¥ 

We can follow the short version without hesitation ; cf. Ludwich, 

HIV 25; Wecklein, ZAV 10. The lines are indelicate, and with 

them, as the scholiast points out, Hera perjures herself (O 41) in 
the sequel. Still, no one, as far as I know, has ever suggested that 

our text has here been bowdlerized. We have then a clear example 

of an interpolator inserting the sort of thing a bowdler would have 
cut out; cf. also above, p. 55. 

The purpose of the interpolation is clear; to account for the 
subsequent action of Hypnos, which in reality needs no explanation. 

There is no reason (cf. Duentzer, Zenod. 159 n.) to suppose that 
the lines come from Zenodotus. We are hearing through s T of a 
longer text, which we may well suspect is that of Pergamum. 

Hypnos speaking to Hera: 

“"Hpn, mpéoBa bed, Ovyarep peydro.o Kpévoio, 
Gov pév Kev Eywye OeGv aieryeveréov 

245 pela kaTevvicaip, Kal dv worapoio péeOpa 
"Dkeavod, bs wep yéveots wdvrecot TéruKTaL 

246% dvdpdow dé Oeois, wreiatny (8°) emi yaiay now 

According to Plutarch, de Facie, xxv. 4: 938d (cf. Amoneit, 30, 
48), the additional line was read by Crates. 

Plutarch likes the line, but it is merely an unnecessary interpreta- 
tion of wdévrecor filled out in a limping fashion. No one is likely 
to claim that it must be introduced in spite of the external evidence ; 
cf. also Duentzer, Zenod. 24n.; Wecklein, ZAV 10. It seems 
to me fully on a par with the plus verses that the T scholia are 
quoting. ’ 

After the speech of Hypnos: 
Ss ~ 2,63 Tov & avte mpocéeime Bodmis wétv1a “Hpn: 

263 ds aro’ peidnoev S€ Oecd, Nevxdevos “Hpn, 
* xetpi ré pay xarépebev (éros 7 Ear’ &k 7 orduacev*) 

The variant (ypd¢era:) is preserved in the T scholia. No dis- 
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cussion is needed; cf. Wecklein, ZA V 10; CP.17 (1922).220; and 
on © 38, where the same interpolation is found in a Ptolemaic 
papyrus. 

After Hypnos demands an oath: 

277 @s par” ovS’ adriOnoe Bed, Nevxddrevos “Hpn, 

* @puvue & Ex wétpnht Kare.Bopevov Yrvyds vdwp. 
280 avtrap émel p dpuoo€ev TE KTA. 

278 dpyve 5, ws exédeve, Geots 8 dvdunvev dravras 

279 rovs Umoraprapious, of Tirhves Kadéovrat, 

mérpnge Barnes, wérpns codd. ; wérpns xaraeiBdspevov vel karadeBdpevor Bekker. 

The line is preserved in the TV scholia as a variant (rivés dé 

ypégovorv), which in V is attached to line 278 but in T to line 279. 

Eustathius (Neumann, 278) understood that the line was added: év 

dé ro “ of Titrhves Kkad€ovrar” mpooypdpovai tives Kal Erepov arixor, 
and to match this (7poc)ypé poverr has been foisted upon the scholia. 

The variant has been given too short shrift by Ludwich, HV 25 ; 

Wecklein, ZAV 10. For line 278 the T scholia have preserved 

a variant Oedv & dvéunvey exaoroy, evidently the older reading 

which was afterwards altered to permit line 279 to follow. The 

latter is an adaptation of Hesiod, 7%. 851, and is the only place in 

which either droraprdépios or Tirjves is found in Homer. Between 

the line of the scholia and line 278 in its earlier form the choice is 

slight. I have decided against line 278 because of the bad company 

in which it is found. 

Plato’s criticism (Rep. iii. 390) of Zeus—xai obras exmrayévTa 
idévra tiv “Hpav, dore pnd’ eis 7d dwpdriov EOédretv ENOeiv, AAD’ 
avtod BovAdpevoy yapal ~vyylyverOat, kai AéyovTa ws ovTwS bd 

emOupias éxera, as ovd bre TO mp@Tov Ehoirwy mpds adArAouS 
girovs AnOovre ToxHas—strongly suggests that he had some such 

text as: 

315 od yap mé mroré pp Bde Oeds Epos ovdE yuvarkos 
316 Oupody évt oridecot mepimpoxubels eddépaccer, 

* 006 dre 7d mpardv mrep Emioydped” Ev pidoryte 

x els edvnv hoitavre hirovs AnPovTe ToKHas, 
327 ws o€o viv Epapar Kai pe yAvKdS ipmepos aipel. 

However, the impossibility of excluding the supposition that Plato’s 

allusion is inexact renders further discussion futile. 
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After the description, of the bed of flowers: 

350 TO eve Ac~daOny, Eni O& vepeAnY EcoayTo 
Kadi, xpuocinu’ otidsrvai & drémimtov eepoat. 

3519 dn pa tér dpOadrpoicr Ards xvTo vidupos Umvos. 

The TV scholia record the addition (éréyouvor O€ tives) of this 
line, but differ as to its position ; it being located after line 350 in 

the T scholia. 
The scholiasts approve the expanded text toiro yap det dnro- 

O7jvat, just as they approved of N 367°. I suspect therefore that it 
is the Pergamene text. Modern taste will hardly agree; nor will 
it, I hope, suspect bowdlerizing. Ludwich (HV 25) and Wecklein 

(ZA V tio) are content merely to register the interpolation. I may 

note that the plus verse contains probably an example of yjdupos : 

cf. below on IT 432-58. 

The speech of Poseidon closes: 

370 GAN aye’, as dv éyo cinw, wmeOdpeOa martes. 
oJ ‘8 a y bea be? ay 7 domldes boca apiota évt otpaT@ HOE péyiorat, 
€ , Q N , Z 
éoodpevol, kepadras 6& mavaildnow Kopvdeccr 

uA ‘ a \ rg > »+ 3 c 7 Kptavres, xepoiv O€ Ta paxpotar’ éyyxe €édbOvTes, 
” 4 > 4X a2 58 ar 29 ¥ . Youev’ avTap éyay yjnocopat, ovd ere dni 

375 “Exropa IIpiapidny pevéew, pdda wep peuadra.” 

376 ds O€ & dynp pevexappos, exer 8 ddlyoy odkos Gyo, 
377. xelpom hari Sdra, 6 & ey domidt peifom Siro. 

om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The text adopted is that of Zenodotus; the plus verses were 

read, but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. The evidence 

comes partly from Aristonicus (5 A): odros Kal 6 ééfs &Oerodvrat, 
and partly from Didymus (5 T): rods di0 Znvddoros pév ovdi ypdder, 
Apioropdvns dé dOere?, mutilated in s A: Znvddoros (...) & 
mponbéret. 

Criticism has long attacked this section on internal grounds, for 

which reference to Ameis-Hentze (Azhang, v. 90) must here suffice. 
Leaf well calls 376-7 and 381-2 ‘the climax of absurdity’. Against 
the latter lines there is no external evidence, a reminder probably 
of the fragmentary nature of the scholia. Robert (Stud. 119 ff.) 
includes 376-7 in his Ur-/izas, but the result he wishes could be 
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obtained without coming into this conflict with the external evidence. 
Wilamowitz (//as, 234 n.) sees clearly that the lines are interpolated. 

Aristarchus observed that pevéyapyos is without parallel in 
Homer. It is under the analogy of pevemrédepos, and elsewhere 
(I 529, A 122, 303, N 396, O 582, ¥ 419) pevexdpyns is always 
employed. We have no right to import such a form, and must 

regard the shorter text as clearly superior. 

According to Aristonicus (s A at 394) 671 Znvddoros tovTwy TOY 
OMoLd@aewy THY mporny Tpitny Téraxey that editor must have read: 

64 pa 767’ aivordérny epida mrodr€uowo Taévuccay 
390 xKvavoxaira Iloceddwv kal paidipos “Exrop, 

jrot 6 wey Tpdecoiy, 6 & Apyeiorcw dphyov. 
exdAvoOn Ot Oddacca moti KrLolas TE véas TE 

393 Apyeiwv: of dé Evvicav peyédo@ ddadnto. 
396 ore mupds Tocc0s ye wéAe Bpdpos aiPopévoro 

ovpeos ev Bioons, bre 7 @peto katémev BAnv’ 
ovr’ avepnos Toccoy ye Tepi Spuvaiy dyikdpoiow 

399 nmver, ds Te wddioTa péya Bpéwerar yadrcraivor’ 

394 ovre Oadrdoons Kipa tocov Boda mori yxépaor, 
395 movrTodev dpvipevov mvoin Bopéw dreyewvh, 
400 édcc0n dpa Tpdwv kai Ayaidy emdeTo parr 

detvov dvodvtwy, br’ én’ adAjAoLoL Gpoveay. 

It is impossible to overlook the probability that this is merely 
haplography, started by the recurrence of ovre at the beginning of 

three lines, and imperfectly corrected. The question then passes 

into one of internal evidence. Wecklein (ZAV 66) is in favour of 
rejecting 394-5, which he compares with 4 123 (q.v.), a misplaced 

interpolation. It is, however, equally probable that the trans- 

position is no more than a mechanical defect in the antigraphon 

used by Aristonicus, and that he is again hawking at small game. 

O 

The Trojans were in desperate plight: 

éypero dé Zevs 
5 ~Iédns €v xopypfiot mapa xpvcoOpévov “Hpns. 

5% eCero 8 dpOwleis, padtaxdy S evdvve xirava = B 42. 

2966 U 
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The plus verse is known from the T scholia mpooriOéacr dé Kai Td 
“lero... xiTava”. 

Wecklein (7A V 10) and Ludwich (HV 26) are content to record 

the interpolation. Its absence from our texts is surely not due to 
bowdlerizing. . 

The speech of Zeus to Hera: 

“7 para 6) Kakérexvos, dunxave, ods dbdA0s, “Hpn, 

15 “Exropa Stov éravoe paxns, epoBynoe dé Aaods. 
ov pay oid’, ef atre Kaxoppadins ddreyevis 

17 wpOTn émavpnat Kai oe mAnyHow iudoow' 

32 ddpa idn, tv Tor xpatoun pirdrns TE Kal evyy.” 

34 as péro’ plynoey ¢ Bodms motvia “Hpn. 

18 7 ov pépyn, Ore Te xpepo iWdbev, ex dé modoiv 
dxpovas fKa Sv, wept xepat dé Seopov tra 

20 xpvacov, dppnkrov; ov & év aidépe kal veeAnowy 

éxpépo’ nAdaoreov S€ Geot Kata pakpdy "Odvpror, 

doa & ovk edivavro mapacraddy’ dy dé AaBouue, 

pirrackoy rerayov amd Bndov, opp’ ay tknra 

ynv odtynredéov? epee 8’ ov8 ds Ovpoy avier 
25 anys ddvvn “Hpakdjos Geio.o, 

tov od dv Bopén dvéuw memGovoa vedas 

méeuwpas em’ arpvyerov movtov, Kaka pntidoca, 

kal puv €retra Kéoy & edvatopéevny drévetkas. 

Toy pev eyor evOey pvoduny Kal dvyyayov avris 

30 “Apyos és tmmdBorov, kai moda wep GOAnoarta. 

TOV oO adtis pyncw, W’ amoddAnéns ararawv 

habent omnes. 
33 hv eulyns €dOovca Oedv aro Kai p’ ardtnoas. 

damn. Nauck. 

To begin with the shorter interpolation: it was found neither in 
the text of Zenodotus nor of Aristophanes. The evidence is given 
by Didymus (s A‘): ote rapa Znvodérw ovre map’ Apioropdver Fv, 
or (5 T) ovdé mapa Tois mepi Znvddorov jy. 

These editors must have been following their MSS., for they 
could have had no possible reason for excluding it. It is a common 
type of interpolation—the filling out of an idea already sufficiently 
expressed—and we have no right to insert it against the external 
evidence. 
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The longer interpolation also was not read by Zenodotus on the 

testimony of Didymus (5 At): Znvddoros ode 6AwS THY KoAaCLY THS 
“Hpas ypéper. 

That the xoAacts “Hpas has run the gauntlet of criticism as well 
as it has is due to its intrinsic interest. It completes for us the 

story from the Herakles epos—part of which has been told by 

Hypnos in the preceding book. That the two parts do not overlap 

is natural—it lay in the plan of the interpolator that they should 

not. How a demand can be maintained that Zeus must tell of his 

previous brutality—and that is what is needed to shake the 
authority of the older and better-attested version—I do not see. 

Besides, the sequence 31-2 is impossible, as Ameis-Hentze (Aw. 
v. 125 f.) has shown. This difficulty is felt by Leaf, who also calls 

attention to the emptiness of adzis in line 31; Finsler’s attempt 
(Homer’, ii. 149) to make tay o’ attis pyvjow = ‘I will repeat your 
punishment’ is ingenious rather than convincing. The linguistic 

oddities of the passage (cf. Leaf) cannot be pressed too hard, as they 

can be paralleled from late but genuine sections of the poem. Still 
the accumulation is remarkable, and it is worth noting that Fick 

(Ilias, 496) assigns these lines to the Jonische Redaction, while its 

context is regarded as part of the Erwezterung der Ments. Bechtel 

(Vocalcontr. 166) treats O 1-63, 72-7, as a unit; but, except for the 
neglected digamma ai’ éuéwv, all the marks of lateness noted fall 
within this interpolation. Witte (Glotta, 2 (1910). 18f.) calls 
attention to the fact that O 25 and A 398 (for which he gives a 

sufficient explanation) are the only examples of édvv7 in contrast to 
twenty-three examples of ddvvat. 

Finally, the interpolation seems to have had a rival. Eustathius 
(Neumann, p. 280) and s T at line 21 quote two plus verses. 

Barnes (cf. Ludwich, AT i. 384, HV 22) brought them into the 
vulgate as 30*°—an obvious impossibility. Duentzer (Zenod. 159 n.) 

doubted whether they could be ascribed to Zenodotus, but it was 
left to Erhardt (280) to find the solution. They are from a shorter 

version of the interpolation : 
18 ov péuvn, dre Te Kpeuw dev, Ex JE rrodoiw 
19 dkpovas jKa dvw, mepi xepol de decpoy inra 
20 xptocov, dppnxtov; ad & év aidépt Kai vedédrnowy 

a1 éxpéuw nAdoreov d& Oeot Kara paxpov “OdvuTor, 
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* mplv Tore Of 0° amédvoa rredav, pvdpovs dS evi Tpotn 
* K&éBBadov, dppa médotto Kal éooopévotor mrvbéc Ba. 
31 Tay o atris pyc, 2 arodAdiEns amardorv. 

The existence of two versions (cf. Didymus at T 327) tends to 

discredit each. : 
The xédaois “Hpas is not as obviously unfit as are many other 

interpolations. But the shorter text can be followed without 

difficulty ; Wecklein (ZA V 57) also prefers it, and in view of the 
many cases in which it has proved superior we have no right to 

depart unnecessarily from it. The motive of the interpolation is 

readily comprehensible. The original appealed to its hearers by an 
allusion which was expected to be and was familiar to them. As 
circumstances shifted some rhapsodist found it convenient to supply 

what experience had shown was no longer generally known. 

The speech of Zeus after Hera has made her submission ends : 

aN’ ef On p éeredv ye Kal aTpeKéws ayopevers, 
épxeo viv peta PIAA Oedy Kai dedpo Kddeooov 

55 “Ipiv 7 edOéuevat kai Amdd\A@va KAvTérogor, 
opp’ } ev peta Aady Ayaloy yadrKoxiTévev 
€X\On Kai elmnot Toceddéov dvakre 
Tavoduevov movéuowo TA & mrpds dpa? fxécOa, 
"Exropa & drpivnct udxny és PotBos Amdddor, 

60 avris 0 éumvedonor pévos, AeAGOD 8’ ddvvdwr, 

ai viv pv relpovor Kata ppévas, a’tap Ayauovds 
avTis admootpepnow, avddrKida pifav évépcas, 
gevyovres & év vnvaol modvKAntot wéowo.” 

TIndcidew “AxiAjos* 6 8 avornoe: ov éraipov 

65 Ildrpoxdov* tov d€ xrevet eyxet haidipos “Exrap 

*IAlouv mpomdpobe, modégas ddéeoarr’ aicnovs 

tous GAdous, petra © vidy eudv Sapryddva Siov. 

tov d€ xokwodpevos Krevet “Exropa dios "AxtAdevs. 
3 ~ a. »” , A “~ 

é« rov 0 dy rou eretra madiwéw mapa yndov 
Peo ap § lA ? > a L Pa \ 70 ailey éym revyouu Scapmepes, cis 6 x’ "Ayatol 

"TXtov aimd Edovev ’AOnvains dia Bovdds. 

To mp 8 ovr’ dp’ eyd mavw xddoy ore tiv’ Gddov 
> s a > ¢ > AN >»s aOavarev Aavaoiow auvvéuev evOad’ edca, 
mplv ye rd IIndeidao reheurnOnvar eeddap, 
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75 ds of iméorny mparov, eu 8 emévevoa xdpntt, 

part T@, Gr’ epeio Gea O€ris Faro youver, 

Atooopém Tiyjoa “AxiAna rrodimropbov. 
56-77 om. Bekker®; 63-77 damn. Christ ; 64-77 om. van Leeuwen. 

The text adopted is that of Zenodotus ; the additional lines were 

read but obelized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus, by whom 
lines 56-63 were also athetized. 

The verdict of Aristarchus is reported at line 56 by Aristonicus 
(s A): a6 Tovrou Ews Tod “Arcoomévn Tipjoa” dberodvra crixor 
KB’, or (S BT): aOerodvra: ds mepitrol etkoot Kai So ottxor. To 
this Didymus (5 At) adds kai mapa Apioropdver nOérnvro. It is 

also Didymus who at line 64 gives us the information about Zeno- 

dotus (s A): Znvddoros dé amd Tod “ [IndeiSew Ayir7jos” ews rob 
“Arooopéevyn Tiujoat” ovd drws Eypadgev, or (5 T) Znvddoros évOévde 
€ws Tod “ Aioaouévn” ovde Eypadev. To this is appended in s T 
a very remarkable note: éofxac. yap Evpimidcio mpodby@ Tatra: 
évayavios O€ éativ 6 montis Kal, dv dpa, oréppa povov TiOnow: 

“Kakod 0 dpa of médev dpxy” (A 604)* téxa O& 6 Tabta roijoas 
(emoince) Kali 7d “@yducl? és OABnv” (A 366-92) Kai 7d “ 4péaro 
& as mpatov Kixovas dépace” ( 310-43). 

On the surface this would seem to be Zenodotus’ explanation of 

his reasons for omitting the line; and it is so taken by Duentzer 

(Zenod. 24) and by Leaf. The idea is inadmissible, for Zenodotus 

(cf. above, p. 51) had left no commentary; and Aristarchus and 

his followers could do no more than guess at his reasons. I am 

glad that this can be shown independently, for on my own line of 
reasoning the Zenodotean origin of this scholium must be denied. 
Zenodotus could not have given such an explanation, for the simple 

reason that he had nothing to explain, lines 64-77 being for him 

non-existent. Roemer (A AH 297) claims that the criticism is by 

Aristarchus, because it is so excellent ; against that a plea of on 

sequitur must be entered. Eustathius (Neumann, p. 282) names 

Zenodotus of Mallos as the source; and Heyne (vii. 19), though 

reasoning badly, probably divined the ultimate source when he 

named Crates of Mallos. Traces of Pergamene tradition crop out 

in the T scholia, and I should include this among them. Very likely 

these scholars here reverted to the text of Zenodotus ; their defence 

of lines 56-63 has been lost, but their attack on lines64—77 hassurvived. 
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Of modern scholars Wilamowitz (/as, 233n.) has approached 
the problem correctly —lines 64-77 are disposed of by the vecensio. 
His defence of lines 56-63 (they are not intended for Hera, but the 
poet has every reason to explain to his hearers how Zeus will act) 
shows at least that the two passages are not of one piece. That is 
as far as the present book need go into the problem. 

Other scholars have made their approach in the belief that the 
burden of proof must be borne by him who denies the genuineness 
of the passage. Yet many of them have ended by agreeing either 
with Aristarchus or Zenodotus. The older writings are summarized 
in the Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, v. 99 ff., 127 f. and copious extracts 
are printed in Benicken, Szwd. i. 161 ff. The view of Lachmann 
(54 f.) and of Benicken, that the passage must be genuine because 
it is so incompatible with our Ziad that no man could have been 
foolish enough to interpolate it in that poem, must be rejected. 
According to these scholars the passage was part of an independent 
lay, so old that the story then had, or could then be imagined to 
have, a different ending. But the forms KTevel, mroAe€as (cf. Bechtel, 
Vocalcontr. 59, 229) are characteristic of the very latest strata of 
the poems, and consequently render any such dating impossible. 
Duentzer (Hom. Abh. 77) and Friedlander (Hom. Krit. 51n.) 
endeavoured to meet the difficulty raised by Lachmann by supposing 
that the interpolation was made not in the //zad but in the song of 
a rhapsodist who was using this part of the poem separately. The 
explanation does not explain ; and, besides, it is worth noting that 
interpolations to adapt a part of the poem to separate recitation, 
though frequently assumed, are not revealed by our external 
evidence. We must simply recognize that it is impossible to set 
in advance a limit to human folly, and accept the external evidence 
as showing how foolish some man actually was. 

Bergk endeavoured to restrict the interpolation to lines 64~71, its 
worst part, and was followed by Ameis-Hentze and by Bechtel. 

The forms with which Bechtel deals are, to be sure, restricted to 
these lines, but that is insufficient to prove the remainder genuine. 

1 The limits of possibility will vary at different periods, and it must be remembered that these scholars dated the interpolations much earlier than I do. The Athenian of the fifth century must have found his Homer as difficult as the modern Englishman his Chaucer. An interpolation quite as foolish in Chaucer—perhaps even in Shakespeare— could be safely read before a modern audience. 
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The objections to Bergk’s idea are: (1) 75 piv = mpiv, according 
to Leaf without parallel ; and (2) the gods, in contradiction to the 
sequel, are thus given permission to interfere as soon as the Greeks 

are driven to their ships. - On the other hand, Lentz (28) and Fick 
(Llias, 496) follow Aristarchus; while Lang (Homer and the Epic, 

171) agrees with Zenodotus, acknowledging, ‘ however regretfully’, 
that lines 64-77 ‘do look like an interpolation’. In more 
recent times Roemer (AAH 296-300) defends the Aristarchean 

athetesis in its entirety. Wecklein (7A V 44) recognizes the break 
between 56-63 and 64-77, but regards each piece as an interpola- 
tion ; the former on linguistic evidence that is not to be discussed 
in this book. Rothe (/Zas, 272 n.) regards the interpolation—ganz 
oder zum grossten Teile—as proved completely. Cauer (Grundfr? 
237 f.) regards the whole passage as a misfit, but seems content to 
classify it as late. Drerup (Hom. Poet. i. 359) accepts the vulgate 

text, and thus gives one more proof of his inability to discriminate 

between Homer and the Pseudohomerica; Finsler too (Homer ?, ii. 

150) gives a short and unsatisfactory defence of the passage. 

Bethe (Homer, i. 290-3) discusses the passage carefully with a 

view to establish its genuineness in the sense that it is the work of 

the Verfasser unserer Ilias. I cannot concede that it is an inter- 

polation of so early a date,and must examine his arguments. Bethe 

admits the linguistic difficulties (or rather those discussed by 

Roemer, Miinchn. SB,1907, 515 ff.), but maintains that an Athenian 

of the sixth century could have perpetrated them. The position is” 
sound, but there still remains the feeling of the author’s helplessness 

that one gets in the reading of this passage. Bethe claims also 
that the passage is necessary because of Hera’s speech (93-9) to 

Themis. Granting for the sake of argument that Hera must have 
been told more than she could guess from the looks (13) and threats 
(17) of Zeus, it is clear that lines 56-63 abundantly satisfy the 

claim. The difficulties in what follow do not seem to be fully 

appreciated by Bethe: if the author means what he says, or can 

say what he means, then Hector falls at the ships, and the Greeks 
sweep on in an unbroken victory to the capture of Troy. That 

contradicts both the //zad and the Cycle. 
The motive for the interpolation is chauvinism.1_ Some one could 

1 Cf, also on O 610-14, where the trick of connexion is the same. 
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not allow the fears aroused by lines 56-63 to remain for a moment 
unallayed. The poet was proceeding on another principle, that of 
arousing suspense. The interpolation spoils that intention, and 

also the diplomatic manceuvre of Zeus. Hera’s protestations he 
meets simply with an acid test: if you mean what you say, do thus 

and so; the result will be that Poseidon will quit the battle and 
Hector will rout the Achaeans. 

The merit of the shorter version is shown by its presenting this 
idea unspoiled by the intrusion of a passage that wavers between 

cajoling and exasperating Hera—especially a passage so strangely 
worded and in such flagrant contradiction with ideas found else- 
where in the epos. 

After the close of Zeus’ speech: 

78 @s épar ovS dridnoe bed, evKddevos “Hpn. 

78* Ziv trorapBnoaca’ vdos S€ of dda pevoiva, 

The T scholia introduce the plus verse with the phrase rivés eré& 
tobrov ypdpovot. They also corrupt Ziv’ to Zyvédoros: that may 
be a piece of pure stupidity, or may conceal the source, Zenodotus 
of Mallos. 

There is obviously no need (cf. Ludwich, HV 26; Wecklein, 
ZAV 11) to depart from the shorter and better-attested version. 
I may compare the similar expansion of 2 263 that reaches us in 
the same fashion. 

After his cure by Apollo Hector returns to the battle : 
os 0” dre tis orards tmmos, dxoothoas éml ddétvn, = Z 506 
Secpov arroppitas Oein medioto Kpoaiver, Z 507 

265 [elwOas AoverOar evppeios moraporo, | Z 508 
269 ds "Exrwp dAawpnpd wédas Kal yobvar’ évdpa 

y 4 e ~ 2 A ae > Ua oTpvvev immnas, Emel Oeod ExAvev addy. 

266 xvdidov" tyod dé Kkdpn exer, audi d€ xatra = Z 509 
267 dois diccovra’ 6 8 dydaingx merobds, =Z 510 
268 piuha € yoiva gépet péra tr HOca Kal vousy inmwv' = Z 511 

The text is offered in the belief that it is that of the Zenodotean 
antigraphon. Aristophanes and Aristarchus read the plus verses, 
the latter at least athetizing them and the line that precedes them. 
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Aristonicus (s A) gives clear testimony : ad rovTov (265) éws rod 
“piuda € yoova héper” dberoovra arixo: & Kal dorepicKor mapd- 
KewTat, dre ofkerdtepov ém’ Ade~dvdpov. That is not contradicted 
by his note on Z 506-11: kal rovrots Opoiws aorepioKot TapadKelvrat, 
ért Thy mapaBodhy SAnv em “Exropos BdnOévros Ow bm’ Atavros 
HeTiveyKey évredOev, this being merely a statement of the lines 
contained in Aristarchus. 

The note of Didymus (s T) is admittedly corrupt; for reasons 
already given, p. 49, I emend: Znvddoros rodroy (265) pévov 
ypiger, Apicropdyns (Apiorapyos cod.) d& Kad rods &ddovs y. 
Hiller’s emendation (rep.)ypdgex has set the critics upon the wrong 
trail. 

The text ascribed to Zenodotus can be understood only if we 
assume that line 265 is the abortive beginning of an interpolation. 
Wecklein has shown that this sort of thing has elsewhere taken 
place in the vulgate, and we may believe that it was here present in 
the MSS. used by Zenodotus. It is also possible, however, that 
the copy of his work used by the Aristarcheans had suffered inter- 
polation. I have consequently bracketed the line. 

There is no occasion to rehearse the discussions of the passage, 
which have generally issued in the belief that Z is the original seat 
of the simile, and have sought to explain its presence here partly 
on the assumption of the same, partly on the assumption of a 
different author. Bethe (Homer, i. 295) shows the use of borrowed 
material throughout this section, but without citing anything 
approaching this repetition of six consecutive lines. One who 
wished to borrow the simile—whether it was his own or another’s— 
was of course under no compulsion to take it in its entirety. The 
external evidence indicates! that he was content with the two first 
lines, and that copyists made the borrowing complete. 

The ways of Zeus are set forth and then: 

Ta Ppovéwy viecow emt yadbupjow ~eyepev 
“Exropa IIpiapidny, wdda wep pepadra Kai avrov. 

605 paiveto 0’, ds br’ Apns eyxeordros 4 dAodv rip 
ovpert paivntra: Babéns ev rdppeow vAns’ 

1 Shewan’s discussion, CP 6 (1911). 274 f., is based on the customary inversion of 
the evidence. ‘The burden of proof is on him who seeks’ to insert. 

2966 xX 
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adroopos St epi orbya yivero, To dé of doce 

AapmrécOnyv Brooupfow tr’ ddptor, apdi € mArn§ 

609 cpepdaréoy Kporddoic.tivdooeTo papvapévoto. 

615 Kal p’ terev pga otixas avdpav, meipyntifoy, 
7 Oy WAEetoTov Sutrov 6pa Kal revxe’ ApicTa’ 

610 “Exropos* avtos ydp of am’ aidépos nev auivrop 

Zevs, ds piv mrEdverot pet avdpdot podvoy édyta 
Tia Kat KvOatve’ ptvuvOdd.os yap Epedrev 
écoecO dn yap of émapyve pdpowpoy juap 

614 TadAas *AOnvain td Indeidao Bindu. 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen ; damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 

The text given is that of Zenodotus; the five plus verses were 
read, but obelized, by Aristarchus. The evidence is given by 
Aristonicus (s AB): @Oeroivra: orixo: ¢’, and by Aristonicus com- 
bined with Didymus (5 T) @@eroivra orixor € s repittoé ovdt rapa 
Znvod6re dé noav oi €. 

Critics have often (Finsler, Homer, ii. 158 is a recent exception) 
thought it necessary to ‘eject’ these verses. When it is recognized 

that they are not present in the oldest and best tradition, no claim 

can be made (cf. Wilamowitz, //as, 157n.) for their insertion. The 

trick of connexion (cf. also Wecklein, ZAV 45) recalls the inter- 
polation of lines 64-77, and we find here the same chauvinistic 

motive. The hearers will be more comfortable if reminded that 

Hector is doomed to death. There is also the same helplessness of 

expression—cf. dm’ aidépos, podvoy ébvra, and bd IIndeidao Bingu. 

In the attack on the ships: 

ovde pev “Extwp 
689 pipvery évt Tpdov 6uddo rica Owpnxrdéor' 

adr’ ws 7 dpvidwy merenvay aieros aibewy 
€Ovos Epopparai, KTH. 

689% GAAa moAd mpobeecke, Td bv pévos oddevi eikay = X 459 A 515 

The plus verse is introduced in the T scholia by the phrase: 
Tives emiovvdmrovet TOUT Tdde. 

This at least half mechanical addition needs no discussion; cf. 
Ludwich, HV 26; Gerhard, 84n.; Wecklein, ZA V 11. 
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IT 

Achilles speaking to Patroclus: 

GANA Kai os, Iérpokde, vedv ad Aorydv aptvov 
€umeo’ emixpatéws, ut) 6} mupds aldopévoro 

82 vias évimpiowot, pidrov & drs vécrov ~dwvrat. 

meiBeo &, ds Tor €y® pvOou rédos év ppeot Oelw, Krd. 

822 rovs dAdous évdpit’, amd 5’ “Exropos ioyxeo xeipas. 

The verse was added by Barnes from the story told of Diogenes 
Cynicus by Diog. La. vi. 2. 63: épavéyv more airovpevos, mpds Tov 

epavdpxny én, 
“rods aAous evapi(’, amd 8 “Exropos isxeo xeElpas.”’ 

Achilles’ instructions to Patroclus : 

€K vnov édXdoas iévar waéduv* ef O€ Kev ad ToL 

Oén Kidos dpécOa, épiydoumos mécis “Hpns, 
89/91 pH ot y’ ayadAdpevos modéu@ Kai SnorArt, 

92 Tpdas évaipdpevos, mpori “IX\ov aimdy iecOar, 
* pH o amropovvabévta AEBn KopvOaioros °Exrwp 
95 GAA& waédLy TpordacOal, emnv Pdos Ev vIecat 

Onns, Tods O€ 7’ eav wediov Kéra dnpidacba. 
al ydp, Zed re warep Kal ‘AOnvain Kai “Aroddov, 
pire tis otv Tpdov Odvatov piyo., doco East, 
pire tis Apyeiwy, vaw & éxddpev GrcOpor, 

100 6 6p’ oir Tpoins iep& xphdeuva AVwper.” 

89 py avy dvevbev epeio AtAaleoOar Trodepitey 

90 Tpwcit Pirorrodgpoicw* dripdrepov S€ pe Onoes. 

QI pnd emayaddAdpevos rodkéu@ kai Syorjri, 

92 Tpa@as éevatpdpevos, mpori “IAtov ryepovevery, 
93 wy tts amr OtAvproto Gedy aleryeverdov 

94 éuBnn’ pada Tovs ye didet exdepyos “AmddA\av" 

vss. 97-100 om. Bekker; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The text is adopted in the belief that it is the text of Zenodotus, 

except that in line g2 instead of his mpor! “Id:ov aimd diecba 
(Aristonicus, s A) I have followed Wecklein’s emendation. The 

scholia are, however, in great confusion. 
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Aristonicus (s A) makes the statement: 671 Znvédoros rodrov (89) 
kal rov ééfs ApKev, memoinxe S& (rév zpirov) obras “ph ob ¥ 
dyaddopevos mordéu@ Kal OniorHTL”. The corresponding statement 
ins T: rods B’ (89-90) dere? Znyvddoros, is in flat contradiction. 
The difficulty is to be solved by recognizing that the T scholiast 

has substituted @Oeret for 7pxev—in the next note he does the same, 

as his own language shows—and has dropped the statement about 

the third line. 
Aristonicus (s A) then says: 671 Zynvddoros kara 76 EEns Técoapas 

amd Tobrov (93) npke, ypdder dé avi adtdv Tobrov “ph o aroyvu- 
pvobévtra AGBn KopvOaioros “Extwp’. The corresponding note in 
$ T is: rods y dOere? Znvddoros Kai avr’ aitav ypdéde “un o 
dtropovvobévta X4Bn KopvOatoros “Extwp”, dv mapwdet Atovicros 6 
Opaé avi rod (“ dropovvebévra” “ droyupvabévta” Kai avti Tod) 
“dBn” “ddéxn” A€yov. Here the substitution of dOeret for npxe 
is unmistakable, because of the following dvr’ atvrav ypdédper, but 
amopovywbévra is clearly the Zenodotean text. The supplement is 

needed both to account for the éwoyuvpvwbévra in A, and to perfect 

the joke perpetrated by Dionysius. Roemer (AAH 429) enjoys 

this jest hugely without understanding it. The Alexandrians smelt 
paiderasty in this speech, and Dionysius must have said what a pity 

that Zenodotus did not read pH o’ adroyuprvmbévra Sdéxn KopvOaiodos 
“Extwp. What he meant should be clear; but if not, one may 
meditate on the motives that lead Hindu writers on the technique 

of the drama to include kissing, biting, and scratching under one 

and the same taboo. Compare also the Kamasitra, and the jest 
from the same sphere quoted on K 159°. 

The most serious difficulty remains—the conflict of the numerals. 

The y’ in T isimpossible, and was emended to 6’ by Maass; that 
harmonizes with A, and the text after the omission of lines 93-6 is 

readable. But Wilamowitz (//zas, 121) has shown that lines 97-100 

were composed to follow lines 95-6; and I have therefore assumed 

that & is a corruption of d¥o. 
Of the relative merits of the two versions little need be said. To 

me as to Wecklein (ZA V 62) the text of Zenodotus seems superior to 
lines 89-91 of the vulgate. Itis necessary, however, to note that it 

may be merely a case of haplography; a copyist’s eye wandering 
from pi) od y’ ayadddpevos to pnd émayadrdréduevos. Wecklein 
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hesitates to follow Zenodotus in reading for lines 93-4 pH o’ 

drropovvwbévra A4Bn KopvOaioros"Exrwp. I think we should do so 
without hesitation, because the motive for the interpolation is clear. 

It is chauvinism: Patroclus must fear not Hector, but the inter- 

vention of a god. The interpolation clashes also with lines 97-100, 

as Lachmann (66) felt. Unfortunately he chose the wrong solution. 
Lines 97-100 were athetized by Aristarchus according to Aris- 

tonicus (s A): a@@erodvra: otixot Técoapes. § T has preserved a 
remarkable note, which I would assign to its Pergamene source: mav- 

TEA@S ExBANTEoV Tovs O’ aTixous.... KAaA@S odv dno Apiorapxos 
Znvodorov sramrevKéevat, ws elev TapevTeOévtes of orixoL brs THY ap- 
cevikovds Epwras AeyovTav elvat map’ “Oujp@ Kal brovootvTwy maidiKa 
eivat AxytdAdéa IlarpéxdXov (AytAAéws IIdrpoxrAov Roemer). The 
foundation of Aristarchus’ remark is unknown. It need have been 
nothing more than the obelizing of these lines by Zenodotus; and 

in that case their discussion falls outside the limits set for this book. 

The arming of Patroclus: 

130 @s gato, Ilérpoxdos d€ Koptacero vepomt Karka. 
kynpidas pev mpara mept Kynpnow €Onke 

Kadds, dpyuvpeowrw émiopuptois apapvias 

dedrepov av Odpnka epi ornOecow dure 
x 3 id aps 4 3 vd 

motkidov dotepbevTa, Kaxa@v Bed€wv arewpyy. 

135 audi 0’ dp’ dporrw Bddero ~ipos apyupindov 
xX@rxkeov, avtap ereita odKos péya te otiBapoy Te 

‘ te a Nie Se, fe yf yw 

kpatt & én’ ipOipm kuvénv evruKrov EOnkev, 
immoupiy’ devoyv b& Adpos KabvmepOev Evever. 
eikeTo & aAxipa Sodpe, Ta of Tardunpw apHpe. 

140 [&yxos & odx Eder’ olov dydpovos Aiaxiédao.| 
ow > > 4 ~ -~ BA 

145 Unmovs & Avropédovta Bods Cevyvipey avoye, 
tov per’ AyidAja pnEjvopa tie wddioTa, 
miotoratos 6€ of €oxe pdxn evi peivon dpoKAry. 

134 sic twés ap. T, Aristophanes, Vesp. 615 ; moddxeos Alaxidao ceteri. 

141 PpiOd, péya, oriBapdr* 7o pév ov duvar’ Gddos "Axadv = T 388 

médrev, GAA piv olos emiotato mda ’AxtAXeEvs, = T 389 

Tinkidda perinv, tiv marpi pilo rape Keipwv = T 390 

IIndiov év xopudijs, pdvov eppevar npoeoory. = T 391 

In line 134 I have followed without hesitation the earlier-attested 
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text. When it is recognized that the variant is later than Pisistratus 
there can be no doubt as to which is variant and which is original 
text. I regard the line as very important,! because it shows that 
the Pisistratean text did not carry the exchange of armour into this 
section, but that some person or persons afterwards tampered with 
the text for the purpose of rendering the poem more consistent. 
We have seen the same sort of thing being done in the Catalogue, 
and on a large scale in the Wall-building. 

In lines 140-4 the text printed is that which I believe to be the 
text of Zenodotus, although the statements in the scholia are greatly 
confused. The most definite statement, and the one most worthy 
of credence, is that of Didymus (5 A‘): Zyvddoros rodrov (140) 
abericas Tods eqs téscapas ovx éypadev. Then the note of 
Aristonicus (s A) at T 387: aOerodvra: oriyo: téooapes, bre éx TOD 
ITarpoxdov émdiopob perdkevrar.  d& mepieotiypévn Simdq, bre 
éevraiba pty (T 388-91) avrods Znvddoros Karadédourev, emi 88 
ITarpéxdov (II 141-4) 70érnkev must be corrected by applying it 
to the following line (so Ludwich, AHT i. 448f.; Roemer, AAW 
266), and not by emending réooapes to wévre with Cobet. We 
must also believe that the epitomator has substituted 40érnxer for 
npkev, and that is confirmed by the antithetic word KaranéXourrev, 
and also by the fact that the epitomator must have found something 
like aOerjoas ... jpxe (cf. Didymus’ report), which would have 
seemed to him unnecessarily explicit. This explains also why the 
note is placed one line too soon, that being the point where 
Aristonicus’ discussion began. A note of Aristonicus in s T 
(abbreviated in s B), referred by its lemma to IT 141-2 but applying 
undoubtedly to the following lines also, dorepicKxous Exovot Kakds 
dvres ev 77 T, presents the facts in the same light. 

One other question may best be considered at this point—whether 
T' 388-91 is the source of the interpolation, or whether both passages 
are interpolated from some cyclic poem. The latter idea is suggested 
by a note ins At at T 387: ovdt év rais dda noav of &Oerovpevor 
(388-91). Ultimately the note will go back to Didymus ; but as 
the lines are explicitly attested for Zenodotus by Aristonicus it is 

1 Niese (93 f.), writing before the publication of the T scholia, was greatly troubled 
by this line as read in the vulgate. I may note also that Fr 332 f., which he draws into 
the question, have at least proved objects of suspicion. 
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clear that the epitomator has here done his worst. I suspect that 
Didymus gave a statement of the facts for IJ 140-4, and that the 
epitomator, finding it burdensome, threw the scholarship overboard. 
If so, there is no external evidence against T 388-91 ; if, on the 
other hand, one prefers to believe that this remark must have been 
started by the omission of I’ 388-91 in some text, we shall have 
another case (cf. B 116-18 = I 23-5, X 133-5 = 316*-°) of what 
Gerhard (80 n.) well terms ‘freifliegende Einschubverse’, suggesting 
that these lines were also used as X 320-4 in his papyrus. 

In the shorter version line 140 is clearly an interpolation— 

especially since Wecklein (7A V 43) has made the point that if 

genuine it must have stood before line 139—and I have followed 

Zenodotus in athetizing it. He must have found it in some manu- 

scripts, and that he wrote it at all must be regarded as a mani- 
festation of mepirri) evAdPeia. 

As for a choice between the versions, the vecensio, as Wilamowitz 

([las,124; cf. Hermes, 35 (1900). 564) has seen, settles the 
question. But Wilamowitz does the interpolation too much honour 

when he makes it ‘so jung, dass er die Asteropaiosgeschichte 
voraussetzt’; Bethe (Homer, i. 84f.) also dates the interpolation too 

early. On the other hand, Robert (Studien, 93) tries to avoid the 
force of the external evidence:1 ‘Der Umstand, dass Zenodot sie 

nicht las und vielleicht in einigen seiner Handschriften nicht fand, 
wird reichlich aufgewogen durch die Thatsache, dass bereits der 
Dichter des T diese Verse gekannt und nachgeahmt hat.’ But that 
is the point at issue, and the external evidence indicates that these 

verses have been taken from T at a time so late that Zenodotus’ 

MSS. were essentially free from the interpolation. 
Apart from the external evidence we may claim that the shorter 

version is superior, for those who have started with the longer 

version have often demanded the excision of the passage. For the 

older literature cf. Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, vi. 44f., and also Leaf. 

Of more recent writers Roemer (AAA 266) follows Aristarchus ; ? 
Rothe (//as, 282) and Finsler (Homer, ii. 164) retain the lines, 
being impressed by the leisurely movement of the section—a 

1 This is a corollary to his belief that the exchange of armour was an original 

motif; cf. 4JP 42 (1921). 278f. 
2 For T 388-97 refusing to believe that Aristarchus athetized the lines. 
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leisureliness which we have neither reason nor right to increase by 
intruding lines not in the earliest and best tradition. Ameis-Hentze, 
after a close interpretation of the language, conclude that lines 
140-4 must go unless a distinction can be drawn between éyxos = 
Stosslange and doipe = Wurfspeeren ; I think (cf. Seymour, Life ix 
the Hom, Age, 664 f.) that the distinction is impossible. 

Finally, I must notice a passage in the B scholia at 141 which at 
first blush seems to be a quotation from Zenodotus. It runs ¢yol 
yap Zyvodoros bri motéy ri Hv ds wit) Sivacbat adrd aipey rods Tpoas ; 
As Duentzer (Zeod. 37) has seen, such an argument is incompatible 
with the retention in T of the lines. I would associate this passage 
with the one already discussed at O 64, and one that will be 
mentioned at IIT 467. All three come through the BT scholia; in 
one place (O 64) Eustathios ascribes the note to Zenodotus of 
Mallos, and all should be looked upon as Pergamene. In the 
Odyssey (at 6 353, m 281) similar fragments are found. 

Achilles prayer begins: 

“Zeb dva, dwdwvaie, Tedacytxé, rnd66c vaiov, 
| Awddvns pedéov Svoyxerpépov' audi 8 Serdol 

235 gol vatovo’ vropara: dvimrémodes, xapasedvar. 
236 perv Of mor’ éudv eos Exdves ev€apévoro, nA 453 
238 90 ere Kal viv por 768 émixprnvoy éédSap° = A455 

237 tiwnoas pev eye, péya S tao Aady ’Ayady = A 454 

The text is that of Zenodotus; Aristophanes and Aristarchus 
read, but obelized, the additional line. 

The evidence comes partly from Aristonicus (5 A): 6 yey dBeAds 
mpos Tijv mpoetpnuévny aOérnaww, 6 dt dorepicKos, bri éx THS TOD 
Xpicou eds perevjvexrat, with which is to be compared a corrupt 
scholium in T on O75 as emended by Roemer (AAA 148n.): 
Apiorapxos aberet (ds kal) 7d“ tipnoas pey eué” (riujoaper etn 
cod.). In part it is given by Didymus(sT): Znvddoros odds ypager: 
Apiotopdvns aberei. 

Here I shall not venture to claim intrinsic superiority for the 
shorter text. The longer version seems to me strangely expressed ; 
but the objections have not carried general conviction (cf. Ameis- 
Hentze, Anhang, vi. 48; Lentz, 4; and Leaf), and they may 
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possibly be no more than pressing too literally the wording. On 
the other hand, Duentzer’s claim that the line is necessary ‘quum 

Achilles hoc loco Iovis ultionem, clade Graecis immissa sibi com- 

paratam, non commemorare non posset’ seems clearly exaggerated. 

The special beauties discovered in the line by Finsler (Homer’, ii. 

165) and Wilamowitz (/ias, 119n.), the contrast between the 

former prayer for vengeance and the present prayer for the sparing 

of Patroclus, are read into the longer version. They could be read 

equally well into the shorter text; indeed, a still greater beauty 

might then be claimed, on the ground that we are allowed to feel 

this contrast for ourselves. At all events these beauties cannot be 
made a basis for claiming that there is a lacuna in the shorter text. 

Our choice must follow the external evidence. 
That, however, is not so simple because of the nature of the 

Chryseis episode. It is composed so largely of borrowed lines that 

it is the simplest hypothesis (cf. Leaf and Wilamowitz) to believe 

that its author found II 236-8 as in our vulgate and used them as 

A 453-5 for his own ends. It is then surprising, as Wecklein 
(ZA V 54) has felt, that his use of the line should have been so 
successful. We must furthermore assume that just this line was 
lost in some MSS. through a mechanical blunder of a rather rare 

type—the accidental skipping of a line even without haplographic 

temptation. That would be a curious coincidence, too curious to 

accept. Besides, there are in the Chryseis episode (cf. Ameis- 
Hentze, Anhang, i. 17) a few verses for which no source can be | 

indicated. I should regard A 454 as an example of this kind, and 

ascribe the complete assimilation of the passages to an interpolator.’ 

The meeting of Sarpedon and Patroclus: 

of 0 os T alyumiol yapwedvuyxes, &yKUAOXETAaL, 
nérpn ep indy peydrda KAd{ovTe wdxovTat, 
&s of KexAnyovTes em adAHAOLTLY dpovcay. 

431 rods d€ day ed€noe Kpédvov mais dyxvdopnren 

459 alpatoécoas dé yiddas Karéxevey Epage 
maida pirov tiuav, Tov of Ildrpoxdos epedre 
POicew ev Thoin épiBdraxt, rTnrAdO warpns. 

1 A similar position was taken by Fick, //as, 78, 86, and less distinctly 499. 

2966 Y 
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432 “Hpny 6€ mpooéeure xaovyyyrny Goxdv re MS 356 
“Spor eyoy, 8 re por Tapmrnddva, pidraroy dydpar, 

poip’ td Tarpdxdoro Mevorriddao Sayijvat. “ II 420 
. 

435 SixOa S€ por xpadin pepove ppeciv Oppaivoytt, cf. K 4 
” 7] piv Cwov edvta padxns amo daxpvoecons 

, > rE , > , oA cia dvaprdgas Avins év mio TL®, 
4} 98n ind xepoi Mevotiddao Sapdoow.” 

tov © npeiBer’ &reira Booms mérva “Hpn’ =A 551 
440 “‘aivérare Kpovidn, roiov roy pov eures. =A 552 

avdpa Oynroy ésyta, madat TeTpopevoyv ation, =X 179 
ay Odes Oavéroro dvonyéos efavadica ; = X 180 
€pd" drap o¥ rou mdvres emawvéopev beot ardor. = X 181 
Gro S€ rou epéw, od 8 evi dpeci Bddreo ojo" =A 207 

445 al xe Cov méuwns Zapmrnddva by dé Sdpor bé, 
Ppateo, pn tis erecta Gedy eb€Anot Kai HAXos 
méprrew doy didov vidy dd Kparepns vopivns* cf. 5 243 
TOOL yap mepi dor péya Tpidpoto paxovrat cf. X 251 
viées GOavdtwy" toicw Kérov aivdy evnoeis. cf. © 449 

450 GAN et ro didos ori, redv & Cdogvperat Frop, cf. X 169 
ro. peév piv ~acov evi kparepy vopivn cf. 6 207 
x€po’ Uro Tartpéxdo1o Mevoiriddao Oapijvat’ WII 420 
avtap émel 87 tév ye dirn Woxn Te Kal aidy, ch 51s 23) 
mépmery puv Odvardv re pépery cal mdvpov "Yavov, cf. I 671f. 

455 eis 6 xe 5) Avkins evpeins Shpov tkwrrat, cf. I 673 
évOa € rapyioover kaclyyntol te état TE = 11674 
TimB@ Te oT Te’ To yap yépas orl Oavdvrov.” = 11675 

458 bs ear’, ov8 anibnoe mathp avipay te Oey re. =A6S 

The text adopted is that of Zenodotus. The evidence is given 
partly by Aristonicus (A) at line 432: Ort Znvddoros xabdrov 
meptypader tiv duidlay tod Aids Kal rAs “Hpas, and partly by 
Didymus (s T) zbid.: mapa Znvodorw ovK Hv 6 diddoyos Tis “Hpas 
kai tod Aids. This language, although explicit, has been mis- 
interpreted: not to mention Roemer, Zenod. 66, one may compare 
Ludwich, HV 103, ‘athetierte ’ ; Wilamowitz, Lhas, 137, ‘als unecht 
bezeichnet’; Wecklein, ZAV 64, ‘als unecht erklart’. 

The extent of the omission is not precisely described, but Heyne 
(vii. 215f.) defined it correctly. Unfortunately Bekker? made 
431-61 the omitted lines, and the suggestion has remained as a 
trap for the unwary ; even Leaf at line 666 and Ludwich (AV 103) 
have fallen into it, after avoiding it elsewhere. Lachmann (72 f.) 
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re-established the correct definition, but his criticism should have 
fallen on Bekker instead of Zenodotus. 

The external evidence gives us an extweder-oder that cannot be 
avoided; and so a compromising solution like that of Robert 
(Studien, 395) need not be considered. The criticism that has 

started from the longer version has frequently (cf. Ameis-Hentze, 
Anhang, vi. 23 f., 54 f.) ended by demanding the ‘ ejection’ of these 

lines. Wilamowitz (/%as, 137) voices it excellently when he con- 

trasts the perfect sequence 431/59 with the absurd juncture 458/9 

of the vulgate. However, in ascribing the passage to the Bearbeiter 

of the Patrocleta he gives it much too early a date. There can be 
no question of inserting such a passage in the face of the external 

evidence. 

There is also linguistic evidence against it. Bechtel (Lexz/. 150 f.) 

has shown that v7duyos is a ghost-word, a spook born in the tradi- 

tion of the Homeric poems. Of it there are thirteen examples 
regularly spelled with a v-, so regularly that the variants cited at 

K 91, 6793, # 311 must be regarded merely as secondary accidents. 

That is the spelling of Aristarchus, but it was, as we shall see, by 

no means uncontested. Apollonius Rhodius, who wrote (2. 407) ov 

kvégas Héupos Umvos, evidently did not approve of it; and it is in 

opposition both to the etymology of the word and to the usage 

outside Homer. 

Aristonicus (cf. below) cites for #duyos both Simonides and Anti- 
machus. Epicharmus (fr. 179) has Aédyov akovcas ddvpov, the 

Etymologicum Magnum (420. 47) knows jdupéorepos, -Eoraros 
citing Aleman. Bechtel cites examples of dduyos as a proper name 
from inscriptions. The metre guarantees f#duyos for Hom. Hymn 

iv. 241, 449, and yet v7#dupos is written by one family (f) of manu- 

scripts. In the only other cases (v. 171, xix. 16) v#dupos is written 

apparently without variant at the head of the verse ; whether the v 

comes from the end of the preceding line! or is due to the influence 
of the Homeric text need not be decided. For vjdupos I know of 

only late examples: the inscriptions cited by van Leeuwen, EDE 

141 g, and Nonnus cited by Liddell and Scott. 

In Homer #dupos can be restored without difficulty in eleven out 

1 Elision at the end of the line, on which cf. Wackernagel, SU 160 ff., implies the 

necessary continuity of pronunciation. 
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of the thirteen passages. In seven there is not even question of 
emendation, but merely of the interpretation of the earliest form 
of writing:1 five (B 2, K 91,2242, 6793, m 311) as noted by 
Buttmann are of the type EXENEAYMOS, the other two (K 187, 
E 354) of the type TONEAYMOS. _In the remaining four (2 253, 
¥ 63, w 366, » 79) the correct spelling #dupos is the only change 
required ; the passages from the Odyssey being examples of hiatus 
licitus, and no indication of a digamma. In this passage (454), 
however, v7duyos is guaranteed 2 by the metre: 

mépmety piv Odvaroy re dépew Kai vidupov "Tavov 
and very probably for the interpolator of E 351°: 

Oj pa ror’ dOarpotor Aids ydro vyAdvpos bmvos. 
The discussion of vjdvyos gives us incidentally an insight into the way in which 

the Aristarcheans presented their results. It has been slightly obscured (a note 
moved from = 253 to = 242 in At, and notes on p 366, v 79, lost) in later times, 
but that is no more than the fragmentary nature of the scholia would lead us to 
expect. 

The question is discussed at the first occurrence of the word in each poem. 
Aristonicus (g A) at B2: dre rd vndupos pera rod ¥, Kal otxi AOvpos, ws emo, mapa 
76 NOs, ds Spdov ek rod “ vydvpos dudiyvbeis” (Z 253, ¥ 63). of d€ we? “Opnpov rat 
Xepis Tov v Aéyouow Kal Avripayos “ érei pa of HOvpos Oar” Kai Stpavidns “ odros 
d€ rot Fdvpoy Umvov Zxav”. tows ody evdpicay ard rod 70vs eivat mapaywyésy rd Fdupos, 
ws €rupos éeritupos. The true etymology being thus rejected, the scholiast 
continues with other suggestions that need not detain us. On this passage the 
BGT scholia have similar etymological notes, the question of text criticism being 
greatly reduced: for instance (g T) drt dé pera Tov y* gnot “ ypdupos apdtyvbeis”?, 
The long note at 5 793 is largely etymological, but begins with the question of 
spelling : dyvoovci tives rd vdvpos Unvos, drodiOdpres Td 70vs. 
When the word is preceded by a movable -y there is no discussion ; cf. K 91, 

= (242), » 311. 
Elsewhere in the //iad there are notes (more or less abbreviated) calling 

attention to the fact that the letters of the text must be interpreted as vqdupos ; 
cf. K 187, & (253), 354, I 454, ¥ 63, and arguing that therefore this spelling must 
be adopted emi ray dupiBsror. 

The interpolation was early enough to be known to Plato, Rep. 
lii. 388 c, who quotes: 

1 The distinction should be familiar to all who deal with textual criticism ; but cf, 
Shewan, CP 18 (1923). 347. 

? It would be desperate to seek to avoid this by either (1) reading ai Hdvpoy or (2) wat (F)jdvpov, Note in this interpolation dtanxéos (442), (ov <Cwfdv (445), and ef, AJP 33 (1912). 416 for the ‘neglect’ of the digamma in the Sarpedon episode. 
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al al éydy, bre por Saprnddva pirraroy avdpay 
Hoip’ bro Ilatpoxro1o Mevoiriddao Oapjvat. 

Wackernagel (SU 229f.) has shown how abstemious Homer is in 
the use of interjections. The one in Plato’s quotation ai ai is 
‘unhomeric’ and has disappeared from the later tradition. That 
is, one piece at least of the evidence against this passage has been 
suppressed—though no doubt with the most innocent intentions. 

I have already discussed (p. 54 f.) the theory that Zenodotus had 
a bowdlerized text, and need not repeat here the reasons for 
finding it unsatisfactory. Looking at the problem from the other 
angle, the motive for the interpolation is to be found in the pleasure 
taken in the Olympian machinery. I should compare B 156-67, 
an interpolation which accomplishes the same end by the same 
cento technique. 

After Patroclus has missed his cast : 

466 Zapryday © aitod yey admhuBpore Sovpi pace 
dedtepos dpynbeis, 6 d& IIjdacoy ovracey tmmov 
eyxet degrdv @povr 6 8 EBpaye Ovpdy dicbar, 

A) > ? 2 4 7 > XX tie ee Th Kad 0’ éreo’ év kovinow paxdy, ard 8 enrato Oupss. 

In the T scholia a different text is ascribed to Aristarchus: 
3 4 AL >. ~ > ~ XN eS x. an ~ “ «7 ovTaoal TO EK XELpos TP@TaL. EvTAadOa dé em! Tod Barely TO Phuart 

kéxpntat éyer yap “ Zaprndav & airod piv annuBporev”, orrep 
éml Tov apiévtay tdocerar 61d Kal ypdge Apiorapyos: 

“6 de [Ijdacov ayadv immovr, 
Tov pd mor’ ’Heriwvos éhav rédw ifyay’ AxidArACbs, = IT 153 
(6s) kai Ovnros éoy ered’ inmois dOavdro.on, = 17 154 
tov Bade de€iov dor.” 

Lehrs, Ludwich, and Roemer (cf. AJP 37 (1916). 25) have all 
argued for reasons of their own that this was not the text of Aris- 
tarchus. Their conclusion is correct : had Aristarchus so read, the 
lines would to-day stand in our MSS. But that is only the first 
step towards a solution. Duentzer (Zenod. 160f.) would read 
ypépe: Zyvddoros, Wecklein (ZAV 751.) ypdper Apioropdyns, 
Both are improbable, for the distinction of Badeiy and otréca 
seems to be the observation of Aristarchus himself. Wilamowitz 
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(Zias, 137 n.), with his.suggestion that this emendation was merely 

‘ probeweise erfunden’ is closer; and yet does not seem to me to 

hit the nail squarely upon the head. 
There are two things to be noted: (1) the interpolation is an 

obviously desperate effort to save the distinction ovrécar—Bareiv, 
so desperate indeed that we may think it meant to be such. One 
who really wished to emend the passage would certainly have hit 
on IIjdacov frAacev immov, which Didymus reports as the text of 
Philemon ; (2) the source of our information is the T scholia, which 

are known to contain Pergamene material, and which in this neigh- 

bourhood exhibit antiaristarchean malice. Thus at line 467 of 

Uropyynpariarai “ devrepoy” dua Tod vy and at line 21 IIndéws otto 
IIrodepaios’ of 6& bropynpatiodpevor “Iax@s (IIndjos). On the 
meaning of these suffixes cf. Debrunner, Griech. Wortbildungslehre, 
§§ 264, 273; I should interpret them as ‘people who are always 
talking about the dropurvjpara, Aristarcholaters ’. 

Now in the note on our passage I think there is the same spirit 

of malice, and one quite equal to that which prompted Dionysius 

Thrax to compose his pH o droyupvebévta Sdékn KopvOaioros 
“Extwp. First comes a cold clear proof that the verbs are used 
alike—doxet cvyxexvo0at (cvyyxeioOat) is as much as Aristonicus 
and Didymus bring themselves to say—and then what is manifestly 

a Verschlimmbesserung. Between must have stood some taunting 
remark—éia ri odv od ypdéper Apiorapyos: 51d kai dec ypdpew 
Apiorapxov or the like—which the epitomator has spoilt. 

Meriones slays Laogonos: 

tov Bad’ bd yvabpoio Kal ovaros’ oka St Bupds 
607 @yxer’ dd pedéwv, oruyepos 8 dpa piv oKdros cider. 

Aiveias 8’ émi Mnpiévn Sépy yddxeov AKev" 
éAmeto yap TevEecOat tracnidia mpoBiBavros. 

607% Mnpidyns 8 avéradro, pidov d¢ of frop idvOn. 

The verse is introduced with the phrase év ricwy érrepépero in the 
V scholia. Ludwich (HV 26) suspects that it is in the T scholia 
also, and was overlooked by Maass. 

No discussion (cf. Wecklein, 7A V 11) is needed. 
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In the battle over Sarpedon : 

Aiveias © émi Mnpiévn ddpy ydédxeov Aeev" 
EAmeto yap revferOar Uracridia mpoBiBavros. 
arr’ 6 pev dvta iddyv nrevato xddxeov éyxos’ = P 526 
mpoccw yap Karéxuwe, 70 0 e€dmibev Sdpuy paxpoy = P 527 

612 ovder evioxipgpOn, emi © ovdpiaxos merepiy On. =i Pins 
616 Aiveias & dpa Ovpdy éxdcato ddvnoéy re 

613 éyxeos* eva & Eretr adie pévos oBpiyos “Apns. = P 520. 
om. van. Leeuwen. 614-15 cf. supra p. 20. 

The text followed is that of the first edition of Aristarchus and 
(presumably) of his predecessors. The plus verse was included in 
his second edition, but athetized. The evidence is given by 

Didymus ($ A): éy ri érépa trav Apiordpyou ovK EpépeTo Kabdrag: 
ev d¢ TH Sevtépa dBerds (Cobet, Lehrs: dAoyos cod.) av7@ mapéxeiro. 
An abbreviation of this note is misplaced in s T at line 612: ev rf 

€Tépa TaV Apiatdpxou ovK EpépeTo. 
We are thus shown the text growing, and the process continues 

after Aristarchus’ time with the interpolation of two more lines. 

Compare also Wecklein, 7A V 35, ZuA 87. 

After the armour is stripped from the shoulders of Sarpedon : 

666 Kal ror’ ArédAdova mpocédn vehernyepéra Zevs* 
“ei & dye viv, pire DoiBe, xedawepés aia xdéOnpov 

e\Oav éx Bedéwov Yaprnddva, kai piv Ereira 
ToAAdv amd mpd Pépwrv, Aodaov ToTapoio pojat 

670 yxpiocdy 7 aduBpocin, megi & dpBpora eipara Eooov" 
mépme O€ ply Tropmolow dua Kpaimvoior pépecOa, 
"Yrve Kai Oavdrw didvpdoow, of pd pty oka, 

Ojoove’ év Auxins evpeins mriovt djpo, 
évOa € tapxvoovet Kaclyvntoi Te EéTaL TE 

675 t0pBo Te oTHAn Te 7d yap yépas éor! BavdvTov.” 
676 ds thar’, obd’ dpa matpds dvynkovarncev ArodAov. 

= 0236 
678 adbrixa 8 ex Berdéwv Taprnddva diov deipas, 

mToAXOY ATO mpd Pépwv, AoDcEV TroTapolo pojot 

680 yxpicé&y 7’ auBpoatn, K7X. 

677 Bi S€ Kat “Idaiwy dpéwy és Pidomw aivny M O 237 
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The plus verse was not in the edition of Zenodotus according to 
Aristonicus (s A): érz Znvédoros Kai rotrov mepinpnke. Wecklein 
(ZAV 64) has misinterpreted this verb, and his treatment of the - 

passage has suffered accordingly. 
The shorter version is complete and satisfactory. Wilamowitz, 

though he prints the line in his text, has given, /Zas, 140 n., the 

correct interpretation: ‘wenn dieser Vater ruft, wird dieser Sohn 

immer und iiberall héren und gehorchen.’ The vulgate has merely 

picked up a line from the fifteenth book. 

The reading of Zenodotus in line 665—kxai rér’ dp’ é& “Idns 
mposégyn Zevs dv pirov vidy—has in reality nothing to do with this 
question. It is not so absurd as the Aristarcheans would have us 

believe, and simply stresses the presence of Zeus on Mount Ida. 
Variation in such formulas is not infrequent, and we are hardly 

justified in seeking for motives behind them. 

Hector rushes at Automedon: 

tov © exghepov @Kées immor 
867 d&uBporor, ovs IIndAqe Oot ddcay dyad dpa. 

867% part to, Gre ynue Ceri AuTapoxpydeuvoy cf. = 85 

The verse is introduced with the phrase rtivés (rpoc)ypdégpoverv 

by the T scholiast, who proceeds to cite the parallel passage in 
support of the interpolation. 

No discussion is needed; cf. Ludwich, HV 26; Wecklein, 

wri tt. 

P 

Compare on A 543 for the addition of P 99 by Barnes. 

Hector is spoiling the body of Patroclus : 

Alas & éyyibev nrXOe hépav odkos AvTE TUpyov. 
“Extop 0 adv és dutdov lov avex de’ éraipov, 

130 és dippov & avépovee didov & 6 ye TevXEa KAAS 
\ lan Tpwat pépev mpoti dorv, uéya Kdr€os Eupevar adra. 

cA ? 3 \ 7 7 

Aias © dudi Mevoiriddn odkos edpd xartrbas 

éornKe: @s Tis TE Aéwy Tepl olat TéKEooiY, 
@® pa te vim’ ayovte cvvavtpowvra: év OA 

135 dvdpes éEraxrjpes’ 6 O€ Te cOévei’ Breweaiver 
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A ? 

@ may O€ T émickiviov Kdétw EdKEeTAL doce KadUTTOV" 
a ei as Aias mepi Ilarpoxrdw tipo BeBrxer. 
’ Arpeidns © érépwbev, apnipiros Mevéraos, 
c 4 7 Lay t em.’ vw »7 

€oTHKEL, péeya TEVOOS Evi oTHOEecow dé~wv. 

A note of Didymus (s A) referred by its lemma to line 133 reads 
Tapa ZnvocoT® kai év rH Xia ov« noav of y ortyor (133-5). If that 
is the truth—and it may well be the truth—it is a mechanical blunder, 
haplography starting from the similarity of AIAZ and ANAPES 
at the beginning of the lines. It will have happened in sources 

common to Zenodotus and the Chia, and need occasion no more sur- 

prise than the transposition of lines common to Zenodotus and 
P Hibeh 19 discussed at I’ 328-39. If Zenodotus so read, it was not 

merely mepitr7) evAdBera, but sheer heroism to let the text stand 
without any Verschlimmbesserung in spite of its obvious defectiveness. 

The scholiast regards this, of course,as a deliberate excision, 

and proceeds to ascribe a motive to Zenodotus: icws, paciv eo, 
ott of dpoeves €ovTES ov oKUEVaywyodoLY, GAG OHArAELaL poval. 

That was set up to be overthrown, and it is overthrown easily by a 

reference to the fact that in Homer Aéay is epicene. But a twist 

has been given to the subsequent study of the passage. 

Modern scholars, beginning with Heyne and Dindorf, believing 

that Zenodotus must have had a perfect juncture, pushed the note 

down one-line further, thus making 134-6 the missing lines. That 

also is well within the range of possibility. Only, as Heyne saw, 

y must then be changed to & since 134-7 are inseparable. 

If I were convinced of the correctness of this I should argue as 

follows. The natural history—real or poetic—need not trouble us; 

Frankel (92 f.) has said all that is wanted. There is no question of 

the beauty of the lines; s T with his tepéBare St 6 Adyos Kai Tiv 
ypagikyy is not too enthusiastic. But we have no right to assume 
that the //zad had a monopoly of good similes, and therefore reject 

the conclusion to which the external evidence would point, that 

somebody had added to the text an excellent simile from another 

poem. It could be argued, too—though similes need not run on all 
fours—-that the lion standing over its cubs in its lair is a better 

comparison for Aias over the dead Patroclus, than is the lion leading 

its whelps. That, however, would be a question of taste. 

2966 Z 
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On reviewing the external evidence I should decide in favour of- 
the first alternative. The double corruption in the scholium can be 

paralleled ; but for this corrupt note to strike by accident lines, the 

omission of which by haplography is easily intelligible, is already a 

very curious coincidence. That this should happen just when the 
interpolated lines are original poetry of the highest excellence (a 

thing rarely found in these interpolations) is too much for one to 
believe. 

After a description of the battle over Patroclus: 

400 Tolov Zevds emt IarpéxdrA@ avdpav te kai immov 
part TO eTdvvoce Kakov mévov. ovd dpa mo TL 
noee IIdrpoxdov reOvnora dios Ayiddevs" 

403 mMoAAdv yap amdvevbe vedy pdpvavto Boder. 

426 immot & Alaxidao payns amdvevber edvres 

KAaiov, érel 0% mpdra mvdécOnv HvidxoL0 
év Kovinot mecovros bf “Exropos avdpopovoio. 

4c4 reixer Uro Tpaar’ rd pv ov more EAmero Oupa 

405 rTeOvdpev, adda (adv, evrxpypOervta mudjou, 
a > Ud > \ > ‘ > ar , 

ay dmrovoorngety, eet ovde Td EAmeTO mapurar, 
> , , ” 9 Es \ x, exmépoew mrodieOpoy dvev EOev, ovdé civ alto 

modNake yap TO ye pytpos émevOero vod axovor, 

H of amayyeANeoke Atos peydAo.o vdnua. 

410 67 rére y Ov of Eee Kakdv TOGOY, dacov érvxXOn, 

pntnp, Ore pa of modd idtaros Bde’ Eraipos. 
c 2 5 Pe a A > , , > 

ot & aiet mept vexpov axaxpéva Sovpar’ exovres 
A > ‘ ‘ > , > £ 

vodepes eyxpiumrovro Kal adAnAous evaptCor. 

&de bé tis elmeckey "Axady yadkoxiT@vav" 

415 “® ido, ov pav uw eukdees amoveer Oar 

ynas émt yAapupds, GAN avrov yaia péAava 
bad i e fi = »¥ \ a ” 

maot xavou’ rd Key Huw. adap Tor Képd.ov etn, 

ei roUrov Tpwerau peOnoomev imrodapoow 
* , , eed ys Oris ew ” 
dorv more oérepov eptcat kai Kddos apeoOat. 

420 ds O€ ris ad Tpdwv peyabipov avdnoacker’ 

“® didot, ef Kal poipa map’ avepe rade Sapjvac 

mavTas Ou@s, LN TH Tis épweirw ToA€poL0,” 

&s dpa tis eimeoke, pevos 8 dprackey Exdorov. 
ds ot pev pdpvavro, odypetos & dpupaydds 

ie > \ bs » ? , > 4 

425 yxadxKeov ovpavoy tke dv alf€pos drpvyérouo. 

412-25 om. Bekker’. 

The text is that of Zenodotus according to Didymus (s T): 
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Znvodoros amd Tod “ relxer Ud Tpdwv” Ews Tod “ xddxeov ovpavdy ” 
ov ypdger’ ‘Apicrapyxos povov aberet “ds O€ Tis ad Tpdov”. 

The additional passage of the vulgate is well described by Leaf 

as containing ‘nothing but a painfully conscientious endeavour to 
explain just so much of the situation as is already quite clear’ ; 

cf. also Wilamowitz, //as, 146 ; Wecklein, ZAV 44 f. 

The quality of the interpolation testifies to the merit of that 

recension which is free of it. 

After the famous speech of Zeus to the horses of Achilles: 

456 @s elmav immoow evérvevcevy pévos HU" 
to & dd yxaitdov Koviny otdas d& Barédvte 
pip’ Edepov Oodv appa pera Tpdas cat Ayarods. 

According to the TV scholia Zenodotus read for line 456: 

@$ elm@y immo pévos toAvbapces evnker, 
autos & OvAvprov dé per’ aOavdtoicr BeBHxet. 

The worthlessness of the added line was seen by Duentzer 

(Zenod. 159), who noted also that the use of adrés and of d8avdroict, 

was faulty. To emend the latter with La Roche and Leaf to per’ 
abavdrous €BeByxe: may be simply destroying part of the evidence. 
The line is reminiscent of A 221-2, and would not surprise us in a 

Ptolemaic papyrus; but it is strange to find it in the edition of 

Zenodotus of Ephesos, even though Wecklein (7A V 73) is content 

to note that he cannot be suspected of inventing it. Coming to us 

as the verse does, it is most probable that it was found in the text 

of Zenodotus of Mallos. 

Erhardt (338 f.) understands the line correctly as meaning that 

Zeus returned from Ida to Olympus, where he seems (545-6) to be 

later in the book. These lines were probably not read by Zeno- 

dotus, and that is another reason for refusing to believe that this 
plus verse was contained in his text. 

Wilamowitz (Zias, 146 n.) infers from this line for Zenodotus an 
entirely different version of the story, in which some god (certainly 

not Zeus) descended to bring aid to the horses. The inference is 

without foundation, and most improbable. 

After the Arzsteza of Automedon : 

dy & ént Ilatpékdo térato Kpatepy bopivy 

544 dpyadrén, modvdakpus’ eyetpe dé veikos AOjyn. 
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547 HvTe mophupény ipiy Ovnrotor tavicon 
Zeds €€ ovpavider, répas Eupevar 7 modA€puo10 

Kai xetu@vos SuaOaadrréos, bs pa TE Epyov 
550 avOpdrovs avéravoey emi xOovi, pyra dé KAder, 

Ay ¢ id 7 ‘ 4 a id - @s 1) wopghupen veheAn muKdoaca € avTHy 

dvaer’ Axatdv EOvos, Eyerpe OE Ora ExacTor. 

545 ovpavdOev xaraBaca* mponke yap evpvora Zets 

546 dpvvpevac Aavaovs’ 57 yap vdos érpdmer’ airod. 

om. Bekker’, van Leeuwen; damn. Christ. 

This text was read by certain ancient editors. Whether we can 
name them depends on the correctness of the emendations proposed 
for a corrupt scholium of TV: Znvddoros abere? tives ode ypdpou- 
ow. Following suggestions of Ludwich (AAT i. 425), Leaf, and 
Wecklein (ZAV 58n.), I should read: (rodrov kai rov é£#s) 
Apicrapxos dberet? Znvddoros dé kal (Apioropdvns) obdé ypdédover. 
The name, however, matters nothing to my argument. 

The shorter version is complete and satisfactory, as is indicated 
by the fact that the added lines have frequently been condemned, 
from Heyne (vii. 369) to Finsler (Homer?, ii. 184) and Wecklein. 
The reminiscences, the improper use of a’rod, and the contradiction 
with the sequel, all combine to show by contrast the merit of the 
shorter text. 

= 

Achilles watching the Achaean retreat: 

“@por éy®, Ti Tap are Kapnkopudavres Ayasol 
vynvaiv Em Krovéovrat atuCopevor mediouo ; 
iy On por Teheowor Deol Kaka Kijdea Oupd, 

g os moré por unrnp Sieréppade Kal por eure, 
12 7 pddra dn TéOvnke Mevoitiov ddxipos vids, 

oxXérALos’ 7 7 ExéXevOY drrwodpevor SHov Trip 
dy emi vijas iwev, wh 0 “Exrop: ipt udxeoOau.” 

10 Muppidéver tov dpioroy Eri (wovtos epeio 

Il xepolv Uro Tpdev deiew dos jeXioo. 

The text is that of Rhianos and Aristophanes, possibly also that 
of Zenodotus. The evidence is given by Didymus (s TV), ev rH 
‘Piavod cat Apirtopdévous ovK édépovro of dvo, and with greater 
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abbreviation (s A): éy rH ‘Piavod ok joav of B’. That these 
editors had a predecessor in Zenodotus was a not unnatural assump- 

tion of Nauck and Duentzer (Zenod. 16 n.61), though it is rejected 

by Ludwich (AAT i. 427) and Wecklein (7AV 57). For my 
argument the assumption is not essential. 

I am not troubled by the lack of pedantic preciseness in the 

phrase Muppiddver riv &piatov—to be obscure is the quintessence 

of the oracular style. Nor am I troubled by alleged contradictions 

with other passages, especially since P 408-11 have proved to be 
an interpolation. I can approve the Ameis-Hentze argument 

(Azh. vi. 118) against the omission of lines 9-11, noting that the 

omission of lines 10-11 is not thereby affected. But I do not see 

why the vagueness of line g is not perfectly satisfactory, and there- 

fore cannot regard lines 10-11 as essential. This being so, I feel 

that we are constrained to follow the version that has so often 
proved superior. 

Achilles laments the death of his comrade : 

35 dkovoe 6€ méTvLa pHTnp 
nuevn ev BévOecow a&dOS apd TaTpi yépovTt, 

4 7 2 ae eee \ 7 4) 4 Kékvoéy 7 ap ereita’ Oeai 6€ piv appayépovto 
38 maoa, boat Kata BévO0os adds Nypnides Foav. 
50 tay 6 kai adpytdeov mARTO oméos’ ai F dua racat 

oTnOea memAnyovto, Oéris 8 eEApXE ydoto" 

ev0’ ap env Travan te Oadrea re Kupoddkn re, 

40 Nygcain Srew te Cdn & “Adin te Booms, 

KupoOon re kat “Axrain xal Atpv@pera 

kal MeXirn kal “laipa kat ’"AwdiOdn kat ’Ayauy 

Awre re IIpora te Bépovea re Avvapevn re, 

AcEauévn te Kat “Audivdun cat Kaddcavespa, 

45 Apis cai Tavémn kai dyaxderrn Taddreva, 

Nnpeprys te kal “Aevdns kat KadAtdvacoa* 

évOa & env KAupévy “ldvetpa re kai “Idvacca, 
Maipa kai ’Qpeidva evmdAdxapuds 7 ’Apdbuia 

49 Gra 6, at xara BévOos adds Nypnides jaar. 

om. Bekker?; damn. Nauck, Christ, Ludwich. 

The evidence for the shorter version is to be found in a long note 

of s A, where the epitomator has probably (cf. Roemer, AAH 307) 

combined Aristonicus with Didymus. To the latter belongs the 

part of interest to us, which I think should be extracted and com- 
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pleted as follows: 6.rév Nnpetdwv xopds mponbérnrar’ kai mapa 

Znvodir (ov joav of orixo). 6 6& Kaddlorpatos oddt ev TH 

Apyortxh dyow avrodvs pépesOar. The emendation is again not 
essential to the argument; for even without it the absence of the 
lines from the Arvgolike, and their,athetesis by Zenodotus, Aris- 

tophanes, and Aristarchus, is attested. 
The intentional omission of the Catalogue of the Ships in some 

papyri and MSS. is not to be compared: in that case there was an 
appreciable saving of labour and material, while here there could be 

no such motive. But haplography due to the recurrence of cava 
BévOo0s adds Nnpnides joa is a possibility that must be considered. 
To assume it leads to difficulty : for either (1) this haplography im- 

posed upon the Alexandrians, or (2) it coincided accidentally with 
their athetesis. Neither supposition is impossible, but I should 

regard either as most improbable. 

The shorter version is perfectly satisfactory, and the case might 

rest simply on its better attestation. But Wilamowitz (/ias, 165) 

has recently waxed enthusiastic over this interpolation. He praises 

the art with which the poet has known how to conceal the fact that 

he is uniting things incompatible ; and as part of it ‘die Aufzahlung 

der Namen wohllautend wie das Platschern des ruhigen Meeres, 

beruhigt unsere Aufregung, lenkt uns ab von der aufregenden Szene, 

macht uns empfanglich fiir die Stille des Gesprachs zwischen Mutter 

and Sohn, das so ganz anders gestimmt ist’. 

That is a beautiful flight of the imagination, but leaves untouched 

the difficulties of the passages, which, for instance, forced the equally 

enthusiastic Lehrs (Arzs¢.? 401 f.) to emend joay (49) to eioiv. 
Even that is a half-way measure. For the rest I may refer to 
Ameis-Hentze (Azhang, vi. 123, 144), to Leaf, and to Roemer’s 
presentation (AAH 307 f.) of the Aristarchean view. Finsler 
(Homer, ii. 189) decides against the passage; and I think it right 
to claim that the shorter version is here intrinsically the superior. 

Thetis speaking to Achilles: 

95 “@xtpopos 6) por, Téxos, Eocea:, of dyopevers 
avtixa yap to émeta ped’ “Exropa métpos éroipos.” 

Thy O& ey’ OxXOjoas mpocédn Todas wSkds AyAdeds: 
“avrixa teOvainv, emei ovk ap’ Eueddov éralpw 
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KTELvopev@ emrapdvar’ 6 pev pdra THArASOL maTpHS 
Ico éOir’, eueto dé Syoev "Apew adxthpa yevéoOau. 

Aeschines (i. 150) quotes lines 95-9, the last ending 6 pox odd 
pidrraros éoxev. La Roche (H7& 39) infers that line 100 was 
absent from Aeschines’ text. Such a type of variation could not be 
paralleled easily, and I think it more probable that the orator’s text 
contained a worthless plus verse : 

thy & avre mpocéerme troddépxns Stos ‘AyiAdevs’ 
“adtika teOvainv, ere ovK dp’ Euedrov ETalpo 

KTELVouev@ Errapdvat, 6 por moAd idraros EoKev 
Muppuidévey mavtov’ Kai 6 pév pdda tydOOi ratpns 

100 €6@ir’, éueto dé Sioev “Apew adxtjpa yevérOau. 

The retreat of the Achaeans : 

ovdé xe IIdérpoxdév rep evxvypides Ayarol 
éx Bedéwv Eptcavro véxuy, Oepdmovr’ ‘AxiAtos* 

Bk \ ‘ 4 ig Ya Wak auTis yap 6 Tov ye Kixov rads Te Kal inro 
“Extop re, IIpidpo.o mais, cut €ikedos aAKHY, 

155 Os pv rpis peromicbe mod@v AGRE Kal péy’ avren. 
157 Tpis 6¢ dv’ Aiavres, Oodpiy Emieipévor dAKHY, 

vexpov ameotugérAigav’ 6 8 Eumedov, aAki rremoLbds, 
Gor’ eratgacxe kata podov, dddoTe 8 adre 

4 7 >7 3 - J 3 7 - 

160 ordoxe péya idxwv’ dricw 8 ov xad¢eTo méputray. 

154 “Exrwp re, Ipiduowo mds, proyi eikeNos adkny. 
155 pis pev puv perdmiabe roddv AdBe Haidipos "Exrap 

156 €Axéyevar peuaws, peya de Tpwecow opudkha’ 

post vm. 155 Zenodotus legit : 
€\képevat peuaws, cepadrny dé € Gupos avayer 

mfar ava oKxordrecot tauovO amadjs ard Sepis. 

Iris describes this situation to Achilles: 

of 6’ a&dAnAovs bAEKOVOLY, 

of pev apuuvopevor véxvos mépt TeOvn@Tos, 
of Ot éptccacbat mpori “Idov aimd OédovTes 

175 Tpaes émiOvovor' pdrdrora dé hatdipos “Exrap. 
178 GAN dva, pnd Ere Keioo’ céBas dé ce Oupdv ixérOa, 

Ilétpoxdov Tpwfcr xuoiv pédmnOpa yevér bau: 

180 cot A@Bn, at Kev TL véxus noxuppévos EAO7.” 
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174 _ -mport "IAtoy nvépdecoay 

175 Tpdes embtovor’ padrtora S€ datdipos “Extwp 

176 é€Aképevar pépover* Kehahny 8€é € Oupos dvayer 

177 mnéat ava oxoddrecot, tapov6 dmadns amd Setpis. 

The text followed is in the main! that of Zenodotus. The 
evidence comes from Aristonicus ($ A) at line 155: 67rt Znvddoros 
ypéper otras’ 

“"Exrop te IIpiéuoio mdis, ovt ixeXos aAKHy, 
és piv tpis petémicbe rroddyv AdBe Kal péy’ avret, 
éXkEévevar peuads, Kehadrry O€ € Oupds avedyer 
mHEaL ava cKor6recot Tap6vO’ amadrhs amd deipys” 

and at line 174: drt Znvddoros ypdder “”*Idtov aimd O€dAovres” Kai 
Tovs €€9s amo Tob “ EAkéwevar péuover” ews Tod “mat ava oKxondo- 
Teco.” dvw petarébetker. 

For Duentzer (Zenod. 155 f.) and Roemer (Zenod. 71) these are 
arbitrary changes; but Erhardt (374) and Wecklein (ZA V 30 ff.) 

have seen that Zenodotus could not possibly have started from the 
Aristarchean text. Wecklein’s assumption, however, that the MSS. 
used by Zenodotus contained the plus verses in both positions, and 
that he dropped them at their second occurrence, is contrary to all 
our experience. The natural interpretation of the evidence is that 
we are dealing with freijiegende Einschubverse. That is fortunate, 
for otherwise we should have to encounter the suggestion that the 
lines had been expurgated. 

The distich offers a serious verbal difficulty—the plural oxodé- 
meoot. Leaf understands ‘ palisades along the top of the Trojan 
wall’, assuming their existence because the ‘ model town of Phaiakia 
is described (yn 45) as having them’. But the oxdAomes seem to 
have been stakes planted in a fosse, in » 4 5 as in other passages ; 
and granting that Troy could have been conceived as having them, 
they do not seem a natural place for the display of such a trophy. 
Cutting off an enemy’s head is not uncommon (ef. Murray, RGE? 
147 f.) in the /éad; but the fixing of it ‘up on a post like an 
African king’ has no other parallel. Perhaps the (real or imagined) 
treatment of Leonidas’ body after Thermopylae? suggested to 
some rhapsodist this added horror. 

* The variant (160) wé-ya dxéwv shows merely the quality of the antigraphon used by 
the Aristarcheans ; “I:ov aimd (174) would lead into questions intentionally excluded 
from this book. 

* Hat. ix, 78 dworapdvres thy wepadiy dvectavpwoar, . . . dvackodomicas. 
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The resulting text may seem not entirely satisfactory ; but if so 
I should interpret it as an indication that the external evidence has 
not revealed the whole of the interpolation. 

Later than the intrusion of this distich is the expansion of line 
155 into two lines. Had the vulgate been the original text, certainly 

no one would ever have disturbed it. The change in the opposite 

direction can be understood as the result of a wish to get in zpis 
pev ... Tpis d& . .. a sequence of the usual (cf. A/P 34 (1913). 165 f.) 
pattern. One consequence is that” Exrwp is repeated in an awkward 
fashion. 

Describing the work of Hephaistos: 

tpimodas yap éeikoo. mdvras érevxev 
éordpevat mepi rotxov évotabéos peydpoto 

375 xptoea O€ of’ bd KiKda ExdoT@ TrvOpEert OjKer, 
6ppa of adrépara Oeiov dvaatar’ ayava 
78 avbtis mpds dpa veolato, Oaipa idécba. 

of & rot roccov pey Exov Tédos, ovata 8 ov TH 
daidddea mpocéxerto’ Ta p’ Hprue, Komre 5 Seopods. 

s T reads: dvcaiar’ dyava] otras év St rais eixatorépats “ Beto 

Kara d@pa véowro”. $s A, immediately after explaining befor dyava, 
continues: év dé rats efxatorépais “ Oetov kata d@ua véovTat”. 

Ludwich (AAT i. 433) saw that if this statement is correct line 

377 cannot have been read év rats eixatorépais. Wecklein (ZAV 
80 f.) also approves of the omission of this line, which he regards as 

nothing but an expansion of the variant, or rather of its original 

form diov mpos dpa véowvro. 
Criticism is difficult, because it seems impossible to determine 

exactly what the miracle was to be. Two points, however, seem 

clear: the variant with véocvro (cf. Wackernagel, SU 96) cannot be 
the original text; the retention of @adpa id€cOa: is highly desirable. 

I think the trouble is in the scholia, where two notes have been 

telescoped ; and would read: éy dt rats eixatorépais “ Oeiov (ddcov- 
tat” Kai) “Kata d@pa véovra”. 

As the cattle approach the ambush: 
« x x 07 2 7 > > of pev Ta mpoiddyres Erédpapov, aka 8 Ereita 

528 tdpvov7’ audi Body adyédas Kai meea Kaha 

apyevvav diwy, xreivov 8 énl pndoBoripas. 
2988 Aa 
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According to s At the reading of Zenodotus in line 528 was av 
hey’ oidv. 

Duentzer (Zexod. 175) inferred that Zenodotus must then have 
read a@yéAnv and omitted line 529. The motive for all this was 
supposed to be a desire to get rid of wyAoBor#pas “quum non solum 
#jAa, verum etiam boves commemorarentur”. Fick (508) accepted 
the idea that line 529 was not in Zenodotus, and regarded his as 
the earlier form of text. He was glad to be freed from the con- 
tracted dpyeyvéy, and did not note that the contracted oféy thus 
introduced was equally objectionable. Wecklein (74 V 6 3) refuses 
to believe that the line was not read by Zenodotus. 

I think that wéu péy’ oiév is no more than a copyist’s slip, a 
gliding into the phrase familiar from A 696, O 323, “299, and that 
we should not build further upon it. 

Of Achilles’ shield : 

ev & érider répevos Bacirriov tba & EptOor 
551 tpov, ofeias dperdvas év yepoly exovres. 

551° kapmoy ’Edevowins Anpunrepos dyhaodépou 

A curious theory that the shield is an allegory of early Attic 
history is found in the scholia; the A scholia (at 490) ascribe it to 
Agallias of Corcyra 6 ‘Apioroddver yvépipos, while the T scholia 
(at 483) give as its author Agallis of Corcyra. In the latter only is 
this line preserved: éy dé ricw éypdgero pera tov “ fuwv ogetas 
dperdvas” “xaprov...dyaodépov”. Eustathius (Neumann, p. 303) 
knows of the line from some kindred source. 

The only interest of the interpolation is its obvious Attic origin. 
Its purpose is to supply for #uy an object. Compare also Ludwich, 
HV 26; Wecklein, ZAV 11, 15f. 

The dance on the shield of Achilles: 
evOa piv 7iOeor Kal mapbévor ddpeotBorat 
@pxedv7’, dAAHAov éml KapTG X€lpas Exovres. 
Tov & al pev Aerras dOdvas exov, of d& yirdvas 

596 lar’ évvyrous, Ka oridBovras eAaio. 

597 kai p ai pév Karas oredavas exov, of b€ payaipas 
598 lyov xpuceias e& apyupéwv redapaver, 
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599 of & dré pey Opégackory émorapévoror mbderor 
peta pad’, ds dre tis Tpoydy appevoy év maddunow 
€(opevos Kepapeds metpioetat, ai Ke Oénow’ 
@dore & ad Opégacxov emi oriyas dAdHAocL. 

The text is that of Aristophanes ; the plus verses were read but 
obelized by Aristarchus. The evidence is in the A scholia: 
aberodyrat of dbo (Aristonicus) and obra: dé odd& map’ Apioropdver 
qoav. The lines are found also in 1 a. PBerol. 9774, a papyrus which 
on account of its other plus verses is to be regarded as a belated 
survival of the Ptolemaic text. 

The external evidence is to be somewhat discounted ; since, on 

account of the similarity of lines 595 and 597,! the omission may be 

accidental. But the lines are needless, and Aristarchus brought 

against them two arguments: (1) udyaipa in the sense of sword ; 
and (2) the impropriety of wearing swords at dances. Leaf values 

these objections too lightly. Elsewhere in Homer pdyatpa 

designates a sacrificial knife, and there is no indication that such 

knives were carried €x reAaydévev. As for the other argument 
nothing else suggests that this dance is an ‘acting of war-scenes’, 

the sheathed swords suggesting indeed the contrary. 

The Berlin papyrus which began at line 596 continues: 

603 moddds 8 évepdevra xopdy mepilorab’ Sutdos 
604/5 repmopevor’ Som dé KuBiornrhpe Kar’ adrovds 
606 podrmis edpxovres edivevoy Kara péaoous. 
* évy & éo[cav ctlpryye[s, éoalv xiOapis tle] Kat [adroi. 

607  évy & éride: motapoio péya obévos ’Nxeavoto 
608 dyrvya wap mupdtny ocdkeos mika TrotnToio. 
* év dt Atphy éréruk[ro] éavod Kacorrép|[ oto 

w Hes. Asp. 207/8 

* kruffop]évm ix[edro]s’ dom & dvagvarod[vres m 209/11 

* apyb[peot] dedpive[s é]poiveoy ~drdXoras [ix Gis] w 212 

* 70d & [Gmlo xddxe[toe rpéov f]xOves* alv]ra[p em’ axrats 
“213 

604 reprépevor’ pera b€ ogi épédmero Oeios aordos 

605 oppifer® Bom d€ KuBiornthpe Kar’ aitovs 

1 Note the weakly attested variant ray 8 af uév, probably due to the same cause. 
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The expansion of 604/5 into two lines, which Athenaeus declared 

to be the original text, has been discussed (p. 47 f.) above. The 
fuller form, though destitute of all other authority, was read by 

Wolf, Bekker, La Roche, Nauck, Christ, and Monro-Allen ; while 

Leaf, Ludwich, and van Leeuwen have returned to the better- 

authenticated text. 
That the longer text following line 608 is interpolated needs no 

argument. The thing of interest is that it gives us a clear example 

of these interpolators drawing upon Hesiod. It is a good parallel, 
for instance, to the Catalogue of the Nereids; only that is artistically 

better, and has had better luck. 

Finally, it is a pleasure to note that the interpolation in Hesiod, 
Asp. 209-11, had already been detected by R. Peppmiiller, Phz/. 50 
(1891). 655. 

Je 

After Thetis’ speech : 

as dpa hovicaca pévos mordvbapots évijke, 
Ilarpéxro 8 avr’ apBpocinv kai véxtap épvOpor 

39 ardge xara pivdv, tva of xpas Epuredos ein. 

39" 1 pew ap’ ds Epac’ améBn Oéris dpyuvpdmefa. 

The T scholia contain a note pera dé 7d “ Eumedos ein” ypaperat 
which Ludwich completed by adding this verse that is found in a 
few MSS. It has consequently been discussed in Part I, and there 
is no doubt that it is an interpolation. The line is an adapta- 
tion of E 133, etc. under the influence of ¢ 197. The date of its 

interpolation will turn on the date of the scholium; its method of 
citing the last words of a line is unusual and probably late. 

The Achaeans rejoice: 

76 rotor & dvictdpevos petépn Kpetwv Ayapénvor* 
78 “@ pidot, Apwes Aavaot, Oepdmrovres “Apnos, 

éaTradros pev Kaddv akovev, odde Corker 

76 roice d€ Kat peréeimev dvaf avdpav ’Ayapepvev 
77 avrobev €& Edpns, ovS ev pécooow dvacrds’ 

vm. 77 om. Bekker; damn. Nauck. 

76 roio. 8 dnuordpevos perédn Kpeiwy ’Ayapépvor 
* piv dvaorevaxor kai id’ édxeos ddyea ndcyov" 

sic Massiliotice et Chia. 
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lA ¢ 80 bBBadrAcw" yxaremdv yap emiorapév@ wep’ edvTi. 

> A ~ a avdpav & éy TorAdG duddo rds Kév Tis dxovoat 
a » 7 €tmro.; BrAdBerar St Aryds mep edy adyopyris. 

The text is that of Zenodotus, which also underlies the interpolated 
version offered by the Massaliotike and the Chia. The vulgate was 
read and defended by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. 

The evidence is a note of Didymus (5 A): ofras Kat Tap’ 
Apioropdver év St 77 Maccadtwrikh Kal Xia “rots... . wéoxov”. 
otrws 6 Aidupos. The note is repeated in s T, with the omission of 
kat Xia and obrws 6 Aiéupos, and with the addition to the quotation 
of avrddev ef Edpns. All of this I should regard as late corruption ; 
though if one wishes to believe that the Massaliotike contained both 
plus verses, it is possible. Aristonicus also testifies (s A): 6r¢ 
Znvisoros tobrov pev (77) odk Eypage, Tov dé mpd adrod pévov obras 
“totot...Ayapéuvoy”. Alexander of Kotyaium (5 A at 79), after 
giving his interpretation, continues: roiro dyvojaas Aplorapyxos Kai 
oinGels mapairnaty riva éx Tod Ayapépvovos yiverOat, mapevéOnke 
tov “ab766. é€€ Edpns. Porphyry (Schrader, 233 ff.) in his long 
discussion adds nothing to our knowledge of these ancient variants. 

The intrinsic merits of the short version are clear. To appreciate 
it one should read the varying attempts to interpret the proemium 

of Agamemnon’s speech when line 77 is ‘retained’; cf., for instance, 

Lendrum, CR 4 (1890). 47; Headlam, /P 26 (1898). 92; Allen, 

CR 20 (1906). 290 f.—the last even assuming a lacuna. Erhardt 
(381 f.) recognizes the contradiction, but prefers to regard it as a 
clue to the composition of this section rather than ‘change’ it. 

Peppmiiller (P27. 50 (1891). 651 ff.) has given an excellent presenta- 
tion of the case, except that he thought it was a question of ‘ reject- 

ing’ the line. Leaf also sees the merits of the Zenodotean text, but 
is prevented from reaching the right conclusion by his belief that 

line 77 is ‘of respectable antiquity and older than Zenodotus’. The 

verse is simply not in the oldest and best tradition, and we have no 

right to import it; Wilamowitz (//as, 173 n.), Finsler (Hommer’, ii. 

200), and Wecklein (7A V 51) have all seen that. 
Of the origin of the plus verses little need be said. Both are 

efforts to recall that in. 4 Agamemnon was wounded ; the Ptolemaic 

papyri have made us familiar enough with this type of interpolation, 
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and these lines must go back to some such source. That of the 
Massaliotike and Chia is tasteless and useless; that of the vulgate 

is, besides, in glaring contradiction to the story. The charge that 

Aristarchus inserted (zrapevé6nxe) the line may be dismissed briefly. 
It is a counterpart to the charges made by Athenaeus and Plutarch 

that he removed (éfetAev) certain lines, and need not be taken more 

seriously (cf. above, p. 47 f., and Ludwich, AMT i. 74f.). In the 
present case we know that it was Aristophanes who did what was 
done, and have every reason to believe that he was guided by some 

MS. authority. 
Between the two! forms of line 76 I should follow that which is 

attested by Zenodotus, the Massaliotike, and the Chia. The other 

has weaker support, and is under suspicion of being adapted to the 

interpolation in connexion with which it occurs. 

Compare on I 119° for the addition of T 137 by Barnes. 

Lines 388-91 have been discussed already in connexion with 
IT 141-4. 

z 

Zeus speaking to the assembly of the gods: 

GAN’ Frot pev eyo pevéwm mrvxi Ovrddvyrroio 
Hpevos, €vO’ dpdwy hpéva Téprpopacr’ of dé dy dAXOx 

Epxerd’, odp’ av ixnobe pera Tpdas cai Ayatovs, 
> ws > 2 - d a 2 3 % £ 4 auporépotot & aphyed’, dan vos éotiv éExdorov. 
5] A ? AY sg ’ A 4 ~ 

ef yap AxtdAdevds olos ert Tpdecot payetrat, 

ovde pivuyé’ E€ovor roddxea [Indelova. 

kal 6€ ri puv Kal mpdcbev drorpoméecKoy dparres: 
a > e ‘ ‘ x € - 4 ,;— A 

vov &, dre dy Kal Oupoy éraipov yderat aivas, 
30 deidm pt Kal Telxos brétp popov égadamrdéén.” 

+) On 

The commentary of Ammonius (2 ~. POxy. ii. 221: xi. 20-30) 

at ® 229-32 quotes f 25-7, and continues immediately with T 30; 

but the scribe breaks off when he has written tmrép and erases and 
brackets the beginning of this line. This is in all probability no 
more than an accident, as Ammonius must be expected to use the 
Aristarchean vulgate. 

According to the T scholia rivés ypdgovow advti rod “ deid@ pr 
kal Tetxos’”* 
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ov pévtor poip’ éeoriv ert Cwod Ayidfos cf, € 41, 114 
"IXiou exmépoat edvatbpevov mrodieb pov" B 133 
mépoet Soupdreds (6’) immos Kai paris ’Enevob. cf. 6 492 f. 

The superiority of the shorter version (cf. Ludwich, HV 26 ; 

Wecklein, ZA V 72) needs no discussion. Spitzner objected to the 

particles in the first line, and I find the genitive absolute ri ¢wod 

AxiAfos strange without copula. It is modelled on éri ¢éovTos 
€ueto, & 10, which is itself interpolated. 

Duentzer (Zenxod. 161) did an injustice when he ascribed these 

lines to Zenodotus of Ephesus. The immediate source will be the 

Pergamene text from which the T scholia get their plus verses. 

Note the style of the comment in which they are defended: mas 
yap 6 eidas “ potpdy 7 aupopinv te” viv dioréfer; other examples 
of which are collected at IT 141-4. Ultimately they may go back 

to a cyclic epos through a Ptolemaic papyrus. 

The Ziym. Mag. 266. 40 quotes a hexameter : 

oy Tore OnpiodvTo TToceiddwy Kat Addr 

which Barnes inserted after line 66 of this book. As Heyne (vili. 

24) saw, it is impossible in this place. 

Achilles feared the spear of Aeneas : 

vimios’ ovd événoe kata ppéva kai kara& Oupor, 

265 ws ov pid’ éori Seay épixvdéa dpa 
avdpdo. ye Ovntoior Saphpevar od broeixey. 
ovde tér’ Aivetao datppovos dBpipov Eyxos 

268 pnge odKos’ xpuads yap éptxaxe, d&pa Oeoto. 

273 Sedrepos avr’ Ayireds mpoter SortydcKtov Eyxos, 
~ kal BaddXev Alveiao Kar’ domida Krr. 

269 GdrAa dvw pev Edagce Sia wrixas, ai & ap’ ere rpeis 

Hoay, émet mévte mrvxas Aace KvAAoTOSIor, 

ras v0 xaXkelas, dv0 & évd06t xacovrépoto, 

272 thy O€ play xpvojy’ rH p Exxero peidwwoy Eyxos. 

om. van Leeuwen, damnat Christ. 

The text is that of certain unnamed authorities ; the plus verses 

were read but athetized by Aristarchus and certain unnamed 

predecessors, 
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Aristonicus (s A) furnishes part of the evidence dOeroivrat 
arixot &, which is supported by cross-references at T 266 (s AT), 

® 165 (8 A), 594 (s AT wrongly referred to T' 365-8 by the editors). 
He also alleges that dtecxevacpévor eioly bad Tivos Tay BovdAopévov 
mwpoBAnpa moietyv—a not very probable bit of rationalizing. Didymus 
(s TV) completes our information: otro: kal mponberodvto map’ 
éviols tav copioray, év eéviois S& ovdé (om. T) Efépovro. For 
cogtioraéy I have nothing to suggest: Wecklein (ZA V 57) proposes 

to read rrodirix@v, but that can hardly be right. We hear of no 
atheteses in the city editions, and should expect none. 

The merit of the shorter version is evident ; cf. Leaf and Finsler 

(Homer?, ii. 210), The interpolation makes the impression of a 
fairly early date on account of the freedom of its composition. That 

Aristotle may have known it is not impossible, though his quotation 

(Poet. XxV. 1461° 33) of TH 6 ExxeTo xadAxeov Eyxos could be other- 
wise explained. Robert’s idea (Stud, 14) that this is the source of 
2 481 is to be rejected. 

d 

Achilles exulting over Asteropaeus : 

GAN’ ovdK ott Ait Kpoviovr pdyxeoOat, 
194 7@ ovd xpelwv AyedAdios icopapifer, 
196 é£ ot wep mdvres Totapol Kal waca Oddacca 

kal maocat kpnvat Kal dpelara paxpa& vdovow* 
GAA Kat ds defdorke Ards peydro1o Kepavydy 
dewyv tre Bpovrny, 67 an’ ovpavidey cpapayjon.” 

194 T@ ovre kpeiwy ’Axedaros icopapice 

195 ovre BaOuppeirao péya cbévos ’Qxeavoio, “ 

The text is that of some unnamed poet, of Megaclides, and of 

Zenodotus ; the plus verse was read by Aristarchus and by Crates. 
Part of the evidence is given by Aristonicus ($ A): érz Znvédoros 

avrov ov éypadge, and (§ G) Apiorévixos dri [58] Znvddoros ov 
ypéger Tov orixov, and also (s G) ina corrupt form (cf. above, p. 50) 
drt Znvddoros robrov 7Oérnxev dpas. The T scholia say more 
indefinitely tivés d€ 08 ypdépovor rov oriyov. The evidence for 
Megaclides is to be found in s G and the Ammonius commentary, 
the latter of which supplies also the poetical quotation. The 
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passages are cited above, p. 53, where I have discussed Schwartz’ 
suggestion (Advers. 5) that the starting-point is an excision of the 
line by Megaclides, Crates is quoted in s G, and speaks of éo1 
é£atpobvres tov mept Too ’Axeavod orixov. The accusation is 
entitled to no more weight than is given to the similar éfe7Aev 
accusations about I 458-61, 3 604/5, against Aristarchus. It 

merely shows Crates’ acquaintance with texts that did not contain 

the line, and the theory on which he accounted for their existence. 

Our vulgate contains, of course, the Aristarchean line, but two 

traces of the earlier text still show through it. (1) The bulk of the 

MSS. read ovdé... ovdé..., not ovre...ovre...as did Aris- 

tarchus. (2) In line 198 the singular is found, not the plural add 

Kal of de8iact, which would be the natural continuation of the 

Aristarchean text. 
We have every reason (cf. Wecklein, ZA V 48) to accept this 

evidence. Oceanus as Father of Waters is of course commonplace 
in Homer, but the scholia show that the Achelous can also be 

regarded in the same light. This is the only mention of the 

Achelous in Homer, and the purpose of the interpolation is to 

reduce this oddity to a minimum. 
Leaf calls this verse ‘ one of the most majestic lines ever written’. 

So it is in sound, but it has been patched together from Hes. 7%. 

265 and 2 607 in very humble fashion. It is dangerous to trust 

too much to our aesthetic impressions. 

Poseidon and Athena come to Achilles: 

xetpt 62 yeipa AaBdvres emiotdécavr’ éréeoat. 
toiot d& phOwy npxe Ioceddéwr évocixbav" 

“ TIndeidn, par’ dp re Ainv tpée pyre ri ra pPer 
289 Toiw ydp Tor vai Oe@y emirappddw eipér. 

290 Znvds émawnoavtos, éyo Kai TWahdas ’AOnvn* 
ws o¥ Tor morap@ ye Sapnpevar aloipdy €or’ 

292 GAN dde pev raya Awpycet, od Sé elveat airds. 

1 The reason for the existence of the oddity was discovered by Mfilder (233 f. ; cf. 

Cauer, GGA 179 (1917). 242), in the imitation of a Herakles epos, As Finsler (Homer, 

ii, 218) says, the reminiscence is obliterated at the end of Achilles’ speech, but it is an 

interpolator who destroys it. 

2968 Bb 
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293 abrdp ro muxwas droOnodbpeb’, at Ke miOnat 
hi) piv mravew yxetpas duottov mrodépoto, 

295 mplv kata Iddgt xdurad teixea Aadv éé—AoaL 
Tpwrkdv, ds Ke Pbyno od 0 “Exrops Oupov amovpas 
dy él vijas tpev’ diSopev € ror edxos apécOat.” 

To piv dp’ ds elmévre per’ dbavdrovs ameBirny’ 
avTap 6 Bi, KTA. 

. The text is that of the Kretike. The plus verses were read by 
Aristarchus and Seleucus ; the former athetizing the first line, the 

latter all three. 
Aristonicus (5 A) says of line 290 dOeretraz, but fuller information 

comes from the Ammonius commentary. In it, after Seleucus is 
quoted as opposing évy 76 y’ xara trav Apiorépxov onpeiwy the 
athetesis of line 290, we are told év dt 76 €’ ray StopOwrixay 6 adres 
aberet ody rots éfijs B’ &s meptocovs* ovK eivat Ot ovd’ év TH Kpnrixg. 

There is, at least, no difficulty in following the shorter and 
better-attested version. Wecklein (7A V 59 n.) has pointed out the 
emptiness of od d€ eiveat adrés (cf. 8B 40) and the unusual meaning 
here given to Awgéyv. I think that the origin of the interpolation is 
clear. The poet told the story in the language of common-sense 

(AaBévres éemiotdoavto—as elmévte amreBytnv) with psychologic 
directness that does not allow any dull logic to cool the quick cast 

of his thought. Some prosaic individual objected to what he under- 
stood as two deities chanting in unison, and being fond of such 
formulae interpolated line 287: 

Toto 6& pty npxe Iloceddwv évocty bar, 

and then, having thus made Poseidon the spokesman, put confirma- 
tory evidence into his speech. 

The shorter version is again superior and line 287 must be 
* excluded ’. 

In 3a. PGerhard the first column closes with ® 312; the next 
column that is preserved begins with ® 370 ; the editor, making the 

lowest possible calculation, assumes that two columns with five plus 
verses have been lost. 

In col. iv (370-99) occurs : 

os bab’? “Hfatoros dé xaréoBeoe Oeomidats mip, 
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382 drpoppov & dpa kipa xatéoyeto Kade pecOpa 
* Kap poov, # rd mdpober ter Kaddlppooy tdwp. vr M 33 

The plus verse is obviously worthless. 

In col. v (400-30) is found : 

&s elrav otrnce kar’ donida bveavoeccay, 
401 opepdar€ny, iv ode Atds Sépynot Kepavvés. 
403 ) © dvaxacoapévn déiOov eidreTo xetpi rayxety. 

402 17 pu “Apns obrnce praddvos eyyei paxpd. 

The short version is, as Gerhard sees, perfectly satisfactory. 
I think that it is entitled to all the more weight because it is found 
this time in a text that tends to accept interpolations very freely. 
Surely it was not removed intentionally, and there is nothing to 
suggest that its omission was accidental. We must remember also 
that the papyrus was worked upon by a corrector. 

The same arguments apply also to: 

9 8 dvaxacoapévn AiOov eidero xetpl mayen nH 264 
404 Kelpevov év medio pédava, tpnxdv re péyav re’ == H 265 
406 7@ Bare Ooipoy “Apna kar’ avyxéva, doe SE yvia. WH 266 

405 dv p aydpes mpdrepor O€oay Eppevat odpor dpovpns. 

If there is a lacuna in the text of the papyrus, then in H too 

there must be a lacuna; if there is no lacuna, we have every reason 

to regard the text of the vulgate as interpolated. 

Considerations of space demand that two plus verses occur in 

415-20; the editor suggests very probably that they were adapta- 
tions of O 241-2 to follow @ 417. 

The next fragment (607-11) comes from the middle of a column, 

and not until X 38 do we find acolumn end. The editor assumes 

that five columns (vi-x) are missing, and that in them the papyrus 

was shorter than the vulgate by two verses. The calculation does 
not seem to me probable: for then cols. ii-x (= 279 lines) +18 (19) 

lines of col. xi = 297 (298) = @ 313-611, or practically the same 

length. Assuming another column the proportion is 328 : 299, and 

though the increase is unequally distributed (cols. ii-v = 124: 118, 

and cols, vi-xi+18 lines = 204:181), I think the result is more in 

keeping with the calculations from other papyri; cf. above, p. 45. 
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,; x 
The preceding calculations have been made on the supposition 

(cf. Gerhard, 66) that . 
10% "Idlov éfadramdgat évxripevov mrodleO pov 

is the only probable interpolation within X 1-26. If there were 
more plus verses at this point the number in $ 431-606 would be 
diminished accordingly. 

The line has been treated in Part I, since it occurs in the Syrian 
palimpsest. 

Achilles speaking to Apollo : 
15 “Brads pw’, éxdepye, Ocdv ddrodrare mévrov, 

evOdde viv tpéas dd relyeos' HK’ ert mOAAOL 
yaiav ddaé eldov, mplv “Idtov eloadixér ban. 
viv 0’ ene pey péya xddos addeireo, rods 8 cdwcas 
pnidios, érel of te tiaw y’ Wdecas bricoa. 

20 9 dy recatuny, ef por Sdvapis ye mapein.” 
Plato (ep. iii. 391 a) quotes the first and last lines as if in suc- 

cession. The curtness is effective, but it is also clear that this is as 
much of the speech as Plato needed for his purposes. It is 
impossible, therefore, to feel certain that the lines were not in his 
text, though Murray (RG EZ? 311 n.) takes the omission seriously. 

The corresponding portion of PGerhard is lost, 

If column xvi begins with X 125 and ‘line 104 is opposite line 
137’, then line 95 must be the head of column xv and the two 
preceding columns contain six verses more than the corresponding 
portion (39-94) of the vulgate. As Gerhard has shown, lines 52-5 
being opposite lines 81-4, three excess lines must stand between 
lines 38-77 and two between lines 55-81. But beyond that the 
possibilities are too complicated. Gerhard considers an expansion 
unlikely in the transition (78-80) from Priam to Hecuba’s speech ; 
but the repetition of line 92 as 78* would not have surprised me, 
nor would an expansion (cf. IT 734, 3 477) to describe the action of 
Hecuba’s other hand. 

I may suggest that the writer of the papyrus first dropped lines 
72-3 (haplography xefooyrat, xefoOat) and then wrote them after 
line 76. The reading of the English editors, X@*Axko]i, Pfa]vern, 
X]epouv, is confirmed on re-examination. 
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In column xv (95-124) there is then room for but one plus verse, 
if we assume that the papyrus contained the line which later was 
interpolated as X 121 in the vulgate. The plus verse stands after 
line 99, and is filled out by van Leeuwen: 

AwBnrbs Kev to[tuc Kakds ds adradp Eretra. 

The next point to be noted after the column-head X 125 is the 
close of a column with line 393—an interval of 269 vulgate lines. 
Gerhard (27) prefers to restore nine columns of 279 lines rather 
than ten columns with 310 lines. If this were all it might be con- 
ceded, although the latter proportion is not so high as that of the 
© papyrus, where 300 lines correspond to 251 lines of the vulgate. 
But fortunately there is a column beginning with line 259> that 
bisects this section. Gerhard is therefore forced to assume that 
four columns, 124 verses, corresponded to X 125-259, or 135 vulgate 
lines. Minus verses in anything like this quantity are not found in 

the Ptolemaic papyri, and I feel no hesitation in believing that 

there were five columns of 155 lines, or, on account of the attested 

omission of X 133-5, twenty-three plus verses. 

The papyrus read: 

126 ov pév mws viv Early ard Spvds ovd’ aad mwérpns 
*  @s duoror ToAé|pyo1o pepasra Saxpuderros 

127 7@ dapiféuevat, & Te mapbévoy 7iOedy Te. 
128 [mapOévos nibeds 7’ dapiferov &dAjdour.] 

The restoration of the plus verse is Gerhard’s, and he recognizes 

that the line cannot be read here, though it might in his opinion be 

substituted for line 128. I do not like the restoration, because és 

has no reference in the immediate context ; contrast O 83, v 389, the 
parallels adduced. The motive assumed contradicts also the usual 
chauvinism of the interpolators. I should prefer: 

ovK @porov mrodéuo1o pepadra daxpvdevros 

a metrical gloss on the preceding phrase. 
In 127 the papyrus is corrected to mapOévos 7ideds re, the vulgate 

reading. The reading of the first hand deserves the preference, and 

then line 128 must go. It too isa gloss. Gerhard approaches the 

correct solution in his note, but fails to reach it because like others 

he believed in a ‘ Neigung zu streichen’. 
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After Hector’s soliloquy : 

ds Spuawe pévav' 6 O€ of cxeddv HAOev AxidArAeds 
132 toos ’Evuadio, kopvOdtk: mrodcmiorTi. 
136 “Exropa 8, as évonoev, Ede Tpdpos* odd dp’ Er’ Erdrn 

adOr péverv, omicw dt widas. Aime, BA St hoBnOeés. 

133. oeiwy TlnAcdda peXiny cata SeEtov Spov 
Seemnv’ dpi dé xadkos éAdpurero eixedos avyn 

135 % mupds aidopevov i) jeAlov audvros. 

The text is that of the PGerhard, and should not be regarded as 

accidental, since after X 316 these lines (cete dé) are found in the 
papyrus. I think that we are compelled by the external evidence 

to regard them as frei/iiegende Einschubverse, that is, to insert them 

in neither place. 

The papyrus version is entirely satisfactory, and very little can be 

said in criticism of the vulgate. Merely that elsewhere zupos 
aidopévo.o or mrupds pévos ai@opuévo.o stands at the close of the line, 
except A 220 zrupds Kparepoy pévos alfopévoio, and the still freer 

E396 ovre mupds téccos ye wéAec Bpdpos aiPopévoro. However, 
one may compare doreos aifopuévoro (P 523) at the opening of a 
line. 

But the cyclic poets had occasion to describe Achilles at many 

crises—battles with Cycnus, Penthesilea, Memnon, and that in 

which he met his death. The interpolators must have drawn on a 

famous passage of some such sort. It is probably not a mere 

coincidence that the ITn\:éda pediyy figures in another interpola- 
tion: II 141-4 = T 388-91. 

After the description of the springs: 

TH pa mapadpapérny, hevyav, 6 & dmicbe SidKor" 

158 mpbabe péev écOAds Epevye, Siwxe SE piv péy’ dpyetvor 
kapmadipws, émel ox lepyrov ovde Boeinv 

> - e ‘ td 4 > ~ 

adpvicOnv, & Te mrocoly déOXLa yivetat avdpar, 
GdXa rept Wuxfs O€ov “Exropos immoddéporo. 

158% qevy’ vids IIpudpoto, diwxe Se Sios ’AxiAdevs. 

The plus verse is attested by Didymus (5 A) év éviows 8 péperac 
arixos vo Tobrov (158) evreAjs’ “ Pedy’ vids... AyedAreds”. 

Of the addition of the line there can be no question (cf. Ludwich, 
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AV 25); but its presence raises another issue. It may well be 
meant as an alternative for line 158; and then as Didymus (s A) 
at T 327 well puts it: rexprjprov d& ris StacKevas Td Kal éTépas 
péper Oat tov oriyor. 

Line 158 is omitted by Bekker’, its genuineness is questioned by 
Nauck, and Erhardt (440) would gladly be rid of it; while Wila- 
mowitz (//as, 99) feels it as highly pathetic. In this book I can 
only regret that PGerhard fails to give us further evidence for or 
against it. 

PGerhard must have read in Hector’s speech : 
ov yap éy® o” Exmaydov dekid, at Kev enor Zeds 
(én Kappoviny, civ St wuxiv adédropac 

GAN’ met dp KE oe GvAHTw KAUTA TevxXe’, AyidXed, 
259 vexpov Ayatoiow ddcw médiv" ds Se od pele 

*  o@pa dé otkad’ éudv Sduevar mddiv, Sppa mupbs pe) 

= 342 = H79 
*  Tpdes kat Tpdwy &doyor AeAéXoot Oavovra.” 

= 343 = H80o 
260 tov 0 dp’ bridpa idav mpoocépn KT. = 344 
The plus verses are simply an expansion of ds dé od péfev that 

brings into concordance the close of the two similar speeches. 

The verses in brackets are lost at the close of a column, but 

there can be no question of the correctness of Gerhard’s restoration. 

After line 262 follows a plus verse, Gerhard being clearly right 

in rejecting more radical explanations. Its ending is restored by 

van Leeuwen as @£]oxo[s ddA Jos, but even that leads nowhere.’ One, 
and only one, plus verse occurred between this point and line 291, 

which is opposite to line 262. 

Between X 291 and X 316 must have stood not less than three 
nor more than ten plus verses. Gerhard suggests T 164-73 after 

X 311, or T' 374-9 with slight modifications after X 313. In the 

latter case he would look to T 369-72 to furnish four plus verses 
after X 312, greater modifications being required. This last seems 

to me extremely doubtful, and I should rather carry the balance of 

four plus verses over to the space between X 343-92. 

1 The supplement is rather long for the space. It may be noted also that oxo stands 

under Ta, the line being very long. 
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Between X 316 and’340 were exactly seven plus verses. Three 

after X 316 are extant and correspond to X 133-5 previously 

omitted. It isa brilliant suggeStion of Gerhard’s that the remaining 

four stood after X 320 and were the freifiiegende Einschubverse 

which we have met as II 141-4 = F' 388-91. If all four of them 
were repeated here there was no room for the plus verse 330° 
(= O 48), on which cf. Part I; Ludwich, HV 29; Wecklein, 

ZAV 14. The papyrus attests line 316 (for which cf. Wecklein, 

ZAV 32),a verse that was apparently (cf. Part I) originally foreign 
to the vulgate ; while for another verse of this class, X 363, its 

testimony is lacking. 

For the beginning of Achilles’ speech Zenodotus read, on the 
testimony of Aristonicus (5 A): 

378 “Arpeidn re Kai drdAot apiorjes Ilavayaiar. 

The vulgate wavers between : 

“@ hiro, Apyelwr Hyijropes dé pédovres 

and: 

“@ pirot, Hpwes Aavaoi, Oepdzovres “Apnos. 

The line seems to me suspect did 76 Kal érépws PéperOa, and 
because of the traces (cf. p. 9 n.) of the interpolation of such vocative 

lines as an easy sort of exegesis. The omission of any address 

would be in keeping with the tone of X, which ignores all Achaeans 
except Achilles. If the line be read we must, as Wilamowitz 
(Las, 104n.) has seen, keep the Zenodotean form; it is the form 

earliest attested, and the motive for the substitution of the others is 

obvious. 

The papyrus had a plus verse after : 

(viv & dy’ delSov7es rraijova, Kodpot Ay adr, 
392 vyvolv éml yAagupfor vedpeba, Tévde & &ywper) 
x Kal reOvndra wep’ toca yap Kak’ éujoar’ Ayaods. 

The line, as Gerhard notes, is compounded of 2 20+K 52, and 

the second half will recur in ¥ 183°, 

For the remainder of the book columns xxv-xxvi (394-448), 
with an excess of seven lines, are definitely fixed. The next 

definitely determined datum is that ¥141 stood at the foot of a 
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column, The interval of 208 lines requires at least seven columns 
(nine plus verses), and that is Gerhard’s calculation. I would not 
be so positive that eight columns (forty plus verses) are impossible, 
The increase would correspond well to the ratio (2 51: 300) of the 
© papyrus; and besides, Gerhard has made a number of attractive 
suggestions: X 459*=2516, X 4617-4=Z 400-3, W 18°! = 
> 318-23 ; for all of which there is not room in the smaller number 
of columns. The matter is, however, too uncertain to warrant 
further discussion. 

y 

Aeschines (i. 149) quotes : 

ov yap ert (wol ye pidrwy amdvevbev éraipwv 
Bovrds éfopuevor Bovrcdooper* adr’ Eve pev KAP 
augéxave orvyepy, mep AdyeE yervopevv TeEp. 

80 Kai 6& coi ait@ poipa, Ocois émeikerX’ Aytdred, 
teixet bro Tpdwv einyevéwy arrodréobat 

x papvdpevoy Onis ‘EXévns ever’ juKdpoto. 
GdAo dE Tor épéw, od O évd dpeci BéAXAEO oat" 

83 pH éud cay amdvevde TiOjpevar dor, AyidAcd, 

* GAN iva wep ce kal adrov dpoin yaia KexevOn, 
*  xpuoém ev adudigopel, rév To ope woTvia pHTNp. 

The worthlessness of these plus verses needs no discussion. 

PGerhard is unfortunately mutilated at this point, but there is 

every reason to believe that it too contained these verses. It and the 

text quoted by Aeschines are closely connected, as we shall now see. 

Aeschines quotes also: 

GAN’ 6pod, was erpaddnpev ev bperépoior dbporowy, 

85 evré pe tuTbdyv edvta Mevotrios é€ ’Ordevtos 
Hyayev vpétepoy & avdpoxracins bro Avypihs, 

Hyatt TO, Gre maida Karéxravoy Audiddéparros, 
vamos, ovK ebédrwv, dup’ dorpaydro.cr xodrwbeis” 
évOa pe OeEdpevos ev Sdpacww inméra IIndevs 

90 érpagé 7° évdvKéws Kai adv Oepdrovr’ dvounvev’ 
&s 8& Kal doréa vdly buh copds audixadvnrot.” 

92 xpuceos dudupopers, rév ror mépe mérma pntnp cf. w 74 

om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen; damn. Christ, Ludwich. In 84 os 6pov 

erpapenev ep Aesch, 
2966 ce 
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The text is that of Aeschines, certain unnamed editors, and 

PGerhard ; the plus verse was read but athetized by Aristarchus. 
The evidence comes partly from Aristonicus (s A) dOeretra:, and 

partly from Didymus (s TV) év wdcais d& ox fv 6 orixos. The 
latter remark is misinterpreted by Gerhard (87) ‘in allen Ausgaben 

gefehlt habe’; that would have been as at 8 511 év ovdeusd Epépero, 
while this is not even as strong as ovK égépovro d& axeddv Ev TacaLs 
of mévre at 3 285-9, 

That gives an unfortunate bias to his discussion of the passage. 

I look upon the two interpolations as independent. All knew the 
Odyssey passage; and some one interpolated one way, and some 

one the other. 

According to Gerhard’s final reconstruction (p. 89) column xxxii 
began with lines 83» and continued to line 112. The two additional 
plus verses that are needed can be located definitely, and have been 

supplied by Gerhard: 

93 tov & dmape:Bopevos mpocédn médas akvs AxiAdevs, 
* 900 pada kvdocoor ély dvetpetnor mUANoW' NS 80g 
94 “‘rimre pot, nOein Kepadry, Sedp’ eiAnrAovdas Ne 88 
*  [aidotds re piros Te; ma&pos ye pev od te Oapifers.] 
95 Kal pot Tatra exacr’ émitéAreaL; KTA. 

For the latter he suggests also a less probable alternative, €Adov 
é€ Aidao mukdptao Kparepoto, modelled on w 17 and A 277. The 
lines are evident interpolations, and no one is likely to demand 
their insertion. 

In the following column, lines 113-41, van Leeuwen has restored : 

128 abrap Axatois 

129 KékAero [IIndéos vids éerérpuvév] re were Odv 

But the following lines 130-2 varied greatly from the vulgate, and 

it isimpossible to see more than that there was one (130%) plus verse. 

Another plus verse is found : 

136 dmiBev dé Kdpyn exe Silos AyidrAreds 
*  dpuhotépnat dé xepal Kbunv noxvrje daifor, 

137 axvdpevos’ Erapoy yap autpova méun’ "Ardos 8é. 

The verse is fabricated from ¥ 23 and 27, and part is used as 
© 199° in another Ptolemaic interpolation. 
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Between ¥ 142-52 the text was one line shorter than the vulgate ; 
there are slight temptations to haplography, and I suspect that this, 
like ¥® 89, was an accidental omission. Gerhard suggests the 
omission of either line 148 or 149, but the material is too slight for 
further discussion. 

Nor does it seem possible to say anything of the following 
fragmentary lines more definite than that there were after lines 157 
and 158 plus verses. Gerhard, following Blass, restores 

160 mapa & of rayol dupe pevovTov 
* doco Kndjepdvess cxédlacov & amd Aady dravra. 

It is impossible to judge of this line while we are in ignorance of 
the text that preceded it; but it would be contrary to all our 

experience if the longer text of the papyrus were better than the 
vulgate. 

The next plus verse: 

162 avrixa raby piv oxédacey Kata vias éicas’ 
A , X ve \ ~ dé 

* Kdmviccdy Te KaTa& KXIcias Kal Setrvoy €dovTo = B 399 

is obviously interpolated. 

In line 165....]mapaavt.vexpo[y may describe the reading of 
the papyrus. To read wupa is impossible, for the tail of the y should 

appear. Further on vt7 would suit the space and the slight marks 

of ink. I believe the scribe has blundered, and should have written: 

165 ev 6 muph imdrn vexpov Oécav’ attap Ereita 

x  pupl dvelata xepoiv aynodpevor KaréOnkav 

The new line adds a detail to be expected in the ritual; but only 

at the cost of introducing a harsh asyndeton. The lines may be 

from the funeral of Achilles himself in the Lzttle [had. 

Between lines 171-8 (perhaps between 171-4 may be said) were 

two plus verses; Gerhard suggests 171° K 306, 173°” X 69, both 

very probable interpolations. 

Interpolated also is the line after: 

183 GAA KtbvEToL 

* @punolrais payéev toca yap Kd’ éunoar’ Ayatods. 
Cf. X 392° for the close of the line. 
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To fill out the column Gerhard suggests ¥ 191°*» T 38-9, and 

there can be little doubt of the correctness of this suggestion. 
( . 

The papyrus points to a text: 

tv’ abr’ &AN evénoe moddpxns Sios AyiAdeds’ 
oras dmrdvevOe mrupis Sowwis ipar’ dvépo.or, 

195 Bopén xat Zepipy, kai vrécyxero lepa Kara: | 

*  dpvdv mpwroysvey pétety KreiTHY ExaTouBny. = 4 102 

196 oAAd 0’ adrroorévdwy npjoato dios AxtAAEvs 

€AOEuev KTA. 

196 odAa dé kal omevdwv xpvoewm Oérai hirdvever. 

There can be no question of adding this plus verse, which is also 
repeated as ¥ 209%; but Wecklein (ZAV 79 f.) uses it to support 

Duentzer’s rejection of line 196, against which its double version 
might prove a stronger argument. The matter, however, is more 

doubtful than that which I wish to include in this book. 

In the comparison : 

as 6& marip ob maidds dddperar doTéa Kalwv 
223 vupdiov, bs re Oavav dethods axdynoe ToKHas, 

AY By AY CF 2>n7 ? ra 7 @s Ayireds Erdpoto ddvpeTo doTéa Kaiwr. 

222 ws 3 ov maida rarnp ddopiperar v. l. PGerhard. 

Post vm. 223 addunt : 

xnpecev d[é yuvaika pvxy@ Gaddporo vero WM P 36 
dpn[ro|y S€ rloxedou yoo Kat mévOos ZOnxev MP 37 

PGerhard ; 
Gppntov dé tokevdou yoov Kat mévOos €Onxe WMP 37 

fodvos tndvyeros ToNOiow emi Kredrecow WI 482 

Plut. Consol. ad Afoll. 30. 117°. 

There can be no question of following either of these expanded 

versions. But as Gerhard has seen (cf. also Cauer, Grundfr’ 43 f.), 

they are an important proof that ‘wir mehrere der allgemeinen 
Tendenz nach verwandte, aber in der Einzelausfiihrung verschiedene 
“erweiterte’”’ Texte annehmen miissen’. Amoneit’s view (p. 47) 
that Plutarch’s citation is a slip of memory requires no discussion. 

The second plus verse is not usually (but cf. van Leeuwen) treated 
as having been read at this point by Plutarch. 
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Of Achilles’ horses PGerhard said: 

277 aOdvarot re ydp eiot, TIoceddwv St bp’ avrovs 
278 marpi €ud IInd7,.6 & adr’ enol éyyudrArEev. 
* Os TO y' dOdvaro. x[al dyfpaot, ode Eorker 
*  Ovntods aOavdroor [déuas Kal eidos epifew.ne 213 

The plus verses are again obviously worthless. 

Nestor speaking to Antilochus : 

onua O€ Tor épéw par’ apippadés, ovdE ce AHoeL. 
éarnke E0Aov avov, dcov 7’ dpyur’, wrép ains, 
9 Opvds 7 mevKns’ 7d pev ov KaramtOerar duBpo 
Ade O& Tod ExdrepOev Epnpédarar dvo rAEvKa 

330 ev Evvoxfow 6800, Actos F immédpopos apis’ 
331 4 Tev ofpa Bporoio médat Kararebvnaros, 
* ne oxipos env: viv &vOero Téppar’ Axiddeds. 

334 7T@ od par’ éyxpipwas EAdav cyeddv appa Kal inmous, 

335 avros d& kAWwOAvae Kd. 

332 7) TO ye vUcoa TéruKTO emt mporépwv avOpwrar® 

333 Kal viv Tépyar €Onxe modapkys Sios ’AytAdevs. 

The text is that of some scholar (Aristophanes ?) whose name has 
been supplanted by that of Aristarchus. 

The evidence is best given by Eustathius (Neumann, p. 328): év dé 
T® “4 76 ye viooa TétTUKTO” Kai é€js pact of madatol drt Apicrapxos 
ypape “7 76"ye oxipos...Ayiddrdge’s”. In s TV this is wrongly 
referred to line 331: Apiorapxos ypdéper “ né oxipos env’ viv d&vOero 
Téppar’ AxiAdeds”. Ludwich, who has collected in his index other 
examples of the substitution of Aristarchus for less famous names, 

rightly refused (AHT i. 487) to believe that Aristarchus so read. 

Such a belief has become still more impossible with a better under- 

standing of the relationship between our MSS. and the edition of 
Aristarchus. 

The only difficulty with the text is the meaning of oxipos, for the 

assertion that it means ‘root’, ‘stump’, is as desperate as the 

etymology that supports it. Hesychius knows the word as a 

fragment of stone (Aarémn), and we may suspect that it was here 
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used in some specialized sense—‘ fetish’, ‘ boundary-mark’, which is 

what the context requires. 
The vulgate looks like an attempt to evade this difficulty; note 

the emptiness of the close of each line—émi mporépwy avOparav 
being lifted from E 637, and zroddépxns Stos AxiAAevs being common- 

place. 

Achilles speaks: 

“Noicbos advnp @piotos éhavver pavuxas immovs. 
Gdn’ aye On of S@pev aéOALOV, @s EmeElKés, 

538 devrep drap Ta mpaTa ghepécOw Tvdéos vids.” 

538° 1a tpita 8 ’Avridoxos, rérpara EavOds Mevé\aos, 

538” méprra S€ Mnpidvns Oepdrav eds *Idopevjos. 

The verses are reported both in s A (Aristonicus) 671 €v Tio 
brordccovrat TOUT “Ta Tpira .. . ’Idopevjos and in $ T riva dé rev 

advtiypagwv Kal Tovrous rovs evTeActs Peper (haci cod.) B’ orixous 

“rérpata... Idopevnos”. 
The verses are like the others found in the T scholia, and require 

no discussion ; cf. Ludwich, WV 25; Wecklein, ZA V 71. 

2 

Hecuba speaking to Priam: 

mas €Oédeis Emi vijas Ayaidy edrAOEuer oios, 
avdpos és dpOarpovs, bs Tor modéas Te Kal éeaOdovs 

205 viéas e€evdpige; odnperdy vb Tor HTOop. 
el ydép o° aipjoe Kal eodetar dpOadrpdio.y 
a@unaorns Kal Amictos avip & ye, ov a” éreHoeL 

ovdé Ti ao” aidécerat. 

205% aédvator roinoav ’Oipmia Sdpar exovtes 

vel ot ovpavoy evpiy éxovow 

The additional line is preserved by Aristonicus (s A): 67 
brordacovet arixov, as €ddefmovTos Too Adyou, “dOdvaTor .. . 
éxovtes”, or § TV tives pera todrov ypdpovow “dOdvaro ... 
éxovoiv”, 

There is no question (cf. Roemer, AAH 186; Cauer, Grundfr2 
55) of the superiority of the shorter version. The motive of the 
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interpolation is also plain and easy to parallel. Compare also 
Ludwich, HV 25; Wecklein, ZAV 13. 

In the description of the assembling of Priam’s car : 

ex pev duagav detpay évrpoyov, uiovecny, 
KaAjv, mpwrorayéa, mreipiv0a d& Sioav én’ adras, 

268 Kad & dmd maccaddge (uydv Apeov iutdve.or, 

270 €« 8 Edepov (uyddecpov dua fvyd éevvedrnyv. 

269 mv&wor, dudadder, ed oinKerow apnpds* 

The text is that of Zenodotus, on the testimony of Didymus 
(s AT): o&v« qv mapa Znvoddr@ otros 6 otixos. 

The case must rest on the external evidence, for the line is neither 

necessary nor objectionable. 

It is possible that the omission is, as Wecklein (ZA V 59) thinks, 

no more than an accident, be it in the sources of Zenodotus or in 

the antigrapha of his edition that reached the Aristarcheans. Still, 

there are several reasons that, when combined, tend to make this 

seem unlikely. (1) There is no temptation to haplography. 

(2) There is no other mention of boxwood in Homer. (3) There 

was a masculine variant (6ugaddev7’ ... dpnpdra) with elision (cf. 
Wackernagel, SU 161 ff.) at the end of the line. As the Lectio 

difficilior this is presumably the original form of this verse, though 

it varies from the usage of our poems. So we are asked to 

believe that an accident of a rather infrequent type has happened 

to hit a line containing material and linguistic peculiarities. 
I find it easier to believe that the line was interpolated from 

a cyclic epos, 

Plato, Rep. ii. 379 d, quotes: 

Katakeiatar év Aids ovder 

Knp@v €prarctol, 6 wey ecOdrA@v, adTap 6 dear. 

For the latter (2 528) the vulgate reads: 

ddépwv, oia didwor, Kakdv, Erepos dé édav. 

The line is unneeded, and might 6: 7d kal érépws géperOat be re- 
garded as an interpolation. Strongly in favour of thisare the linguistic 

oddities in each form of the line (cf. Meister, HA 172) ; if so édov 
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is first coined (6 325) by the author of the song of Demodocus, and 
used afterwards only by interpolators. 

As part of the Cycle the Ziad and the Lzttle [ad were (cf. Bethe, 

Flomer, ii. 379) run together: 

804 as of y’ a&udlemor step eee roe & Audfwr, 
x  “Apnos Ovydrnp peyadnropos avdpopovoro. 

It is the T scholia (rivés ypdpovo.v) that record the fact. To 
this the testimony of 1 g. PMus. Br. 1873 can now be added. It 

knew the second line, however, in a different form : 

’Orpip[ns] Ovydrnp, evedhs TevOecirera. 



PART. TV 

THE INTERPOLATIONS OF THE ODYSSEY 
iz 

IT has already been remarked that the recensto of the MSS. of 
the Odyssey seems to lead only to a text such as may have circulated 
A.D. ¢, 250 and not to the Aristarchean text itself. It seems to be 
next in order to see if we can detect any interpolations which, while 

foreign to Aristarchus and the original vulgate, may have become 

well established by the middle of the third century. 
As the first example I may suggest the superfluous verse: 

B 393 év0’ avr’ GAN évinoe Oed yravKdmis AOjvn. 

It is attested by 2 Z. POxy. 773, and is found in all our MSS. 

except the first hand of G and Allen’s M*. It should be followed 
by 87 p’ iuevar, as Ludwich reads on the authority of F alone; all 
other MSS. read 67 & tuevat, as they should do if line 393 were 
not present. There is nothing to suggest that the Alexandrians 

were acquainted with the line. Like other post-Aristarchean inter- 

polations, its source is the Odyssey, where it is a common formula, 

B 382 being the nearest example. Blass has judged the situation well. 

y 308 AlyicOov Sodépnriv, 6 of marépa KduTOv ExTa. 

The verse is a useless definition of warpogovja at the close of 

line 307; as a 300, y 198, it has previously followed that word, and 
is here thoughtlessly repeated. Of Ludwich’s MSS. the first hand 

of G and U are free of the interpolation, and the same is said by 

Allen of his k family. The scholia show no acquaintance with the 

line, which is condemned by Kirchhoff (184), Ludwich, Blass, and 

Wecklein (7A V 21). 

After Nestor has given various directions he ends quite tamely : 

y 427 of & &ddou péver’ adrod doddées, elmare 8 etow 
Spopow kata Sépar’ ayaxduTa daira mévecOa, 

édpas te EUKa 7’ audi Kal aydady oicéuev dup. 
2966 Dd 
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Duentzer rejected the lines because the execution of these commands 

is not told in the sequel. The external evidence against the passage 

is Ludwich’s supplement (Homerica, vi. 5) of a scholium in PMus. 

Br. 271 drt T(ipapxos ?) ovx (@ypager), for the omission of line 429 
by the first hand of H will best be considered an accident. But the 

lines are not orixor Sipopovpevor, and there is a scholium (HQ) to 
attest Aristophanes’ acquaintance with one of them. I should con- 

clude therefore that Ludwich’s restoration of the papyrus, though 

ingenious, has not hit the mark. 

A more than doubtful example is found in 6 37 f.: 

as P40’, 6 d& preydpoio diéoovro, KéxAeTo 6’ &ddovs 
éTpnpovs Oepdrrovras dpa oméobat €ot avTe. 

Wecklein (ZA V 21) objects to the second of these lines because it 
is not written by the first hand of U, and because oméc Oar €0t ado 
is to be found only in N 495, which he regards as late. The dis- 

cussion of the latter argument would lead too far from the work in 

hand ; but the interpolation, if interpolation it be, evidently does 

not belong in this class. The scholium on x 324 that quotes it 

shows at least that it passed current among grammarians of a fairly 

early date. The line is not a orixos dipopovpevos, and its borrow- 

ings are from the /izad. The omission by U! will therefore best be 
classed as an accident. 

€ O 511 Os 6 pey &O arddoder, érel miev ddpvpdv Udwp. 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen; damn. La Roche, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 

A scholium on this line (confirmed also by Eustathius, 1506. 40) 
says: év ovdeud épépero. Kal ALav ydép éotw evTeAys. Oavudoa- 
pev 0 dv mas mapéhabe tov Apiorapxoy dBerica avrév (H P). 
According to Dindorf the two last words are added to line 515; 
Ludwich (AHT i. 546) misapplied the remark to the whole 
scholium, and Blass follows him. The scholium is treated as 
Didymean by Blass, but it seems to me that Ludwich has good 
reason to doubt this: the question asked is too naive, after we have 
just been told that the line was not in Aristarchus’ edition. Ludwich, 
Blass, and Wecklein (ZA V 19) all have the right solution. 
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The line is made up of é 137 ds 6 piv 26’ dmdd@re, and d 98 
émel miev aiua xedawwév, with the substitution of one stock phrase 
@Apvpdv bdwp for another. As Blass notes, the borrowing has 
caused a misuse of the perfect tense. 

0569 obver’ éxers “EXEvny Kai odiv yauBpds Ards éoot. 

damn. Nauck, Ludwich. 

Of this line a scholium (HPQ) declares: év éviors 8 ob} éperat 6 
orixos. I think it probable that a scholiast is speaking of the 
avriypapa of his owntime. I would suggest further that the inter- 
polator meant his veres to follow line 564, and that it got into our 
tradition at the wrong place; to that extent Kirchhoff (190) was on 
the right track. 

The line is rejected by Wecklein (ZA V 19) and defended in a 
half-hearted fashion by Blass. 

For its source I may begin by recalling the old reading of Servius, 

Comm. ad Aen. v.735: ‘insulae fortunatae ... quarum descriptionem 

Pius commentator dicit esse sublatam.’ To be sure Porphyrius is 
now read by Thilo and Hagen, with some MS. authority but with 

doubtful right ; Pius is the less familiar name, comementator describes 

him as well, and it is from him that such a statement would be 

expected. For the allegation must be that our vulgate has been 

thus curtailed by Aristarchus—an allegation like the more familiar 

ones by Plutarch and Athenaeus already discussed. In each case 

there is in the background the same thing—an interpolated text 

such as a Ptolemaic papyrus would present. In the //zad we have 

already found vulgate interpolations originating in such a source, 
and I would assume for 6 569 a similar origin. Ultimately the line 
may go back to the Wostoz, which may well have closed with a 

prophecy of Menelaos’ happiness—another instance of the contrast 

between the fates of the two brothers which dominated (cf. Bethe, 

Homer, ti. 258-79) the whole poem. Compare also O. Kern, Veue 

Fahrbb. 51 (1923). 64. 

The deceptive appearance of evidence for such an interpolation 

is to be found within e€ 47-9 = 2 343-5: 

eiAeTo O¢ paBdov, TH 7 advdpav Oupara Oérye 
dy €0éret, ods 8’ avre Kal wmvdovras éyelper 
Thy peTa& XEpolv Exwv méreTo Kpards apyerpovTys. 
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The second verse is omitted by the first hand of F, and Wecklein 
(ZAV 21) very properly mentions in connexion with this fact the 

omission of 2 344 in 2 ~. PMus. Br. 114. The latter is clearly a 

mechanical error: the line was read by Aristarchus, it is found in 
1 a. PMus. Br. 128, and in all MSS. The cause is haplography 

(O€éAyer, éyeper), and in the tradition of the Odyssey at a much later 

time the same cause produced the same effect. 

Nausicaa is asleep, and we are told of Athena: 

(20 4 8 dvéuov ds avo émécovto Séuyia Kovpns, 
22, eldouévn Kotpn vavotkdeiToLo Avpartos, 

4 of dundruxin pev Env, Kexdpioto dé Oupa. 
TH puv eercapévn mpocépn yAavkamis Abjvn’ 

21 otn & dp wimep xeadjrs Kat piv mpos pvOoy Eetzrev. 

The line I have marked as interpolated is not to be found in G, 
and is a needless repetition of 8 803, v 32, 4; the scholia give it 

no attestation. 

That, however, amounts to no more than the suggestion of one 

possibility; and only the discovery of early papyri will permit a 

positive decision. The internal evidence seems to me to point with 
even greater probability to a different conclusion: that line 21 is 

genuine and the following superfluous speech formula interpolated. 
This particular formula is not used elsewhere in the Odyssey, but is 
frequent in the Ziad. 

Laodamas has suggested that the stranger be invited to participate 

in the contests : 

6140 tov & atr’ Eiptados amapeiBeto pdvnoéy re 
141 “ Aaoddéua, wdéda Toro eros KaT& poipav €eumres.” 
143 avradp émel 76 y’ dkove’ ayabds mais Arxivdo10, 

oTH p €s pécooy idy Kai ’Odvcona mpocéere 

142 avros viv mpokddeooa iay Kal wéppade piGov.” 
om. Bekker ; damn. Ludwich, Blass. 

The line is found in all MSS.—there are no papyri—but the 
— scholia (H) testify : ore Apiorapxos ore Apioropdvns otre Znvbdo- 

Tos €miotavrat Todrov Tov atixov, and: ovros 6 orixos év Tails 
Apiorapxeias ov héperat. 
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Blass found no intrinsic objection to the line, but Ameis-Hentze 

Anhang, ii. 27) note that the formula of verse 141 is elsewhere 
followed up in a different fashion. 

In the H scholia we are told at 0 333 év éviois avriypdgors of 
d€xa orixot od dépovra:. Applying this to our vulgate it means 
that @ 333-42 were not read in certain dvriypapa. Wecklein 

(ZAV 19) approves the resulting text, but Blass (270 f.) has shown 

that line 343 must then be emended (@s ¢écav), and that even then 

the text would not be entirely satisfactory. 

The difficulty can be met as follows: verses 333-43 were the 

missing lines, one of them having been interpolated after the time 

of this scholium. For the absence of a formula to summarize the 
speech o 400-4 can be compared. The interpolated line would 

probably be verse 335—a needless vocative; it is omitted by G, 

though this may well be nothing more than haplography. 

This is a possibility I consider it proper to mention, although I 

believe that I can offer below a more acceptable explanation. 

In x Odysseus has told how he slew a stag, and of the feast that 

followed : 

nos © npryéveca pdvn pododdéxtvdos ’Hos, 
188 Kal tTér’ éyav ayophy Oépevos pera mao Eetroy 
190 “@ Piro, ob yap 7’ iSpev Sry dpos ovd’ orn Has, 

ovd omn nédAvos paecivBpotos cio’ brd yaiav 

ove Grn avveirat’ KT. 

189 xéxAuré pev pido, kaka TeEp maoxorTES ETaipoL, 

om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen; damn. La Roche, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 

The plus verse was read neither by Aristophanes nor Aristarchus ; 

its intrusion began early enough to come under the notice of 

Callistratus. The evidence is that the scholiast on Euripides, 

Phoen. 886—whom Cobet conjectures to be Aristophanes—and 

Aristonicus (s A) at P 221, both cite x 190 to illustrate Homer’s 

way of beginning a speech with a ydp-clause. The scholia (H) 

further state: Kaddlotparés gnoww ws b76 Tivos 6 otixos mporéeTa- 

Kra. ayvoobvtos 7d ‘Ounpixov 00s, ws Oéder GpxecOat amd Tod yap. 

Lentz (29), Blass, and Wecklein (Z7AV 67) all approve the 

absence of the verse. Ameis-Hentze (Azhang, ii. 87) clinch the 
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argument : ‘weil Homer in Anreden nie einen doppelten Eingang 

so gebraucht, dass erst bei der zweiten Anrede eine Begriindung 

derselben mit yép hinzugefiigt wiirde.’ 
The verse is a repetition of pw 271, 340; we have already seen it 

interpolated as « 153% at a later time. 

Apollonius (prov. 84. 13) omits x 211 in his quotation. The line 
could be spared, but is wanted to serve as a source for k 253 which 

is clearly interpolated. Quite likely then we are confronted with 
nothing but an inaccurate quotation. 

After the transformation : 

241 @s of pev KAaiovres €€pxaro: Toio. de Kipkn 
CoS. 242 mdép p adkvdrov Bddravov te Bdédev Kaprév Te Kpaveins. 

243 eOpevat, oia coves yaparevyades aiev édovow. 

vel mavroins UAns erifer wedundéa Kaproy. 

A note going back to Didymus: Apiorapxos ovk oid tov orixov. 
6 6¢ KadXiorparos avr’ abtod ypdder “mavroins... kapmrov” is 
preserved in HQV, but in connexion with line 242. That something 
is wrong is obvious, and my solution seems simpler and more 

satisfactory than those given by Dindorf and by Ludwich (AAT i. 
581 f.). 

In either form the plus verse is a needless gloss. 

The discovery of a fragment—3 ~. POxy. 412—of the eighteenth 

book of Julius Africanus’ Keoroé is of double interest. 

(1) The author quotes some thirty lines which were either with- 
held by the poet or excised by the Pisistratidae—he cannot decide 

which. This longer version is so obviously hocus pocus, that the 
mere mention of its existence is sufficient. 

(2) Africanus quotes A 34-50, but without A 44-7 = « 531-4: 

On Tor’ EreO éErdpoiciy Emrorpivas éxéXevoea 

Bijda, Ta Ot) KaréKerz’ eopaypéva vnré& yadkd, 
deipavtas Kataknat, emevéacOar dé Oeoiory, 
ipOiuw 7 Aidn Kai éravy Tepoedovesn. 

There is no reason to assume that the lines were purposely omitted 
(cf. Blass, 120n., against Ludwich), on the contrary they would 

have been grist for this mill. Besides, the assumption must en- 
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counter an embarrassing dilemma: either Africanus was working as 
a higher critic, or for reasons of his own he has happened to get rid 
of some orixor Sipopotpevor. The short text as Africanus gives it 
must be the text he knew. As he wrote c. 250 his testimony is 
equivalent to that of a papyrus c. 150-250. 

There is nothing to connect these lines with the Alexandrian 
critics—certainly the trivial scholia on lines 44 (V) and 46 (H) 
cannot be so employed. On the contrary, we can prove from their 
atheteses that Zenodotus, Aristophanes, and Aristarchus had » 38- 
43 in their texts; and that our evidence breaks off just at this point 
may well be significant. 

The pictorial tradition as presented by Miller (110-18) seems to 
me to be consistent with the view here advocated. The Esquiline 
landscape shows two of Odysseus’ comrades busied with the 
slaughtered ram, and Miiller is possibly right in connecting this fact 
with our passage; but if so it merely gives a terminus ante quem 

for the interpolation. The Berlin gems are inconsistent with these 
lines, while the Louvre relief is neutral. If all descend from the 

aet(aovoa Néxuia we have no right (to say the least) to ascribe to 
Nicias an acquaintance with this interpolation. Polygnotus also 
gives no evidence that he knew the lines—cf. Robert a. Miiller, 

tion. Of the crater from Pisticci we can speak more positively : 

the victims stay lying by the trench and bleed into it ; that is the 

concept of the uninterpolated text. 
It is a curious result of the way the evidence has reached us that 

Bekker, Ludwich, and Merry should all condemn A 38-43, while 

leaving the later interpolation untouched. Blass rejected lines 38- 

47, and saw that x 531-4 must also be interpolated. 

Odysseus speaking of the deeds of Neoptolemus : y Pp P 
r avtap 67°’ eis tmmov KateBaivoper, dv Kkéyw ’Eretds, 

524 Apyeiwy of dpioro., éuol & emi md&v7’ éréradTOo, 
526 ev’ drrAo Aavady hyfropes nde pédovtes 

Sdkpud 7 @popyvuvto, Tpéuov 0 vd yvia éExdorov" 

525 mpev avakXivat mruKiwoy Adxov 75° emibeivaae WE 751, 8 395 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen ; damn, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Blass. 

The line was not read by Aristarchus but mentioned in his com- 
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mentaries, according to Didymus (5 H): Apiorapxos ovK oide rév 
orixov, via 6& Tov bropynudroy. Aristonicus (s H) therefore 
demands (cf. above, p. 49) not’ that we athetize but that we cancel 

the line: meptypamréov ws amperf. 
With its early start the line has made its way into 2/3 p. POxy. 

780 and all our MSS. On the worthlessness of the line cf. Wecklein, 

ZAV 67; Blass, 130; Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, ii. 121, where 

further literature is cited. 

A 604 maida Ards peydrouo kal “Hpns xpucomedtdou 
= Hes. 7h. 952 

In Part I this line has already been designated as an interpolation 
because 1/2 ~. PFayum 310 and PH omit it. Diod. Sic. iv. 39. 3 
quotes lines 602-3 alone; though the addition of 604 would be 

natural, had he known it. 

The scholia are in great confusion, but seem to indicate that 
Aristarchus did not read line 604, which is what the evidence just 

adduced would lead us to expect. According to the fragment of 

Aristonicus prefixed in Cod. Venetus A (Dindorf, p. 2), A 603 was 

athetized by Aristarchus—an impossibility if line 604 followed. 

Some one preferred to athetize A 602-3, and he too could not have 
known our plus verse; nor could the author of the TV scholium 

who agrees with him: rods 6d do orixous kal tpeis aberodpev 
“ eidwAov ” Kai “ repmrerat é€v Oadins”’. Nor could those of whom 
the H? scholia say: vio. dé ob Thy oivoxdov “HBnv, dda Thy Eavrod 
avépelay (i.e. #Bnv). 

The evidence for the line is later. The second hand of H adds 
the line (misplacing it after line 606) and a scholium: rodrov td 
’Ovopaxpirov memojoOat pacw. 7nOérnra dé. Kirchhoff (232) 
emended to the plural; very probably correctly, only the reference 

must be to 602-3 if the note is early, which Ludwich denies. In 
J obels are placed before lines 602-4, and in Y®? it is said of the 

same lines dOerobvrat kai Néyovrat ’Ovopaxpirou eivat. That is, in 
these late authorities what was said of lines 602—3 has been ex- 
tended to verse 604 after its interpolation. Wecklein (ZAV 23) 
should not have followed in their footsteps. 

The verse: 
» ~ 4 oe , , 

avdpov pynortipav, of tor Biorov Karédovaow 
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is thrice (v 396, 428, o 32) repeated. In y 396 it is omitted by 
PRyl. 53 and one of Allen’s MSS., and in Part i I have accepted 
this evidence as conclusive. In the second passage the external 
evidence is not so strong, for while H and Eustathius omit the line 
the papyrus attests it; but Blass (150) and Wecklein (ZAV 23) 
point out the impossibility ‘of reading this line there. I would 
assign the interpolation to the period here under discussion, and 
regard the papyrus as furnishing merely a terminus ante quem for 
the interpolation. On neither of these lines are there scholia, while 
the third passage (0 32), which the MSS. support without wavering, 
can be traced back to Dionysius (of Sidon), a pupil of Aristarchus. 

§ 451 vocgw deoroivns kai Aa€prao yépovros = € 9 

The line is omitted by Vind. 5, Ven. Marc. 456, but attested by 

PRyl. 53; and could well be spared, as Kirchhoff (501 f.) has shown. 

It might have been judged like the preceding examples were it not 
for the fact that haplography (évaxros, yépovros) suffices to explain 

the slight disturbance in the MS. tradition. 

Another line that may be placed here is: 

750 démradéwy, & pa TH mpotépn vréderov Edovres. 

There is a considerable disturbance in the MSS.: according to 
Allen om. dq P' R*, to which must be added, on the testimony of 

La Roche and Ludwich, the first hand of Vind. 133 of the thirteenth 
century. Plutarch, Quaest.conv. vii. 704°, is the earliest evidence for 

the line, there being neither scholia nor papyri. Athenaeus (vi. 228 c) 
attests 7 49—but no more—for Aristophanes: “Oprjpou yap eimévros 
év ’Odvoceia “rotow & ad rivaxas Kpecdv mapéOnke cuBdrns” (a 49) 
Apiatopévns 6 Bu¢dvrios vedtepdv dynow civar 7d emt mivdéKoy 
mapatiévat Ta dpa ayvody bri Kav Aros elpnKev 6 ToLNTHS 
“ Saitpos d€ kper@v mivaxas mapéOnkev deipas”.—In passing I may 
note that either Athenaeus already knew 6 57 = a 141 or his év 

a&AAols is an exaggeration. 
All of this can be best understood by supposing that the line was 

not read by Aristarchus, but was interpolated in the vulgate at an 
early time; coming from a text of the Ptolemaic type by way of 

scholia. My reason for hesitating is that the line is not a orixos 
Sipopovpevos. 

2966 id fe 
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The witticism— 
7224 od pev ydp Ti oe mefdy dlopar evOGS’ ixécOar 

is found also a 173, € 190,7 59. Here it is omitted by two (GU) 
important MSS., which, however, are assigned to the same family 

(k) by Allen. Blass (168) and Wecklein (7AV 24) accept their 
testimony, and I do likewise. Wecklein rejects also m 226, which 

is omitted by U alone. This looks to me rather like haplography 

(rév, rot), and the interpolation (should it be such) will be of pre- 

Aristarchean date. 

There is much confusion in the scholia on p 147 ff. At line 147 

is a note (H) a@@eroivra: tc’ orixo1, another (Q) at line 150 

aberodvrat .8’ orixot, and finally at line 160 (Q Vind. 133) €v ots 
xaprectépors ovror povor of B’ (18 codd.) aberobyTat, émel Kai mpiv 
eioeAOeiy ev TH vni Tov olwvdy Eide, Kal éyeydvevy [ovK] dkalpws 
éoriv. év oe Tots Kowvorepots (EiKaLoTEpors) ard TOD “ds Eparo” (147), 
Ews Tod “ e€ ewed” (165). 

Usually this is rendered intelligible by the following changes. 

(1) Read with H ts’ orfxo., but place the note with Q at line 150. 
(2) Emend to dé rod “as dato” (150). I should hold to the first 
and last note (the second has absorbed an evident corruption from 
the third, and seems to have been shifted in consequence of this) 

and understand: sixteen lines 147-65 are athetized. Then three 

lines have been added to the passage since Aristarchus; they are 
probably lines 152 and 155-6. 

762 Kai déra, évOev dp’ dvdpes vreppevéovtes Emivoy 
is omitted by Allen’s d1 families (by DZ Ludwich), but there is a 

scholium going back to Herodian. The line is not a orixos 

Sipopovpevos, and haplography (ai & a6, cal déma) may best 
account for the behaviour of the MSS. 

T 110 dvdpdow év moddoior Kal ipOipoow avdccavnw 26 

damn. Blass. 

The line is omitted in quotations by Plato (Rep. ii. 363), 
Philodemus of Gadara (Ludwich, HZAD 15), Plutarch (ad Prince. 

inerud. 780 f), Themistius (xv. 189 a). It is objectionable (cf. Blass, 
187 f.) because of €y riatv dvdoceiv, at variance with Homeric usage. 

The only question is the date of the interpolation, and as there 
are no scholia, I should place it shortly after Aristarchus. 
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T122 G7 St daxpumrdev BeBapnéra we Ppévas olive. 
The line is omitted by the first hands of GU, or according to 

Allen by the k family. There are scholia BHOQV, which do not, 
however, seem to be very old. Aristotle (Probl. xxx. 1.°953” 12) 
quotes kai wé @yor daxpuTrASdervy BeBapnpévor otva. 

The external evidence seems pretty well balanced. Wecklein 
(ZAV 25) calls attention to a number of linguistic oddities $f 
daxpumddewv, and the scansion dd«pu. 7 

Later we shall see that r 130-61 are interpolated, and these are 
said (H) to be thirty (X’) lines. Porson suggested that thirty-two 
(AP’) be read ; but Blass, noting the external evidence (cf. Part I) 

against line 153, proposed to read da’, and Wecklein (ZA V 20) 
follows him. I am inclined to suspect that either line 135 or line 

131 is another interpolation of this sort; so that after all \’ defines 
the omission correctly according to the Aristarchean text. 

With regard to r 250-1, 275-7, there is a certain amount of 

fluctuation in the MSS. It cannot be pressed, however, because 

haplography (yéo10, yéo10 and mévr@, mévrT@) is in each case the 

probable cause. Ludwich rejects the former passage, and Wecklein 

(ZA V 25) seems inclined to agree. The latter passage is suspected 

by Bethe, Homer, ii. 101n. In each case the decision must be 

reached on internal evidence. 

The omission of v 298 (= p 402, etc.) by Eustathius is probably 

significant, though the line is found in PRyl. 53 as well as in our 

MSS. But the omission by Gregory of Corinth (Ahet. gr. vii. 2: 
1281. 13) of line 340, which is similarly attested, is probably 

accidental. Note the temptation to haplography (ov, 6s) and the 

fact that it is not a arixos dipopovpevos. Blass (200) approves the 

omission of the first of these lines. 

In ¢ the omission of lines 122-3 by Allen's C and of line 189 by 

his L® will probably be an accident, while that of line 381 by FPU'Z 

is best ascribed to haplography (Evpvx\e:av, Evptxdera). PRyl. 53 

contains all these lines. 

Many MSS. write x 37 after y 38, thus showing that at one time 

it must have stood in the margin. It may, however, have been 
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dropped accidentally as there is a slight temptation (d7pou, Suofow) 
to haplography. This is all the more probable because there is no 

obvious source for the line, wltich was read perhaps by Philodemus 
of Gadara (Ludwich, HZAD oie and is found in PRyl. 53, 
POxy. 448. 

Without eres to haplography there are slight disturbances 

in the MSS. at w 53 (=B 160, etc.), 113 (WA 403), and 238 (= 
6119). All are found in PRyl. 53, but the omission of two of them 
would accord well with the stichometry of PTebt. 432 of the second 
century. The first is a superfluous speech formula ; the last was 
suspected by Nauck, tolerated by Blass, omitted by van Leeuwen, 

and condemned by Wecklein (7.4 V 26). 
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II 

a 

WE now approach the problem of the pre-Aristarchean inter- 
polations in the Odyssey, beginning with the lines that follow the 
last speech of Athene in the council of the gods: 

96 @s elmotc’ bd mocclv édjcaro Kaha wédida, 
102 BA 6& Kar’ OvdrAvpro10 Kapjvev digaca, 

orm & 'LOdkns evi Shum emt rpobipas ’Odvojos, 
ovdod én’ avddAclov, maddun & exe xddxKeov %yxos, 
eldopévn felvo, Tadioy fyfropi, Mévrn. 

97 apBpdora, xpicea, ra per Hépov jpev ed’ bypiy = € 45, Q 341 

78 én areipova yatay Gua mroijs avépouo. = € 46, 2 342 

ethero © GAxtpov eyxos, axaxpeévoy o&€t xadko, =o 551, K 135, etc. 

Bp.i6v, wéya, or:Bapdy, ro Sapynot orixas dvdpov = E 746, © 390 

IOL 1powv, toiciv te Koréacerat d8pipordrpn. =E 747, © 391 

om. Bekker’, van Leeuwen; damn. Hayman, Ludwich, Cauer. vss. 99-I0I om. 

Bekker’, damn. Merry. 

The text is that of the Massaliotike; the plus verses were read 

but athetized by Aristarchus and (probably) Aristophanes. 

The best evidence is a note (MT) going back to Didymus: 

mponOeroivro Kar évia Tav dvTiypddwy of orixot, Kata S& THY 
Maccariarixjy ovd joav. The note stands at line 97, and is 

referred by the following discussion to the whole group of lines. 

Aristonicus divided his treatment into three parts according to the 
sources of the interpolated lines. Only the last part has reached us 

standing in s MV at line gg, one verse too early: dOerodvrat peta 
adotepickery oti év THe’ THS Idtddos kad@s. This is confirmed by 
his note (s A) on E 746-7: dri éevreddev eis tiv Oddvooceay perd- 
kevTat. Similarly his notes at 2 341-2: 671 €vtabdOa dpOas Kewrat 
Kai €mi Tob mpos Kaduya diamepaovpévov ‘Eppod= év d& rH a’ 
pawwoia 7Hs “Odvoceias ovxéri, and at € 43 (HPQ), give us the 

substance of the first part of his treatment. There is no reason 

why the two authorities should not overlap, but unfortunately 

Ludwich, apparently to prevent this, has restricted the note of 

Didymus to lines 97-8, and Wecklein (7A V 18, 45) has followed 

him. 
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For objections to the long version cf. Lentz (16) and Blass (30) ; 

but the superiority of the short text is in reality so evident that no 

discussion is required. . 

The Vita Herodotea (p. 15 Wilam.) reads: 

153 Khpu€ & ev xepoly KiOapiy TWepiKadrrA€ EOnkev 

154 npuio, os Te moddoy ExaivuTo mdvras deidov. 

This is probably no more than a variant to the vulgate : 

154 @npio, ds p Hee mapa pvnoripow avéykn. 

but Barnes is said to have taken it for a plus verse (153°) and so 

printed it. Wolf (Proll. 259 n. 45) easily showed that such a text 

was not known to Aristarchus and his followers. Line 154 is then 

suspect did 76 kal érépws héeper Oar. 

Telemachus to Athene (Mentes) : 

GAN dye pou Téde elwé Kal arpeKéws KaTadre~ov" 
170 Tis, woOev els avdpav; 6c Tor wéALS HOE TOKHES; 
174 kat pot Tobr’ adydpevooy éeryrupov, opp’ €d «ida, 

ne véov peOérers, H Kal maTpaelds éEoor 
éeivos, émel moAdol icav avépes Huétepov Ja 
Grou, éret Kat Kelvos eriotpopos nv avOpdmav. 

171 dmroins 7 eri ynds adixeo’ mas S€ oe vara. 

Jyayov eis “lOakny ;\ tives €upevat evyerdwrto ; 

173 ov pev ydp ti ce meCov diopat evOaS ixéoOat. 

The text is that of certain unnamed authorities. The plus verses 

which recur as ¢ 188-90, mw 57-9 were read but athetized by 

Aristarchus. The latter fact is implied by the scholia (HQ) at 

€ 188: dorepicxos mpdcxerrar d&xpit otixav y’, br. viv ws mpds 
paékerw nupterpévov opOas A€yovrar ws O& mpds Tv AOnvar 
6potwbetoav Mévrn cat Bacitixhv éxovcay orodjv ov maévv. The 
omission is here attested (HM): olkecérepov ratra td Evpaiou dv 
héyoivto. 1d €v TLow ovK Ep€porTo. 

Hug (ap. Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, i. 24 f.) claimed that Athene’s 

reply implied the presence of the plus verses, but I think the claim 

will not hold even on a careful reading of the vulgate, in which lines 

185-6 have, however, been interpolated. Lentz (9), Blass (32 f.),and 
Wecklein (ZA V 18) all recognize the inappropriateness of the lines 

in this passage, and there can be no question of foisting them upon 
the text. 
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Athene’s reply begins : 

“rol yap €y® To. Taira war atpexéws ayopetoo. 
180 Mévrns AyxidAoio Saippovos evyopar civar 

vids, arap Tadgioior pirnpérporcivadvdooo. 

viv © @de dv vni KarHrvOorv 75 érdpo.ct, 

mrEwv €ri oivoTa tévTov én’ adroOpdous avOpadrous, 
184 és Tepéony pera xadrkiv, dyw 8 aidwva cidnpor. 
187 £eivor 0 adAjA@v marpdior evydpeO’ civan 

€f apxns, KD. 

185 vnis d€ por 78 eorney em aypov voodt wodnos, 

186 év Amen “PeiBpe@, brd Nnio tAnevTs. 

The text is again that of nameless editors. The plus verses (185 
= @ 308) were read but athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus. 

The evidence is in the scholia (HMQR): mponOeroivro dt bd 

Apiotogdvous’ Kar évia O& T&v avTiypdgov ovd édépovro. The 

quotation (Aristotle, Poet. xxi: 1457” 9) of vnis... €ornxey must 

be referred to w 308. 
The geography of the second line is peculiar, ‘PetOpov not being 

mentioned elsewhere, while Nnfm seems abstracted from tzovyos 
(y 81). In a, but not in , 7d€ and véagi wéAnos are in contra- 

diction. For these reasons Blass (33) regards the lines as inter- 

polated ; while Wecklein (7A V 18) and Cauer (in the revision of 

Ameis-Hentze) reach the same conclusion. 

The short version is superior, and if it be argued that the longer 

text is not too bad for the author of a the answer is simple: we 

must leave it to the external evidence to determine what he actually 

wrote. 

In Athene’s advice to Telemachus : 

pynothpas pev éml opétepa cxidvacbat dvwx 1, 
unrépa &, ef of Ovpos ehoppara: yapéeoOar, 
avy itw és péyapoy matpos péya duvapévoto 

277 of d& ydpov tev€ovor Kal apruvéovoiy eedva. = B 196 

279 col 0 avt® muxivas broOncoua, ai Ke TiOna’ 

vn apoas, KTA. 

278 soAAa pad’, daca oxe idns emi mradds ErecOu, = B 197 

om. van Leeuwen, damn. Ludwich; vss. 277-8 damn, Cauer. 
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c The text is that of ‘Rhianus, if a scholium (H?M) otros dé 6 
otixos év tH Kata ‘Piavov ovx nv attached to line 279 should be 
moved to this place. The omission of line 279 could be nothing 
but an accident, and the transposition of the note is made by 

Kirchhoff (246 n.), Blass (37), and Wecklein (ZA V 18), following a 

suggestion of Bekker. 
There is no need to insert the line, and we must stand on the 

external evidence. On the éedva problem compare most recently 

Cauer, Grundfr.* 333 ff.; I believe its solution would prove simpler 

had we even as much information about the text of the Odyssey as 

we have about that of the /iad. 

Certain unnamed editors read for Telemachus’ speech to his 
mother simply lines 346-55—a perfectly satisfactory text. The 

edition of Aristarchus contained also (though obelized) : 

356 GAN eis oikov lovca Ta o” auris épya Kouce, 

iordy r 7Aakarny Te, Kal audurddotot KéAEvVE 

épyov emoixerOar. pdOos S avdpecor pedjoer 

359 aot, padtora 8’ eyuot’ tod yap Kpdtos gor evi olka. 

om. Bekker ; damn. Ludwich, Merry; vss. 355-9 damn. Cauer. 

The evidence is given (H): rivés ovv aOerotow. év St tais 

Xapieotépais ypapais odd’ (Dindorf, ov« cod.) joav, and still more 

freely for Aristarchus: @Oerodvra: evradda ...(HM), also Api- 
orapxos 6¢ aOere? . . . (HMQR). Compare also on the parallel 
passage Z 490-3, Aristonicus (s A): résoapo. orixois ééfs 

dotepickot tapdKewrat, dre viv pev dpOds Keivra Kal mpd THs 
pvnornpopovias, év dé TH a pawrwdia ris ’Odvaceias ovKért. 

The plus verses (= ¢ 350-3) have been intruded because the 
following lines 360-4 are taken from $ 354-8. Like most of the 

earlier scholars (cf. Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, 42f.), Lentz (20), 

Blass (42), and Wecklein (7A V 18 f., 78), approve the shorter text, 

which is clearly superior. Kirchhoff (175) and Wilamowitz (HU 8) 

retain the lines because nothing is too bad for the author of this 
section. We must, however, permit the external evidence to indi- 
cate just how bad he was. 

The suitors amuse themselves : 

423 Tolar d€ repropuévotor pédas emi Earepos HAGE 
6) tére Kaxkelovtes EBav oikoy d& Exacros. 
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~The scholia say : évioi' 

Oo} TéTeE Kouunoavro Kat Umvou d@pov €dovTo 
HerarroinOjvar € hacw i1d Apicropdvous rdv orixov. ev 0 TH 
Apyodrtkh mpooréOecrat. 
My interpretation differs from that of Ludwich (AHT i. 518), 

followed by Wecklein (7SO 9f.; ZAV 13): some give as the 
original text 4) rére Koipyjoavro xrd., and assert that it was changed 
into the vulgate reading by Aristophanes; the Argolike has the 
vulgate, and the variant added to it. That isa perfectly credible 
story; the Argolic text having an exact parallel, for instance, in 
PMel. Nic. 222, where ¥ 617 is repeated in variant form. Ludwich’s 
very attractive emendation then becomes unnecessary. It may 
suffice to point out that the longer text—lines corresponding to 
f 712-13 taking the place of a 424—which he finds in or behind the 
Argolike would be no whit better than the vulgate ; and so it would 
have to be regarded as interpolated. 

On my interpretation the attested readings admit of simpler 
explanation : the vulgate has preserved the original version, but as 
@ 423 andr 426 both end éml éomepos (kvépas) #AOe some scribes 
thoughtlessly wrote 7 427 in this place; both the true text and the 
corruption were to be found in the Argolic edition. 

B 
Telemachus speaking before the assembly : 

5O pntépe por pynorhpes éréxpaoy ovK €bedoven, 

Tav avdpav Piro. vies of evOdde y’ eiciv epicrot, 
ot marpos pey és olkov ameppiyact véecOat 
"Ta i 4 ? > ‘ 2 } A 60 plov, ds Kk’ abros éedvdcaito Ovyarpa, 

is \ Bab: y FP 7 © z ” doin 0 @ &’ €0€AN Kai of KEexapicpévos EdOp. 

51* dAdot @ ot yvncotow emixpatéovow apioro., 

51> Aovdtxio te Sdpn te Kal bAnEvTt ZaxivOo. 

These plus verses (w a 245-6) were to be found in the edition of 
Aristophanes according to the scholia (HM): Apioropdvns mpoori- 
Onow “adda... ZaktvOo”. 

The lines are so obviously interpolated that it is a work of 

supererogation to point out that they were not known to Heraclides 
2966 ; Ff 
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Ponticus (ap. Porph. 26. 5 ff. Schr.). They look like a Avovs for the 

problem there discussed. It is surprising that they should have 

made their way into the edition of Aristophanes. 

ae 
After Nestor has suggested that Telemachus may prevail against 

the suitors: 

tov & at Tndéuaxos memvupévos avtiov nvda 

“G yépov, o¥ mwas TodTo Eos TehéeT Oar dia" 
Ainv yap péya eimes’ dyn p’ Exel. ovK dv Eporye 
éArropéva Ta yévo.t’, ef pty Geol ds €Oédovev.” 

229 tov & avre mpocéerre Oecd yAavk@mis AOjrvn: 

232 “Bovroiuny & av éywye kal Gryea TOAAa poynoas 

oixadé 7’ EOEuevar Kal vooripoy jyuap idécOa, 
} Odv drorécbat épéatios, as Ayapéuvor 

v0’ br’ Alyicbo.o ddA@ Kai Hs &AOXOLO—xkzA. 

230 ‘'Tnréuaxe, roidy oe eros hiyey Epkos dddvtar ; 

231 peta eds y’ eOédwv Kai rnrddOev avdpa cadcat 

addidit Aristarchus. 
230 “Tndéuay’ ivaydpy, peya vn, moto Eeures ; 

addidit Zenodotus. 

The text is that of Zenodotus (in line 228 the vulgate reads ov® 

ef Deol ds €Oédovev), except that dia 7d Kai Erépws PéperOu. I have 
' dropped the vocative line. The evidence (rationalized) is to be 

found in the scholia (HM): odros 6 orixos (230) Aayapéds éore dud 
Znvidotos iaws petéypage “ Tnrdé€pay’... Eecrres”. Tov dé devrepov 

(231) mepinper TeA€ws Old TO paxduevoy atta “ei pH Oeol ads 
eOéXovev ”. 

With this must be connected also Zenodotus’ reading : 

216 ris & oid ef Ké moré ogi Bias admoricear erXOar, 
217 1) ov ye povvos éov 4 Kai ctpmavtes Ayaiol ; 

which makes Nestor’s speech a speculation on one subject alone— 

the possibility that Telemachus may one day settle his account 
with the suitors. Wecklein (7AV 60) has noted that Zenodotus’ 

reading is required because of the following «f ydp a’ ds ebéA0L 
xTX.; and Blass (59 f.) has argued to the same result. I may add 

that the composition of this section points to the same conclusion. 
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Tetemachus has exclaimed (208-9): ‘But the gods have spun no 
such blessed lot rarpi 7’ éu@ Kai éuoi.’ Nestor answers the éuo/— 
that blessing may still be. in store for you; Athene answers the 
matpi—your father is more blessed than Agamemnon. The con- 
versation is thus brought round to the desired goal. One corollary 
may be drawn: it will be impossible to follow Aristarchus in 
athetizing lines 232-8. We may notice also the order of Nestor’s 
and Athena’s replies, ierepov mpérepov—on which compare Bassett, 
flarvard Studies, 31 (1920). 39-62. 

In Telemachus’ reply to Nestor both Blass and Wecklein con- 
demn the Zenodotean reading ei pi) Oeol ds €6€Xovev, which seems 
to me better adapted to the situation and character of the speaker. 
Nestor’s suggestion appeals to the youthful hero so strongly that. it 
dazzles him, and his reactions oscillate rapidly. The task is too 

great. He is filled with admiration and awe at the idea. He cannot 
hope for its achievement—unless God so wills. Thus at the very 
instant he renounces his hope it rises again undaunted, and piously 

phrased as it should be. I see no reason to interfere with that; 

and as the text of Zenodotus has been proving a safe guide imme- 
diately before we shall do well to continue to follow it here also. 

Athene’s speech is a reply, as I have already indicated, not to 

Telemachus’ last remark, but to the despairing close (208-9) of his 

former speech. The composition is on a small scale, but the same 
in principle as the larger scenes dealing with contemporary actions 

which Zielinski has explained. Three-cornered conversation is 

difficult for the author’s technique. The young man may deserve 

some rebuke, but Zenodotus’ dwaydpn, wéya vyme is obviously ill- 
suited. Against the vulgate there is nothing to urge except the 

improbability that after proving inferior to the Zenodotean text in 

216, 217, and 228, it should here in 230 preserve the formula 

actually used. It is a matter of personal opinion whether that 

should outweigh the certain amount of abruptness in the text as 

I have constituted it. 
Be that as it may, I do not see how it can be claimed that line 

231 is necessary—and that is for me the point of real importance. 
Its meaning is uncertain. The current interpretation runs: ‘ easily 

can God, if he wills, bring a man safely home, though from a 
distant land.’ I will not dispute the possibility of so translating 
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it; but in Homer—with certain restrictions for B 849, 857, 877— 
TnA60ev shows that the subject acts from afar, and I should see in 

the line an assertion that ‘ God's power to save can be exerted even 
at a distance’, implying that it is subject to no limitation but his 

will. Aristarchus must have taken the words in this fashion, since 

he found lines 236-8 in contradiction to this verse. If so, the line 
must be a sententia borrowed from some gnomic poet; for the 

thought goes beyond the limits usual to the Homeric poems, where 

such powers (cf. Nagelsbach, 23 ff.) are ascribed to Zeus alone. It 
is the intrusion of this line that has caused the change to ovd’ «i 

Geol ds €0€édorev, which is impious, and intended to be so. 

For other recent treatments of this passage cf. Belzner, ii. 37 f. ; 

Milder, B7 182 (1920). 122 f.; Bethe, Homer, ii. 25. Compare also 

Porphyry’s Avous (35. 4 ff. Schr.) for the problem, which does not 

exist when the short version is followed. 

Menelaus was gathering wealth in Egypt : 

303 Toppa de rar’ Alyiobos éunoaro oikobs Avyp4, 

305 émrderes 0 Hvacoe trodvypvcoio Muxryns, 

304 xKreivas Arpeidnv, dédunro dé Aads br’ adTo 

306 7@ O€ of dydodt@ Kaxdy HAVO Sios ’Opéorns 
307 aw dn’ Adnvdwv, cara 8 exrave matpopovqa, 

311 avrnpap O€ of RADE Bony ayabds Mevédaos, 
TOAAG KTHpar aywv, daa of vées AyOos deipar. 

309 roe 6 Tov Kreivas daivy rapov “Apyeiouce 

310 pntpds re otvyepis Kal dvadKidos AlyiaGouo. 

ym. 310 damn, Ludwich. 

I have already given my reasons for believing that line 308 was 
not contained in the edition of Aristarchus, but interpolated in the 
vulgate shortly after his day. The order of verses 305, 304 is 
attested by the scholium to Sophocles, Z/. 267, which is believed 
(cf. Ameis-Hentze, Anhang, i. 84) to go back to Didymus. Bergk 
advocated this reading, which, since La Roche, has been generally 
adopted. The necessary corollary is a common archetype later 
than Aristarchus for all MSS. showing the transposition. Allen 
alone cites MSS. as containing the verses in the order given by 
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Didymus; and of such only two, and both as late as the fifteenth 

century; but for Ven. Marc. 456 the statement is not confirmed by 
La Roche, and Allen’s note seems greatly confused. 

The HMQRT scholia say év riot trav éxddcewy odK oav—a 
statement referred in MT to lines 309-10, but placed at line 303 in 

the other MSS. The latter was regarded as a blunder and 

corrected by Dindorf, and there is no reason to doubt the correct- 
ness of his solution. The scholia furthermore attest lines 309-10 
as Aristarchean. 

Bethe (Homer, ii. 263 f.) argues against the ‘rejection’ of the 
lines—but that is not the problem. The lines were not in the 

oldest editions of which we know, and the question is, must they be 

inserted? I can see no reason why Menelaus should not have 

arrived on the day of Aigisthos’ death, immediately after the event. 
Hennings (83 f.), Blass (63) are of the same opinion. The idea is 

not contradicted by lines 256 ff., where Nestor tells what Menelaus 
would have done had he himself punished Aigisthos. As the con- 

dition was not fulfilled the control of the situation rested not with 
Menelaus but with Orestes. Nor is the prophecy of Proteus od dé 

Kev taégou avriBoAjoas (6547) unfulfilled. Only it does not mean 
‘ you will not arrive until the funeral is actually under way’. The 

interpolator, however, took it in some such fashion, and has tried to 

make the fulfilment fit the prophecy as he understood it. At the 

same time he wished to bring in some allusion to the fate of 

Clytaemestra—which the poet had left unmentioned. Why the 

poet so chose need not be discussed here; but were I to attempt 

an explanation I should start not from Finsler (Homer, ii. 278), 

but from Bethe’s exposition of the sources of the Telemachy. 

Wilamowitz’ rejection of line 310 and his defence of 309 (WU 

154 f.) need little further discussion. They area half-way measure, 

a putting asunder of what the external evidence has bound 

together. 

Henning’s criticism of the sentence structure seems to me also to 

be well taken. He has appreciated the force of the external 

evidence, and so has Wecklein (ZAV 20); while Blass, though 

seeing it, tries to avoid the necessary conclusion by assuming that 

the text has been bowdlerized. 
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In Nestor’s palace: © 
aitap émel oneicdv te rriov 6’ dcov HOedre Ouvpés, 

of pev Kaxkelovres @Bav oikoy d& ExacTos, 
tov 6° avrod Kotpnoe Tepyvios inmora Néarep, 

Tnrépaxov, pirov vidv ’Odvacjos Oeioro, 
399 TpnTois év Aexéecatv, bm’ aidoton EpidovTro. 
402 avrtos & atte xabedde pry Sdpov byyndroio, 

7T® 8 Gdoxos Séorrowa A€xos mépovve Kai evYHY. 

400 map 6 Gp’ évupeAiny THeiciorparoy, opxapov avdpar, 

401 Os ot ér nibeos maidav ny ev peyapoorw. 

The text is that of Zenodotus; the plus verses were read and 

defended by Aristarchus. The evidence is given by the scholia 

(HMQR): of dAdou yuvaixas elyov. Sidmrep od curiddy 6 Znvddoros 
TO giddrexvov (iddrexvoy H) tot moto} tovs dio arixous 

meptéeypawev. The use of mepiypégew (cf. p. 48 f.) points to 
Aristonicus at the source of this note, a conclusion reached on other 

grounds by Roemer, Zenod. 7 n. 
The lines are superfluous, so that the shorter text can be followed 

without difficulty. The plus verses contain the only instance of 

evppeAdins in the Odyssey, and the epithet is for Pisistratus inappro- 

priate. Whether he is unmarried or not is left unclear in the poem 

—certainly y 415 is no evidence, though Blass (64) claims it as 

such. Apparently some one wished to settle the question and 

interpolated these lines. On the other hand there is no reason 

why any one should have excised the lines, had they been original ; 

Aristonicus could make no better guess than Zenodotean stupidity. 
The case must rest on the external evidence. Misinterpreting it 

has led Wecklein (7A V 64) astray. 

6 

The fourth book opens: 

of & ifov KoiAny Aaxedaipova xntéecoayr, 

mpos © dpa depart’ wv Meveddov xvdadiporo. 
tov & etpoy datvuvta ydpov moddoiow érnoww 
viéos nde Ovyarpds apdpovos @ evi oiko. 

5 THY wey AyxirAdATos pnEjvopos vier mwéumev™ 
év Tpoin yap mp@tov vrécyxeto Kal Katévevoe 
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Swoépuevat, Toicw dé Oeol yduov e€erédeiov. 
tiv dp 6 y &@ immoiot Kai Epuacr wéure véeoOar 
Muppiddver apoti dary mepixduTov, olow dvacoev. 

10 viés d& Yrdprnbdev Adéxropos #yero Kovpny, 
ds of tnAvyeTos yéveTo Kparepis MeyarévOns 

€x dovAns: ‘Edévn dé Oeol ydvoyv ovKér’ Efatvor, 
érel OF} TO mpO@Tov eyeivaro maid’ éparewyy, 

14 ‘Eppidvnv, i) eidos exe xpuons Adppodirns. 
20 T® 8 adr év mpoOvpoior Sdpwv até re Kal imo, 

~¥ rd ? 4 DS Zz , X e7 Tnrépaxds 8 pws Kat Néoropos ayAaos vids, 

oTnoay. 

15 ds of pev Saivevro Kal’ inpepedhes peya Sapa 

yeiroves 7)5€ Erat Meveddov kvdariporo, 

reprdpevor peta O€ adi euedrero Geios ao.dos 
’ * \ x - > > , 

poppifar*? doim dé xvBiornrnpe Kat’ avtous, 

19 podmns e€apxorres, edivevoy kata péroous. 

om. Bekker ; damn. Hayman, Ludwich; vss. 16-19 damn. Cauer. 

Athenaeus (v. 180 e) makes the assertion: Aiddwpos 8 6 Apioro- 

pdvetos bdov tov ydéuov (8 3-19) mepiéyparpe, Tord gov TpOTAaS 

huépas elvat, kal 7d Ajyov adtav Eri dE Kal 7d €wAov THS TUL- 

moalas obx émidoyiCopevos. emetra Kehever ypdhew “ dow de kuBi- 

ornrape Kad’ abrovs” ev TO Sacel ypdupart codorkifery avaykadfov. 

Unfortunately Athenaeus is capable (cf. ii. 39d) of using meprypagey 

as a synonym of dereiv, and there are reasons which tend to make 

this probable in our passage. For Athenaeus himself quotes 

line 18 as read by Diodorus, so that lines 3-19 could not have been 

lacking in his text. To suppose that Athenaeus is commenting on 

Diodorus’ reading of 3 605 would meet this argument, but only at 

the cost of assuming that Athenaeus’ presentation of the case was 

terribly confused. Besides, it is extremely unlikely that the texts 

read by Diodorus and Aristarchus should differ so greatly ; while 

it is perfectly natural that they should hold varying opinions about 

the desirability of an athetesis. There is, then, no evidence for the 

existence of texts in which the whole of this section was lacking. 

I consider that favourable to my main argument ; for in spite of 

Bethe’s view (Homer, ii. 374)—‘68 3-19 sind interpolirt, wenn es 

iiberhaupt Interpolationen gibt’—I cannot share the conviction. 
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Hennings (86 f.), on whom Bethe relies, must concede the necessity 

of changing the beginning of line 20, if the ‘interpolation’ be 
removed; while the arguments of Kirchhoff (185 ff.), Wilamowitz 
(HU 92), and Blass (65 ff.) as to the need of some such background 

seem valid. 
On the other hand we have tnstatacity for the existence of texts 

in which either 617-19 or 15-19 were lacking : Athenaeus, v. 180 c: 

of wept Apiorapxov ... mpocovyaay Towovrovs Tivas aTixous “as 
of wey... KaTa& péaocous” (15-19) pereveyKovres ex THS ‘Omdorroiia 
ody avT@ ye TO TrEpi Thy é~_v apaprhpart. ov yap “ éEdpxovtes” 
of kuBiornripes, add’ “ €Edpxovros” Tob dbo mavTws @pxoivTo. TO 
yap eEdpxew THs popptyyos idtov. From this is derived ultimately 
the scholium (MT): gaoi rods y’ orixous TovTous (17-19) ph eivat 
tod ‘Opujpov ad\A& toh Apiordpyov. Athenaeus means, of course, 
that the interpolation was made from what he regards as the 

genuine “OzAozoiia, not from the Aristarchean text. 

From this statement and Athenaeus’ discussion (v. 181 c) of the 

passage in 3 we must infer: (1) that Athenaeus believed the text of 

Aristarchus contained both in } and in 6 exactly the lines found in 

our MSS.; (2) that he knew directly or indirectly of texts longer in 

+ and shorter in 6; (3) that he generalized this into a belief that the 

same was true of all pre-Aristarchean texts. Of these we have 

every reason to believe that the first is true, no reason to doubt 

the second, and good grounds for pronouncing the third a rash 
generalization. 

Now Athenaeus declares that the sdieepohneald lines come from 
the Hoplopoiia, and only 617~19 have that source. It is possible 
that Athenaeus has been careless in his statement, naming only the 
source of the greater part of the interpolation; but it is also 
possible that he wrote out part of the genuine context to show 
where the interpolation came in. The scholium with its rods y’ 
arixous seems to support the latter alternative; but the tradition is 
so poor that y’ may well be no more than a mistake for €’ (so 
Dindorf), not to mention the possibility of an effort to correct 
Athenaeus. Ludwich (HV 117f.) attempts to show from Aristo- 
phanes (Pax, 1280 ff.) that the comic poet found 6 15 ff. in his 
text of the Odyssey. But an acquaintance with 615 is the most 
that could thus be proved ; while E. Meyer (Hermes, 27 (1892). 
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377 ff.) seems to me to have shown that Aristophanes is parodying 
the Certamen, and so gives no testimony for the text of the Odyssey. 
The possibilities balance so evenly that it seems necessary to 
conclude that the external evidence is plain only against lines 17-19. 

The superiority of the text free from them is obvious. Not only 
are the bard and tumblers not mentioned later, but their presence 
is actually incompatible with the narrative ; Kirchhoff (187), Wila- 
mowitz (HU 92n.), Blass (65 f.), Finsler (Homer*, ii, 281), and 

Wecklein (7A V 46) all see that we have no right to import such a 

difficulty into our text. The charge that Aristarchus was the 

interpolator is absurd. We should expect this sort of thing in a 

Ptolemaic papyrus, and must accept Aristarchus’ text as proof that 
he knew MSS. which contained the interpolated lines. Athenaeus 

had a better text of d but a worse one of 3, and in his eagerness to 

show that the great critic was doubly wrong he himself drew 
erroneous conclusions. 

Blass well argues that after the exclusion of 6 17-19, Meveddou 

kvdadipoto (in lines 16 and 23) is repeated at an improbably short 

interval. Consequently line 16 is an interpolation. If that is so 

the probability is that 6 15-19 were lacking in Athenaeus’ text, 
and there is no reason why we should not follow its authority. 

Menelaos is telling of his adventures: 

go los éym mepl Keiva mroddy Bioroy gvvayetpwr 
nrdSpny, Telws por adeApedy addos Errehve 
AdOpn, dvarori, d6Aw ovrAopévyns ar6XOLO" 

@s of Tor xalpwy Toicde KredTEecoly avdooe. 

On the last line is a scholium (HMQ): €v riot bd Tobrov péperat 

orixos" 

ovdé Tt Bouvdépevos, GAA Kparepys br’ avdykys. 

This note is not misplaced, for it continues: yeAofws* ovdeis yap 

pera advdyKns avdooe xpnudtov. 

Still, the verse must have been meant to follow line 90. In other 

words the interpolation entered the text in so mechanical a fashion 

that it became fixed in the wrong place, and yet it is seriously 

discussed in the scholia. I 333 ff., 4 123, have already given us 

good parallels, Ludwich thinks that the scholium goes back to 

2966 G¢ 
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Aristonicus, whom we have seen hawking at small game. Then his 

antigraphon of Zenodotus must have contained the line—nothing 

else would have called forth such criticism. 
f 

Peisistratos speaking to Menelaos: 

“ ‘Arpelon Mevérae dtorpepés, dpxape Aa@v, 
157 Kelvov pév Tot 60° vids eTHTUpOY, as ayopeEvets* 
161 avrap é€me mpoénke Tepjvios imméra Néorwp 

7@ dua woprov ErecOar' eéddero ydp ce idéc Oat, 
oppa of H TL Eros broOjoeat HE TL Epyov p | fi pYOE=s, 

\ \ BY Les A ~ 7 Sz. 

TOAAAG yap GAYE EXEL TATPOS Tals olxopevoto 

165 é€v peydpois, ® ph adAOL doconTrhpes Eworr, 
@ ~ iA x A 3+ Q27 c yw 

és viv Tnreudx@ 6 pev olxerat, ovd€ of &dAot 
y_? e \ ~ > 7 im ” ela’, of Kev Kata Onpov aAdAKotey KaKOTHTA. 

158 dddAa caddper eoti, veperoara 8 evi Oupe 

SS eAOay 76 mparov éemecBodias avapaivey 

160 dvra oéev, Tov var Oeov as Teprdpel’ avd7. 

The text is that of Rhianus; the plus verses were read but 
athetized by Aristarchus, who obelized also lines 163-7. At least 

such is the most natural interpretation of the scholia, but the 

attempts to make them tell a different story need examination. 
There are four items of evidence : 

(1) at line 158: odK EpépovTo év TH ‘Pravod of rpets orixot (H). 

(2) @\Aa caddpor] mapa ta mdétpia Kal odx appdtrovTa 7O 
IIevo.crpdétov mpocém@. Kai Td veyecoara avti Tod aideirar ovy 
‘Opnptxas. Kai ai émecBoria de yédorat. GOev Znvddoros pera- 
Trotet “ emioTopias dvadhatve”. 

(3) in immediate succession: dOerodvrar dé arixot €’ (y’ H) as 
mepitrot kat wd véov mavtdmac. éyecOat ampemeis. dws TE 
ovde supBovdrevodpevos 76 Mevehdw médpeotiv, add’ “et tid of 
KAnnddva marpos éviorror” (HMQR). 

(4) at line 163 after a long explanation: 76 dé 760s od cuviévtes 
Twes nOéTHoaY Ta ern (HMQR). 

The third of these notes must be misplaced, as it refers clearly to 
lines 163-7; the fourth is a refutation of it. To this debate Blass 
(70) would refer also the first sentence of the second note. With 
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Roemer (AAH 419 f.) I can see no valid reason for the change ; 
and then Blass’ suggestion that lines 165-7 (the only ones to which 
he objects) are the ones not read by Rhianos loses all plausibility. 
The scholia must consequently retain the meaning that they bear 
upon the surface. 

Rhianos’ text is perfectly satisfactory, and the insertion of lines 

158—60 cannot be seriously advocated, even though Rothe (Odyssee, 

43), Finsler (Homer’, ii. 283), and Stiirmer (iii. 76 n.) have not seen 

the necessity for ‘ejecting’ them. Wecklein (7AV 19) and Bethe 
(Homer, ii. 25 f.) recognize the interpolation—the latter citing an 

inaccessible work by Duentzer. The language also seems objection- 

able. Gilbert Murray (RGEZ? 103 ff.) puts well the distinction: 

‘ Aidos is what you feel about an act of your own: Nemesis is what 
you feel for the act of another.’ As the scholia observe, the dis- 

tinction is here violated ; and it seems to be the only instance of 

such a violation in Homer. Certainly the passages cited by Blass 

and Hennings (Odyssee, 90) do not invalidate the distinction. The 

scholia also call éweoBodéar ridiculous,! finding in its meaning, no 

doubt, an element of abuse or scurrility. Notice in the Palatine 

Anthology, 7.70; 9. 185 (cf. 4. 3), the connexion with Archilochus ; 

and how Apollonius Rhodius (iv. 1727) traces to the yAukep7... 
KepTopuin, vetkos émeaBoXdov of the Argonauts and Medea’s hand- 

maidens the yAevacpés of the festival held in honour of Apollo on 
the island Anaphe. We are in no position to controvert that 

opinion since B 275, AwBnrApa émecBorov, supports it, without 

excluding the possibility that the word may mean no more than 

‘prating’, ‘chattering’. Still, to translate in our passage ‘start his 
prating’, or ‘his chit-chat’ ought to be cold comfort for the defenders 

of these lines. 
Lines 163-7 have no evidence against them of the sort that is 

considered in this book. If Bethe is right in ascribing them 

to the author of our Odyssey, they are an interpolation in a 

different sense, and there should be no evidence of that sort against 

them. 

1 The variant attributed to Zenodotus émoropias is obviously corrupt. I may sug- 

gest émoroBias—though the noun seems unquotable. Apollonius Rhodius (iv. 1725) 

uses émoroBéecxov, and éneoBddoy in iv. 1727, and I would infer that he knew both the. 

Zenodotean and the vulgate reading. 
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Menelaos tells of how Helen came to see the wooden horse: 

Tpis d€ mepiore~as Kotdov Abxov duhadswca, 
éx 8° dvopaxdHdnv Aavady évépages apiorous, 
mévrav Apyeiwy pwviy icxove’ dddyxotowv. 

280 abrap éy® cal Tudeidns xai dios ’Odvaceds 
hmevor év pécooirw adxovoapey ds éBbnoas. 
vot pev audorépw pevernvapuev dpunbévre 
) €€eAOéuevar  evdobev aiw’ braxodoat 

284 add’ ’Odvoeds Karépuxe kal toyebev lepévw rep.” 

285 <8 diddou pev raves dkny eoav vies "Ayaar, 
"Avtikhos b€ o€ y' otos dpeiacba éenéecow 
HOchev’ GAN ’Odvcedts emi pdoraxa yepot miele 
vodepews kpatepjot, cdwoe S€ mdvtas ’Axaovs, 

289 réppa 8 ey’ ofpa ce viodw amyyaye Taddas ’AOHYy. 
om. Bekker ; damn. Hayman, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer. 

The plus verses read but athetized by Aristarchus had according 
to the scholia almost no support in the tradition: Apfcrapxos rods 
e’ (Porson: d¥o codd.) dOere? (HQ). od« édépovro d8 aoxeddy ev 
méoats of wévre (H). 

Evidently lines 280-4, 285-9 are doublets; Ameis-Hentze 
(Anhang, i. 107) and Blass (72 f.) have shown the impossibility of 
making the two stories fit. The result is accepted by Roemer, 
AAH 410 f. (= Rh. M. 61 (1906). 342 f.); Rothe, Odyssee, 44 n.; 
Allen, Catalogue, 158; Wecklein, ZAV 19; and Bethe, Homer, ii. 
256n. Kirchhoff (189), stating frankly that he did not know what 
importance should attach to the external evidence, found the 
Antiklos episode a desirable climax; Stiirmer (iii. 78 n.) comes 
to the same conclusion, adding that the poet’s intention is to 
prepare us for the way Odysseus seizes Eurykleia in the 
Niptra. 

The origin of the doublets is clear. Lines 285-9 are a fragment 
of the Little [tad—sé “Avrikdos éx Tod Kéxdou (H); lines 280-4 are 
the reworking of this story by the author of the 7% elemachy. The 
interpolation seems very mechanical—the absorption of a parallel 
passage written in the margin, It was indeed mepirr}) edAdBeva for 
Aristarchus to take the lines into his text, but we must be grateful 
to him for so doing. 
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Menelaos telling of his adventures: 

>» »y na na Aiytare p’ eri Seipo Oeot pepadra véerbar 
wv 2 ay4 35% €oXov, Emel ot oiv epe~a rednécoas éxarduBas. 

354 vioos Ereird ris éort todkukdvaT@ évi mévT@ 
Aiyinrou mpordpo.be, Ddpov dé € KixAjokovcr KrH. 

353 of & alei Botdovro Ocot peuvjobat ederpéeor, 
om. Bekker ; damn. Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer, 

The verse is undoubtedly (cf. Ameis-Hentze, i. 109; Blass, 75) 
an interpolation, but does not come strictly within the scope of my 
book. 

Herodotus (ii. 116) or his interpolator fails to quote it after 
quoting the two preceding lines, The scholia say that the line was 
athetized by Zenodotus: Boddera: piv Aéye Ovaidv. acapecrepov 
d€ eipnrat. 5d Znvddoros jOérE. ota yép, pyoiv, éyévovro 
€vToAal ; 

The style of this passage (cf. above on II 141 ff.) points towards 
Pergamum ; and I may suggest that it was Zenodotus of Mallos 
who read and athetized the line. It is quite possible that the 
Alexandrians knew nothing of it. 

Proteus speaking to Menelaos: 

apxot & ad d¥o podvo Axaidy yadKoxitévev 
€v voor améAovTo’ pdxn O€ Te Kal od Trapqcba. 

498 «is 3 er mov f(wds xareptxerar edpér mébvTo. 

On the last line is a corrupt scholium: Znvé8oros Todrov ds 
ypager (H), which has been emended either to rodrov Tepry pager or 
to tobrov ov ypdger. Wecklein (7AV 64) prefers the former ; 
understanding that Zenodotus read the line, but doubted its 
genuineness. I regard the phrases as synonymous, and prefer the 
latter emendation as easier palaeographically. 

The line (cf. Blass, 75) is clearly genuine, and Aristonicus pro- 
ceeds to point it out: dvayxaioy 6 kai adrov civar did 7d Abyew 
borepov (551) Mevédaoy “ od dé tpirov dvdp’ dvéuage”. We have 
then a mechanical blunder, be it in Zenodotus’ sources or in the 
antigraphon of his text used by the Aristarcheans; and we notice 
that there is at least a slight temptation (EN, EIC) to haplography. 
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The speech of Proteus ended : 

gol 8 ob Oécharév ear, Siorpepis & Mevédae, 
yw 2 e , AX \ , 2 ~ 

Apyer év inmoBbtm Oavéew Kal moTpov emtorely, 

arAE o° és ’Hrddoiov mediov Kal mwefpara yains 

abdvator Trépover, 661 ~EavOds ‘Paddparbus, 

Th wep pntotn Biorh médec avOpewrrovory’ 

566 ov videros, otr’ dp xetudy odds obre mor ouBpos, 

x ddd’ alel Zeddporo Stamveiovaw ajrat. 
aA » Ce ni 4 I Oz 7. 

570 ~©=— ds elav bd mbvTov eddceTo KUpaivorTa. 

567 GAN’ aiel Zepiporo Avy) mveiovros ajras 

568 ’Qkeavds dvinow dvayixew dvOporovs. 

569 cf. supr. p. 207. 

The text is that of Aristotle, Probl. xxvi. 31: 943° 21—the 

earliest and simplest form of the text known to us. I see no reason 

to depart from it. To be sure, the post-Homeric (cf. Finsler, 

Homer, i. 78) character of Zephyrus is more strongly marked in 

this version than in the vulgate; but that is no objection in a 

passage dealing with the Elysian fields. The longer text looks like 

an artificial effort to keep Zephyrus a cool, if not a cold wind—the 

Avots of some lost dmopia. 

Strabo (i. 59) omits from his quotation 6 845; but the temptation 

to haplography (erpiecoa, mamadoéaons) is too great to permit 

us to attach any significance to the fact. 

€ 

Odysseus is at the mercy of wind and wave: 

rov 8 iSev Kdédpouv Ovydérnp, xadrriopupos “Iva, 

Aevxobén, i) mpiv péev env Bpords avdjecca, 

vov & adds ev meddyerot Oey e£Enpope Tipas. 

336 f p’ "Odveh’ edénoev addpevov, Grye’ EXovTa’ 

338 Ife & emt oxedins Kai piv mpds pdOov Eure 

337 aldvin & eixvia rorg dvedvaero Nipyns We 352 f. 

om. Bekker, Nauck, van Leeuwen ; damn. Hayman, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer. 

The scholia (HPQ) say : ovK €pépero Ev Tots mAELoot. ‘Apiorapxos 

d& wept piv ris dberHioews Stora (er, ypdher Se did rob H bmedvoero. 

év 0€ riaw dvedtaato. toike O& 6 arixos EK TaY DorTEpoy elpnpévor 
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bro twos mapeuBeBrARcOa. The term dcordger seems to occur in 
the scholia of the Odyssey (€ 337, ¢ 244, 7 311, # 439) alone; and its 
use probably signifies that the scholiast had more detailed informa- 
tion than he could conveniently carry. One might conjecture that 
Didymus reported that the line was not contained in Aristarchus’ 
first edition, but read and athetized in the second. 

The shorter text is unquestionably superior. Aristonicus has 
designated the source of the interpolation; Cauer, Grundfr.® 353 

(cf. Wecklein, ZAV 19) has explained its motive—a patent mis- 
understanding of the parallel passage; Buttmann ap. Dindorf and 

Ameis-Hentze (Axkhang, i. 138) have discussed the difficulties of the 

language. Blass (87) can give the line short shrift, and Finsler 
(Homer, ii. 296) can ignore it. If it fits into Stiirmer’s (iii. 138) 

scheme of symmetry, that is so much the worse for his theory. 

¢ 
Nausicaa speaking to her handmaids: 

GAN’ dde Tis d’aTnvos dAdpevos EvOdéSs’ ixdvet, 
Tov viv xpi) Kopéerv? mpos yap Atés elow amavres 

~ a 7 te » ? 2 , feivol te mrwxol Te, Sdors 8 bdlyn Te idn Te. 
209 @Ada 8ér’, dudimorn, ~eiva Bpdciv Te wécw Te, 

Aovaaté 7’ Ev woTape, 60 Emi oKéras Ear dvépoto.” 

209% aA’ aye of ddre hadpos euvrduvés nd€ xtTova 

The plus verse is found only in Ven. 456, a MS. of the fifteenth 

century ; and being meant as a variant to line 209 does not come 

strictly within the scope of this book. But Kirchhoff (203) argued 
that line 209 (= ¢ 246) is itself an intruder, and that if 209” is not 
the genuine text its author has struck upon the substance of the 

genuine verse which line 209 had displaced. This idea has com- 

mended itself to Ameis-Hentze (Anhang, i. 152), Blass (91), and 

Cauer (Ameis-Hentze revision) ; but still I must dissent. 
The process assumed is without parallel in the tradition of the 

poems. The nature of these lines that crop out in single late MSS. 

is too plain to allow us to take line 209" for anything but a late 

conjecture for which 6 392 supplied the pattern. Unfortunately we 

have not as yet papyrus evidence against it; for 19. PFayum 7 

breaks off immediately after attesting line 209. 
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The conjecture is also a bad one. After deciding (207) to provide 
for the comfort of the stranger, Nausicaa gives merely general 

directions, naming the last act and the first. In describing the 

execution of her commands there is more detail, and naturally the 

clothing is mentioned. The process is interrupted by the description 

of the beauty of Odysseus and its effect upon Nausicaa. The 

princess then repeats (246) the command for what still remains to 

be done. That should occasion no difficulty. 

7 
The royal lineage begins: 

54 Apyjrn & dvop’ éoriv émdvupov, ex d& ToKHev 
TOY avTav of mep Téxov Adxkivooy BacirAja. 

as if king and queen were brother and sister, but the detailed 

account that follows makes them merely uncle and niece. 

The obvious explanation is that a more primitive story has been 

glossed over to suit the tastes of a more refined period. This is 

confirmed by the statement of the scholia (BPOTVind.) : “Hoiodos 
dt adeAgiy Arkivéov tiv Apyirnv trédaBev. There is no occasion 

to resort to artificial interpretations of roxjoy = mpoyévev with the 

scholia and Rothe (Odysee, 59 n.); nor to assume with Blass (95) 

that Hesiod read carelessly. The more primitive story still shows 

through our text; and that story, we are told, was known to Hesiod. 

The fact is to be accepted. 

The earlier version, however, cannot be recovered by a clean-cut 

excision—as Kirchhoff’s attempt shows. The inference to be drawn 
is that the passage stood thus in our tradition from its beginning. 

In other words, we are not dealing with an ‘interpolation’ in the 
strict sense, but with a reworking of the story between the times of 

Hesiod and of Pisistratus. Bethe (Homer, ii. 124) is essentially of 
the same opinion. 

The garden of Alkinoos: 

évOa dt dévdpea paxpd mepvxact TnrcOdovra, 
115 6yxvat Kal poral kal pndréar dyAadxaprot 

ovkéat Te yAuKepal Kal eXatar TyrAcCOdwoat. 
Tdwv ov more Kaptros admodAuTa odd’ arrodelret 
xeluaros ovde Oépevs, ererHoios’ GAAA pad’ alei 
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, Zegupin mvelovea Ta piv dvet, dda 6 wéooes. 

my Eee Se =~ 120/1 Oyxvn én’ byyvn ynpdoKet, cixov & én ovK®. 

120 Oyxvy én’ yyxvn ynpdoxet, prov 8 emi updo, 
I2I avrap emt orapvdy crapvdy, cixov 8 em cixa. 

The text is that of Aristotle, frgm. 667, from which (cf. Ludwich, 
HV 121) are derived Aelian, V7 iii. 36, Diog. La. v. 9; and also 
Antigonos of Karystos, HG iv. 359, used by Athenaeus i. 25 a. 

Anton (RAM 18 (1863). 417 f.), followed by Blass (97), objected 
to the vulgate as anticipating the description of the vineyard. The 
objection was well taken, but the proposed cure—to excise line 121 
—is shown by the external evidence to be wrong. 

In the absence of scholia and papyri it is impossible to be sure 
of Aristarchus’ text, but on account of the testimony of Diodorus 

Siculus (ii. 56. 7) and our MSS. it is most probable that it included 
the interpolation. 

7] 

In Alkinoos’ hall they feasted : 
< ee 2 \ - ‘ > i 2 Ba a aitap émet méavos Kai édntvos e€ Epov EvTo, 

Modo’ ap’ doddv dvijxev deidépevar xréa dvdpav, 
oipns THS ToT apa Kdéos ovpavoy edpdy ixave, 

75 vetxos Odvocjos kai IIndeidew AyirJFos, 
oe a ~ > 4 7 

@s mote Onpicavto Oedy év Satti Oarein 
2 / bd 7 BA > 3 ~ 2 ca exmayros eréecow, dvat & avdpav Ayapépvor 

78 yxaipe vow, 6 7 dpicto Ayaidv SynpidwvTo. 
83 Tadr dp’ doidds dee mrepixduTos’ KTH. 

79 as ydp of xpel@y pvdjcato PoiBos ’Awdé\dav 

TlvO0i év iyyabén, 60 imépBn Adio ovdor 
xpnoopevos* tore yap pa KvAivdero mpatos api 

82 Tpaci re kai Aavaoior Atos peyddouv dia Bovdas. 

A note in the H scholia éy éviats trav éxddcewy ovK éfépovTo* 
61d &0erodv7a: stands after short and empty scholia on line 80, and 
has consequently been referred to the last two only of the lines I 

have not taken into the text. But as Blass (103) has shown, the 
four verses hang together, and it is most probable that the notes on 

line 80 were added in the wrong place. Confusion of of 0” oriyo 

and of é00 arixot may have helped. 
3366 ; Hh 
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The passage is the only instance in Homer of the consultation of 

the Delphic oracle. That may be, as Finsler (Homer’?, i. 57) claims, 

no sufficient reason for ‘excising’ the lines; but in combination 

with the fact that they fail to accomplish their purpose—to explain 

the riddle of lines 77 f.—it is ample ground for preferring the 

version in which they are not contained. Seeck (289) gave the 

explanation of their origin—an interpolated Avors. 

Alkinoos in reply to Odysseus’ challenge: 

GAN’ dye viv epébey Evvier Eros, dppa Kai ddA 
elrns pov, Gre Kev cols ev peyapotor 
Savin mapa of T addx@ Kal coiot TéxecoLy, 
HueTepyns aperns meuvynpévos, ola kal hui 

245 Levys emi Epya tiOnor Stapmepes €& Ett warpav. 
ov yap muypdyo. elpey dptpoves ovde madraorai, 
> 4. \ ~“ zs ¥ \ » G&AAG tool Kpainmves Soper Kal vynvoly apioro., 

248 aiel & fyw dais te pidrn kiOapis te xopoé Te. 
250 GAN dye, Painkov Bnrdppoves doco: kpioror, 

2? (4 > < ~ p Mega sy vy 

matoate, ws x’ 6 <elvos evionn olor pidowiv KTA. 

249 cluara 7’ e&npoBa Aoerpa te Oeppa Kal evvai. 

om. van Leeuwen ; damn. Ludwich. 

The text is that known to Heraclides Ponticus and to Megaclides, 

both of whom quote line 248 alone, where the addition of line 249 
would have been decidedly to their purpose. Porphyry in the 
scholia at vy 119 (Schr. 115 ff.), « 5 (Schr. 81), and Athenaeus (xii. 
513 b) have preserved the evidence. 

The irrelevance of the interpolation has long been recognized—cf. 
most recently Blass (107), Wecklein (7A V 21); and so the short 
version is again the superior. 

The gods gather in the house of Hephaistos : 

daBeoros 8 dp’ év@pto yédos paxdpecor Oeoiar 
Téxvas elcopdwat modvdpovos ‘Hdpaicrouo. 
dd O€ Tis eieoxey iddy és mAnociov &AXov* 

“ovK adpeTa kaka Epya’ Kixdver to Bpadds adkiv, 
330 os Kal viv “Hgatoros édv Bpadds cidev “Apna, 

> - s +7 “A aw v4 akdraréy mep ébvta Oe@v of "Odvprov éxovor, 
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X\ 3 X@AOS Edy, TExVNOL 7d Kal porydypr’ dhédAXEL.” 

av XN A 333 @s of pév Totadra mpds adAdjAovs dydpevor" 
>! 344 od 8€ Hoceddwva yédws eye, Alocero 8 ale 

ov Hoarrov KAvToepyov, Smrws dbcevey “Apna: 
UA BA Kat piv hovicas erea mrepdevra mpoonvda* 

334 “Eppiy S€ mpocéemen dvat, Aids vids, ’Amé\\@v" 
““Eppeia, Ads vie, Scaxrope, Sdrop édwv, 

a 2 > val > Ly ‘ 7 pa kev ev Seopois €Oédots Kparepoion mecbels 

evdey ev A€xrpoict mapa xpvoy *Adpodirn 3” 
‘ > > , >» , > ; 

tov © npetBer’ Ererta Staxropos apyepdyrns* 
‘at yap tovro yévorro, dvak ExatnBdr’ ”AroAXov 

340 Seopoi pev rpis réccor ameipoves apis yoter, 
ipeis © ecicopd@re Oeoi macai re Oéawat, 
airap eyay evdorui rapa xpvon "Adpodirn.” 

343 &s épar’, ev dé yews Spr dOavdrot Oeoioww. 
vss. 333-43 damn. Hayman. 

‘ 

In the H scholia attached without lemma to line 333 is a note: 

év éviots avttypdpos of déka orixor ov PépovTar did Td ampérecav 
éugaivery. vewrepikdv yap Td dpdyvnua. This means the existence 
of texts without lines 333-42, and Wecklein (ZA V 19) approves 

the result ; but Blass (270 f.) has shown that view to be unsatisfac- 

tory. In his wish to show that the whole section 6 266-369 is 
interpolated he has failed, however, to consider the possibility of 
other less radical remedies. 

One such has been discussed above, p. 209 ; but it seems to me 

still more satisfactory to push the scholium down one line (not even 

transposition of notes is necessary) and make lines 334-43 the 
verses in question. 

The suspicion of bowdlerizing (cf. Cobet, Misc. Crit. 231, 

Wackernagel, SU 227 n.) lies near at hand, but an expurgator 

would certainly have cut deeper. We have no right to assume that 

interpolators were always clean-minded people. Why should not 
some Athenian wit have sought to render the scandal still more 

spicy? His verses are, however, by no means a cento, and that 
points to a relatively early date. It is not surprising therefore that 

Zoilus (fr. 38 Friedl.) should have known them; but Plato could 

hardly have failed (Rep. iii. 390c) to allude directly to this part of 

the episode had it stood in his text. 
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The shorter text seems open to no criticism except that the 

formula of line 333 is not used (cf. Hayman at 6 268) after a ms 
eleoxe speech elsewhere. But as other plural formulas are used 
that fact cannot weigh heavily. On the other hand, line 343 after 
line 326 is very awkward ; and I think the shorter must be regarded 

as the better text. 

A 

Tyro fell in love with the river Enipeus: 
“~ o Pd > v2 4 bd a 

TO 8 dpa elodpevos yatnoxos evvociyatos 

év mpoxons morapod mapeAcéaro duvjevros" 

moppupeov 0 dpa kipa mepiaTrdOn, ovpet toov, 

244 Kuptobéy, cpt wer dt Oedv Ovntiy Te yuvaixa. 

246 avdtap émel p érédeoce eds HirorHola Epya, 
A > yf € ~ yy. #¥ Sea oi > BJ , 

év 7 dpa of Po xelpi Eros 7 Ear’ Ex 7’ dvopace 

245 Atoe O€ mapbeviny Covnv, kata S dmvov Exever. 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen ; damn. Hayman, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer. 

The text is that of Zenodotus, on the testimony of Didymus 
(s H): Znvédoros dé dyvoet tov otixov. According to Aristonicus 
(:bzd.) the plus verse was read but athetized by Aristarchus. 

The intrinsic superiority of the shorter text is here so evident, 
that Blass (124) and Wecklein (7AV 53) can give the extra line 
short shrift. It begins with an unhomeric phrase (cf. Ameis-Hentze, 

Anhang, ii. 110), Avety (avnv, suggested by Hom. Hymn, v. 164, in 

which context it is appropriate. The close is obtained from ¢ 188, 

but is here, as the scholia argue, utterly purposeless. The line 

violates also the Homeric practice (cf. Wackernagel, SUV 224-9) of 
leaving such details unmentioned. 

Another section in the Catalogue of Heroines: . 

Paidpnv re IIpixpiy re idov xadryjv 7’ Apiaddvny, 

322 Kovpnv Mivwos croddgpovos, fv more Onoeds 
324 ynpuas odd amdvnro’ mépos dé piv “Apreuts Extra 

Ain ev apdiptty Atovicov paprupina:. 

323 ex Kpnrns és youvoy ’A@nvdwy iepawy 

324 aye perv, od 8 amdvynro" mdapos Sé puv “Aprewis exra 
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The text is that of the scholiast to Apollonius Rhodius, iii, 997, 
to which there is also a variant yijuev | Onoeds ob8’ drévnro. 

There can be no question of an accidental omission, since the 
quotation is made to show that Theseus did not bring Ariadne to 
Athens. ‘Interpolations’ in the interest of Athens are usually 
supposed to date from the sixth century ; but A 265, B 558 have 
already proved to be much later interpolations, and there is no 
reason why A 323 should not be in line with them. 

The shorter version offers a verbal difficulty, though a comparison 
of 93 might be made in its defence. I am inclined to look upon 
the trouble as secondary: the original text, ye pév, 008 amrévnro, 
was changed by haplography to yjpev ov’ dréynro, and the metrical 
defect ‘ remedied ’ in two ways. 
The interpolated line contains the only instance of youvds, except 

in the phrase youvds dAwfs, and its application to the Acropolis 
does not seem very likely. It must be noted also that line 325 
with its Avovicou is quite probably evidence for the activity of an 
interpolator in this section. 

Agamemnon, in telling the story of his death : 
€ X ~ 
4 O€ KUYamsS 

vorgicar’, ovdé pot eTAn lévTt wep els Aidao 
xepoi Kar’ bpOarpovs Edéety aby TE orm’ Epeioa. 

427 @s ovK aivérepoy Kal KtvTepov GAO yuvatkds. 
429 olov dy Kai Kelvyn épjoato Epyov detKés, 

7 cn la yA Kouploio Tevgaca moce. povov. KTA. 

428 4 Tis bn TovadTa pera pecly epya Badnrat. 

om. Bekker ; damn. Hayman, Nauck, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer. . 

The H scholia say: €v rroAdots ob éperat, as ExAv@v Tov Oupdr 
ktA. The reasons given are to support an athetesis; and we must 

infer (cf. Ludwich, 4 H7T i. 591) that the line was read but athetized 
by Aristarchus, and was not to be found in ‘many’ earlier texts. 

Most will feel that the limitation made by the plus verse, while 
logical and fair, is entirely unsuited to the passionate mood of the 

speaker. The short version is then (cf. also Blass, 126 f. ; Wecklein, 
ZAV 1i9f.) intrinsically superior. 
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The verses printed by Barnes after \ 439 call for no discussion ; 

they were taken from the scholia on Euripides, Ovest. 249, though 

there cited as Hesiod (= fr. 117, 5-7 Rz.). 

Agamemnon speaking : 

ddr od cot y’, "Oduced, povos Eaoerar Ek ye YyuvalKos 
445 Any yap muwuTh Te Kal ed ppeot pHdea oide 

xovpyn “Ixapioio, repippwv IInvedérreca. 
n pev pv viudny ye vénv karedrelropev Hyeis 
€pxdpevor morepov O€ mdis O€ of jv Emi page 
vimios, ds mov viv ye per avdpav tfer dprOpua, 

450 OAPs’ 7 yap Tov ye maTip Pidos sera EdAOar, 
Kal Keivos watépa mpoonrvgéerat, 7) O&uts eoriv. 
4 8 éuy oddE wep vios EvimdnoOAva dkatis 

453 OpOarpoiow eace’ mépos dé pe wépve kal adrév. 
457 GAN aye por Tdde ele Kal atpexéws Karddefov, 

ei mou ere (dovros aKoveTe Tradds Emoto, 
Hh mov ev Opxoper@ 7) év IIvA@ jyuaddertt, 

460 4 mov map Mevedd@ evi Srdpryn evpein’ 
ov ydép mw TéOvnKev emi yOovi dios ’Opéarns.” 

454 GAXdo dé ra epew, ad & evi pect Baddco opor.’ 

KpuBdnv pnd avapavda pidrny és marpida yatay 

456 via Kartoxéepevat, eret ovKere mioTa yuvacgiv. 

om. Bekker, van Leeuwen; damn. Hayman, Ludwich, Merry, Cauer. 

At line 452 (or 451) isa scholium in H: odd obra épépovro ev 
Tois TAELoTOLS OS paxdpevol ToLs mpoketmévors. We may infer again - 

that the lines meant were read but athetized by Aristarchus, and 

found in few (if any) other editions. The only lines of which this 

could be true are lines 454-6, and Dindorf suggested the necessary 

transposition of the scholium which is generally accepted. 
The short version (cf. Blass, 128; Wecklein, ZA V 20) is obviously 

superior, 

Odysseus reaches the end of the véxuia: 
Kai vi «’ rt mporépous tdov dvépas, ods eOeAdv rep, 

631 Onoéa Iletp(Oodv te, Oedv Epixvdéa Téxva* 
2 bY 4 > See b > , 7 cad 

GAG mpiv emi EOve’ ayeipero pupla vexp@y KTAr. 

vm. 631 om. Bekker, Nauck; damn. Hayman, Ludwich, Merry. 
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According to Plutarch, Theseus 20: Tleuwiorparov ... dyolv 
“Hpéas 6 Meyapeds .. . . éuBareiv eis thy ‘Opjpov vexviay rd 
“ Onoéa ITetpibodbv re, Oedv apide(cera réxva” yapi(dpevoy Adnvaias. 

There is no direct evidence for the existence of texts without this 

line, which can be traced (cf. F. Miiller, 112) back to Polygnotus. 
The question, therefore, of its interpolation falls outside the scope 
of this book. If it be argued that Hereas’ idea was suggested by 

the fluctuation of MSS. known to him, we must conclude that he 

antedated the interpolation. If his opinion was based—as is likely 

—upon internal evidence, it is substantially correct. 

i 

The description of Elpenor’s funeral ends: 

adtap émel vexpds Te Kan Kal TevXEa VeEKpoOd, 

TopBov xevavres Kal emi oTHAnv épvoartes 
15 mnygapev adxporadto THuBw edjpes EpeTpor. 

According to the H scholia: Znvddoros ypdper’ 
adkpotdt@ TUuBo Cevfpes epeTpor, 

T® Kal (wos Epercev edv,) iva ohya médoTO. 

the lines corresponding to A 77-8, and the supplement being due to 
Wecklein (7SO 10, ZAV 73). 

The only question is as to just who has been corrected. If the 

fault lies in the transmission of the scholium, the text is probably 

that of Zenodotus of Mallos. If the scholium is reported correctly, 

then Aristonicus is criticizing an obvious blemish of the Zenodotean 

text, whether it was taken over by Zenodotus from his sources (so 
Wecklein) or was a mechanical blunder of the antigraphon used by 

Aristonicus. 
The short version is at all events entirely satisfactory, and there 

is no need to demand the insertion of the plus verse. 

Cobet’s interpretation of s A on B 489, which would lead, on a 
correct understanding of wepiypégpev, to the belief that ~ 77-8 (or 
p 78) were not in the text of Zenodotus, needs no discussion ; cf. 

Ludwich, A/T i. 220. 

The omission by the first hand of G of: 

105 Tpls wey yap 7 avinow én far, rpis 0 avaporBdet 
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must be classed as.an accident. The line was known to Callis- 

tratus, Macrobius, Polybius, Crates, and Virgil ; and must therefore 

have been found in Aristarchus and the vulgate. In this book 

I have no occasion to deal with the internal evidence which has led 

Blass (135) and Wecklein (ZAV 20) to follow Callistratus and 

question the genuineness of the line. 

O 

Menelaos is speaking : 

68 “ Tyr€uay’, ot tio’ eywye woddyv xpbvoy evOdd ept~w - 

* Kal & GdrAdAg@ veperG, bs K E~oxa pev Pir€gow 
71 efoxya & éxOaipnow apetve © aicipa mavra. 

Arey vA 2 ) o > > 2f\7 ? 
_ fady tor Kaxov éo6’, bs 7 odK eOéXOVTA véetOaL 

73 gelvoy émorpiver Kai ds éoovmevov KaTEpvKEl. 
75 GANG pév’ eis 6 Ke Opa Hépwv emidippia Beiw 

Kad, od © bh0adrpoiow ibn, Krd. 

69 t€pevoy vooroto’ veperoapuat dé Kal dAdo 

70 avdpi Eevoddko, ds x’ eEoxa pev Prr€qow 

74 xpi Eeivov mapedvra didreiy, eOedorra O€ méeurewv. 

vm. 74 om. Bekker’, van Leeuwen; damn. Nauck, Ludwich, Monro, Merry. 

vss. 72-4 om. Bekker? 

The text in lines 68-71 is that of [Plutarch] Vita Hom. ii. 151 
and is perfectly clear. That is more (cf. Blass, 160) than can be 

said for the longer version of the vulgate. 

The scholia (HQVind. 133) say of line 74: €v rodAots ovK EdéperTo. 
kai toriv “Hordderos tis ppdoews 6 xapaxrip. ef dt Sexotpeba adbrov, 
po TGV mpd éavTod d¥o otixwy dpeiier ypdderOat. There can be 
no question of inserting the line (cf. Blass, 160 ; Wecklein, ZA V 20). 

The return voyage of Telemachus : 

toicw & tkpevoy ovpor ter yravkOmis AOjvn, 

AGBpov emaryifovra dv’ aibépos, dppa TaéxLoTa 
294 vnis dvicece Oéovca Oaddoons adpvpdy Udwp. 

296 dbceT6 7 HéALOS oKLdwvTd TE Maou dyuiat 

295 Bay S€ mapa Kpovvots kai Xadxida xaddipeeOpov 
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297 % d€ Peds ewéBaddev emevyopévyn Ards otipa, 
299 &vOev © abd vijcoiow emimpoénxe Booty, 

£ / > Oppaiver 7 Kev Odvarov diyor 7 Kev GAdp. 

298 7d€ map "Hida Siav, 86c Kparéovew *Eretoi. 
vm. 295 om. Bekker, Nauck, Ludwich, van Leeuwen; damn, Hayman, Merry, 
Cauer. 

The two plus verses correspond to Hom. Hyman, iii. 425-6, and 
after the discovery of PVitelli a text contaminated with one of the 
hymns is for Ptolemaic times nothing surprising. Such a text is 
quoted by Strabo (viii. 350) in a passage derived, according to 
Bidder (43), from Demetrius of Scepsis. Strabo (x. 447) quotes 
also line 295 separately with a variant Xadxida metpHeooar. 
Now this longest text is clearly interpolated: unless 298 follows 

295 immediately wap’ “Hida is without construction. In other 
words, a parallel passage written in the margin has been absorbed 

in a most mechanical fashion, so that the resulting text is in reality 
unreadable. 

Our vulgate too has been corrupted, but in a different fashion ; 
for it has absorbed only one (298) of these plus verses. Line 295 
is found in no MS., and was brought in from Strabo by Barnes. In 
the absence of scholia and papyri the time at which line 298 was 

absorbed cannot be determined; if one should suppose that it 
happened after Aristarchus, there would be no evidence to disprove 

the supposition. Without line 295, line 298 is impossible, and 

Blass (165) and Wecklein (Z7AV 80) have seen the necessity of 

‘rejecting’ both lines. 

The conservatism of the tradition is shown by the way in which 

these blunders when once made have been allowed to stand without 

correction. 

Pp 

Reference to Ludwich (#V 129) may suffice for the various 
attempts to extract from Aristotle, Polit. viii. 3: 1338 21 ff., some 

information about the text of p 382-5 known to him. As Wecklein 
(ZA V 14) sees, they have led to naught. 

I may suggest that Aristotle is quoting not the Odyssey but a 

matyviov that has drawn on the Odyssey. It began: 
GN’ olov pev ~ori Kadeiy emi daira Oadeinv 

2966 li 
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and after discussing the advantages and disadvantages of various 
guests, concluded that the wisest hosts are those : 

s 

of Kadéovotv doiddy, 6 Kev Tépmnow aravTas. 

The Suitors in rebuking Antinoos :. 

kal re Oeot ~elvowriy éorxdtes &dAOdaTOICL, 
486 avroto: TehéOovres, Emiatpapact ToANAS, 

avOpdérwv UBpw Te Kai evvopinv épopartes. 

That this is the text of Aristarchus and the vulgate cannot be 

doubted: the MSS. are unanimous, and Ludwich cites the testi- 

monia of five authors. 
However, Chariton of Aphrodisias (ii. 3. 7) quotes the passage, 

omitting line 486 and reading éfop@or. His text is satisfactory, 
but it seems more probable that he has quoted inexactly than that 

he was using a pre-Aristarchean text—especially as the omitted 
line can be traced as far back as Plato, Rep. ii. 381 d. 

oO 

The Suitors to Odysseus after his victory over Iros: 

“ Zevs tow Soin, €etve, kal &Odvaror Oeot &Arox 
dr7e pdduor’ €Oéders Kai Tor Pidrov EmreTo Oupua, 
‘A ~ > »/ BJ - > 7 » 114 6s Todroy tov avadrov adAnTevey arréraveas. 

£17, @s dp’ thay, xaipey dé Krenddvi Sios ’Odvaceds. 

115 €v Snp@* raya yap puv avagopev irepov dé 

116 els "Exerov Baowdja, Bpordy dyAntova mavtwv.” 

om. Bekker®, Nauck; damn. Ludwich. 

The plus verses correspond to o 84—5, and of them the H scholiast 

(as emended by Kirchhoff and Roemer, 4A H 234f.) says: odrox of 
BY ex Tav ava@dev petnvéxOnoav’ exe? pev yap mporpérav goBel, 
éevradba de dmdvOpwmrov Tedéws TO HucOvAre dreiheiv® 51d weprypé- 
govrat. Ludwich (AT i. 623) ascribes this note to Aristonicus, 
and I believe that the use of meprypdégovrat confirms his ascription. 
As Aristonicus uses this verb only of Zenodotus we must infer that 
the lines were not read by Zenodotus, but were read and athetized 
by Aristarchus. 

Lentz 21 ‘defends’ the lines as not too brutal for the heroic age ; 
while Roemer (/.c.) and Finsler (Homer’, ii. 385) recognize that they 
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are interpolated. Blass (180) claims that they are needed because 

adnrevew améravoas by itself is not true: ‘denn tot ist Iros nicht, 
und wenn er sich erholt hat, was soll er dann tun als wieder betteln ? 

Nicht in diesem Haus, vielleicht gar in Ithaka nicht; aber davon 

wird, wenn man athetiert, nichts mehr gesagt.’ All of this is taking 
the problem of Iros’ future too seriously ; for the present his begging 

is stopped, and that is sufficient grounds for congratulating the 

other beggar. Nobody is really concerned about a further settle- 

ment of the case. There is no occasion therefore to insert the 

lines. 

= 

Penelope’s speech to Odysseus : 

“ety”, Hrow pev eury aperiy eidds te Séuas Te 
125 @dAecav aOdvaro, bre “IXtov cicavéBaivov 

Apyeio., wera Tolar & éEpds woais nev ’Odvaceds. 
ei Keivos y €AOay Tov Endy Biov apdirodcvor, 
pei¢év Ke KA€os ein Eudv Kal KéAXNOY otto. 

129 viv & dxyopar’ toca ydp pot éméooevey Kaka Saipor. 
162 GAAA Kal ws po. eiwé Tedv yévos, dmmidev Eeooi 

od yap amd Spuds écot wadarpdrou ovS ard wérpns.” 

130 Gcaa yap vycowow emixparéovoly Gpioro, 
Aovdixi@ re aun re kat tAjevte Zaxivba, 

ot t aityy "IOdakny evdcichoy auduvépovrrat, 

of p dexatopévny pvdvrat, tpvxovor dé olkoy. 

T@ ovte Eeivav eurdfopar ov@ ixetawy 

135 ovre re Knpuxwy, ot Snuoepyoi €acw" 
GAN ’Odve} mobéovca iroy KataTnkopat jrop. 

of 3€ ydpov onevdovow® eye S€ Sddovs TodvTevo. 

papos péy por mparov evérvevoe pect Saipwv 

otnoapévn péyay toroy evi peydpoaow vdaivery, 

140 emrov Kal rrepiperpov’ apap & adrois petéerTov" 
‘koopa, epol pynorijpes, emel Gave dios ’Odvacers, 

pipver’ emevydpevor Tov epov yapor, eis O Ke apos 

éxrehéo@ — py por perapwvia vipat’ odntar— 

Aa€ptn fipwr tadmoy, eis Gre Kev pay 

145 poip ddon xabeAnor tayndeyéos Bavdroto’ 

ph tis pow xara Sjpov "Axauddwv vepeonon, 

at Key Grep omeipov keirat moAha Kreatiooas. 

dbs ebdpny, roiow & érereibero Oupds ayhvep. 
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x An 0 ‘ © rf © , évOa Kai juatin perv ipaivecxoy péyay iordv, 
150 vukras & dddveckov, émny Saidas rapabeiyny. 

ds rpleres pev édnOov eyd kai ereHov "Axatovs” 
a - > 152 GAN’ Gre rérparov 7AOev ~ros Kai emnrvOoy Spa, 

154 xat rére dn pe d:a Suwds, Kivas oik ddeyovcas, 
5 

155 <idov émedOdvres kal éudeAnoay eréecow. 
ds ro pev ekeréheooa, Kal ovk ebédovo’, im’ dvdykns* 

viv & ovr expuyéew Sivapat ydpor ore tw’ GAAnv 
~ » ¢ ’ , ? > , - 

pirw é@ evpicka. pada 8 drpuvovot rokies 
Ul > > , ‘ , ’ , ynuacd’, doxadda 8€ mas Biorov kareddvtar, 

160 yweookor® dn yap avnp olds Te padiora 
m” - - A ~ > 4 

otkov kndecOa, td Te Zevs Kddos omdfet. 

vss. 130-3 om. Bekker, Nauck ; damn. Hayman, Ludwich, Monro, Merry. 

At line 130 is a scholium (H): 90érnvta X* év dé rots mAeiorots 
ovdt épépovro. Porson saw the difficulty, and two solutions, of 
which he unfortunately chose the worse: correcting \’ to & and 

understanding that lines 130-3 were the ones commented upon. 

The other alternative was to extend the athetesis, so that it should 

end with line 161, thus including thirty-two (Af’) lines of our 
printed text. La Roche is said to have advocated (in an inaccessible 

article in Oester. Zettschr. f. Gymn. 1863, 199) the rejection of 136-61, 

thus approximating the correct solution, which was given by 

Roemer, Hom. Stud. 415f. Blass (190), noting the external 

evidence against line 153, saw that the athetesis included only 31 

(Aq@’) lines in Aristarchus’ text. Wecklein (7A V 20) has followed 
him, and I would merely suggest that there may be another line 

(131 ?, 135?) of this sort. 

The short version is entirely satisfactory, while the plus verses 

are largely a cento (cf. a 245-8, B 94-110, a 249-50), comprising 

many oddities and infelicities, for which reference to Blass (188—go) 
and Bethe (Homer, ii. 93-100) may be made. Bethe includes lines 
134-6 in the original text, and assigns the interpolation to the 

‘letzte Bearbeiter der Odyssee’; I think we may say that the 
external evidence demands on each of these points a different 
decision. 

Odysseus in his feigned adventures : 

Kpjrn tis yat Eort, wéow evi oivome révta, 
X\ \ 7 7 2 Fe. ¢ 

kad?) Kal mle.pa, mepipputos: ev 8” &yOpwrot 
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174 modAol, aretpéciot, kal evypKovra méAne_s. 
A ] 178 thot & evi Kvwods, weyédn rods, évda te Mivos 

? 

evvéewpos Bacideve Aids peyddov dapioris—xri. 

175 GAAn 8 Arov yhooca peprypévn’ ev pev "Ayaol, 
176 ev & "Eredxpnres peyadyropes, ev dé Kidaves 
177 Awptées re tpixdtkes Sioi re Medacryoi. 

The text is that attested by [Plato] J/izos 319 b, and is entirely 
satisfactory. Of course it is possible that the quoter has discarded 
lines not needed for his purposes; but it would be rather curious 
that in doing so he should hit upon lines that modern scholars have 
found objectionable for other reasons. Hoffman (i. 75) objected to 
the lines because containing the only mention of the Dorians, and 

because their interpolator could be held responsible for cai évyjxovra 
in line 174 instead of €v & évyvyxovra. Following Beloch, Sir 

Arthur Evans (i. 12) has also argued that the lines are interpolated. 
There would certainly be no reason to insert the lines were the 

existence of texts without them established securely. The latter, 

it must be admitted, is not the case; and to that extent the question 
must remain sub iudice. 

The question whether Aristotle (cf. Poet. viii. 5: 1451° 24 ff.) had 

T 394-466 in his text of the Odyssey is still debatable; Blass (238) 

maintaining the affirmative, and Finsler (Homer, ii. 400) the nega- 

tive. Blass is right in declaring that the philosopher knew the sub- 
stance of the story (7Anyjvai pév év T@ IapvaccG), but that does 

not yet prove that he knew it from the Odyssey. Finsler is right 

in suggesting that Aristotle may have read the story in another 

poem; but he goes too far when he claims that this must be so 

because it is mentioned in the same breath with Odysseus’ feigning of 

madness which does come from a different source. Ifthe philosopher 

wished to arrange in chronological order various pre-war experiences 

of Odysseus, he had theright totake his material wherever he found it. 

This seems to bring us to a deadlock; but there are, I think, 
further considerations that make Blass’ view probable. (1) We can 
designate the source of the madness episode—the Cyprza; while for 

the Hunton Mt. Parnassus we must invent a poem ad hoc, it being 

clearly not a part of the Cycle. (2) This poem was known to 

Sophocles (fr. 408) and to Plato (Rep. i. 334 a)—the latter citing it 
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as ‘Homer’. Finsler argues that in Plato’s time any epic poem 
could be called Homer. But such is not Plato’s own usage; for us 

at least he is a leader in the ‘critical process’°—to borrow a phrase 

from Fitch’s excellent discussion, CP 19 (1924). 57—65—that resulted 
in making Homer the author of two poems only. Bethe’s index 
shows but one citation of the Cycle, namely Euthyphro, 12 a-c, 

where the Cypria is quoted anonymously ; it is only the spurious 

Alcibiades (ii. 149 d) that quotes verses from a Cyclic epos as found 

map ‘Oujp». (3) It might still be argued that Plato (and pre- 
sumably Sophocles) had interpolated texts of the Odyssey, while 

Aristotle used an uninterpolated text. But my index will show 

that, on the contrary, Plato’s text is as a rule conservative, while 

Aristotle is more inclined to texts of a ‘wild’ type. (4) The inter- 

polation would be unusually long and independent. 

The discovery of the scar: 

TY ypnus xelpecot Katampnvécot aBoioa 
yO p éripaccapévn, 7bda St mpoénke Pépecbar 

469 ev d& AéByre wéce Kvipn, Kavdxnoe 6& yadrkés, 

dp & érépwo’ éxridn 7d & emi xOovds é€éxv8’ Tdwp. 

[Plutarch] vita Hom. 1245 a omits verse 469 from his quotation, 

This cannot be anything but an accident, as his discussion shows. 

Vv 

The text of 3a. PHibeh 23 seems to have run somewhat as 
follows : 

airap €y® Beds ci|ut, Siapmepts 7 ce PvdrAdocw 
48 13 letters |r. eépém d€ cor eavadavdédr’ 

ei mep mevTnKoy |ra Adxor pepdtray avOpdrev 
v@t Tepioratev, K|Teivar peuadres Apnt, 

51 Kai Kev Tov éXdojato Boas, kali ré]xr[a Kal adrovs 
x  dovrécas xreivjecas aalovpas xtipata madvra. 
52 GXX édérw ce Kal bjmvos é[ary|y ent [vedas ~XOn” 

48 év mayrecot rovots Codd. 

51 Kai Key ray eAdoao Boas xat tqia para. 

GA’ éér@ oe Kal Urvos* avin cat rd GuAdooew 
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54 as ddro, kal p& of blmvov emt Breddpoliow exevev 
55 abr & dy és “Odup|mov adixero dia [bedav 
*  ddpar’ és alytéxoto mar|pds pe[ra Saipovas &ddovs. 

53 mavyvxor eypnocorra, xaxav & timodvceat 767. 

Of the restorations I have offered 55amA222 is obvious; the 
only question being whether zarpés is a corruption of 4iés, or 
whether the unhomeric phraseology is an indication of the late date 

of the interpolation. The others are doubtful and presented with 
hesitation. Only a re-examination of the papyrus can determine 

whether the last two doubtful letters visible in line 51 can be read 
as xy or not. In line 52 ém7jy will be a modernism for ézeZ ev, as 
in PGerhard at X 125, on which compare the editor’s note. The 

meaning of the phrase seems, however, curiously twisted—after the 

house gets dark (and quiet), at the end of the revelry. As a variant 

to avin kairtd gvAdocey it is distinctly inferior. But that phrase 
by itself is sufficient, and we may on the testimony of the papyrus 

regard line 53 as an intruder. 

The plus verse following line 58 may have begun éugiroda & os 
mpo|cGev axyy éxov, but if the following traces (o:.) cannot be 
reconciled with ovd€ 7x efzrov I do not see how the line can be com- 
pleted. At all events the unhomeric phrase axiv Exov may assure 
us—if assurance be needed—that we have lost nothing more 

interesting than an interpolation. 

The prophecy of Theoklymenos : 
a “@ Seidol, ti Kaxov Téde maoyxeTEe; vuUKTL pey dpéwv 

eiAdarat xebarai te mpdcwmd te vépbe Te yoova. 

353 olpwy? dé dédne, SeddxpuvTar de waperai, 

354 alate & éppddarat totxa Kadai te peoddpat 

elddA@y St mA€ov mpdOvpov, mAein SE Kal avady, 

iepéveov “EpeBos dt bd (pov édtos JE 

ovpavod ééamébdwde, Kaki) S emidédpopev axdvs.” 

Porphyry (Quaest. [1. 271. 22 ff. Schr.) quotes v 351-2, 355-5, 

but as the quotations are separated by kai émdye: the break is 

probably intentional. [Plutarch], vita Hom. ii, 108, likewise omits 
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lines 353-4 in his quotation. Finally, Plato (Jon, 539 a) quotes the 

speech with the omission of line 354, which may, however, be due 
merely to haplography. 

I cannot feel that texts without 353-4 are sufficiently well attested 
to warrant our regarding the lines as interpolated. 

7, 
296 aomdo.ot €xTpoio madraod Oecpoy ikovTo. 

I cannot find evidence sufficient to make reasonable the belief 
that any text of the Odyssey stopped at this point. Had the edition 
of Aristarchus ended here our MSS. would do the same. The 
famous scholium (MV Vind. 133) Apioropdvns d& Kai Apicrapyos 
mépas THs Odvoceias roiro movobvrat, or in another form (HMQ) 
tobro Tédos 7Hs ‘Odvaceias pyaiv Apicrapyos Kal Apicrogevns, 
proves no more than that these critics believed the genuine poem to 
end here. Nor need more be inferred from the ending of the 
Argonautika : 

domaciws axras Ilayacnidas cicanéBnre 

than that Apollonius already held that opinion. Of course they 
may all have been guided by MS. evidence; but if so no indication 
of the fact has reached us. 

On the surface it appears that the recapitulation (Wr 310-41) of 
Odysseus’ adventures filled sixty verses in the text used by 
Aristotle ; cf. Rhet. iii. 16 : 1417° 13 wapdderypa 6 ’Adkivou aréXoyos, 
drt pds thy IInverorny év é€fxovta ereow memroinrat. It is easy 
to emend (rpidékoyra) or to assume a slip of memory. In the light 
of our past experiences we must believe that, if we have lost any- 
thing, we have lost an interpolation. 
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CONCLUSION 

IN its application the hypothesis seems to me to have enabled us 

to take the facts of this type in the Homeric tradition as far as 

known to us and weave them into a more complete and consistent 

picture than could otherwise be obtained. That, however, is a 

question which may best be left to the judgement of others without 

further argument. Instead I may indicate briefly the line that may 

be taken in future investigations. 

Our texts are reconstructions of an Alexandrian text. Behind 

them lies the problem of reconstructing some earlier form of the 

poems—that which they had, I should say, at the beginning of our 

written tradition. So far that problem has baffled and still baffles 

us. I would suggest that we approach it in the spirit of one who 

prefers half a loaf to no bread ; that we attempt to reconstruct this 

text, if not in its words, at least in its lines. The task will consist 

of the removal of accretions. The first and clearest cases will be 

those I have discussed, the lines that we know were not to be found 

in all versions of the text. The burden of proof must lie upon him 

who wishes to include such lines in the reconstruction. 

However, our sources of information are so fragmentary that we 

cannot believe that we know all the lines of this class, and it 

becomes necessary to continue the search for others. Sometimes 

(cf. for instance IT 140, $ 287) the detection of one interpolation will 

lead directly to the detection of another. Others must lurk among 

the lines athetized by the Alexandrians. In their circle interest 

in internal evidence overgrew and overshadowed the arguments 

from external evidence, which, however, they possessed more fully 

than we can hope to have it. A re-examination of their dOerHoes may 

enable us to designate some cases in which we can infer with reason- 

able probability the existence of such evidence. Finally, some inter- 

polations—especially in parts of the poems (for instance, .xv§ 7x) 

for which the scholia are conspicuously deficient—may be recognized 

from their kinship with other interpolations. The difficulty there 

2966 Kk 
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will be that these interpolators have in reality no style, no indi- 

viduality—nothing but a sort of family resemblance. The oldest 
of them are not far separated from the men responsible for the 

Pisistratean texts of the two poems, and in the absence of external 

evidence the distinguishing of their work will not be easy. 
Much remains to be done, more perhaps than ever can be done, 

and meanwhile the Pisistratean text must remain like a vase that is 

only partly cleansed. But the work that may be bestowed upon its 

recovery will not be labour lost; for it is, as Bethe has shown, the 

one real object for our study. It must therefore be our effort to 
recover it as perfectly as the resources at our command permit. 



ADDENDA 

Pp. 8-30. I can now add to the papyri previously cited (p. 16n.) the 

following : 

A 152-66: 2/. PBodl. g 16 (unpubl.) | A 215-52, 276-312, 337-41, 345-6, 

348, 360-5: 2f. PSI vii. 745 | A 298-333: 2/. PBodl. e 58 (unpubl.) | 

A 468-73: wooden tablet, JHS 29 (1909). 39| A 608-11: 27. PMus. Br. 

1862 A (unpubl.)|B 251-4, 267-84, 296-309, 331-45, 364-95, 398-430, 

435-62, 466-94, 498-526, 529-57, 562-92, 597-625, 630-60, 663-91, 696-726, 
730-60, 803-30, 838-75: 1%. PMus. Br. 1873 (unpubl.) | B 459-535: 1/2 2. 

PBodl. d 41 (unpubl.) | B 494-519, 528-76, 594-614, 631-41, 667-78: 6f. 

PCairo Byz. ii. 67172-4.| B 625-85: 3/4. PSI vii. 746.| B 638-743: 

2/3. PRoss.-Georg. i. 2. | B 781-94: 29. PRoss.-Georg. i. 3. | T 273-85: 

wooden tablet, JH.S 29 (1909). 39. | 4 33-65: 22. PSI vii. 747. | E 724-35, 

744-55: 4p. PSI vii. 748 | E 855-79: 2. PBodl. f 42. (unpubl.) | Z 99-102, 

119-22: 4/. PSI vii. 749. | H 118-22, 143-7, 167-74: #. PBodl. b 10. (unpubl.) | 

H 329-48, 353-74: 4/5 p. PSI vii. 750 | © 198-213: 2/3 p. PBodl. f. 24. (unpubl) | 

© 332-6, 362-9: 2/1 a. PFay. 4|1 75-92: 1. PBerol. Nr. 40 | I 103-23, 

155-78: 3/4. PMus. Br. 2037° (unpubl.) | I 300-17: 24. PMus. Br. 1862f 

(unpubl.) | N 590-606, 610-13, 621-4, 627-9, 633-9: 2 p. PBodl. d. 45 (unpubl.) | 

O 575-94, 623-40: 1f. PSI vii. 751 | P 50-2, 86-99, 106-12, 136-71, 182-221, 

236-67, 277-307, 323-51, 363-94, 406-35, 439-58, 461-78, 483-520, 523-761 : 

3p. PRoss.-Georg. i. 4 | P 335-46, 368-81: 4/5 2. PSI vii. 752 | = 439-617: 2/32. 

PMichigan (TAPA 53 [1922] 128-617) | ® 511-27: 32. PSI vii. 753 | 

B 34-370 (scraps too small for use): 1 2. PMus. Br. 127 D (unpubl.) | 6 127-40 

152-66: 2/3. PGenav.—(Berard, Odyssée, I. i. 65) | 8 166-76: 2/34. PSI vii. 

754 | 8 840-7: 2%. PRoss.-Georg. i. 5 |«¢ 1-7: ostrakon BGU vi. 1470 | 

6537-54: 3. PSI vii. 755 | «291-9: 3.2. PRoss.-Georg. i. 6 | » 250-2, 281-304 : 

1a. PNash, PSBA 24 (1902). 290-2 | 7 103-12, 128-39: 4. PRoss.-Georg. i.7 | 

These papyri have again (cf. A/P 259) tested and confirmed my pre- 

dictions. I shall not set forth in detail the lines accidentally omitted by 

them ; their significant omissions are as follows. B 558 is not in the text 

of the Cairo papyrus, late (6 2.) as it is; the line is added in the top margin, 

‘perhaps by a different hand’, In 14. PMus. Br. 1873 only slight traces 

can be read of the line following B 557 ; they are probably TIEILPYNOA of 

line 559, though the possibility of AQ]EI[NAIWN of line 558 cannot be 

denied. B 642 is not found either in 2/3. PRoss.-Georg. i. 2, nor in 

3/42. PSI vii. 746. Of H 363-9 only the first half has made its way into 
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4/5 p. PSI vii. 750, so the interpolation is seen in its incipience. O 578 is 

not in 1Z. PSI vii. 751. From 37. PRoss.-Georg. i. 4 are absent P 1453, 

219, 326, 455, 585, 683%; it must be noted also that no one of these lines 

has been added by the corrector who has so often supplied verses acci- 

dentally omitted. % 441 604/5 are not to be found in the Michigan 

papyrus. Finally o 111® (the editors miscall it 112) and o 131 are not 

contained in 4 2. PRoss.-Georg. i. 7. All of these lines have been included? 

in my Conspectus of Vulgate Interpolations, and there is no other line in 

that list for which the testimony of these papyri is available. 

1 For 3 604/5 cf. pp. 3, 12, and 16. 
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